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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
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1.1 I DENTIFICATION
This is the User Manual for the SAFERTOS® pre-emptive real time scheduler. SAFERTOS is either
supplied as C and assembler code, as a C linkable library or, depending on the processor, preprogrammed in to the processor ROM.
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Incorporating SAFERTOS in to an embedded software application permits that application to be
structured as a set of autonomous tasks. The scheduler selects which task to execute at any point
in time in accordance with the state and relative priority of each created task. CHAPTER 2 elaborates
the states in which a task can exist.
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1.2 USE IN S AFETY RELATED S YSTEMS
SAFERTOS was developed using a formalised process and the same processes have been used to
create all subsequent 'Product Variants' of SAFERTOS. The requirements used for this development
and the evidence of conformance are contained in the Design Assurance Pack for SAFERTOS,
which is specific to each 'Product Variant' of SAFERTOS.
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Any use of SAFERTOS in any application cannot make any claim related to the conformance of
SAFERTOS to any requirements or process specification without first following a recognized system
wide conformance verification process. This conformance evidence must then be presented audited
and accepted by a recognized and relevant independent assessment organization. Without
undergoing this process of due diligence no claim can be made as to the suitability of SAFERTOS
to be used in any safety or otherwise commercially critical application.
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1.3 DOCUMENT O VERVIEW
1.3.1 Scope
It is assumed that system developers are adequately trained or already experienced in their field of
involvement. It is therefore assumed that readers are familiar with the concepts of multitasking
embedded systems (such as multiple tasks, re-entrancy and mutual exclusion) and are proficient in
the C programming language. This manual is limited to technical aspects specific to SAFERTOS.

LE

Please refer to the SAFERTOS Safety Manual for the Product Variant [Reference 1] for information
on integrating SAFERTOS into safety related applications. The Safety Manual is available as part of
the Design Assurance Package.
The ' ' symbol is used to emphasise instructions or information to which compliance is deemed to
be essential for the correct and safe integration of SAFERTOS into an application.
1.3.2 Following Chapters

P

CHAPTER 2 provides an overview of SAFERTOS and the description of the SAFERTOS task, queue
and scheduling mechanisms.
CHAPTER 3 describes the installation and setup required to use SAFERTOS in your application.

A
M

CHAPTER 4 provides an API reference.

CHAPTER 5 describes elements which are specific to a particular product variant.

S

SAFERTOS users must not call functions within the SAFERTOS code base that are not
documented in CHAPTER 4 or CHAPTER 5.
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CHAPTER 2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
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2.1 S YSTEM O VERVIEW
2.1.1 Summary of the SAFERTOS Scheduler
The SAFERTOS pre-emptive real time scheduler has the following characteristics:
Any number of tasks can be created - system RAM constraints are the limiting factor;

•

Each task is assigned a priority - the maximum number of task priorities available is determined
by the constant configMAX_PRIORITIES (see Section 'Task Priorities' for more details);

•

Any number of tasks can share the same priority - allowing for maximum application design
flexibility;

•

The highest priority task that is able to execute (i.e. that is not blocked or suspended) will be
the task selected by the scheduler to execute;

•

Tasks of equal priority will each get a share of the processing time available to tasks of that
priority. A time sliced round robin policy is used (see the Section 'The Scheduling Policy');

•

Queues can be used to send data between tasks, and to send data between tasks and interrupt
service routines (ISR);

•

Tasks can block for a fixed period;

•

Tasks can block to wait for a specified time;

•

Tasks can block with a specified timeout period to wait for queue events (either data being
written to or read from the queue).
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•

2.1.2 Differences between SAFERTOS and OPENRTOS
While SAFERTOS and OPENRTOS share many attributes the development process has
necessitated some notable differences. These are summarized below:
SAFERTOS does not dynamically allocate any memory (All the memory required for the
creation of tasks and queues must be provided by the host application) which has necessitated
some changes to the OPENRTOS API;

S

•

•

SAFERTOS performs validity checks on all parameters passed into its API and on some
internal data values - as a result, more SAFERTOS API functions return a status value than
their OPENRTOS counterparts;

•

The scheduler will not permit a task stack to overflow during the task context switch process;

•

The detection of an error within the scheduler's internal data or the detection of a potential
stack overflow (during a context switch) will result in the execution of an application defined
callback function permitting application-specific fail-safe processing to be performed;

•

SAFERTOS does not support co-routines;

•

OPENRTOS allows components to be optionally excluded through the use of preprocessor
directives - SAFERTOS does not include any conditional compilation options;

•

OPENRTOS permits the scheduling policy to be optionally set to 'cooperative' - SAFERTOS
only permits the policy to be 'preemptive';
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•

OPENRTOS defines stack sizes in terms of the number of data items the stack can hold
whereas SAFERTOS defines stack sizes in bytes.

2.1.3 Design Goals
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The design goal of SAFERTOS is to achieve its stated functionality using a small, simple and robust
implementation.
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2.2 DEFINITIONS AND C ODING CONVENTIONS
2.2.1 Port Specific Definitions
These definitions are port dependent and therefore this information can be found in the section
"Product Variant Specific Manuals".
2.2.2 Project Definitions

LE

Each C file that utilizes the SAFERTOS API must include the SafeRTOS_API.h header file.
SafeRTOS_API.h includes projdefs.h, which contains the definitions detailed in the Table 'Project
Definitions'.
Table 2-1 Project Definitions

Value

pdKERNEL_MAJOR_VERSION
pdKERNEL_MINOR_VERSION

pdFALSE
pdPASS
pdFAIL

<Minor version number of the SAFERTOS API>

A
M

pdTRUE

9

P

Definition

1
0
1
0
-1

errINVALID_PRIORITY

-2

S

errSUPPLIED_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL

errQUEUE_FULL

-4

errSEMAPHORE_ALREADY_GIVEN

errQUEUE_FULL

errINVALID_ALIGNMENT

-5

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

-6

errINVALID_QUEUE_LENGTH

-7

errINVALID_TASK_CODE_POINTER

-8

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

-9

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

-10
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Table 2-1 Project Definitions
Definition

Value
-11

errTASK_ALREADY_SUSPENDED

-12

errTASK_WAS_NOT_SUSPENDED

-13

errNO_TASKS_CREATED

-14

LE

errDID_NOT_YIELD

errSCHEDULER_ALREADY_RUNNING

-15

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

-17

errINVALID_SEMAPHORE_HANDLE

errERRONEOUS_UNBLOCK

A
M

errQUEUE_EMPTY

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

P

errINVALID_MUTEX_HANDLE

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

-18
-19

errSEMAPHORE_ALREADY_TAKEN

errQUEUE_EMPTY

errMUTEX_ALREADY_TAKEN

errQUEUE_EMPTY
-20

errINVALID_TASK_SELECTED

-21

errTASK_STACK_OVERFLOW

-22

errSCHEDULER_WAS_NOT_SUSPENDED

-23

errINVALID_BUFFER_SIZE

-24

errBAD_OR_NO_TICK_RATE_CONFIGURATION

-25

errBAD_HOOK_FUNCTION_ADDRESS

-26

errERROR_IN_VECTOR_TABLE

-27

errINVALID_MPU_REGION_CONFIGURATION

-28

errINVALID_MMU_REGION_CONFIGURATION

errINVALID_MPU_REGION_CONFIGURATION

S

errINVALID_TICK_VALUE
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Table 2-1 Project Definitions
Definition

Value
-29

errNO_MPU_IN_DEVICE

-30

errEXECUTING_IN_UNPRIVILEGED_MODE

-31

errRTS_CALCULATION_ERROR

-32

errINVALID_PERCENTAGE_HANDLE

-33

errINVALID_INITIAL_SEMAPHORE_COUNT

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

-35

A
M

errSPURIOUS_INTERRUPT

-34

P

errROM_INTEGRITY_CHECK_FAILED
errIN_PROGRESS

LE

errTASK_STACK_ALREADY_IN_USE

-36
-37
-38
-39

errRAM_INTEGRITY_CHECK_FAILED

-40

errINVALID_TIMER_HANDLE

-41

errINVALID_TIMER_TASK_INSTANCE

-42

errTIMER_ALREADY_IN_USE

-43

errNOTIFICATION_NOT_RECEIVED

-44

errNOTIFICATION_ALREADY_PENDING

-45

errTASK_WAS_ALSO_ON_EVENT_LIST

-46

errQUEUE_ALREADY_IN_USE

-47

errEVENT_GROUP_ALREADY_IN_USE

-48

errINVALID_EVENT_GROUP_HANDLE

-49

errEVENT_GROUP_BITS_NOT_SET

-50

S

errSPURIOUS_FAST_INTERRUPT
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Table 2-1 Project Definitions
Definition

Value
-51

errMUTEX_NOT_OWNED_BY_CALLER

-52

errMUTEX_CORRUPTED

-53

errNEXT_UNBLOCK_TIME_EXPIRED

-54

errWOKEN_UP_AFTER_NEXT_UNBLOCK_TIME
errTICKLESS_MODE_NOT_SUPPORTED
errSCHEDULER_IS_NOT_RUNNING

-56

P

A
M

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_OPERATION

-55

-57

errEVT_MPLX_OBJECT_ALREADY_IN_USE
errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_HANDLE

LE

errEVENT_GROUP_DELETED

-58
-59
-60
-61

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_EVENTS

-62

errEVT_MPLX_NO_EVENTS_OCCURRED

-63

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

-64

errNO_TICK_SETUP_HOOK_DEFINED

-65

errSB_ZERO_TRIGGER

-66

errSB_ZERO_BUFFER

-67

errSB_SMALL_BUFFER

-68

errSB_TRIGGER_TOO_HIGH

-69

errSB_IN_USE

-70

errSB_NULL_HANDLE

-71

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

-72

S

errEVT_MPLX_OBJECT_EVENTS_LIMIT_REACHED
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Table 2-1 Project Definitions
Definition

Value
-73

errSB_NOTIFICATION_TIMEOUT

-74

errSB_INVALID_ISMESSAGEBUFFER_PARAMETER

-75

errSB_CORRUPT_MESSAGE

-76

LE

errSB_NULL_BUFFER

The 'pd' prefix denotes that the constant is defined within the projdefs.h header file. projdefs.h also
contains the error code definitions (also listed in the Table 'Project Definitions'), all of which are
prefixed 'err'.
2.2.3 Naming Conventions

Parameter names are prefixed with their type as follows:
•

Variables of type portCharType and portInt8Type are prefixed c;

•

A
M

•

P

The following conventions are used throughout the code:

•
•
•
•

Variables of type portInt32Type are prefixed l;
Variables of type portBaseType are prefixed x;
Other types (e.g. structures) are also prefixed x;
Items of type void are prefixed v (pointers to void and void functions);
Pointers have an additional prefix p, for example a pointer to a portInt16Type will have
prefix ps, a pointer to void will have the prefix pv, etc.;

S

•

Variables of type portInt16Type are prefixed s;

•

Unsigned variables have an additional prefix u, for example an portUInt16Type will have
prefix us;

•

Arrays have an additional prefix a, for example an array of portCharType will have the
prefix ac, an array of portUInt32Type will have the prefix aul, etc.;

•

Function names are also prefixed with their return type using the same convention;

•

API functions for which the function prototype is contained in the file 'task.h' start with the word
'Task', for example, the prototype for the API function xTaskGetTickCount() is contained in
'task.h' and the function returns a value of type portTickType;

•

API functions for which the function prototype is contained in the file 'queue.h' start with the
word 'Queue', for example, the prototype for the API function xQueueSend() is contained in
'queue.h' and the function returns a value of portBaseType;
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Macro names are written in all upper case other than a lower case prefix that indicates in which
header file the macro is defined - the exception to this rule are the error codes which are
prefixed 'err' but contained in the projdefs.h header file.
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•
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2.3 S YSTEM COMPONENTS
2.3.1 Memory Management
Memory management declarations are port specific and are detailed in the port variant specific
section of this document.
2.3.2 Tasks

LE

Including SAFERTOS in your application allows the application to be structured as a set of
autonomous tasks - the resultant system functionality being the sum of the functionality of the
multiple tasks that make up the application.
Each task executes within its own context with no coincidental dependency on other tasks within the
system or the scheduler itself.
2.3.2.1 Task Functions

P

Functions that implement a task must be of type pdTASK_CODE, where pdTASK_CODE is defined
as shown by the Listing 'The pdTASK_CODE definition' with an example of such a function shown
in the Listing 'The typical structure of a task'.

A
M

A task will typically execute indefinitely and as such be written as an infinite loop, also demonstrated
by the Listing 'The typical structure of a task'.
typedef void (*pdTASK_CODE)( void * pvParameters );

Listing 1 The pdTASK_CODE definition

S

void vATaskFunction( void *pvParameters )
{
/* The function executes indefinitely so enter an infinite loop. */
for( ;; )
{
/* -- Task application code goes here. -- */
}
}

Listing 2 The typical structure of a task

A task is created using the xTaskCreate() API function.
A task is deleted using the xTaskDelete() API function.
A task function must never terminate by attempting to return to its caller (or by calling exit()) as
doing so will result in undefined behaviour. If required a task can delete itself prior to reaching the
function end as illustrated by the Listing 'A task deleting itself prior to the function terminating'.
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void vATaskFunction( void *pvParameters )
{
for( ;; )
{
/* -- Task application code here. -- */
}
/* The task deletes itself (indicated by the NULL parameter)
* before reaching the end of the task function. */
xTaskDelete( NULL );
}

Listing 3 A task deleting itself prior to the function terminating

2.3.2.2 Task States

LE

The void * function parameter permits a reference to any type to be passed into the task when the
task is created. Where more than one parameter is required a pointer to a structure can be used.
See the API documentation for the xTaskCreate() function for further information.

Only one task can actually be executing at any one time. The scheduler is responsible for selecting
the task to execute in accordance with each task's relative priority and state.

P

A task can exist in one of the states described by the Table 'Task States', with valid transitions
between states depicted by the Figure 'Valid task state transitions'.
Table 2-2 Task States

Running

When a task is actually executing it is said to be in the Running state. It is the task selected
by the scheduler to execute and is currently utilising the processor.
Only one task can be in the Running state at any given time.
A task is in the Blocked state if it is waiting for an event. It cannot continue until the event
occurs and until that time cannot be selected by the scheduler as the task to enter the
Running state.
Tasks in the Blocked state always have a timeout period, after which the task will become
unblocked.

S

Blocked

Description

A
M

Task State

Suspended

A task will enter the Suspended state when it is the subject of a call to the xTaskSuspend()
API function, and remain in the Suspended state until unsuspended by a call to the
xTaskResume() API function. A timeout period cannot be specified.
Suspended state tasks cannot be selected by the scheduler as the task to enter the Running
state.

Ready

A task is in the Ready state if it is able to enter the Running state (it is not in the Blocked or
Suspended state) but is not currently the task that is selected to execute.
The only tasks that are available to the scheduler for selection as the task to enter the
Running state are those that are in the Ready state.
Ready is the initial state when a task is created.
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LE

Figure 2-1 Valid task state transitions

P

Each task executes within its own context. The process of transitioning one task out of the Running
state while transitioning another task into the Running state is called 'context switching'.

A
M

A call to the xTaskSuspend() API function can cause a task in the Running state, Blocked state or
Ready state to enter the Suspended state.
Calls to the xTaskDelay() and xTaskDelayUntil() API functions can cause a task in the Running state
to enter the Blocked state to wait for a temporal event - the event being the expiration of the
requested delay period.
Calls to blocking API functions can cause a task in the Running state to enter the Blocked state to
wait for an event. Section 'Inter-Task Communication' provides more information on using RTOS
events.

S

2.3.2.3 Task Priorities

A priority is assigned to each task when the task is created.
The priority of a task can be queried using the xTaskPriorityGet() API function and changed by using
the xTaskPrioritySet() API function.
Low numeric values denote low priority tasks. The lowest priority value that can be assigned to a
task is 0.
High numeric values denote high priority tasks. The maximum priority that can be assigned to a task
is (configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1), where configMAX_PRIORITIES is a user specified value as
described in CHAPTER 3 (applies only when source code is supplied).
When Mutexes are being used within the system, a task may temporarily adopt a higher priority than
the configured priority, this is known as priority inheritance. When a low priority task is holding a
mutex that a higher priority task is attempting to take, the lower priority task has its priority temporarily
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raised to that of the blocked task. This ensures that no lower priority processing can delay the release
of the mutex.
Where multiple tasks are involved and multiple mutexes are held, complex priority inheritance
scenarios can occur. SAFERTOS manages the inherited priorities such that a task only holds the
inherited priority actually required for mutexes currently held.
2.3.2.4 Task Notifications

LE

Each task has a notification state and notification value associated with it. This allows other tasks to
send notifications directly to tasks using the API function xTaskNotifySend(). ISRs can also send
task notifications, using the API function xTaskNotifySendFromISR(). A task can move to the blocked
state to wait for a task notification using the API function xTaskNotifyWait().
Task notifications can optionally update the target task's notification value as well as its notification
state.
The notification states of a task and the transitions between them are described in the table 'Task
Notification States'.

Description

A
M

State

P

Table 2-3 Task Notification States

Not waiting

The task has not received a notification and is not blocked waiting for one. Calling
xTaskNotifyWait() will cause the task to change its notification state to 'Waiting'.

Waiting

The task is currently blocked waiting for a task notification. If current blocking call to
xTaskNotifyWait() times out, the notification state reverts to 'Not Waiting'. If another task calls
xTaskNotifySend() or an ISR calls xTaskNotifySendFromISR() targetting this task, its state
will change to 'Notified' until this task has had time to process its notification and clear its
state back to 'Not Waiting'.
The task has not attempted to wait for a notification, but has received one anyway. If the task
calls xTaskNotifyWait() then it will immediately return and the task state will revert back to
'Not Waiting'.

S

Notified

When notifying a task, there are several options concerning the target notification value. These
options are described in the table 'Task Notification Actions' in the API section of the manual.
As task notifications only use two members of a task's TCB and do not require explicit creation, they
are more lightweight than other communication mechanisms within SAFERTOS.
2.3.3 The Scheduler
The 'scheduler' has responsibility for:
•

Deciding which task will be the task selected to enter the Running state, and performing the
context switching accordingly;

•

Measuring the passage of time;
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•

Transitioning tasks from the Blocked state into the Ready state upon the expiration of a timeout
period.

2.3.3.1 Measuring Time
A periodic (tick) timer interrupt is used to measure time. On each occurrence of the tick interrupt, the
tick hook (callback) function is called (if supplied by the host application) and can be used to add
time-based functionality to the host application. See Section 'Tick Hook' for more details on the tick
hook function.

LE

The host application must provide the hook function vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook() to setup
the desired timer as the correct rate. See section 'Setup Tick Interrupt Hook'.
The time between two consecutive timer interrupts is defined to be one 'tick' period. Times are
therefore measured and specified in 'tick' units.
The number of milliseconds between each tick is defined by the ulTickRateHz member of the
xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure passed in the call to xTaskInitializeScheduler(). Refer to the
Section 'xTaskInitializeScheduler()' for further information.

P

2.3.3.2 The Scheduling Policy

A
M

The scheduler selects as the task to be in the Running state the highest priority task that would
otherwise be in the Ready state. In other words, the task chosen to execute is the highest priority
task that is able to execute. Tasks in the Blocked or Suspended state are not able to execute.
Different tasks can be assigned the same priority. When this is the case the tasks of equal priority
are selected to enter the Running state in turn. Each task will execute for a maximum of one tick
period before the scheduler selects another task of equal priority to enter the Running state.
While the scheduler will ensure that tasks of equal priority will be selected to enter the Running
state in turn, it is not guaranteed that each such task will get an equal share of processing time.

S

2.3.3.3 Starting the Scheduler

The scheduler is started using the xTaskStartScheduler() API function. See the Listing 'Using a
gatekeeper task to control access to a resource' for an example usage scenario.
At least one task must be created prior to xTaskStartScheduler() being called.
Calling xTaskStartScheduler() causes the creation of the Idle task. The Idle task never enters the
Blocked or Suspended state. It is created to ensure there is always at least one task that is able to
enter the Running state. The idle task (callback) function can be utilized to execute application
specific code within the idle task.
2.3.3.4 Yielding
Yielding is where a task volunteers to leave the Running state by re-entering the ready state. When
a task yields the schedule re-evaluates which task should be in the Running state. If no tasks of
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higher or equal priority to the yielding task are in the Ready state then the yielding task shall again
be selected as the task to enter the Running state.
A task can yield by explicitly calling the safertosapiYIELD() macro, or by calling an API function that
changes the state or priority of another task within the application.
2.3.3.5 Scheduler States
The scheduler can exist in one of the states described by the Table 'Scheduler States', with valid
transitions between states depicted by the Figure 'Valid scheduler state transitions'.

LE

Table 2-4 Scheduler States
Description

Initialization

This is the initial state, prior to the scheduler being started.
While in the Initialization state the scheduler has no control over the application
execution.
Tasks and queues can be created while the scheduler is in the Initialization state.

Active

While in the Active state the scheduler controls the application execution by selecting
the task that is in the Running state as described in the Section 'The Scheduling Policy'.

Suspended

The Scheduler does not perform any context switching while in the Suspended state.
The task that was in the Running state when the scheduler entered the Suspended
state will remain in the Running state until the scheduler returns to the Active state.

S

A
M

P

Scheduler State
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LE
P

A
M

Figure 2-2 Valid scheduler state transitions

The scheduler enters the Suspended state following a call to vTaskSuspendScheduler(), and returns
to the Active state following a call to xTaskResumeScheduler().

S

A code section that must be executed atomically (without interruption from other tasks or interrupts)
to guarantee data integrity is called a critical region. The traditional method of implementing a critical
region of code is to disable then re-enable interrupts as the critical region is entered then exited
respectively. The macros safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() and safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL() are
provided for this purpose.
Implementing a critical section through the use of safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() and
safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL() has the disadvantage of the application being unresponsive to
interrupts for the duration of the critical region. The scheduler suspension mechanism provides an
alternative approach that permits interrupts to remain enabled during the critical region itself.
When the scheduler is in the Suspended state, by calling vTaskSuspendScheduler(), a switch to
another task will never occur. The task executing the critical region is guaranteed to remain as the
task in the Running state until xTaskResumeScheduler() is called.
Interrupts remain enabled while the scheduler is in the Suspended state. Critical regions
implemented using the scheduler suspension mechanism therefore protect the critical data from
access by other tasks, but not by interrupts. It is safe for an interrupt to access a queue while the
scheduler is in the Suspended state.
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A switch to a higher priority task that enters the Ready state while the scheduler is in the
Suspended state will be held pending until xTaskResumeScheduler() is called. It is therefore still
desirable for the scheduler not to be held in the Suspended state for an extended period. Doing so
will reduce the responsiveness of high priority tasks.
2.3.4 Inter-Task Communication
SAFERTOS provides a queue implementation that permits data to be transferred safely between
tasks. The queue mechanism removes the need for data that is shared between tasks to be declared
globally, or for the application writer to concern themselves with mutual exclusion primitives when
accessing the data.

LE

The queue implementation is flexible and can be used to achieve a number of objectives, including
simple data transfer and synchronization. The queue mechanism also provides the underlying
mechanism for the semaphore API features.
SAFERTOS also provides implementations of 'notifications', 'event groups' and 'event multiplex' that
permit tasks to exchange synchronization signals.

P

2.3.5 Queues

Queues are the basic message passing object within SAFERTOS which allow inter task
communication and communication from an ISR to a task.

A
M

The following bullet points summarise the queue implementation:
At any time a queue can contain zero or more 'items';

•

The size of each item and the maximum number of items that the queue can hold are
configured when the queue is created;

•

Items are sent to a queue using the xQueueSend(), xQueueSendFromISR(),
xQueueSendToFront() and xQueueSendToFrontFromISR() API functions;

•

Items are read from a queue using the xQueueReceive() and xQueueReceiveFromISR() API
functions;

S

•

•

A copy of the next item in the queue can be retrieved using the xQueuePeek() API function note that this function doesn't remove the item from the queue, it just retrieves a copy of the
item;

•

Queues are FIFO buffers - that is, the first item sent to a queue using xQueueSend() (or
xQueueSendFromISR()) is the first item retrieved from the queue when using
xQueueReceive() (or xQueueReceiveFromISR());

•

It is possible to alter this behaviour. Using xQueueSendToFront() (or
xQueueSendToFrontFromISR()) will follow LIFO ordering - that is, the last item sent to a queue
is the first item retrieved from the queue.

•

Data transferred through a queue is done so by copy - the data is copied byte for byte into the
queue when the data is sent, and then copied byte for byte out of the queue when the data is
subsequently received.
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2.3.5.1 Queue Events
Data being sent to or received from a queue is called a queue 'event'.
When calling xQueueSend() a task can specify a period during which it should be held in the Blocked
state to wait for space to become available on the queue if it finds the queue to already be full. The
task is blocking on a queue event and will leave the Blocked state automatically when another task
or interrupt removes an item from the queue.

LE

When calling xQueueReceive() or xQueuePeek(), a task can specify a period during which it should
be held in the Blocked state to wait for data to become available from the queue if it finds the queue
to already be empty. Again, the task is blocking on a queue event and will leave the Blocked state
automatically when another task or interrupt writes data to the queue.
If more than one task is blocked waiting for the same event then the task unblocked upon the
occurrence of the event is the task that has the highest priority. Where more than one task of the
same priority are blocked waiting for the same event then the task unblocked upon the occurrence
of the event will be the task that has been in the Blocked state for the longest time.

P

2.3.5.2 Queue Data Formatting

A
M

The queue sender and receiver must agree on the meaning of the data placed in the queue. This
could be a simple data type, such as a char or long, or a compound data type, such as a structure
containing a number of complex data items. For example, a structure may be used to hold both a
data value and the identity of the task sending the data.
Should the amount of data requiring transfer in each item be large then it may be preferable to queue
a pointer to the data rather than the data itself. This will be more efficient as only the pointer value
need be copied (typically 4 bytes) rather than each byte of the data itself.

S

Data is sent to a queue by copy; the queue implementation ensures access is consistent and
mutual exclusion primitives are not required when accessing the data. When data is queued by
reference (that is, a pointer to the data is queued rather than the data itself) then each task with
access to the referenced data must agree how consistent and exclusive access is to be achieved.
2.3.6 Semaphores

Semaphores have two main uses:
1) They are a means for a task to signal that it wishes to have exclusive access to data or other
resources. While the task 'has' the semaphore other tasks know they are excluded from accessing
the protected resource.
2) They are a means of using an ISR or task to trigger another task.
In the former case, mutexes may be a better option as they support priority inheritance and in the
latter case the same functionality can be achieved with either task notification or event groups.
To be permitted access to the resource the task must first 'take' the semaphore, and when it has
finished with the resource 'give' the semaphore back. If it cannot 'take' the semaphore it knows the
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resource is already in use by another task and it must wait for the semaphore to become available.
If a task chooses to enter the Blocked state to wait for a semaphore it will automatically be moved
back to the Ready state as soon as the semaphore is available.
A binary semaphore can be considered to be a queue that can contain, as a maximum, one item.
For efficiency the item size can be zero, thus preventing any data actually being copied into and out
of the queue. The important information is whether or not the queue is empty or full (the only two
states as it can only contain one item), not the value of the data it contains.

LE

When the resource is available the queue (representing the semaphore) is full. To 'take' the
semaphore the task simply receives from the queue - resulting in the queue being empty. To 'give'
the semaphore the task simply sends to the queue, resulting in the queue again being full. If, when
attempting to receive from the queue, it finds the queue is already empty a task knows it cannot
access the resource and can choose whether or not it wishes to enter the Blocked state to wait for
the resource to become available again.

P

In a similar vein, counting semaphores have a maximum limit on the depth of their queue. As long
as there are items in the queue, the resource is available. As with binary semaphores, once the
count reaches zero, the resource is unavailable, and the task can choose whether or not it wishes
to enter the Blocked state to wait for the resource to become available again.
SAFERTOS includes API functions that support both binary and counting semaphores.

S

A
M

Where semaphores are used to control access to a resource, consideration should be given to
whether or not including a 'gatekeeper' task would provide a neater application solution. A
'gatekeeper' task is a task that has exclusive access to the kept resource. As an example, consider
an application where more than one task wishes to write messages to stdout. stdout can be
controlled by a gatekeeper task. When a task wants to display a message, instead of writing to the
display directly the message is instead sent to the stdout gatekeeper through a queue. The
gatekeeper spends most of its time Blocked on a queue, but is woken by arriving messages at which
point it removes the message from the queue and writes it to the display before re-entering the
Blocked state. This is demonstrated in the Listing 'Using a gatekeeper task to control access to a
resource'.
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/* Define the size of the tasks' stacks. */
#define GATEKEEPER_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( 1024U )
#define OTHER_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( 1024U )
/* Declare the TCBs of the tasks created. */
static xTCB xGateKeeperTaskTCB = { 0 };
static xTCB xAnotherTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the stacks for the tasks. */
static portInt8Type acGateKeeperTaskStack[ configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE ]__attribute__( ( aligned(
safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };
static portInt8Type acAnotherTaskStack[ configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE ]__attribute__( ( aligned(
safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

int main( void )
{
xTaskParameters xGateKeeperTaskParameters =
{
...port specific task declaration...
};
xTaskParameters xAnotherTaskParameters =
{
...port specific task declaration...
};

LE

/* Declare a queue handle. */
static xQueueHandle xPrintQueue;

P

/* Initialise the kernel passing in a pointer to an xPortInit structure. */
if( pdPASS == xTaskInitializeScheduler( &xPortInit ) )
{
/* Create the gatekeeper queue. Its length is 5 and item size equal to sizeof( char * ). */
xQueueCreate( acQueueMemory, uxBufferLengthBytes, 5, sizeof( portCharType * ), &xPrintQueue );

A
M

/* Create the gatekeeper task. We are not storing the task handle. */
xTaskCreate( &xGateKeeperTaskParameters, NULL );
/* Create the task that uses stdout. */
xTaskCreate( &xAnotherTaskParameters, NULL );

/* Start the scheduler to run the created tasks. */
xTaskStartScheduler( pdTRUE );
}

/* Will not reach here as the scheduler is now running the tasks. */
return 1;
}

S

/* The gate keeper task implementation. */
void vGateKeeperTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portCharType *pcMessage;

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for a message to arrive. */
if( pdPASS == xQueueReceive( xPrintQueue, &pcMessage, portMAX_DELAY )
{
/* Write the message to stdout. */
printf( "%s", pcMessage );
}
}

}
/* A task that wants to write to stdout. */
void vAnotherTask( void *pvParameters )
{
const portCharType *pcMessage1 = "Message to display 1\r\n";
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here....
* At some point the task wants to write to stdout so generates
* the string to send (in this case it's just a constant) and
* sends it to the gatekeeper task. */
xQueueSend( xPrintQueue, &pcMessage1, 0 );
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/* Rest of the task code goes here. */
}
}

Listing 4 Using a gatekeeper task to control access to a resource
2.3.7 Mutexes
Mutexes are a means for a task to signal that it wishes to have exclusive access to data or other
resources. While the task 'has' the mutex other tasks know they are excluded from accessing the
protected resource.

LE

To be permitted access to the resource the task must first 'take' the mutex, and when it has finished
with the resource 'give' the mutex back. Unlike with semaphores, mutexes are owned by the task
that took them and therefore must be returned by the task that currently owns the mutex.
If a task cannot 'take' the mutex it knows the resource is already in use by another task and therefore
it must wait for the mutex to become available. If a task chooses to enter the Blocked state to wait
for a mutex it will automatically be moved back to the Ready state as soon as the mutex is available.

P

A mutex can be considered to be a queue that can contain, as a maximum, one item. For efficiency
the item size can be zero, thus preventing any data actually being copied into and out of the queue.
The important information is whether or not the queue is empty or full (the only two states as it can
only contain one item), not the value of the data it contains.

A
M

When the resource is available the queue (representing the mutex ) is full. To 'take' the mutex the
task simply receives from the queue - resulting in the queue being empty. To 'give' the mutex the
task simply sends to the queue, resulting in the queue again being full. If, when attempting to receive
from the queue, it finds the queue is already empty a task knows it cannot access the resource and
can choose whether or not it wishes to enter the Blocked state to wait for the resource to become
available again.
Mutexes can be taken recursively, however they must also be returned (or given) the same number
of times that they are taken before the mutex is actually released.

S

2.3.7.1 Priority Inversion and Priority Inheritance
Priority inversion is a term used to describe a situation when a higher priority task cannot execute
because it is waiting for a low priority task to complete. This is illustrated in Figure 'Illustration of
conditions leading to priority inversion'.
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LE

Figure 2-3 Illustration of conditions leading to priority inversion

P

Priority inversion can be a significant problem, but in small embedded systems it can often be
avoided at system design time, by considering how resources are accessed. However the
SAFERTOS mutex implementation supports priority inheritance in an attempt to minimise the effects
of priority inversion.

A
M

Where a low priority task is holding a mutex that a higher priority task is attempting to take, the lower
priority task has its priority temporarily raised to that of the blocked task. This ensures that no lower
priority processing can delay the release of the mutex.

S

Where multiple tasks are involved and multiple mutexes are held, complex priority inheritance
scenarios can occur. SAFERTOS manages the inherited priorities such that a task only holds the
inherited priority required for mutexes held and tasks blocked waiting for the mutexes.
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LE

P

Figure 2-4 Illustration of priority inheritance

A
M

Mutexes are owned by tasks and therefore may not be used from ISRs. If mutex type behaviour is
required from ISRs then semaphores can be used instead.
When a task is deleted, any mutexes it currently holds are released.
The Idle task is a kernel task that allows user code to operate via the idle hook function. This task
must not block, therefore mutexes must only be used in polling (non-blocking) mode from the idle
hook. Furthermore priority inheritance may result in the idle task acquiring an elevated priority which
may be undesirable. It is highly recommended that mutexes are always released before the idle task
hook returns (and a yield occurs).

S

The Timer task is a kernel task that allows user code to operate via timer callback functions. Any
blocking or priority inheritance in a timer callback function affects all timer callback functions and the
timer task itself. This is likely to be undesirable therefore it is recommended that mutexes are not
used with a block time or held for longer than necessary in timer callback functions.
2.3.8 Event Groups

An Event Group is a collection of flags which can be set, cleared, and waited on. Each of these flags,
or event bits, can be set using the API functions xEventGroupSetBits() and
xEventGroupSetBitsFromISR(). The event bits can also be cleared using the API functions
xEventGroupClearBits() and xEventGroupClearBitsFromISR(). The state of the event bits can be
queried using xEventGroupGetBits() and xEventGroupGetBitsFromISR(). A task can wait for a
specific flag or a combination of flags to be set using the API function xEventGroupWaitBits().
An event group could be used to communicate the state of a system between multiple tasks. For
example, one event bit could be set when a data item becomes available to be processed.
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When setting and clearing event bits, a mask is used. This allows multiple bits to be set or cleared
without other bits in the event group being affected.
When waiting for event bits, a task can either wait for all of the specified bits to be set before being
unblocked or it can wait for any one of the bits to be set.
2.3.9 Event Multiplex

LE

An event multiplex object allows a task to enter a blocked state waiting for more than one
SAFERTOS event to occur. Without event multiplex, a task can wait on a single event; an item being
sent to an empty queue, an item being removed from a full queue, a semaphore being taken or
given, a mutex being given, a bit being set in an event group or a task notification. Using an event
multiplex, any set of those events can be waited for simultaneously.
Note that event multiplex functions use the prefix EvtMplx in the SAFERTOS source code.

P

An event multiplex object can be used to wait for the same event on multiple different target objects.
For example if there are multiple queues which a task wants to receive from, the task can use an
event multiplex to wait for an item to be on any of the queues. Without the event multiplex feature,
this would not be possible using a single task; the task would have to poll the queues.

A
M

The event multiplex object works by determining a set of object-event pairs using the API fucntions
xEvtMplxAddObjectEvents() and xEvtMplxModifyObjectEvents() before waiting on the event
multiplex using the API function xEvtMplxWait() to block until one or more of the events occur. If
more than one event occurs before this task enters the running state, all of the occurred events will
be indicated by the values passed out of the wait function.
2.3.10 Streambuffers

Streambuffers are objects that allow streams of data or discrete messages to be sent between tasks
and ISRs. Any number of bytes may be written or read from a stream buffer at once. The data is
passed by copy into a circular buffer.

S

Streambuffers can be used for inter-processor communication between two cores running
SAFERTOS. This functionality must be supported in the SAFERTOS portable layer and is therefore
not supported on all platforms.
Note that unlike other SAFERTOS objects, streambuffers are not intended to support multiple sender
or multiple receivers. Only one task or ISR should write to a particular streambuffer in a system, and
only one task or ISR should receive from a particular streambuffer. In contrast; queues, semaphores,
mutexes and event groups support multiple tasks or ISRs communicating with the object at one time,
for example many tasks may wait to send data to a queue simultaneously, and the highest priority
task will be successful. This is not the case with streambuffers. Multiple senders or receivers will
cause undefined behaviour.
A streambuffer can either be created to use variable message sizes or to use fixed message sizes.
These two modes are equivalent to streambuffers and messagebuffers in FreeRTOS.
Streambuffer objects maintain a 'trigger level'. This indicates when there is enough room in the
streambuffer to begin a send operation, or there is enough data in a streambuffer to begin a receive
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operation. When data is written to a streambuffer, this trigger level is crossed by the amount of
available data and there is a task blocked waiting for data, that task will be woken. When data is
read from a streambuffer, this trigger level is crossed by the amount of available space and there is
a task blocked waiting for space, that task will be woken. Note that this trigger level is not
automatically set by the blocking task waiting for data; it is set at the streambuffers creation time and
can be updated using xStreamBufferSetTriggerLevel().
A streambuffer using variable length messages can send or receive partial messages. This occurs
when a send or receive operation times out and there is some data or space available. As much
data is read or written as possible and the number of bytes read or written is passed out of the API
function.

2.3.10.1 Intercore Behaviour

LE

Once a streambuffer has been created using xStreamBufferCreate(), one task or ISR can send data
using xStreamBufferSend[FromISR](). One other task or ISR can receive this data using
xStreamBufferReceive[FromISR](). The same API functions are used whether the two tasks/ISRs
are on the same core of a multiprocessor system or not.

P

Streambuffers can be used between two cores in a multicore environment where SAFERTOS is
running on multiple cores. As in a single core environment, there must only be one sender and one
receiver. One of these will be on one core, one on another core.

A
M

The streambuffer must be located in memory accessible by both cores that are using the
streambuffer and MPU regions must be set up accordingly.
By default, inter-core streambuffer operations do not unblock waiting tasks. For example, if a task
on core A attempts to receive from an empty streambuffer with a non-zero block time, it will enter
the blocked state. If a task or ISR on core B successfully sends data to the streambuffer, the blocked
task on core A is not unblocked, even if the streambuffer's trigger level is exceeded. The same is
true for the case where the blocked task is waiting to send to a full streambuffer.

S

In order to enable this behaviour, the host application may supply alternative implementations of the
8 weak streambuffer functions:
•

vStreamBufferSendCompletedMulticore();

•

vStreamBufferSendCompletedFromISRMulticore();

•

vStreamBufferReceiveCompletedMulticore();

•

vStreamBufferReceiveCompletedFromISRMulticore();

•

vStreamBufferRegisterMulticoreRxWaiting();

•

vStreamBufferRegisterMulticoreRxTimeout();

•

vStreamBufferRegisterMulticoreTxWaiting();

•

vStreamBufferRegisterMulticoreTxTimeout().

These functions are called by SAFERTOS during streambuffer send and receive operations in
multicore environments. The default implementations of these functions do nothing.
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vStreamBufferSendCompletedMulticore() is called when a send operation is completed from the
context of a task to a streambuffer which has a task waiting for it on another core.
vStreamBufferSendCompletedFromISRMulticore() is called when a send operation is completed
from the context of an ISR to a streambuffer which has a task waiting for it on another core.
vStreamBufferReceiveCompletedMulticore() is called when a receive operation is completed from
the context of a task from a streambuffer which has a task waiting for it on another core.

LE

vStreamBufferReceiveCompletedFromISRMulticore() is called when a receive operation is
completed from the context of an ISR from a streambuffer which has a task waiting for it on another
core.
vStreamBufferRegisterMulticoreRxWaiting() is called when a task attempts to receive from a
streambuffer that is empty with a non-zero timeout and therefore enters the blocked state. This
function is called regardless of whether the sender is on the same core or another core on the
system.

P

vStreamBufferRegisterMulticoreRxTimeout()
is
called
when
a
task
that
called
vStreamBufferRegisterMulticoreRxWaiting() before entering the blocked state has been awoken.

A
M

vStreamBufferRegisterMulticoreTxWaiting() is called when a task attempts to send to a streambuffer
that is full with a non-zero timeout and therefore enters the blocked state. This function is called
regardless of whether the receiver is on the same core or another core on the system.
vStreamBufferRegisterMulticoreTxTimeout()
is
called
when
a
task
that
called
vStreamBufferRegisterMulticoreTxWaiting() before entering the blocked state has been awoken.
2.3.11 Communication between Tasks and Interrupts
Interrupt handlers must not under any circumstances call an API function that could cause a task
to block. For this reason, only interrupt-safe API functions (ending with 'FromISR') must be used
within an interrupt handler.

S

xQueueSendFromISR(), xQueueSendToFrontFromISR() and xQueueReceiveFromISR() (interrupt
safe versions of xQueueSend(), xQueueSendToFront() and xQueueReceive() respectively) are
often used to unblock a task upon the occurrence on an interrupt (see the Section 'Interrupt Service
Routines' for your product variant regarding interrupt management). However, for efficiency reasons,
it is not advised to make multiple calls within a single ISR in order to send or receive lots of small
data items. Instead, multiple data items should be packed into a single queue-able object.
Alternatively, a simple buffering scheme could be used, followed by a single call to an API function
to unblock the task required to process the buffered data.
When using semaphores, there are now specific complementary API calls to first claim and then
release
a
semaphore
from
within
an
ISR,
xSemaphoreTakeFromISR()
and
xSemaphoreGiveFromISR(), respectively.
When using task notifications, there is also a specific complementary API call to send a notification
to a task from within an ISR, xTaskNotifySendFromISR().
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S

A
M

P

LE

When using event groups, there are specific complementary API call to get, set and clear event bits
from within an ISR, xEventGroupGetBitsFromISR(), xEventGroupSetBitsFromISR() and
xEventGroupClearBitsFromISR() respectively.
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AND

S

A
M

P

LE

CHAPTER 3 INSTALLATION
CONFIGURATION
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3.1 CONFIGURATION CONSTANTS

S

A
M

P

LE

The configuration constants are port specific and therefore this information can be found in the
section "Product Variant Specific Manuals".
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3.2 LINKER D EFINED S YMBOLS

S

A
M

P

LE

In order to define the necessary MPU regions, SAFERTOS product variants require specific symbols
to be defined in the linker control file for the application. Those symbols require a minimum alignment
that should be enforced in the linker control file. The required linker symbols are defined in the section
named 'Linker Symbols' within each subsection of the section "Product Variant Specific Manuals".
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3.3 HOOK FUNCTIONS
The host application (the application that uses SAFERTOS) is required to provide an "Error Hook"
(or callback) function. In addition, the host application can optionally supply a "Setup Tick Interrupt
Hook", an "Idle Hook", a "Task Delete Hook", a "Tick Hook" and an "SVC Hook". There may be port
specific hook functions and therefore this information can be found in the section "Product Variant
Specific Manuals".
3.3.1 Error Hook

LE

The Error Hook function is called upon the detection of a fatal error - either a corruption within the
scheduler data structures or a potential stack overflow while performing a context switch.
The host application must define an error hook function according to the prototype described in the
Listing 'vApplicationErrorHook() Declaration'.
void vApplicationErrorHook( portTaskHandleType xHandleOfTaskWithError, portBaseType xErrorCode );

Listing 5 vApplicationErrorHook() Declaration

P

The Error Hook function enables the host application to perform application specific error handling
to ensure the system is placed into a safe state.

A
M

The Error Hook function must not return.

The Error Hook function is called from within the SVC handler.
3.3.1.1 Parameters

The handle to the task that was in the Running
state when the error occurred.

xErrorCode

Can take the following values:

S

xHandleOfTaskWithError

•

errINVALID_TICK_VALUE

•

errINVALID_TASK_SELECTED

•

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

•

errTASK_STACK_OVERFLOW

•

errINVALID_TIMER_TASK_INSTANCE

•

errINVALID_TIMER_HANDLE

•

errTASK_WAS_ALSO_ON_EVENT_LIST

Other codes may be reported by optional kernel
features. Please refer to the feature specific
documentation.
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3.3.2 Setup Tick Interrupt Hook
The Setup Tick Interrupt Hook is called once when the scheduler is started, in order to setup a
hardware timer module to generate the tick interrupt.
The host application may provide a setup tick interrupt hook function by defining a function named
vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook() with the prototype described in the Listing
'vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook() Function Definition'. If a setup tick interrupt function is not
provided by the host application, the port will setup a default timer to generate the tick interrupt.
void vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook( portUInt32Type ulClockHz, portUInt32Type ulRateHz );

ulClockHz

ulRateHz
3.3.2.2 Notes

The frequency of the clock fed to the hardware
timer module used to generate the tick
interrupt.
The desired tick rate in Hertz.

P

3.3.2.1 Parameters

LE

Listing 6 vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook() Function Definition

A
M

If the Setup Tick Interrupt Hook configures the timer module with a tick rate that is too high, the
system tick interrupt will be executing too frequently, causing the system to starve.
If the Setup Tick Interrupt Hook configures the timer module with a tick rate that is too low, the
responsiveness of the system may not be high enough.
The Setup Tick Interrupt Hook is the only means for the host application to apply an alternative
implementation of the tick interrupt. If the host application attempted to reconfigure the tick interrupt
using a different method, e.g. calling the Setup Tick Interrupt Hook itself, two different tick interrupts
might be configured, producing an invalid tick rate.

S

If the Setup Tick Interrupt Hook is used, it must configure the priority of the tick interrupt to be
lower than or equal to configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY. Otherwise, the tick interrupt will not
be masked within critical sections, causing corruption of the kernel data.
If the Setup Tick Interrupt Hook configures a timer module with no auto-reload feature, particular
care is needed to prevent time drift caused by marginal errors on the reload value.
3.3.3 Idle Hook
The Idle Hook function is called repeatedly by the scheduler idle task to allow application specific
functionality to be executed within the idle task context. It is common to use the idle task hook to
perform low priority application specific background tasks, or simply put the processor into a low
power sleep mode.
An Idle Hook function is provided by the host application by providing a function named
vApplicationIdleHook() with the prototype specified in the Listing 'vApplicationIdleHook Function
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Prototype'. The configuration supplied to xTaskInitializeScheduler determines whether the idle hook
is invoked in privileged or unprivileged mode. Refer to the Section 'xTaskInitializeScheduler()' for
further information.
void vApplicationIdleHook( void );

Listing 7 vApplicationIdleHook Function Prototype
3.3.3.1 Notes
Code contained within the Idle Hook function must never call an API function that could result in
the idle task entering the blocked state.

3.3.4 Task Delete Hook

LE

Should the Idle Hook function be used to place the processor into a low power mode then the
mode chosen must not prevent tick interrupts from being serviced.

P

The Task Delete Hook is called when a task is deleted. Its purpose is to inform the host application
that the memory allocated by the application for use by the task is once again free for use for other
purposes.

A
M

The host application may provide a task delete hook function by providing a function named
vApplicationTaskDeleteHook()
with
the
prototype
specified
in
the
Listing
'vApplicationTaskDeleteHook() Function Prototype'.
void vApplicationTaskDeleteHook( portTaskHandleType xTaskBeingDeleted );

Listing 8 vApplicationTaskDeleteHook() Function Prototype

3.3.4.1 Parameters
xTaskBeingDeleted

The handle of the task that was deleted.

3.3.5 Tick Hook

S

The Tick Hook function is called on each execution of the Tick handler to allow application specific
functionality to be executed on a periodic basis. It is possible to use the tick hook to implement an
application timer.
A Tick Hook function is provided by the host application by providing a function with the prototype
specified in the Listing 'vApplicationTickHook() Function Prototype'.
void vApplicationTickHook( void );

Listing 9 vApplicationTickHook() Function Prototype
3.3.6 System Call Hook
The System Call hook has different names on different platforms, for example the SVC exception on
ARM architectures. These interrupts can be generated by executing a certain assembly instruction
along with a number, used as a parameter.
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Some system call numbers are handled by SAFERTOS, but numbers over a certain value are not
handled by SAFERTOS but rather passed to a System Call hook, if one is defined by the host
application.
Portable layers with this functionality have a member of xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS which should
be set to the address of a hook function. Details for your product variant are defined in the section
'Product Variant Specific Manuals'.
3.3.6.1 Notes

LE

Some system call numbers are reserved for use by the kernel, and must not be used by the host
application.

S

A
M

P

Not all SAFERTOS functions can be called from a system call. Check your product variant's
section in this manual for further details.
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S

A
M

P

LE

CHAPTER 4 API REFERENCE
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4.1 S CHEDULER C ONTROL FUNCTIONS
4.1.1 xTaskInitializeScheduler()
portBaseType xTaskInitializeScheduler( const xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS * const pxPortInitParameters );

4.1.1.1 Summary
Initializes all scheduler private data and passes application specific configuration data to the
scheduler and portable layer. This removes any reliance on the C start-up code to perform this task.

LE

4.1.1.2 Parameters
xTaskInitializeScheduler() takes a single parameter, a pointer to an xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS
structure. The members of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure port specific and can
therefore be found in the section "Product Variant Specific Manuals".

4.1.1.3 Return Values

The scheduler was initialised successfully.

A
M

pdPASS

A pointer to a structure containing the port
specific parameters required to initialize the
scheduler

P

pxPortInitParameters

The processor was put into unprivileged mode
before xTaskInitializeScheduler() was called.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

The value of pxPortInitParameters was found
to be NULL.

Any of the error codes reported by
xTaskCreate()

The timer task is created by
xTaskInitializeScheduler(). Any errors reported
by xTaskCreate() are returned.

S

errEXECUTING_IN_UNPRIVILEGED_MODE

Any of the error codes reported by
xQueueCreate()

The timer command queue is created by
xTaskInitializeScheduler(). Any errors reported
by xQueueCreate() are returned.

4.1.1.4 Notes
xTaskInitializeScheduler() must be the first SAFERTOS API function to be called, and must only
be called once.
xTaskInitializeScheduler() cannot be called from Unprivileged mode.
If ulTickRateHz is too high, the system tick interrupt will be executing too frequently, causing the
system to starve.
If ulTickRateHz is too low, the responsiveness of the system may not be high enough.
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4.1.1.5 Example
The example code is port depedant and can therefore be found in the section "Product Variant
Specific Manuals".
4.1.2 xTaskStartScheduler()
portBaseType xTaskStartScheduler();

4.1.2.1 Summary
Starts the scheduler by transitioning the scheduler from the Initialization state into the Active state.

LE

Starting the scheduler causes the highest priority task that was created while the scheduler was in
the Initialization state to enter the Running state.
4.1.2.2 Parameters
None.

P

4.1.2.3 Return Values

The processor was put into unprivileged mode
before xTaskStartScheduler() was called.

errNO_TASKS_CREATED

A task was not created prior to calling
xTaskStartScheduler().

A
M

errEXECUTING_IN_UNPRIVILEGED_MODE

The scheduler is already in the Active state.

errBAD_OR_NO_TICK_RATE_CONFIGURAT
ION

Either the ulCPUClockHz or ulTickRateHz
parameter was found to be invalid. These
parameters should have been initialised by
setting the corresponding member of the
xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure
passed to xTaskInitializeScheduler().

S

errSCHEDULER_ALREADY_RUNNING

errBAD_HOOK_FUNCTION_ADDRESS

The address supplied for one of the application
hook functions was found to be invalid. These
parameters should have been initialised by
setting the corresponding member of the
xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure
passed to xTaskInitializeScheduler().

errINVALID_BYTE_ALIGNMENT

The address provided for the system stack
was found to have incorrect alignment.

errINVALID_BUFFER_SIZE

The size of the system stack is insufficient for
the needs of the kernel. At least 8 bytes are
required.
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Any of the error codes reported by
xTaskCreate()

xTaskStartScheduler() calls xTaskCreate() to
create the idle task with the parameters that
were supplied in the call to
xTaskInitializeScheduler(). If any of those
parameters prevent the idle task from being
created, the error code from xTaskCreate() will
be returned.

xTaskStartScheduler() will not return if the scheduler is started successfully.

LE

4.1.2.4 Notes
xTaskStartScheduler() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.
xTaskStartScheduler() can only be called from Privileged mode, therefore the host application
must not set the processor operating mode to Unprivileged prior to the scheduler being started.
4.1.2.5 Example

P

See the Listing 'Using a gatekeeper task to control access to a resource'.
4.1.3 xTaskIsSchedulerStarted()

A
M

portBaseType xTaskIsSchedulerStarted( void );

4.1.3.1 Summary

Returns a Boolean that indicates whether or not a successful call to xTaskStartScheduler() has
previously been made.
4.1.3.2 Parameters

S

None.

4.1.3.3 Return Values

pdTRUE if a successful call to xTaskStartScheduler() has previously been made; pdFALSE
otherwise.
4.1.3.4 Notes
xTaskIsSchedulerStarted() must not be called from an interrupt service routine.
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4.1.3.5 Example
void vAFunction( void )
{
/* If this function is called after the scheduler has been started, it will perform
* different actions than if it was called before the scheduler was started. */
if( pdTRUE == xTaskIsSchedulerStarted() )
{
/* Perform some operation. */
}
else
{
/* Perform a different operation. */
}
}

Listing 10 Example of using the xTaskIsSchedulerStarted() API function

portBaseType xTaskIsSchedulerStartedFromISR( void );

4.1.4.1 Summary

LE

4.1.4 xTaskIsSchedulerStartedFromISR()

4.1.4.2 Parameters
None.

A
M

4.1.4.3 Return Values

P

A version of xTaskIsSchedulerStarted() that can be called from within an interrupt service routine.

pdTRUE if a successful call to xTaskStartScheduler() has previously been made; pdFALSE
otherwise.
4.1.4.4 Notes

xTaskIsSchedulerStartedFromISR() must only be called from within an interrupt service routine.

S

In most cases, interrupts are disabled prior to xTaskStartScheduler() being called, therefore it is
unlikely that an ISR calling xTaskIsSchedulerStartedFromISR() will actually be executed prior to the
scheduler being started.
4.1.4.5 Example

void vAnExampleISR( void )
{
/* If this ISR executes after the scheduler has been started, it will perform
* different actions than if it is executed before the scheduler has started. */
if( pdTRUE == xTaskIsSchedulerStartedFromISR() )
{
/* Perform some operation. */
}
else
{
/* Perform a different operation. */
}
}

Listing 11 Example of using the xTaskIsSchedulerStartedFromISR() API function
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4.1.5 vTaskSuspendScheduler()
void vTaskSuspendScheduler( void );

4.1.5.1 Summary
Transitions the scheduler from the Active state to the Suspended state.
A context switch will not occur while the scheduler is in the Suspended state but instead be held
pending until the scheduler re-enters the Active state.

None.
4.1.5.3 Return Values
None.
4.1.5.4 Notes

LE

4.1.5.2 Parameters

P

Suspending the scheduler allows a task to execute without the risk of interference from other tasks.

A
M

Calls to vTaskSuspendScheduler() can be nested. The same number of calls must be made to
xTaskResumeScheduler() as have previously been made to vTaskSuspendScheduler() before the
scheduler will leave the Suspended state and re-enter the Active state.
vTaskSuspendScheduler() must not be called from an interrupt service routine.
Interrupts remain enabled while the scheduler is suspended.
The tick count value will not increase while scheduler is in the Suspended state (although tick
interrupts are not missed).

S

vTaskSuspendScheduler() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be
called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
The count of nested calls to vTaskSuspendScheduler() will eventually overflow - with the
maximum value that can be held in the type defined as portUnsignedBaseType being the maximum
nesting count that can be maintained.
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4.1.5.5 Example
/* A function that suspends then resumes the scheduler. */
void vDemoFunction( void )
{
/* This function suspends the scheduler. When it is called from
* vTask1 the scheduler is already suspended, so this call creates a
* nesting depth of 2. */
vTaskSuspendScheduler();
/* Perform an action here. */
/* As calls to vTaskSuspendScheduler() are nested resuming the scheduler
* does not cause the scheduler to re-enter the active state at this time. */
xTaskResumeScheduler();
}

/*
*
*
*
*

At some point
which it does
which is also
It cannot use
as the length

LE

void vTask1( void * pvParameters )
{
for( ;; )
{
/* Perform some actions here. */

the task wants to perform a long operation during
not want to get swapped out, or it wants to access data
accessed from another task (but not from an interrupt).
safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL()/safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL()
of the operation may cause interrupts to be missed */

P

/* Prevent the scheduler from performing a context switch. */
vTaskSuspendScheduler();

/* Perform the operation here. There is no need to use critical
* sections as the task has all the processing time other than that
* utilized by interrupt service routines.*/

A
M

/* Calls to vTaskSuspendScheduler can be nested so it is safe to
* call a function which also calls vTaskSuspendScheduler. */
vDemoFunction();

/* The operation is complete. Set the scheduler back into the Active
* state. */
if( xTaskResumeScheduler() == pdTRUE )
{
/* A context switch occurred as we resumed the scheduler. */
}
else
{
/* A context switch did not occur as we resumed the scheduler.
* Maybe we want to perform one here? */
safertosapiYIELD();
}

S

}

}

Listing 12 Example of using the vTaskSuspendScheduler() and xTaskResumeScheduler() API
functions

4.1.6 xTaskResumeScheduler()
portBaseType xTaskResumeScheduler( void );

4.1.6.1 Summary
Transitions the scheduler out of the Suspended state into the Active state.
4.1.6.2 Parameters
None.
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4.1.6.3 Return Values
The scheduler was transitioned into the Active
state. The transition caused a pending context
switch to occur.

pdFALSE

Either the scheduler was transitioned into the
Active state and the transition did not cause a
context switch to occur, or the scheduler was
left in the Suspended state due to nested calls
to vTaskSuspendScheduler().

errSCHEDULER_WAS_NOT_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was not in the Suspended
state.

LE

pdTRUE

4.1.6.4 Notes

P

Calls to xTaskResumeScheduler() transition the scheduler out of the Suspended state following a
previous call to vTaskSuspendScheduler(). Calls to vTaskSuspendScheduler() can be nested. The
same number of calls must be made to xTaskResumeScheduler() as have previously been made to
vTaskSuspendScheduler() before the scheduler will leave the Suspended state and re-enter the
Active state.

A
M

xTaskResumeScheduler() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.
xTaskResumeScheduler() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be
called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
Calling xTaskResumeScheduler() can result in a context switch being performed. Each task
maintains its own interrupt state, therefore calling xTaskResumeScheduler() while interrupts are
disabled could cause a context switch to a task that has interrupts enabled. Interrupts would once
again be disabled when the task calling xTaskResumeScheduler() next entered the Running state.

S

If the scheduler is kept suspended for a long period of time, several blocked tasks may time out,
but they will not become 'Ready' until the scheduler is resumed; at that point, all the expired tasks
will be moved to the 'Ready' list. Please note that this is a potentially lengthy operation, and it is
entirely performed within a critical section.
4.1.6.5 Example

See the Listing 'Example of using the vTaskSuspendScheduler() and xTaskResumeScheduler() API
functions'.
4.1.7 vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR()
void vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR( void );

4.1.7.1 Summary
Performs the kernel operations required at every system tick. It must be executed by the system tick
ISR.
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4.1.7.2 Parameters
None.
4.1.7.3 Return Values
None.
4.1.7.4 Notes
Every time the system tick ISR is executed, it must call vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR().

LE

vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR() must not be called from any other ISR or from a task.
If no setup tick interrupt is provided by the host application, the default tick ISR implemented within
the SAFERTOS kernel executes vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR(). In this case, no application
defined ISR must call this function.

/* Implementation of the Tick ISR */
void vTickIsr( void )
{
/* Acknowledge the interrupt. */

P

4.1.7.5 Example

A
M

/* Call the system tick handler function. */
vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR();
/* No other action required. */
}

Listing 13 Example of using the vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR() function

4.1.8 safertosapiYIELD()
Macro: safertosapiYIELD()

4.1.8.1 Summary

S

Yield, as described in the Section 'Yielding'.

Yielding is where a task volunteers to leave the Running state by re-entering the ready state before
using all of its time slice.
4.1.8.2 Parameters
None.
4.1.8.3 Return Values
None.
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4.1.8.4 Notes
safertosapiYIELD() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called
while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
Calling safertosapiYIELD() while the scheduler is suspended will not result in a yield being
performed until such a time that the scheduler re-enters the Active state. The yield is held pending.
safertosapiYIELD() must not be called from an interrupt service routine.

LE

Calling safertosapiYIELD() from within a critical section will result in the yield being performed
immediately.
4.1.8.5 Example
void vATask( void * pvParameters )
{
for( ;; )
{
/* Perform some actions. */

}
}

If there were any tasks of equal priority to this task in the Ready state
then they will have executed before we reach here. If there were no other
tasks of equal priority in the Ready state we would have just continued.
There will not be any tasks of higher priority that are in the Ready state as
if there were this task would not be in the Running state in the first place. */

A
M

/*
*
*
*
*
*

P

/* We are not desperate for processing time now. If there are any tasks of
* equal priority to this task that are in the Ready state then let them execute
* now even though we have not used all of our time slice. */
safertosapiYIELD();

Listing 14 Example of using the safertosapiYIELD() API function

4.1.9 safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR()
Macro: safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR()

S

4.1.9.1 Summary

A version of safertosapiYIELD() that can be called from within an interrupt service routine.
4.1.9.2 Parameters
None
4.1.9.3 Return Values
None.
4.1.9.4 Notes
Calling a 'FromISR' API function within an interrupt service routine can potentially cause a task to
leave the Blocked state - necessitating a context switch should the unblocked task have a priority
higher than the interrupted task.
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LE

A context switch is performed transparently (within the API functions) when either
xTaskNotifySend(), xQueueSend(), xQueueSendToFront(), xQueueReceive(), xQueuePeek(),
xSemaphoreGive(),
xSemaphoreTake(),
xEventGroupSetBits(),
xMutexGive(),
xStreamBufferSend() or xStreamBufferReceive() cause a task of higher priority than the calling task
to exit the Blocked state. This behaviour is desirable from a task, but not from an interrupt service
routine.
Therefore
xTaskNotifySendFromISR(),
xQueueSendFromISR(),
xQueueSendToFrontFromISR(),
xQueueReceiveFromISR(),
xSemaphoreGiveFromISR(),
xSemaphoreTakeFromISR(), xEventGroupSetBitsFromISR() and xEventGroupClearBitsFromISR(),
xStreamBufferSendFromISR() and xStreamBufferReceiveFromISR() rather than performing the
context switch themselves, instead internally flags whether a context switch is required. Calling
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() will, if required, perform the context switch at the most appropriate
time - normally at the end of the interrupt handler.
See
the
Sections
'xTaskNotifySendFromISR()',
'xQueueSendFromISR()',
'xQueueSendToFrontFromISR()',
'xQueueReceiveFromISR()',
'xSemaphoreGiveFromISR()',
'xSemaphoreTakeFromISR()', 'xEventGroupSetBitsFromISR()', 'xStreamBufferSendFromISR()' and
'xStreamBufferReceiveFromISR()' which describe the relevant functions for more information.

P

All of the Timer Command API functions utilise xQueueSend() and therefore the comments above
apply equally to xTimerStart(), xTimerReset(), xTimerStop(), xTimerChangePeriod() and
xTimerDelete().

A
M

Likewise the Timer Command FromISR API functions utilise xQueueSendFromISR() and therefore
the comments above apply equally to xTimerStartFromISR(), xTimerResetFromISR(),
xTimerStopFromISR(), xTimerChangePeriodFromISR().
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() must only be called from within an interrupt service routine. See
the section 'Interrupt Service Routines' within the product variant specific section of this manual for
more information.
Interrupt service routines that call safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() must not be permitted to
execute prior to the scheduler being started.

S

safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() must not be called from within a critical section.
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() can be called anywhere within the ISR, however, the context
switch will not occur until the ISR has completed.
4.1.9.5 Example

See the Listings 'Deferring interrupt processing to the task level' in the product variant specific section
of this manual, 'Example of using the xQueueSendFromISR() API function', 'Example of using the
xQueueSendToFrontFromISR() API function', 'Example of using the xQueueReceiveFromISR() API
function', 'Example of using the xSemaphoreGiveFromISR() and xSemaphoreTakeFromISR() API
macros', 'Example of using the xTaskNotifySendFromISR() API function', 'Example of using the
xEventGroupSetBitsFromISR() API function', 'Example of using the xStreamBufferSendFromISR()
API function' and 'Example of using the xStreamBufferReceiveFromISR() API function'.
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4.1.10 safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL()
Macro: safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL()

4.1.10.1 Summary
Critical sections are entered by calling safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() and exited by calling
safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL().

LE

Preemptive context switches can only occur from within an interrupt, so as long as interrupts remain
disabled the task that called safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() is guaranteed to remain in the Running
state until the critical section is exited.
It is safe for critical sections to become nested because the kernel keeps a count of the nesting
depth. The critical section will only be exited when the nesting depth returns to zero - which is when
one call to safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL() has been executed for every preceding call to
safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL().

P

Critical sections must be kept very short otherwise they will adversely affect interrupt response times.
Every call to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() must be closely paired with a call to
safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL().

A
M

Whilst it is possible to call most SAFERTOS API functions from within a critical section, the host
application developer must take into account the fact that some API functions could cause a context
switch to another task where interrupts are enabled even if called from within a critical section. For
this reason, it is recommended that SAFERTOS API functions should not be called from within a
critical section.
For more information on interrupts, see the Section 'Interrupt Service Routines' in the product variant
specific section of this manual.
4.1.10.2 Parameters

S

None.

4.1.10.3 Return Values
None.

4.1.10.4 Notes
Calls to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() can be nested. The same number of calls must be made to
safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL() as have previously been made to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL()
before the critical region is exited and interrupts are enabled.
The longer a critical region takes to execute the less responsive the application will be to
interrupts. Therefore all calls to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() should be closely followed by a
matching call to safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL().
Each call to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() must have a corresponding call to
safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL().
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safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() must not be called from an interrupt service routine.
Critical sections implemented using the safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() and
safertosapiExit_CRITICAL() macros must be kept short in order that the system responsiveness to
interrupts is maintained. The actual acceptable length is application dependent.
Calling API functions from within a critical section implemented using the
safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() macro will not prevent the API function causing a context switch,
and as each task maintains its own interrupt status the context switch could be to a task that has
interrupts enabled. Refer to the Section 'vTaskSuspendScheduler()' for an alternative method of
implementing critical regions.

LE

The count of nested calls to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() will eventually overflow - with the
maximum value that can be held in the type defined as portUInt32Type being the maximum nesting
count that can be maintained.
4.1.10.5 Example

/* Perform an action here. */

A
M

safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL();

P

/* A function that also uses a critical region. */
void vDemoFunction( void )
{
/* This function uses safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() to implement a critical region.
* It is itself called from within a critical region within vTask1, so this
* call creates a nesting depth of 2. */
safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL();

}

void vTask1( void * pvParameters )
{
for( ;; )
{
/* Perform some actions here. */

/* At some point the task wants to perform an operation within a
* critical region so calls safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() to disable interrupts. */
safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL();
/* Perform the operation here. */

S

/* Calls to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() can be nested so it is safe to call a
* function which also calls safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL. */
vDemoFunction();
/* The operation is complete. Exit the critical region. */
safertosapiExit_CRITICAL();

}

}

Listing 15 Example of using the safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() and safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL()
API macros
4.1.11 safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL()
Macro: safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL()

4.1.11.1 Summary
Critical sections are exited by calling safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL().
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Pre-emptive context switches can only occur from within an interrupt, so as long as interrupts remain
disabled, the task is guaranteed to remain in the Running state until safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL() is
called.
It is safe for critical sections to become nested because the kernel keeps a count of the nesting
depth. The critical section will only be exited when the nesting depth returns to zero - which is when
one call to safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL() has been executed for every preceding call to
safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL().

LE

Critical sections must be kept very short otherwise they will adversely affect interrupt response times.
Every call to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() must be closely paired with a call to
safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL().
Whilst it is possible to call most SAFERTOS API functions from within a critical section, the host
application developer must take into account the fact that some API functions could cause a context
switch to another task where interrupts are enabled even if called from within a critical section. For
this reason, it is recommended that SAFERTOS API functions should not be called from within a
critical section.

None.

A
M

4.1.11.2 Parameters

P

For more information on interrupts, see the Section 'Interrupt Service Routines' within the product
variant specific section of this manual.

4.1.11.3 Return Values
None.

4.1.11.4 Notes

S

Calls to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() can be nested. The same number of calls must be made to
safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL() as have previously been made to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL()
before the critical region is exited and interrupts are enabled.
The longer a critical region takes to execute the less responsive the application will be to
interrupts. Therefore all calls to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() should be closely followed by a
matching call to safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL().
Each call to safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() must have a corresponding call to
safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL().
safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL() must not be called from an interrupt service routine.
Critical sections implemented using the safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() and
safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL() macros must be kept short in order that the system responsiveness to
interrupts is maintained. The actual acceptable length is application dependent.
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Calling API functions from within a critical section implemented using the
safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL() macro will not prevent the API function causing a context switch,
and as each task maintains its own interrupt status the context switch could be to a task that has
interrupts enabled. Refer to the Section 'vTaskSuspendScheduler()' for an alternative method of
implementing critical regions.
Calling safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL() prior to the scheduler starting will not necessarily cause
interrupts to be enabled.
4.1.11.5 Example
using

the

safertosapiENTER_CRITICAL()

and

LE

See
the
Listing
'Example
of
safertosapiEXIT_CRITICAL() macros'.

4.1.12 safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR()
Macro: safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR()

4.1.12.1 Summary

None.

A
M

4.1.12.2 Parameters

P

Sets the interrupt mask to mask all interrupts at the configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY or
lower. This prevents any interrupts that call a system API function from interrupting the current
interrupt handler.

4.1.12.3 Return Values

The return value of this function does not need to be inspected or modified by the host application.
The return value must be supplied as the argument for the call to the macro
safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() which must follow this call.

S

4.1.12.4 Notes

safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() is only usable from within an interrupt service
routine.
safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() should not be called unless closely paired
with
a
call
to
safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR(),
with
safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() being called first and the return value of
safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() being used as the parameter in the call to
safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR().
On
ports
where
interrupt
nesting
safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() has no effect.
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4.1.12.5 Example
void vAnExampleISR( void )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxOriginalPriority;
/* This interrupt handler wants to call API functions but must do so as if it were in a
* critical section. At the end of the critical section, restore the original interrupt mask.*/
uxOriginalPriority = safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR();
{
/* Perform uninterrupted API calls. */
}
safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR( uxOriginalPriority );
/* Can now be interrupted by higher priority interrupts which still call API functions. */
}

LE

Listing 16 Example of using the safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() and
safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() API macros
4.1.13 safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR()
Macro: safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR( uxSavedInterruptStatus )

4.1.13.1 Summary

A
M

4.1.13.2 Parameters

P

Sets the interrupt mask to the value passed in as a parameter. This function is intended to take the
value that was previously returned from the safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR().

uxSavedInterruptStatus

The value that was returned from the
corresponding
safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_
ISR() call.

4.1.13.3 Return Values
None.

S

4.1.13.4 Notes

safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() is only usable from within an interrupt
service routine.
On
ports
where
interrupt
nesting
safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() has no effect.

is

not

used

safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() should not be called unless closely paired
with
a
call
to
safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR(),
with
safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() being called first and the return value of
safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() being used as the parameter in the call to
safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR().
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4.1.13.5 Example

S

A
M

P

LE

See the Listing 'Example of using the safertosapiSET_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() and
safertosapiCLEAR_INTERRUPT_MASK_FROM_ISR() API macros'.
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4.2 T ASK FUNCTIONS
4.2.1 xTaskCreate()
portBaseType xTaskCreate( const xTaskParameters * const pxTaskParameters, portTaskHandleType *pxCreatedTask );

4.2.1.1 Summary
Creates a new task. The created task is placed into the Ready state.
4.2.1.2 Parameters

LE

The input parameters for these functions contain structures that are port specific. Please refer to the
port specific section for this information.
4.2.1.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The task was created successfully.
There are a number of reasons why this error
code could be returned:

P

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

A
M

1. The value of pxTaskParameters was found
to be NULL;
2. The value of pcStackBuffer was found to be
NULL;
3. The value of pxTCB was found to be NULL.
The pvTaskCode parameter was found to be
NULL.

errINVALID_PRIORITY

The uxPriority parameter was greater than or
equal to configMAX_PRIORITIES.

S

errINVALID_TASK_CODE_POINTER

errSUPPLIED_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL

uxStackDepthBytes was less than the number
of bytes required to hold two copies of the task
context as well as
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes. With
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes set to 0,
the minimum value that uxStackDepthBytes
can take is 256 for a task that does not use an
FPU.

errINVALID_BUFFER_SIZE

uxStackDepthBytes is not a power of 2.

errTASK_STACK_ALREADY_IN_USE

The memory pointed to by pcStackBuffer is
already being used as the stack of another
task.
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errINVALID_ALIGNMENT

The task stack is not aligned to a multiple of its
size.

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

This error is returned if the scheduler has been
started and the current task does not have
permissions to write to the new task's stack, or
the task does not have permissions to write to
the location pointed to by the parameter
pxCreatedTask.

4.2.1.4 Notes

LE

The handle to the created task is returned in the pxCreatedTask parameter.

A task can be created while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from another task while the
scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.

P

Creating a task while the scheduler is in the Active state can cause the task being created to enter
the Running state prior to xTaskCreate() returning. This will occur if the task being created has a
priority higher than the task calling xTaskCreate().

A
M

Calling xTaskCreate() while interrupts are disabled will not prevent the task being created entering
the Running state should it have a priority higher than the task calling xTaskCreate(). The task being
created will commence execution with interrupts enabled. Interrupts will once again be disabled
when the task calling xTaskCreate() once again enters the Running state.
Calling xTaskCreate() while the scheduler was in the Suspended state would defer any necessary
context switch until such time that the scheduler re-entered the Active state.
xTaskCreate() must not be called from an interrupt service routine.

S

It is strongly recommended that all tasks are created during the system initialization phase, that
is after a successful call to xTaskInitializeScheduler() but before a call to xTaskStartScheduler().
All arrays used for task stacks must be aligned on boundaries that correspond to the size of the
task stack.
TCB and stack buffers must not be located in another task's stack.

It is recommended that TCB and stack buffers are not located in user-accessible memory.
Check additional port specific notes in product variant specific manuals.
4.2.1.5 Example
Refer to the port specific implementations in section 5.
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4.2.2 xTaskDelete()
portBaseType xTaskDelete( portTaskHandleType xTaskToDelete );

4.2.2.1 Summary
Deletes the task referenced by the pxTaskToDelete parameter.
4.2.2.2 Parameters
xTaskToDelete

The handle of the task to be deleted.

LE

The handle to a task is obtained via the
pxCreatedTask parameter to the
xTaskCreate() API function when the task is
created or by a subsequent call to
xTaskGetCurrentTaskHandle().

4.2.2.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The task was successfully deleted.

A
M

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

P

A task may delete itself by passing NULL as
the xTaskToDelete parameter.

The xTaskToDelete parameter was not found
to reference a valid task.

4.2.2.4 Notes

Deleting a task will cause the task delete hook function to be called (see the Section 'Task Delete
Hook'). This lets the host application know that the memory that was used by the task is now free for
reuse.

S

The handle of the deleted task will be invalidated and cannot therefore be used in further API function
calls. Attempting to do so will result in the API function returning an error.
xTaskDelete() must not be called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the
scheduler being started).
xTaskDelete() must not be called to delete the calling task while the scheduler is in the Suspended
state as, while the scheduler is suspended, a switch away from the task being deleted cannot be
performed.
xTaskDelete() must not be called from an interrupt service routine.
xTaskDelete() must not be used to delete the idle task unless at least one other task has been
created that is guaranteed never to enter the Blocked or Suspended state.
If the port is using a tick-less or low power mode, then deleting the idle task will prevent the
system from entering low power mode.
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Once a task has been deleted the memory allocated for use as the task stack and the task TCB
can be reused. If the same task stack memory buffer and task TCB are passed into another call to
xTaskCreate() (to create a new task) then the handle of the deleted task and the handle of the newly
created task will be identical.
When a task is deleted, any mutexes that it holds are automatically released. If the deleted task was
running with an inherited priority then it is possible that another task will take the mutex and run
before the task deletion is completed.

LE

If the task being deleted was blocked waiting from an event then it will be removed from the blocking
object's event list as part of the deletion process. Furthermore if the task was blocked while trying to
obtain a mutex, then the task being deleted may have been responsible for the mutex holder
acquiring an inherited priority, in this case the inherited priority of the mutex holding task shall also
be re-evaluated as part of the task deletion process.
Check additional port specific notes in product variant specific manuals.
4.2.2.5 Example

A
M

P

void vAnotherFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
/* Populate the structure with the values
* required for the task being created.*/
};

S

/* Create a task, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not created successfully. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* Use the handle obtained when the task was created to delete the task. */
if( xTaskDelete( xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task could not be deleted. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}
/* Delete ourselves. */
xTaskDelete( NULL );

/* The task was deleted and execution will never reach here. */

}

Listing 17 Example use of the xTaskDelete() API function

4.2.3 xTaskDelay()
portBaseType xTaskDelay( portTickType xTicksToDelay );

4.2.3.1 Summary
Places the calling task into the Blocked state for a fixed number of tick periods. The task therefore
delays for the requested number of ticks before being transitioned back into the Ready state.
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4.2.3.2 Parameters
xTicksToDelay

The number of ticks for which the calling task
should be held in the Blocked state.

4.2.3.3 Return Values
The calling task was held in the Blocked state
for the specified number of ticks.

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xTaskDelay() was called. The scheduler
cannot select a different task to enter the
Running state when it is suspended and
therefore is unable to transition the calling task
into the Blocked state.

LE

pdPASS

4.2.3.4 Notes

P

The actual time between a task calling xTaskDelay() to enter the Blocked state, and then
subsequently being moved back to the Ready state, can only be specified to the available time
resolution. If xTaskDelay() is called a fraction of a tick period prior to the next tick increment then this
fraction will count as one of the tick periods for which the task is to be held in the Blocked state.

A
M

Specifying a delay period of 0 ticks will not cause the task to enter the Blocked state but will cause
the task to yield. It has the same effect as calling safertosapiYIELD().
xTaskDelay() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called while
the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
xTaskDelay() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.

S

Calling xTaskDelay() while interrupts are disabled will not prevent the task from entering the
Blocked state and a different task being selected as the task to enter the Running state. Each task
maintains its own interrupt state and therefore the task entering the Running state could have
interrupts enabled. Interrupts would once again be disabled when the task calling xTaskDelay() reentered the Running state.
4.2.3.5 Example

void vAnotherTask( void * pvParameters )
{
for( ;; )
{
/* Perform some processing here. */
/* Delay for a fixed period. */
if( xTaskDelay( 20 ) == pdPASS )
{
/* The scheduler was not suspended. */
}
/* 20 ticks will have passed since calling xTaskDelay() prior to reaching here. */
}
}

Listing 18 Example of using the xTaskDelay() API function
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4.2.4 xTaskDelayUntil()
portBaseType xTaskDelayUntil( portTickType *pxPreviousWakeTime, portTickType xTimeIncrement );

4.2.4.1 Summary
Places the calling task into the Blocked state until an absolute time is reached.
4.2.4.1.1 Differences between xTaskDelay() and xTaskDelayUntil()

LE

xTaskDelay() will cause the calling task to enter the Blocked state for the specified number of ticks
from the time xTaskDelay() was called. Therefore xTaskDelay() specifies a delay period relative to
the time at which the function is called. xTaskDelayUntil() instead specifies the absolute (exact) time
at which it wishes to re-enter the Ready state.

4.2.4.2 Parameters

A
M

pxPreviousWakeTime

P

xTaskDelayUntil() can be used by cyclical tasks to ensure a constant execution frequency. It is
difficult to use xTaskDelay() for this purpose as the time taken between cycles of the task will not be
fixed (the task may take a different path though the code between calls, or may get interrupted or
pre-empted a different number of times each time it executes) making it impossible to specify a
relative delay period with any accuracy.

S

xTimeIncrement

Pointer to a variable that holds the time at
which the task was last unblocked. The
variable must be initialised with the current
time prior to its first use (see the example
below). Following this the variable is
automatically updated within
xTaskDelayUntil().
The cycle time period. The task will be
unblocked at time (*pxPreviousWakeTime +
xTimeIncrement).

4.2.4.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The calling task was held in the Blocked state
until the specified time.

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xTaskDelayUntil() was called. The
scheduler cannot select a different task to
enter the Running state when it is suspended
and therefore is unable to transition the calling
task into the Blocked state.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

The value of pxPreviousWakeTime was found
to be NULL.
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errDID_NOT_YIELD

The parameters passed into the function were
valid, but the time at which the task specified
that it should re-enter the Ready state has
already passed.
The task did not enter the Blocked state and a
yield was not performed.

4.2.4.4 Notes

LE

xTaskDelayUntil() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called
while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
xTaskDelayUntil() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.

4.2.4.5 Example

P

Calling xTaskDelayUntil() while interrupts are disabled will not prevent the task from entering the
Blocked state and a different task being selected as the task to enter the Running state. Each task
maintains its own interrupt state and therefore the task entering the Running state could have
interrupts enabled. Interrupts would once again be disabled when the task calling xTaskDelayUntil()
re-entered the Running state.

A
M

/* A function that performs an action every 50 ticks. */
void vCyclicTaskFunction( void *pvParameters )
{
portTickType xLastWakeTime;
const portTickType xFrequency = 50;

/* Initialise the xLastWakeTime variable with the current time. */
xLastWakeTime = xTaskGetTickCount();

S

/* Enter the loop that defines the task behaviour. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for the next cycle. */
if( xTaskDelayUntil( &xLastWakeTime, xFrequency ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The scheduler is not suspended and a valid portTickType * was
* supplied to xTaskDelayUntil(), so it must have taken longer than 50
* ticks to perform a cycle of this task. */
}
/* Perform task action here. This code will be executed every 50 ticks.
* xLastWakeTime is automatically updated by the xTaskDelayUntil() function
* so need not be modified once it has been initialised. */

}
}

Listing 19 Example of using the xTaskDelayUntil() API function
4.2.5 xTaskPriorityGet()
portBaseType xTaskPriorityGet( portTaskHandleType xTask , portUnsignedBaseType *puxPriority );

4.2.5.1 Summary
Queries the priority of a task.
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4.2.5.2 Parameters
xTask

The handle of the task being queried.
The handle to a task is obtained via the
pxCreatedTask parameter to the
xTaskCreate() API function when the task is
created.
A task may query its own priority by passing
NULL as the pxTask parameter.
Pointer to the variable that will be set to the
priority of the task being queried.

4.2.5.3 Return Values
pdPASS

*puxPriority was set to the priority of the task
being queried.

xTask was found not to be a valid task handle.

A
M

4.2.5.4 Notes

puxPriority was found to be NULL.

P

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED
errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

LE

puxPriority

xTaskPriorityGet() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.

S

xTaskPriorityGet() will return the current priority of a task, the task may be running with an
inherited priority due to mutexes held and if so this is the priority that will be returned.
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4.2.5.5 Example
void vAFunction( void )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxOurPriority;
portUnsignedBaseType uxOurPriority;
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
/* Populate the structure with the values
* required for the task being created.*/
};

LE

/* Create a task, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not created successfully. The return value
* could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* Use the handle to query the priority of the created task. */
if( xTaskPriorityGet( xHandle, &uxCreatedPriority ) != pdPASS )
{
/* Could not obtain the task priority.
* The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}

P

/* Query our own priority. */
if( xTaskPriorityGet( NULL, &uxOurPriority ) != pdPASS )
{
/* Could not obtain our own priority - should never get here when
* using NULL. */
}

}
}

A
M

/* Is our priority higher than the priority of the task just created? */
if( uxOurPriority > uxCreatedPriority )
{
/* Yes. */
}

Listing 20 Example of using the xTaskPriorityGet() API function

4.2.6 xTaskPrioritySet()

portBaseType xTaskPrioritySet( portTaskHandleType xTask, portUnsignedBaseType uxNewPriority );

S

4.2.6.1 Summary

Changes the priority of a task.
4.2.6.2 Parameters
xTask

The handle of the task being modified.
The handle to a task is obtained via the
pxCreatedTask parameter to the
xTaskCreate() API function when the task is
created.
A task may change its own priority by passing
NULL as the xTask parameter.
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uxNewPriority

The priority to which the task identified by the
xTask parameter should be set.

4.2.6.3 Return Values
The priority of the task was changed.

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

xTask was found not to be a valid task handle.

errINVALID_PRIORITY

The value of uxNewPriority was greater than
the highest available task priority
(configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).

4.2.6.4 Notes

LE

pdPASS

xTaskPrioritySet() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.

P

xTaskPrioritySet() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called
while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).

A
M

It is not recommended that xTaskPrioritySet() be used to modify the priority of the idle task. The
idle task never enters the Blocked or Suspended state so will completely starve lower priority tasks
of execution time should its priority not be the lowest (or be equal to the lowest) priority in the
application.
It is possible for more than one task to be in the Blocked state while waiting for an event to occur on
the same queue. When this is the case the set of tasks that are waiting for the same event are
referenced in priority order. When the queue event occurs it is the task that is referenced first that is
moved out of the Blocked state and into the Ready state - thus ensuring (due to the priority ordering)
that it is the highest priority task that is unblocked. Using xTaskPrioritySet() to change the priority of
a task that is one of a set of tasks blocked to wait for an event also forces the series in which the
tasks are referenced to be reordered.

S

Calling xTaskPrioritySet() can result in a context switch being performed. Each task maintains its
own interrupt state, therefore calling xTaskPrioritySet() while interrupts are disabled could cause a
context switch to a task that has interrupts enabled. Interrupts would once again be disabled when
the task calling xTaskPrioritySet() next entered the Running state.
Calling xTaskPrioritySet() while the scheduler was in the Suspended state would defer any
necessary context switch until such time that the scheduler re-entered the Active state.
Calling xTaskPrioritySet() while a task is using an inherited priority (due to mutexes held), may
result in a permanent priority change not being actioned immediately. The priority adopted is the
maximum of the requested priority and the priority required as a result of mutexes held. The
requested priority is however accepted and will be actioned when conditions no longer require the
task to have an inherited priority.
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4.2.6.5 Example
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
/* Populate the structure with the values
* required for the task being created.*/
};

LE

/* Create a task, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not created successfully. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* Use the handle to raise the priority of the created task. */
xTaskPrioritySet( xHandle, TASK_PRIORITY + 1 );
/* Use a NULL handle to modify our own priority. */
xTaskPrioritySet( NULL, 1 );
}
}

Listing 21 Example of using the xTaskPrioritySet() API function

P

4.2.7 xTaskSuspend()

portBaseType xTaskSuspend( portTaskHandleType xTaskToSuspend );

A
M

4.2.7.1 Summary

Places a task into the Suspended state.
4.2.7.2 Parameters

S

xTaskToSuspend

The handle of the task being suspended.
The handle to a task is obtained via the
pxCreatedTask parameter to the
xTaskCreate() API function when the task is
created.
A task may suspend itself by passing NULL as
the xTaskToSuspend parameter.

4.2.7.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The task was successfully suspended.

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xTaskSuspend() was called. The
scheduler cannot select a different task to
enter the Running state when it is suspended
and therefore would be unable to select a new
task to run if a task suspended itself.
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errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

xTaskToSuspend was found not to be a valid
task handle.

errTASK_ALREADY_SUSPENDED

The task referenced by the xTaskToSuspend
handle was already in the Suspended state.

4.2.7.4 Notes
xTaskSuspend() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.

LE

xTaskSuspend() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called
while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
xTaskSuspend() must not be used to suspend the idle task unless at least one other task has
been created that is guaranteed never to enter the Blocked or Suspended state.

P

Calling xTaskSuspend() can result in a context switch being performed. Each task maintains its
own interrupt state, therefore calling xTaskSuspend() while interrupts are disabled could cause a
context switch to a task that has interrupts enabled. Interrupts would once again be disabled when
the task calling xTaskSuspend() next entered the Running state.

A
M

When a task is suspended, any mutexes held are retained and therefore other tasks will be unable
to take the mutex.

S

If the task being suspended was blocked waiting for an event then it will be removed from the
blocking object's event list as part of the suspension process. Furthermore if the task was blocked
while trying to obtain a mutex, then the task being suspended may have been responsible for the
mutex holder acquiring an inherited priority, in this case the inherited priority of the mutex holding
task shall also be re-evaluated as part of the task suspension process.
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4.2.7.5 Example
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
/* Populate the structure with the values
* required for the task being created.*/
};

LE

/* Create a task, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not created successfully. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* Use the handle to suspend the created task. */
if( xTaskSuspend( xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* Could not suspend the task. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
/* The created task will not run during this period, unless another
* task calls xTaskResume( xHandle ). */

P

/* Suspend ourselves. */
xTaskSuspend( NULL );

/* We cannot reach here unless another task calls xTaskResume() with
* the handle to the task from which this function was called as the
* parameter. */
}
}

A
M

Listing 22 Example of using the xTaskSuspend() API function

4.2.8 xTaskResume()

portBaseType xTaskResume( portTaskHandleType xTaskToResume );

4.2.8.1 Summary

S

Transition a task from the Suspended state to the Ready state. The task must have previously been
suspended using a call to xTaskToResume ().
4.2.8.2 Parameters
xTaskToResume

The handle of the task being resumed transitioned out of the Suspended state.
The handle to a task is obtained via the
pxCreatedTask parameter to the
xTaskCreate() API function when the task is
created.

4.2.8.3 Return Values
pdPASS
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errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

xTaskToResume was found to be NULL.

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

xTaskToResume was found not to be a valid
task handle (and not NULL).

errTASK_WAS_NOT_SUSPENDED

The task referenced by the xTaskToResume
handle was not in the Suspended state.

4.2.8.4 Notes

LE

A task can block to wait for an event, specifying a timeout period. It is legitimate to move such a
Blocked task into the Suspended state using a call to xTaskSuspend(), then out of the Suspended
state and into the Ready state using a call to xTaskResume(). Following this scenario, the next time
the task enters the Running state it will check whether or not its timeout period has (in the meantime)
expired. If the timeout period has not expired the task will once again enter the Blocked state to wait
for the event for the remainder of the originally specified timeout period.

A
M

P

A task can also block to wait for a temporal event using the xTaskDelay() or xTaskDelayUntil() API
functions. It is legitimate to move such a Blocked task into the Suspended state using a call to
xTaskSuspend(), then out of the Suspended state and into the Ready state using a call to
xTaskResume(). Following this scenario, the next time the task enters the Running state it shall exit
the xTaskDelay() or xTaskDelayUntil() function as if the specified delay period had expired, even if
this is not actually the case.
When a blocked task is suspended, its expiry time will be overridden by the call to xTaskResume().
xTaskResume() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.
xTaskResume() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called
while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).

S

Calling xTaskResume() can result in a context switch being performed. Each task maintains its
own interrupt state, therefore calling xTaskResume() while interrupts are disabled could cause a
context switch to a task that has interrupts enabled. Interrupts would once again be disabled when
the task calling xTaskResume() next entered the Running state.
Calling xTaskResume() while the scheduler was in the Suspended state would defer any
necessary context switch until such time that the scheduler re-entered the Active state.
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4.2.8.5 Example
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
/* Populate the structure with the values
* required for the task being created.*/
};

LE

/* Create a task, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not created successfully. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* Use the handle to suspend the created task. The return value should
* be checked to ensure the task is successfully suspended. */
xTaskSuspend( xHandle );
/* The suspended task will not run during this period, unless another
* task calls xTaskResume( xHandle ). */

P

/* Resume the suspended task again. */
if( xTaskResume( xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* Could not resume the task. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
/* The created task is again available to the scheduler. */
}
}

A
M

Listing 23 Example of using the xTaskResume() API function

4.2.9 xTaskGetCurrentTaskHandle()

portTaskHandleType xTaskGetCurrentTaskHandle( void );

4.2.9.1 Summary

Returns the handle of the currently executing task.

S

4.2.9.2 Parameters
None.

4.2.9.3 Return Values

xTaskGetCurrentTaskHandle() always returns the handle of the currently executing task.
4.2.9.4 Notes
Between successful calls to xTaskInitializeScheduler() and xTaskStartScheduler(),
xTaskGetCurrentTaskHandle() will return the last, highest priority task created or NULL if no tasks
have been created.
xTaskGetCurrentTaskHandle() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.
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4.2.9.5 Example
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xMyTaskHandle;
/* Get this task's handle. */
xMyTaskHandle = xTaskGetCurrentTaskHandle();
/* Perform some operation. */
}

Listing 24 Example of using the xTaskGetCurrentTaskHandle() API function
4.2.10 xTaskGetTickCount()

Returns the current tick value.
4.2.10.2 Parameters
None.
4.2.10.3 Return Values

P

4.2.10.1 Summary

LE

portTickType xTaskGetTickCount( void );

A
M

xTaskGetTickCount() always returns the current tick count value.
4.2.10.4 Notes

Time is measured in ticks. xTaskGetTickCount() effectively returns the time since the scheduler was
started.
xTaskGetTickCount() must not be called from an interrupt service routine.

S

The tick value will eventually overflow, returning to zero. The frequency at which this occurs is
dependent both on the type chosen to hold the tick value (refer to the section 'Port Specific
Definitions' within the product variant specific section of this manual for information about
portTickType) and the frequency of the tick interrupt.
xTaskGetTickCount() will always return zero prior to a successful call to xTaskStartScheduler().
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4.2.10.5 Example
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTickType xTime1, xTime2, xExecutionTime;
/* Get the time when the function started. */
xTime1 = xTaskGetTickCount();
/* Perform some operation. */
/* Get the time following the execution of the operation. */
xTime2 = xTaskGetTickCount();
/* Approximately how long did the operation take? */
xExecutionTime = xTime2 - xTime1;
}

4.2.11 xTaskGetTickCountFromISR()

4.2.11.1 Summary
Returns the current tick count.
4.2.11.2 Parameters

A
M

None.

P

portTickType xTaskGetTickCountFromISR( void );

LE

Listing 25 Example of using the xTaskGetTickCount() API function

4.2.11.3 Return Values

xTaskGetTickCountFromISR() always returns the current tick count value.
4.2.11.4 Notes

Time is measured in ticks. xTaskGetTickCountFromISR() effectively returns the time since the
scheduler was started.

S

The tick value will eventually overflow, returning to zero. The frequency at which this occurs is
dependent both on the type chosen to hold the tick value (refer to the section 'Port Specific
Definitions' within the product variant specific section of this manual for information about
portTickType) and the frequency of the tick interrupt.
xTaskGetTickCountFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.
xTaskGetTickCountFromISR() will always return zero prior to a successful call to
xTaskStartScheduler().
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4.2.11.5 Example
static portTickType xLastTime = 0;
void vISRFunction( void )
{
/* Record the tick count when the ISR executed. */
xLastTime = xTaskGetTickCountFromISR();
/* Perform whatever actions are necessary... */
}

Listing 26 Example of using the xTaskGetTickCountFromISR() API function
4.2.12 xTaskNotifyWait()

4.2.12.1 Summary

LE

portBaseType xTaskNotifyWait( portUnsignedBaseType uxBitsToClearOnEntry,
portUnsignedBaseType uxBitsToClearOnExit,
portUnsignedBaseType *puxNotificationValue,
portTickType xTicksToWait );

P

Each task has a notification value that is initialised to 0 when the task is created. A task notification
is an event sent directly to the task that can unblock the receiving task, and optionally update the
receiving task's notification value in a number of different ways.
xTaskNotifyWait() waits, with an optional timeout, for the calling task to receive a notification.

A
M

4.2.12.2 Parameters

Any bits set in this bit-mask will be cleared in
the calling task's notification value on entry to
this function (before the task waits for a new
notification), provided a notification is not
already pending when the function is called.

uxBitsToClearOnExit

Any bits set in this bit-mask will be cleared in
the calling task's notification value before this
function exits, if a notification was received.

S

uxBitsToClearOnEntry

puxNotificationValue

An optional pointer used to pass out the task's
notification value. The value copied to
*puxNotificationValue is the task's notification
value as it was before any bits were cleared
due to the uxBitsToClearOnExit setting.

xTicksToWait

The number of ticks for which the calling task
should be held in the Blocked state to wait for
the notification. A value of zero will prevent the
calling task from entering the Blocked state.
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4.2.12.3 Return Values
A notification was successfully received by the
calling task. The calling task may have been
temporarily blocked to wait for the notification.

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xTaskNotifyWait() was called. The
scheduler cannot select a different task to
enter the Running state when it is suspended
and therefore is unable to transition the calling
task into the Blocked state.

errNOTIFICATION_NOT_RECEIVED

4.2.12.4 Notes

LE

pdPASS

No notification has been received, so the
operation cannot complete. The calling task
may have been temporarily blocked to wait for
the notification.

P

xTaskNotifyWait() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called
while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).

A
M

xTaskNotifyWait() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.
Calling xTaskNotifyWait() while interrupts are disabled will not prevent the task from entering the
Blocked state and a different task being selected as the task to enter the Running state. Each task
maintains its own interrupt state and therefore the task entering the Running state could have
interrupts enabled. Interrupts would once again be disabled when the task calling xTaskNotifyWait()
re-entered the Running state.

S

Streambuffers use task notifications internally. Sending a task notification using the task
notification API may not leave the notification pending of the target task is currently blocked using a
Stream Buffer function.
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4.2.12.5 Example
#define MAX_DELAY

( 1000U )

void vAnotherTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxNotifiedValue;
for( ;; )
{
/* Perform some processing here. */

LE

/* Wait for a notification. */
if( xTaskNotifyWait( 0x00000000U,
/* don't clear any notification bits on entry */
0xFFFFFFFFU,
/* reset all notification bits on exit */
&uxNotifiedValue, /* the notified value will be passed out */
MAX_DELAY
/* maximum number of ticks to wait */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* We could not receive a notification. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* uxNotifiedValue now contains the received notification value. */
}
}
}

4.2.13 xTaskNotifySend()

P

Listing 27 Example of using the xTaskNotifyWait() API function

A
M

portBaseType xTaskNotifySend( portTaskHandleType xTaskToNotify,
portBaseType xAction,
portUnsignedBaseType uxValue );

4.2.13.1 Summary

Each task has a notification value that is initialised to 0 when the task is created. xTaskNotifySend()
is used to send an event directly to (and potentially unblock) a task, and optionally update the
receiving task's notification value.
4.2.13.2 Parameters

S

xTaskToNotify

xAction

The handle of the task being notified.
The handle to a task is obtained via the
pxCreatedTask parameter to the
xTaskCreate() API function when the task is
created.
The action to perform when notifying the task.
xAction can take one of the values specified in
the Table 'Task Notification Actions'.

uxValue

Used to update the notification value of the
task being notified.
How uxValue is interpreted depends on the
value of the xAction parameter.
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Table 4-1 Task Notification Actions
Description

taskNOTIFICATION_NO_ACTION

The notification value will not be updated.

taskNOTIFICATION_SET_BITS

The notification value will be OR-ed with the parameter
uxValue.

taskNOTIFICATION_INCREMENT

The notification value will be incremented by 1.

LE

Action

The parameter uxValue will be copied to the notification
value.

taskNOTIFICATION_SET_VALUE_WITHOUT_OVERWR
ITE

The parameter uxValue will be copied to the notification
value only if a notification is not already pending.

All other values

Invalid action.

4.2.13.3 Return Values

A notification was successfully sent.

A
M

pdPASS

P

taskNOTIFICATION_SET_VALUE_WITH_OVERWRITE

xTaskToNotify was found to be NULL.

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

xTaskToNotify was found not to be a valid task
handle (and not NULL).

errNOTIFICATION_ALREADY_PENDING

The value of xAction was set to
taskNOTIFICATION_SET_VALUE_WITHOUT
_OVERWRITE, but the notification value could
not be updated because a notification was
already pending.

S

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

The value of xAction is not valid.

4.2.13.4 Notes
xTaskNotifySend() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.
Calling xTaskNotifySend() while interrupts are disabled will not prevent the task from entering the
Blocked state and a different task being selected as the task to enter the Running state. Each task
maintains its own interrupt state and therefore the task entering the Running state could have
interrupts enabled. Interrupts would once again be disabled when the task calling xTaskNotifyWait()
re-entered the Running state.
Note that the erroneous case where a task is present in an object's event list and also attempting to
call xTaskNotifySend() will result in the scheduler invoking the error hook function.
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Streambuffers use task notifications internally. Sending a task notification using the task
notification API may not leave the notification pending of the target task is currently blocked using a
Stream Buffer function.
4.2.13.5 Example
handles of the tasks that will be notified.
handles were obtained when the tasks were created. */
portTaskHandleType xTask1Handle;
portTaskHandleType xTask2Handle;
portTaskHandleType xTask3Handle;

void vAnotherTask( void *pvParameters )
{
for( ;; )
{
/* Perform some processing here. */

LE

/* The
* The
extern
extern
extern

/* Send a notification to Task1. */
if( xTaskNotifySend( xTask1Handle,
/* handle of Task1 */
taskNOTIFICATION_NO_ACTION, /* do not update Task1's notification value */
0
/* unused with this action */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* Could not notify the task. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}

A
M

P

/* Send a notification to Task2. */
if( xTaskNotifySend( xTask2Handle,
/* handle of Task2 */
taskNOTIFICATION_SET_BITS, /* set bits of Task2's notification value */
( 1U << 3 )
/* bit 3 will be set */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* Could not notify the task. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
/* Send a notification to Task3. */
if( xTaskNotifySend( xTask3Handle,
/* handle of Task3 */
taskNOTIFICATION_INCREMENT, /* increment Task3's notification value */
0
/* unused with this action */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* Could not notify the task. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}
}

S

Listing 28 Example of using the xTaskNotifySend() API function

4.2.14 xTaskNotifySendFromISR()
portBaseType xTaskNotifySendFromISR( portTaskHandleType xTaskToNotify,
portBaseType xAction,
portUnsignedBaseType uxValue );

4.2.14.1 Summary
A version of xTaskNotifySend() that can be called from an ISR.
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4.2.14.2 Parameters
xTaskToNotify

The handle of the task being notified.
The handle of a task is obtained via the
pxCreatedTask parameter of the
xTaskCreate() API function when the task is
created.

xAction

The action to perform when notifying the task.

LE

xAction can take one of the values specified in
the Table 'Task Notification Actions'.

uxValue

Used to update the notification value of the
task being notified.

4.2.14.3 Return Values
pdPASS

P

How uxValue is interpreted depends on the
value of the xAction parameter.

A notification was successfully sent.
xTaskToNotify was found to be NULL.

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

xTaskToNotify was found not to be a valid task
handle (and not NULL).

errNOTIFICATION_ALREADY_PENDING

The value of xAction was set to
taskNOTIFICATION_SET_VALUE_WITHOUT
_OVERWRITE, but the notification value could
not be updated because a notification was
already pending.

S

A
M

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

The value of xAction is not valid.

4.2.14.4 Notes

Calling xTaskNotifySendFromISR() within an interrupt service routine can potentially cause a task to
leave the Blocked state - necessitating a context switch if the unblocked task has a priority higher
than that of the interrupted task. The context switch will ensure that the interrupt returns directly to
the highest priority Ready state task. However, unlike the xTaskNotifySend() API function,
xTaskNotifySendFromISR() will not itself cause a context switch to occur.
A context switch is performed transparently (within the API function itself) when xTaskNotifySend()
causes a task of higher priority than the calling task to exit the Blocked state. While this behaviour is
desirable during the execution of a task it might be undesirable during the execution on an interrupt
if the interrupt service routine had not yet completed its processing. Therefore
xTaskNotifySendFromISR(), rather than performing the context switch itself, instead sets a flag in
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the kernel, and a call to safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() will cause a context switch if required. This
is demonstrated in the Listing 'Example of using the xTaskNotifySendFromISR() API function'.
xTaskNotifySendFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.
xTaskNotifySendFromISR() must not be called prior to the scheduler being started. Therefore an
interrupt that calls xTaskNotifySendFromISR() must not be allowed to execute prior to the scheduler
being started.
Note that the erroneous case where a task is present in an object's event list and also attempting to
call xTaskNotifySendFromISR() will result in the scheduler invoking the error hook function.

4.2.14.5 Example
#define TX_BIT
#define RX_BIT

( 1U << 0 )
( 1U << 1 )

LE

Streambuffers use task notifications internally. Sending a task notification using the task
notification API may not leave the notification pending of the target task is currently blocked using a
Stream Buffer function.

A
M

/* Implementation of the Transmit ISR */
void vTxIsr( void )
{

P

/* The handle of the Task that handles this interface.
* The handle was obtained when the task was created. */
extern portTaskHandleType xHandlingTask;

/* Clear the interrupt source */
prvClearInterrupt();

if( xTaskNotifySendFromISR( xHandlingTask,
taskNOTIFICATION_SET_BITS,
TX_BIT
) != pdPASS )
{
/* Could not notify the task. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}

S

/* Now we have cleared the interrupt we call
* safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() - which will cause a context switch only if
* xTaskNotifySendFromISR() internally requested one */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();

}

/* Implementation of the Receive ISR */
void vRxIsr( void )
{
/* Clear the interrupt source */
prvClearInterrupt();
if( xTaskNotifySendFromISR( xHandlingTask,
taskNOTIFICATION_SET_BITS,
RX_BIT
) != pdPASS )
{
/* Could not notify the task. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
/* Now we have cleared the interrupt we call
* safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() - which will cause a context switch only if
* xTaskNotifySendFromISR() internally requested one */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
}

Listing 29 Example of using the xTaskNotifySendFromISR() API function
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4.2.15 pvTaskTLSObjectGet()
void *pvTaskTLSObjectGet( void );

4.2.15.1 Summary
Returns a pointer to the local storage object of the currently executing task.
4.2.15.2 Parameters
None.

LE

4.2.15.3 Return Values
The address of the local storage object that was supplied in the xTaskParameters structure used to
create the task.
4.2.15.4 Notes

pvTaskTLSObjectGet() must not be called from an interrupt service routine.

P

pvTaskTLSObjectGet() must not be called before a successful call to xTaskInitializeScheduler()
has been made.

A
M

Between successful calls to xTaskInitializeScheduler() and xTaskStartScheduler(),
pvTaskTLSObjectGet() will return the local storage object of the last, highest priority task created or
NULL if no tasks have been created.
pvTaskTLSObjectGet() should not be called from a timer callback function as this will result in the
TLS object of the kernel timer task being returned, which is always NULL.
As the value returned by pvTaskTLSObjectGet() is a pointer, the host application developer is
strongly recommended to test for a NULL pointer before dereferencing it.

S

4.2.15.5 Example

void vAFunction( void )
{
void *pvTaskLocalStorageObject;
/* Retrieve the local storage object associated with the current task. */
pvTaskLocalStorageObject = pvTaskTLSObjectGet();
if( NULL != pvTaskLocalStorageObject )
{
/* Perform some operation. */
}
else
{
/* There is no local storage object associated with the current task. */
}
}

Listing 30 Example of using the pvTaskTLSObjectGet() API function
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4.3 MPU FUNCTIONS

S

A
M

P

LE

API Functions relating to the MPU are port specific and are listed in the section for product variant
specific manuals.
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4.4 QUEUE F UNCTIONS
4.4.1 xQueueCreate()
portBaseType xQueueCreate( portInt8Type *pcQueueMemory,
portUnsignedBaseType uxBufferLength,
portUnsignedBaseType uxQueueLength,
portUnsignedBaseType uxItemSize,
xQueueHandle *pxQueue );

4.4.1.1 Summary

4.4.1.2 Parameters
pcQueueMemory

Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
to hold the queue.
The length of the memory pointed to by the
pcQueueMemory parameter. This must be
equal to:

P

uxBufferLength

LE

Creates a queue.

A
M

(uxQueueLength * uxItemSize) +
portQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES

S

uxQueueLength

where uxQueueLength and uxItemSize are the
values passed into the respective parameters
of the xQueueCreate() function and
portQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES is a
constant available through the inclusion of
SAFERTOS_API.h.
The maximum number of items the queue can
hold at any time.

uxItemSize

The size in bytes of each item the queue will
hold.

pxQueue

Used to pass back a handle by which the
created queue can be referenced, for example
when sending data to or reading data from the
queue.

4.4.1.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The queue was created successfully.

errINVALID_ALIGNMENT

The alignment of the pcQueueMemory value
was not correct for the target hardware.

errINVALID_QUEUE_LENGTH

uxQueueLength was found to equal zero.
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errINVALID_BUFFER_SIZE

uxBufferLengthBytes was found to not equal
(uxQueueLength * uxItemSize) +
portQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

Either pcQueueMemory or pxQueue was
NULL.

errQUEUE_ALREADY_IN_USE

The pcQueueMemory pointer refers to a buffer
that is already holding another queue.

LE

4.4.1.4 Notes
Queues can be created prior to the scheduler being started and from within a task after the scheduler
has been started.
All arrays declared by the host application for queue buffers must be aligned on
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT boundaries.

P

Queue buffers must not be located in a task's stack.

It is recommended that queue buffers are not located in user-accessible memory.

A
M

4.4.1.5 Example

/* Define the data type that will be queued. */
typedef struct A_Message
{
portUInt8Type ucMessageID;
portUInt8Type ucData[ 20 ];
} AMessage;
/* Define the queue parameters. */
#define QUEUE_LENGTH
( 5 )
#define QUEUE_ITEM_SIZE ( sizeof( AMessage ) )

S

/* Declare the buffer used by the queue. Queue buffers need to always be correctly aligned and
* dimensioned - but the alignment only needs to be correct for the standard byte alignment,
* not for an MPU region alignment. This is because the queue buffer is only accessed from privileged
* code within the kernel itself. */
#define REQUIRED_BUFFER_SIZE
( ( QUEUE_LENGTH * QUEUE_ITEM_SIZE ) + safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES )
portInt8Type acQueueBuffer[ REQUIRED_BUFFER_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) ) );
int main( void )
{
xQueueHandle xQueue;

if( xQueueCreate( acQueueBuffer,
REQUIRED_BUFFER_SIZE,
QUEUE_LENGTH,
QUEUE_ITEM_SIZE,
&xHandle
) != pdPASS )
{
/* The queue could not be created. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
return 1;
}

Listing 31 Example of using the xQueueCreate() API function
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4.4.2 xQueueSend()
portBaseType xQueueSend( xQueueHandle xQueue, const void * const pvItemToQueue, portTickType xTicksToWait );

4.4.2.1 Summary
Sends an item to the back of a queue.
4.4.2.2 Parameters
xQueue

The handle of the queue to which the data is to
be sent.

LE

The handle of a queue is obtained from the
pxQueue parameter of the call to
xQueueCreate() that created the queue.

pvItemToQueue

A pointer to the data to be sent to the queue.
The number of ticks for which the calling task
should be held in the Blocked state to wait for
space to become available on the queue
should the queue already be full. A value of
zero will prevent the calling task from entering
the Blocked state.

A
M

P

xTicksToWait

4.4.2.3 Return Values

Data was successfully sent to the queue. The
calling task may have been temporarily
blocked to wait for space to become available
on the queue.

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xQueueSend() was called. As
xQueueSend() can potentially cause the
calling task to enter the Blocked state it cannot
be called when the scheduler is suspended.

S

pdPASS

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

The xQueue parameter was either NULL or did
not reference a valid queue.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pvItemToQueue was found to be NULL.
pvItemToQueue is only permitted to be NULL
when the queue item size (set when the queue
was created) is zero.

errQUEUE_FULL

The queue is already full and the send cannot
therefore complete. The calling task may have
been temporarily blocked to wait for space to
become available.
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4.4.2.4 Notes
When calling xQueueSend(), items will be received in First In First Out (FIFO) order.
xQueueSend() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called while
the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
xQueueSend() can potentially be a lengthy operation (partly dependent on the size of the data
being sent to the queue). It is therefore recommended that xQueueSend() is not called from within a
critical region.

LE

If xQueueSend() were called from within a critical section then the critical section would not
prevent the calling task from blocking. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore the
calling task blocking could cause a switch to a task that has interrupts enabled.
4.4.2.5 Example

void vATask( void *pvParameters )
{
xQueueHandle xQueue;
AMessage xMessage;

P

This example sends an item to the queue created in the Listing 'Example of using the
xQueueCreate() API function'. It assumes the queue handle is passed into the task using the tasks
parameter.

A
M

/* The queue handle is passed into this task as the task parameter. */
xQueue = ( xQueueHandle ) pvParameters;
for( ;; )
{
/* Create a message to send on the queue. */
xMessage.ucMessageID = SEND_EXAMPLE;

/* Send the message to the queue, waiting for 10 ticks for space become available
* should the queue already be full. */
if( xQueueSend( xQueue, &xMessage, 10 ) != pdPASS )
{
/* We could not send to the queue.
* The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}
}

S

}

Listing 32 Example of using the xQueueSend() API function

4.4.3 xQueueSendToFront()
portBaseType xQueueSendToFront( xQueueHandle xQueue, const void * const pvItemToQueue, portTickType xTicksToWait
);

4.4.3.1 Summary
Sends an item to the front of a queue.
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4.4.3.2 Parameters
xQueue

The handle of the queue to which the data is to
be sent.
The handle of a queue is obtained from the
pxQueue parameter of the call to
xQueueCreate() that created the queue.
A pointer to the data to be sent to the queue.

xTicksToWait

The number of ticks for which the calling task
should be held in the Blocked state to wait for
space to become available on the queue
should the queue already be full. A value of
zero will prevent the calling task from entering
the Blocked state.

LE

pvItemToQueue

Data was successfully sent to the queue. The
calling task may have been temporarily
blocked to wait for space to become available
on the queue.

A
M

pdPASS

P

4.4.3.3 Return Values

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xQueueSendToFront() was called. As
xQueueSendToFront() can potentially cause
the calling task to enter the Blocked state it
cannot be called when the scheduler is
suspended.

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

The xQueue parameter was either NULL or did
not reference a valid queue.

S

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pvItemToQueue was found to be NULL.
pvItemToQueue is only permitted to be NULL
when the queue item size (set when the queue
was created) is zero.

errQUEUE_FULL

The queue is already full and the send cannot
therefore complete. The calling task may have
been temporarily blocked to wait for space to
become available.

4.4.3.4 Notes
When calling xQueueSendToFront(), items will be received in Last In First Out (LIFO) order.
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xQueueSendToFront() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be
called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
xQueueSendToFront() can potentially be a lengthy operation (partly dependent on the size of the
data being sent to the queue). It is therefore recommended that xQueueSendToFront() is not called
from within a critical region.
If xQueueSendToFront() were called from within a critical section then the critical section would
not prevent the calling task from blocking. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore
the calling task blocking could cause a switch to a task that has interrupts enabled.

LE

Calling xQueueSendToFront() may not complete immediately if other higher priority tasks are
already blocked on xQueueSend().
4.4.3.5 Example

void vATask( void *pvParameters )
{
xQueueHandle xQueue;
AMessage xMessage;

P

This example sends an item to the queue created in the Listing 'Example of using the
xQueueCreate() API function'. It assumes the queue handle is passed into the task using the tasks
parameter.

A
M

/* The queue handle is passed into this task as the task parameter. */
xQueue = ( xQueueHandle ) pvParameters;
for( ;; )
{
/* Create a message to send on the queue. */
xMessage.cMessageID = SEND_EXAMPLE;

/* Send the message to the queue, waiting for 10 ticks for space become available
* should the queue already be full. */
if( pdPASS != xQueueSendToFront( xQueue, &xMessage, 10 ) )
{
/* We could not send to the queue. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}
}

S

Listing 33 Example of using the xQueueSendToFront() API function

4.4.4 xQueueReceive()

portBaseType xQueueReceive( xQueueHandle xQueue, void * const pvBuffer, portTickType xTicksToWait );

4.4.4.1 Summary
Retrieves an item from a queue.
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4.4.4.2 Parameters
xQueue

The handle of the queue from which the data
is to be received.
The handle of a queue is obtained from the
pxQueue parameter of the call to
xQueueCreate() that created the queue.

pvBuffer

A pointer to the memory into which the data
received from the queue should be copied.

LE

The length of the buffer must be at least
equal to the queue item size (set when the
queue was created).

A
M

4.4.4.3 Return Values

The number of ticks for which the calling task
should be held in the Blocked state to wait for
data to become available from the queue
should the queue already be empty. A value of
zero will prevent the calling task from entering
the Blocked state.

P

xTicksToWait

Data was successfully received from the
queue. The calling task may have been
temporarily blocked to wait for data to become
available.

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xQueueReceive() was called. As
xQueueReceive() can potentially cause the
calling task to enter the Blocked state it cannot
be called when the scheduler is suspended.

S

pdPASS

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

The xQueue parameter was either NULL or did
not reference a valid queue.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pvBuffer was found to be NULL. pvBuffer is
only permitted to be NULL when the queue
item size (set when the queue was created) is
zero.

errQUEUE_EMPTY

The queue is already empty so the receive
cannot complete. The calling task may have
been temporarily blocked to wait for data to
become available on the queue.
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4.4.4.4 Notes
xQueueReceive() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called
while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
xQueueReceive() can potentially be a lengthy operation (partly dependent on the size of the data
being retrieved from the queue). It is therefore recommended that xQueueReceive() is not called
from within a critical region.

4.4.4.5 Example

LE

If xQueueReceive() were called from within a critical section then the critical section would not
prevent the calling task from blocking. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore the
calling task blocking could cause a switch to a task that has interrupts enabled.

void vAnotherTask( void *pvParameters )
{
xQueueHandle xQueue;
AMessage xMessage;

P

This example receives an item from the queue created in the Listing 'Example of using the
xQueueCreate() API function'. It assumes the queue handle is passed into the task using the tasks
parameter.

/* The queue handle is passed into this task as the task parameter. */
xQueue = ( xQueueHandle ) pvParameters;

A
M

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for the maximum period for data to become available on the queue. */
if( xQueueReceive( xQueue, &xMessage, portMAX_DELAY) != pdPASS )
{
/* We could not receive from the queue. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* xMessage now contains the received data. */
}
}
}

S

Listing 34 Example of using the xQueueReceive() API function

4.4.5 xQueuePeek()

portBaseType xQueuePeek( xQueueHandle xQueue, void * const pvBuffer, portTickType xTicksToWait );

4.4.5.1 Summary
Retrieves a copy of the next item in a queue without removing it from the queue.
4.4.5.2 Parameters
xQueue

The handle of the queue from which the data
is to be received.
The handle of a queue is obtained from the
pxQueue parameter of the call to
xQueueCreate() that created the queue.
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pvBuffer

A pointer to the memory into which the data
received from the queue should be copied.
The length of the buffer must be at least
equal to the queue item size (set when the
queue was created).
The number of ticks for which the calling task
should be held in the Blocked state to wait for
data to become available from the queue
should the queue already be empty. A value of
zero will prevent the calling task from entering
the Blocked state.

LE

xTicksToWait

4.4.5.3 Return Values

Data was successfully received from the
queue. The calling task may have been
temporarily blocked to wait for data to become
available.

P

pdPASS

A
M

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xQueuePeek() was called. As
xQueuePeek() can potentially cause the
calling task to enter the Blocked state it cannot
be called when the scheduler is suspended.
The xQueue parameter was either NULL or did
not reference a valid queue.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pvBuffer was found to be NULL. pvBuffer is
only permitted to be NULL when the queue
item size (set when the queue was created) is
zero.

S

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

errQUEUE_EMPTY

The queue is already empty so the receive
cannot complete. The calling task may have
been temporarily blocked to wait for data to
become available on the queue.

4.4.5.4 Notes
xQueuePeek() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called while
the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
xQueuePeek() can potentially be a lengthy operation (partly dependent on the size of the data
being retrieved from the queue). It is therefore recommended that xQueuePeek() is not called from
within a critical region.
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If xQueuePeek() were called from within a critical section then the critical section would not
prevent the calling task from blocking. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore the
calling task blocking could cause a switch to a task that has interrupts enabled.
4.4.5.5 Example
This example receives an item from the queue created in the Listing 'Example of using the
xQueueCreate() API function'. It assumes the queue handle is passed into the task using the tasks
parameter.

LE

void vAnotherTask( void *pvParameters )
{
xQueueHandle xQueue;
AMessage xMessage;
/* The queue handle is passed into this task as the task parameter. */
xQueue = ( xQueueHandle ) pvParameters;

A
M

P

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for the maximum period for data to become available on the
* queue. */
if( xQueuePeek( xQueue, &xMessage, portMAX_DELAY) != pdPASS )
{
/* We could not receive from the queue. The return value could
* have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* xMessage now contains the received data. Note that the item is
* still in the queue for another task to retrieve. */
}
}
}

Listing 35 Example of using the xQueuePeek() API function

4.4.6 xQueueMessagesWaiting()

portBaseType xQueueMessagesWaiting( const xQueueHandle xQueue, portUnsignedBaseType *puxMessagesWaiting );

4.4.6.1 Summary

S

Queries the number of items that are currently within a queue.
4.4.6.2 Parameters
xQueue

The handle of the queue being queried.
The handle of a queue is obtained from the
pxQueue parameter of the call to
xQueueCreate() that created the queue.

puxMessagesWaiting
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4.4.6.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The number of items in the queue was
successfully written to the variable at address
puxMessagesWaiting.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

Either xQueue or puxMessagesWaiting was
NULL.

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

xQueue did not reference a valid queue.

LE

4.4.6.4 Notes
xQueueMessagesWaiting() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.
4.4.6.5 Example
void vAFunction( xQueueHandle xQueue )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxNumberOfItems;

A
M

P

/* How many items are currently in the queue? */
if( xQueueMessagesWaiting( xQueue, &uxNumberOfItems ) != pdPASS )
{
/* Could not query the queue. The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* uxNumberOfItems is now set to the number of items currently within xQueue. */
}
}

Listing 36 Example of using the xQueueMessagesWaiting() API function

4.4.7 xQueueSendFromISR()

portBaseType xQueueSendFromISR( xQueueHandle xQueue, const void * const pvItemToQueue );

4.4.7.1 Summary

S

A version of xQueueSend() that can be called from an ISR. Unlike xQueueSend(),
xQueueSendFromISR() does not permit a block time to be specified.
4.4.7.2 Parameters
xQueue

The handle of the queue to which the data is to
be sent.
The handle of a queue is obtained from the
pxQueue parameter of the call to
xQueueCreate() that created the queue.

pvItemToQueue

A pointer to the data to be sent to the queue.

4.4.7.3 Return Values
pdPASS
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xQueue was either NULL or did not reference
a valid queue.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pvItemToQueue was found to be NULL. It is
only valid for pvItemToQueue to be NULL if
the queue item size (set when the queue was
created) is zero.

errQUEUE_FULL

The queue is already full and the send cannot
therefore complete.

4.4.7.4 Notes

LE

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

When calling xQueueSendFromISR(), items will be received in FIFO order.

P

Calling xQueueSendFromISR() within an interrupt service routine can potentially cause a task to
leave the Blocked state - necessitating a context switch if the unblocked task has a priority higher
than that of the interrupted task. The context switch will ensure that the interrupt returns directly to
the highest priority Ready state task. However, unlike the xQueueSend() API function,
xQueueSendFromISR() will not itself cause a context switch to occur.

A
M

A context switch is performed transparently (within the API function itself) when xQueueSend()
causes a task of higher priority than the calling task to exit the Blocked state. While this behaviour is
desirable during the execution of a task it might be undesirable during the execution on an interrupt
if the interrupt service routine had not yet completed its processing. Therefore
xQueueSendFromISR(), rather than performing the context switch itself, instead sets a flag in the
kernel, and a call to safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() will cause a context switch if required. This is
demonstrated in the Listing 'Example of using the xQueueSendFromISR() API function'.
xQueueSendFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.

S

xQueueSendFromISR() must not be called prior to the scheduler being started. Therefore an
interrupt that calls xQueueSendFromISR() must not be allowed to execute prior to the scheduler
being started.
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4.4.7.5 Example
void vAnExampleISR( void )
{
portCharType cIn;
/* By way of example, assume this interrupt empties a FIFO, sending
* each character it obtains onto a queue. Sending each character individually
* in this manner would in reality be inefficient and should normally be avoided. */
while( prvCharactersInFIFO() == pdTRUE )
{
cIn = prvGetNextCharacterFromFIFO();
/* Send the character onto the queue. For simplicity the return
* value is ignored. It is assumed that the queue xQueue has already been
* created and is expecting to receive single bytes. */
xQueueSendFromISR( xQueue, &cIn );

LE

}
/* Now the buffer is empty and we have cleared the interrupt we call
* safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() - which will cause a context
* switch only if xQueueSendFromISR() internally requested one */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
}

Listing 37 Example of using the xQueueSendFromISR() API function
4.4.8 xQueueSendToFrontFromISR()

A
M

4.4.8.1 Summary

P

portBaseType xQueueSendToFrontFromISR( xQueueHandle xQueue,
const void *const pvItemToQueue
);

A version of xQueueSendToFront() that can be called from an ISR. Unlike xQueueSendToFront(),
xQueueSendToFrontFromISR() does not permit a block time to be specified.
4.4.8.2 Parameters

S

xQueue

pvItemToQueue

The handle of the queue to which the data is to
be sent.
The handle of a queue is obtained from the
pxQueue parameter of the call to
xQueueCreate() that created the queue.
A pointer to the data to be sent to the queue.

4.4.8.3 Return Values
pdPASS

Data was successfully written to the queue.

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

xQueue was either NULL or did not reference
a valid queue.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pvItemToQueue was found to be NULL. It is
only valid for pvItemToQueue to be NULL if
the queue item size (set when the queue was
created) is zero.
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errQUEUE_FULL

The queue is already full and the send cannot
therefore complete.

4.4.8.4 Notes
When calling xQueueSendToFrontFromISR(), items will be received in LIFO order.

LE

Calling xQueueSendToFrontFromISR() within an interrupt service routine can potentially cause a
task to leave the Blocked state - necessitating a context switch if the unblocked task has a priority
higher than that of the interrupted task. The context switch will ensure that the interrupt returns
directly to the highest priority Ready state task. However, unlike the xQueueSendToFront() API
function, xQueueSendToFrontFromISR() will not itself cause a context switch to occur.

P

A context switch is performed transparently (within the API function itself) when
xQueueSendToFront() causes a task of higher priority than the calling task to exit the Blocked state.
While this behaviour is desirable during the execution of a task it might be undesirable during the
execution on an interrupt if the interrupt service routine had not yet completed its processing.
Therefore xQueueSendToFrontFromISR(), rather than performing the context switch itself, instead
sets a flag in the kernel, and a call to safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() will cause a context switch if
required. This is demonstrated in the Listing 'Example of using the xQueueSendToFrontFromISR()
API function'.

A
M

xQueueSendToFrontFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.
xQueueSendToFrontFromISR() must not be called prior to the scheduler being started. Therefore
an interrupt that calls xQueueSendToFrontFromISR() must not be allowed to execute prior to the
scheduler being started.
4.4.8.5 Example

void vAnExampleISR( void )
{
portCharType cIn;

S

while( pdTRUE == prvIsThereAnUrgentMessage() )
{
cIn = prvGetNextCharacter();

/* Send the character onto the queue. For simplicity the return
* value is ignored. It is assumed that the queue xQueue has already been
* created and is expecting to receive single bytes. */
xQueueSendToFrontFromISR( xQueue, &cIn );

}
/* Ensure the interrupt is cleared before leaving the function. */
/* Now the buffer is empty and we have cleared the interrupt we call
* safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() - which will cause a context
* switch only if xQueueSendToFrontFromISR() internally requested one */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR( );
}

Listing 38 Example of using the xQueueSendToFrontFromISR() API function
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4.4.9 xQueueReceiveFromISR()
portBaseType xQueueReceiveFromISR( xQueueHandle xQueue, void * const pvBuffer );

4.4.9.1 Summary
A version of xQueueReceive() that can be called from an ISR. Unlike xQueueReceive(),
xQueueReceiveFromISR() does not permit a block time to be specified.
4.4.9.2 Parameters
The handle of the queue from which data is to
be received.

LE

xQueue

The handle of a queue is obtained from the
pxQueue parameter of the call to
xQueueCreate() that created the queue.
A pointer to the buffer into which the data
received from the queue will be copied.

P

pvBuffer

A
M

The length of the buffer must be at least
equal to the queue item size (set when the
queue was created).

4.4.9.3 Return Values

Data was successfully received from the
queue.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pvBuffer was found to be NULL. It is only valid
for pvBuffer to be NULL if the queue item size
(set when the queue was created) is zero.

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

xQueue was either NULL or did not reference
a valid queue.

errQUEUE_EMPTY

The queue is already empty so the receive
cannot complete.

S

pdPASS

4.4.9.4 Notes
Calling xQueueReceiveFromISR() within an interrupt service routine can potentially cause a task to
leave the Blocked state - necessitating a context switch if the unblocked task has a priority higher
than that of the interrupted task. The context switch will ensure that the interrupt returns directly to
the highest priority Ready state task. However, unlike the xQueueReceive() API function,
xQueueReceiveFromISR() will not itself cause a context switch to occur.
A context switch is performed transparently (within the API function itself) when xQueueReceive()
causes a task of higher priority than the calling task to exit the Blocked state. While this behaviour is
desirable during the execution of a task it might be undesirable during the execution on an interrupt
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if the interrupt service routine had not yet completed its processing. Therefore
xQueueReceiveFromISR(), rather than performing the context switch itself, instead sets a flag in the
kernel, and a call to safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() will cause a context switch if required. This is
demonstrated in the Listing 'Example of using the xQueueReceiveFromISR() API function'.
xQueueReceiveFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.
xQueueReceiveFromISR() must not be called prior to the scheduler being started. Therefore an
interrupt that calls xQueueReceiveFromISR() must not be allowed to execute prior to the scheduler
being started.

LE

4.4.9.5 Example
/* vISR is an interrupt service routine that empties a queue of values,
* sending each to a peripheral. It might be that there are multiple
* tasks blocked on the queue waiting for space to write more data to
* the queue. */
void vISR( void )
{
portCharType cByte;

/* Clear the interrupt source. */

P

/* Loop until the queue is empty. */
while( xQueueReceiveFromISR( xQueue, &cByte ) == pdPASS )
{
/* Write the received byte to the peripheral. */
OUTPUT_BYTE( TX_REGISTER_ADDRESS, cByte );
}

}

A
M

/* Now the queue is empty and we have cleared the interrupt we call
* safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() - which will cause a context
* switch only if xQueueReceiveFromISR() internally requested one. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();

S

Listing 39 Example of using the xQueueReceiveFromISR() API function
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4.5 S EMAPHORE F UNCTIONS
4.5.1 xSemaphoreCreateCounting()
portBaseType xSemaphoreCreateCounting( portUnsignedBaseType uxMaxCount,
portUnsignedBaseType uxInitialCount,
portInt8Type *pcSemaphoreBuffer,
xSemaphoreHandle *pxSemaphore );

4.5.1.1 Summary
Creates a counting semaphore.

LE

4.5.1.2 Parameters
uxMaxCount

The maximum count the semaphore may take.

uxInitialCount

Initial count of the semaphore.

Pointer to a handle that is used as a reference
to subsequent semaphore operations (i.e.
when taking or giving).

A
M

pxSemaphore

Pointer to the start of the memory used to hold
the semaphore.

P

pcSemaphoreBuffer

4.5.1.3 Return Values

The semaphore was created successfully.

errINVALID_ALIGNMENT

The alignment of the pcSemaphoreBuffer
value was not correct for the target hardware.

errINVALID_INITIAL_SEMAPHORE_COUNT

The given uxInitialCount value was greater
than the given uxMaxCount value.

S

pdPASS

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

Either pcSemaphoreBuffer or pxSemaphore
was NULL.

errINVALID_QUEUE_LENGTH

uxMaxCount is 0.

errQUEUE_ALREADY_IN_USE

The pcSemaphoreBuffer pointer refers to a
buffer that is already holding another
semaphore.

4.5.1.4 Notes
A counting semaphore can be created while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task
while the scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
The parameter uxMaxCount must not be 0.
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This function cannot be called from an ISR.
pcSemaphoreBuffer
must
be
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT aligned.

portQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES

long

and

Input parameter uxInitialCount must be <= uxMaxCount.
Semaphore buffers must not be located in a task's stack.
It is recommended that semaphore buffers are not located in user-accessible memory.

LE

4.5.1.5 Example
#define mainCOUNTSEM_MAX_VALUE ( 10U )
#define mainCOUNTSEM_INIT_VALUE ( 5U )

/* Declare the queue buffer that the semaphore will use. */
portInt8Type acSemaphoreBuffer[ safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };
void vCreateCountingExample( void )
{
xSemaphoreHandle xSemaphore;

P

if( xSemaphoreCreateCounting( mainCOUNTSEM_MAX_VALUE, mainCOUNTSEM_INIT_VALUE,
acSemaphoreBuffer, &xSemaphore ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The semaphore could not be created. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}

A
M

}

Listing 40 Example of using the xSemaphoreCreateCounting() API function

4.5.2 xSemaphoreCreateBinary()

portBaseType xSemaphoreCreateBinary( portInt8Type *pcSemaphoreBuffer, xSemaphoreHandle *pxSemaphore );

4.5.2.1 Summary

Creates a binary semaphore.

S

4.5.2.2 Parameters
pcSemaphoreBuffer

Pointer to the start of the memory used to hold
the semaphore.

pxSemaphore

Pointer to a handle that is used as a reference
to subsequent semaphore operations (i.e.
when taking or giving).

4.5.2.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The semaphore was successfully created and
set to the 'given' state.

errINVALID_ALIGNMENT

The alignment of the pcSemaphoreBuffer
value was not correct for the target hardware.
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errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

Either pcSemaphoreBuffer or pxSemaphore
was NULL.

errQUEUE_ALREADY_IN_USE

The pcSemaphoreBuffer pointer refers to a
buffer that is already holding another
semaphore.

4.5.2.4 Notes

The initial state of the binary semaphore is 1.
This function cannot be called from ISR.
pcSemaphoreBuffer must be
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT aligned.

LE

A binary semaphore can be created while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, the suspended
state or from a task while the scheduler is in the Running state.

safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES

long

and

P

Semaphore buffers must not be located in a task's stack.

It is recommended that semaphore buffers are not located in user-accessible memory.

A
M

4.5.2.5 Example

/* Declare the queue buffer that the semaphore will use. */
portInt8Type acSemaphoreBuffer[ safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };
void vCreateBinaryExample( void )
{
xSemaphoreHandle xSemaphore;

if( xSemaphoreCreateBinary( acSemaphoreBuffer, &xSemaphore ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The semaphore could not be created. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}

S

}

Listing 41 Example of using the xSemaphoreCreateBinary() API function

4.5.3 xSemaphoreTake()
portBaseType xSemaphoreTake( xSemaphoreHandle xSemaphore, portTickType xBlockTime )

4.5.3.1 Summary
Claim a semaphore.
4.5.3.2 Parameters
xSemaphore
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xBlockTime

The number of ticks for which the calling task
should be held in the Blocked state to wait for
the semaphore to become available if already
taken. A value of zero will prevent the calling
task from entering the Blocked state.

4.5.3.3 Return Values
The semaphore was successfully taken.

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xSemaphoreTake() was called a
situation that can potentially cause the calling
task to enter the Blocked state where it cannot
be called when the scheduler is suspended.

errINVALID_SEMAPHORE_HANDLE

This means that either the binary semaphore
has already been taken or that the count value
of the counting semaphore has reached zero.

A
M

4.5.3.4 Notes

The xSemaphore parameter was either NULL
or did not reference a valid semaphore.

P

errSEMAPHORE_ALREADY_TAKEN

LE

pdPASS

Can be used to claim either a binary or counting semaphore.
xSemaphoreTake() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called
while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
xSemaphoreTake() can potentially be a lengthy operation. It is therefore recommended that
xSemaphoreTake() is not called from within a critical region.

S

If xSemaphoreTake() were called from within a critical section then the critical section would not
prevent the calling task from blocking. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore the
calling task blocking could cause a switch to a task that has interrupts enabled.
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4.5.3.5 Example
void vAnotherTask( void *pvParameters )
{
xSemaphoreHandle xSemaphore;
/* The semaphore handle is passed into this task as the task parameter. */
xSemaphore = ( xSemaphoreHandle ) pvParameters;

LE

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for the maximum period for the semaphore to be given to us. */
if( xSemaphoreTake( xSemaphore, portMAX_DELAY ) == pdPASS )
{
/* We have the semaphore, do what we need to do. */
}
else
{
/* Could not obtain the semaphore. If we are using portMAX_DELAY,
* then this could be a very long time. */
}
}
}

Listing 42 Example of using the xSemaphoreTake() API macro
4.5.4 xSemaphoreGive()

4.5.4.1 Summary

A
M

Release a semaphore.

P

portBaseType xSemaphoreGive( xSemaphoreHandle xSemaphore );

4.5.4.2 Parameters
xSemaphore

The semaphore handle.

4.5.4.3 Return Values

The semaphore was successfully given to the
calling task.

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xSemaphoreGive() was called, a
situation that can potentially cause the calling
task to enter the Blocked state where it cannot
be called when the scheduler is suspended.

errINVALID_SEMAPHORE_HANDLE

The xSemaphore parameter was either NULL
or did not reference a valid semaphore.

errSEMAPHORE_ALREADY_GIVEN

The binary semaphore has already been given
or the maximum count value of a counting
semaphore has been reached.

S

pdPASS

4.5.4.4 Notes
Can be used to release either a binary or counting semaphore.
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xSemaphoreGive() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called
while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
xSemaphoreGive() can potentially be a lengthy operation. It is therefore recommended that
xSemaphoreGive() is not called from within a critical region.
If xSemaphoreGive() were called from within a critical section then the critical section would not
prevent the calling task from blocking. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore the
calling task blocking could cause a switch to a task that has interrupts enabled.
4.5.4.5 Example

LE

void vATask( void *pvParameters )
{
xSemaphoreHandle xSemaphore;

/* The semaphore handle is passed into this task as the task parameter. */
xSemaphore = ( xSemaphoreHandle ) pvParameters;

}

A
M

P

for( ;; )
{
/* Attempt to give the semaphore. */
if( xSemaphoreGive( xSemaphore ) != pdPASS )
{
/* We could not give the semaphore. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The semaphore has been successfully given. */
}
}

Listing 43 Example of using the xSemaphoreGive() API macro

4.5.5 xSemaphoreGiveFromISR()

portBaseType xSemaphoreGiveFromISR( xSemaphoreHandle xSemaphore );

4.5.5.1 Summary

S

Release a semaphore from within an ISR.
4.5.5.2 Parameters
xSemaphore

The handle of the semaphore being given.

4.5.5.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The semaphore was successfully given.

errINVALID_SEMAPHORE_HANDLE

xSemaphore was either NULL or did not
reference a valid semaphore.

errSEMAPHORE_ALREADY_GIVEN

The binary semaphore has already been given
or the maximum count value of a counting
semaphore has been reached.
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4.5.5.4 Notes
This function can be used to release either a binary or counting semaphore.
Calling xSemaphoreGiveFromISR() within an interrupt service routine can potentially cause a task
to leave the Blocked state - necessitating a context switch if the unblocked task has a priority higher
than that of the interrupted task. The context switch will ensure that the interrupt returns directly to
the highest priority Ready state task. However, unlike the xSemaphoreGive() API function,
xSemaphoreGiveFromISR() will not itself cause a context switch to occur.

LE

A context switch is performed transparently (within the API function itself) when xSemaphoreGive()
causes a task of higher priority than the calling task to exit the Blocked state. While this behaviour is
desirable during the execution of a task it might be undesirable during the execution on an interrupt
if the interrupt service routine had not yet completed its processing. Therefore
xSemaphoreGiveFromISR(), rather than performing the context switch itself, instead sets a flag in
the kernel, and a call to safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() will cause a context switch if required. This
is demonstrated in the Listing 'Example of using the xSemaphoreGiveFromISR() and
xSemaphoreTakeFromISR() API macros'.

P

xSemaphoreGiveFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.

A
M

xSemaphoreGiveFromISR() must not be called prior to the scheduler being started. Therefore an
interrupt that calls xSemaphoreGiveFromISR() must not be allowed to execute prior to the scheduler
being started.
4.5.5.5 Example

void vAnExampleISR( void )
{
/* By way of example, assume that we have a binary semaphore guarding
* access to a shared resource. */
if( xSemaphoreTakeFromISR( xSemaphore ) == pdPASS )
{
/* Do whatever we need to do with the resource. */

S

/* Release the lock on the resource. */
if( xSemaphoreGiveFromISR( xSemaphore ) != pdPASS )
{
/* Failed to give the semaphore. */
}

}
else
{

/* Failed to take the semaphore. */
uxMissedInts++;

}
/* Ensure the interrupt is cleared before leaving the function. */
/* Now the buffer is empty and we have cleared the interrupt we call
* safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() - which will cause a context
* switch only if xSemaphoreTakeFromISR() or xSemaphoreGiveFromISR().
* internally requested one */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
}

Listing 44 Example of using the xSemaphoreGiveFromISR() and xSemaphoreTakeFromISR() API
macros
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4.5.6 xSemaphoreTakeFromISR()
portBaseType xSemaphoreTakeFromISR( xSemaphoreHandle xSemaphore );

4.5.6.1 Summary
Claim a semaphore from within an ISR.
4.5.6.2 Parameters
xSemaphore

The handle of the semaphore being taken.

pdPASS

The requested semaphore was successfully
taken.

errINVALID_SEMAPHORE_HANDLE

xSemaphore was either NULL or did not
reference a valid semaphore.
Means that either the binary semaphore has
already been taken or that the count value of
the counting semaphore has reached zero.

A
M

P

errSEMAPHORE_ALREADY_TAKEN

4.5.6.4 Notes

LE

4.5.6.3 Return Values

This function can be used to claim either a binary or counting semaphore.
Calling xSemaphoreTakeFromISR() within an interrupt service routine can potentially cause a task
to leave the Blocked state - necessitating a context switch if the unblocked task has a priority higher
than that of the interrupted task. The context switch will ensure that the interrupt returns directly to
the highest priority Ready state task. However, unlike the xSemaphoreTake() API function,
xSemaphoreTakeFromISR() will not itself cause a context switch to occur.

S

A context switch is performed transparently (within the API function itself) when xSemaphoreTake()
causes a task of higher priority than the calling task to exit the Blocked state. While this behaviour is
desirable during the execution of a task it might be undesirable during the execution on an interrupt
if the interrupt service routine had not yet completed its processing. Therefore
xSemaphoreTakeFromISR(), rather than performing the context switch itself, instead sets a flag in
the kernel, and a call to safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() will cause a context switch if required. This
is demonstrated in the Listing 'Example of using the xSemaphoreGiveFromISR() and
xSemaphoreTakeFromISR() API macros'.
xSemaphoreTakeFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.
xSemaphoreTakeFromISR() must not be called prior to the scheduler being started. Therefore
an interrupt that calls xSemaphoreTakeFromISR() must not be allowed to execute prior to the
scheduler being started.
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4.5.6.5 Example
See the listing 'Example of using the xSemaphoreGiveFromISR() and xSemaphoreTakeFromISR()
API macros'.
4.5.7 xSemaphoreGetCountDepth()
portBaseType xSemaphoreGetCountDepth( xSemaphoreHandle xSemaphore, portUnsignedBaseType *puxCountDepth );

4.5.7.1 Summary

LE

Queries the count value of the specified semaphore. This represents the number of times that
xSemaphoreTake()/xSemaphoreTakeFromISR() can be successfully called before the next call to
xSemaphoreGive()/xSemaphoreGiveFromISR() is made.
4.5.7.2 Parameters
xSemaphore

The handle of the semaphore being queried.

A
M

P

The handle of a semaphore is obtained from
the pxSemaphore parameter of the call to
either xSemaphoreCreateBinary() or
xSemaphoreCreateCounting() that created the
semaphore.

puxCountDepth

Address of the variable into which the count
depth of the semaphore will be written.

4.5.7.3 Return Values

The count depth of the semaphore was
successfully written to the variable at address
puxCountDepth.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

Either xSemaphore or puxCountDepth was
NULL.

errINVALID_SEMAPHORE_HANDLE

xSemaphore did not reference a valid
semaphore.

S

pdPASS

4.5.7.4 Notes
xSemaphoreGetCountDepth() must not be called from within an interrupt service routine.
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4.5.7.5 Example
void vAFunction( xSemaphoreHandle xSemaphore )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxInitialCountDepth;
portUnsignedBaseType uxCountDepth;

LE

/* Retrieve the semaphore count depth. */
if( pdPASS == xSemaphoreGetCountDepth( xSemaphore, &uxInitialCountDepth ) )
{
/* Is the semaphore currently available? */
if( uxInitialCountDepth >= ( portUnsignedBaseType ) 1 )
{
/* The semaphore is available, so attempt to take it. */
if( pdPASS == xSemaphoreTake( xSemaphore, portMAX_DELAY ) )
{
/* We have the semaphore - get the count depth again. */
if( pdPASS == xSemaphoreGetCountDepth( xSemaphore, &uxCountDepth ) )
{
/* If no other task or ISR has accessed the semaphore,
* uxCountDepth will be equal to ( uxInitialCountDepth - 1 ). */
}
}
}
}
}

S

A
M

P

Listing 45 Example of using the xSemaphoreGetCountDepth() API function
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4.6 T IMER FUNCTIONS
4.6.1 xTimerCreate()
portBaseType xTimerCreate( const timerInitParametersType * const pxTimerParameters,
timerHandleType *pxCreatedTimer );

4.6.1.1 Summary
Creates a software timer.

LE

4.6.1.2 Parameters
xTimerCreate() takes 2 parameters - pxTimerParameters, which is a pointer to a
timerInitParametersType structure, and pxCreatedTimer, which is used to pass back a handle by
which the created timer can be referenced.
The members of the timerInitParametersType structure are as follows:

A descriptive name for the timer. This is mainly
used to facilitate debugging.

P

const portCharType *pcTimerName

The period in ticks before the timer should
elapse.

A
M

portTickType xTimerPeriodInTicks

Boolean indicating whether the timer is a
periodic timer or a one-shot timer. Periodic
timers are automatically restarted when they
expire.

portBaseType xTimerID

Application specified tag for this timer. This is
provided to allow multiple timers to be serviced
by a single callback function.

timerControlBlockType *pxNewTimer

A pointer to a buffer that will be used to
manage the timer.

timerCallbackFunctionPtrType
pxCallbackFunction

A pointer to a function to call when the timer
expires, or NULL if this timer should notify a
task instead.

timerInstanceParametersType
*pxTimerInstance

A pointer to the timer instance that this timer
will belong to. The timers modules supports
the use of multiple timer instances (e.g.
running at different priorities), specifying NULL
is allowable and is used to refer to the default
timer instance.

S

portBaseType xIsPeriodic
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void *pvObject

A pointer to user defined data to be associated
with this timer. Can be set to NULL if not
needed by the user application.
Note that this pointer is never dereferenced by
SAFERTOS.

portTaskHandleType xTaskToNotify

A task handle to be notified when a timer
expires, or NULL if a callback function should
be invoked instead.

LE

Either pxCallbackFunction or xTaskToNotify
must be specified when a timer is created.

typedef void ( *timerCallbackFunctionPtrType )( timerHandleType xTimer );

Listing 46 timerCallbackFunctionPtrType Type Definition
4.6.1.3 Return Values

A timeout period of zero was specified or
xIsPeriodic was neither pdTRUE or pdFALSE.

A
M

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

The timer was created successfully.

P

pdPASS

Either pxTimerParameters,
pxTimerParameters->pxNewTimer,
pxTimerParameters->pxCallbackFunction or
pxCreatedTimer was NULL.

errTIMER_ALREADY_IN_USE

pxNewTimer contains a valid timer structure.
Timers must be explicitly deleted before being
recreated.

errINVALID_TIMER_TASK_INSTANCE

The specified timer instance (pxTimerInstance)
was invalid.

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

This error is returned if the current task does
not have permission to write to the location
specified by the parameter pxCreatedTimer.

All error codes returned by xQueueSend()

xQueueSend() is used to add the request to
the timer command queue.

S

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

4.6.1.4 Notes
A timer can be created while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while the
scheduler is in the Running state.
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Either pxCallbackFunction or xTaskToNotify must be NULL, otherwise an error message will be
returned.
A valid callback function of type timerCallbackFunctionPtrType or a valid task handle of type
portTaskHandleType must be supplied in the call to xTimerCreate(). The function is invoked or the
task notified when the timer expires. Either a callback function or a task handle shall be provided, if
both or neither are provided an error shall occur when xTimerCreate() is called.
User callback functions run within the context of the timer task and therefore lengthy callback
functions have the potential to affect the servicing of other timers. It is strongly recommended that
timer callback functions are kept as short as possible.

LE

User callback functions run in privileged mode and therefore must be written to the highest SIL
level of the host application. It is strongly recommended that the callback function lowers its privilege
level and assigns specific MPU regions to minimise the chance of corrupting other parts of the
system.
User callback functions are not permitted to be used in a re-entrant manner.

P

User callback functions run within the context of the timer task and hence can be delayed if the
operation of the timer task is delayed due to system loading or the scheduler being suspended.

A
M

Timer notifications offer an alternative method of handling timer expiries; however care must be
taken in the host application that tasks blocking for a timer notification do not miss other pending
events. In these cases it is recommended that an event multiples is used.
When using timer notifications for periodic timers, there is a possibility of missed notifications if
the notified task does not have an opportunity to execute between expiries of the timer.
The xTimerPeriodInTicks member of the timerInitParametersType structure must not be 0.

S

Re-initialising a timer which is already present in an active timer list will corrupt the timer list and
hence affect all timers. For this reason xTimerCreate() explicitly checks that the provided timer buffer
does not already contain a valid timer object.
This function cannot be called from ISR.
Timer buffers must not be located in a task's stack.

It is recommended that timer buffers are not located in user-accessible memory.
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4.6.1.5 Example 1 - Callback
#define tmrONE_SHOT_TIMER_PERIOD

( 1000U ) /* ticks */

timerControlBlockType xOneShotTimerBuffer = { 0 };
timerHandleType xOneShotTimer = NULL;
/*-----------------------------------------------------------*/
/* The timer callback function. */
void prvOneShotTimerCallback( timerHandleType xExpiredTimer )
{
/* The parameter is not used in this case as only one timer uses this
callback function. */
( void ) xExpiredTimer;

LE

ucOneShotTimerCounter++;
}
/*-----------------------------------------------------------*/

P

void vTestFunction( void )
{
portBaseType xStatus;
const timerInitParametersType xTimerParams =
{
"Oneshot Timer",
/* Text name to facilitate debugging. The kernel does not use this itself. */
tmrONE_SHOT_TIMER_PERIOD,
/* The period for the timer. */
pdFALSE,
/* Don't auto-reload - hence a one shot timer. */
0,
/* No ID required as this is a single instance only. */
&xOneShotTimerBuffer,
/* The timer structure buffer */
CallbackFunctionPtr,
/* The callback to be called when the timer expires. */
NULL,
/* Use the default timer instance. */
NULL,
/* No Timer Local Storage required */
NULL,
/* Task to notify */
};
/* The initialisation parameters. */
/* The timer handle. */

A
M

/* Create a one-shot timer. */
xStatus = xTimerCreate( &xTimerParams,
&xOneShotTimer );

if( pdPASS == xStatus )
{
/* The timer was successfully created. */
}
}

S

Listing 47 Example of using the xTimerCreate() API function with a callback function
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4.6.1.6 Example - Task Notification
#define tmrONE_SHOT_TIMER_PERIOD

( 1000U ) /* ticks */

timerControlBlockType xOneShotTimerBuffer = { 0 };
timerHandleType xOneShotTimer = NULL;
/*-----------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Create a one-shot timer. */
xStatus = xTimerCreate( &xTimerParams,
&xOneShotTimer );

LE

void vTestFunction( portTaskHandleType xOtherTaskHandle )
{
portBaseType xStatus;
const timerInitParametersType xTimerParams =
{
"Oneshot Timer",
/* Text name to facilitate debugging. The kernel does not use this itself. */
tmrONE_SHOT_TIMER_PERIOD,
/* The period for the timer. */
pdFALSE,
/* Don't auto-reload - hence a one shot timer. */
0,
/* No ID required as this is a single instance only. */
&xOneShotTimerBuffer,
/* The timer structure buffer */
NULL,
/* The callback to be called when the timer expires. */
NULL,
/* Use the default timer instance. */
NULL,
/* No Timer Local Storage required */
xOtherTaskHandle,
/* Task to notify */
};
/* The initialisation parameters. */
/* The timer handle. */

P

if( pdPASS == xStatus )
{
/* The timer was successfully created. */
}
}

A
M

Listing 48 Example of using the xTimerCreate() API function with a task notification
4.6.2 xTimerStart()

portBaseType xTimerStart( timerHandleType xTimer, portTickType xBlockTime );

4.6.2.1 Summary

Starts an existing software timer.
4.6.2.2 Parameters

S

xTimer

xBlockTime

The handle of the timer that is to be started.
The time (in ticks) that the function should
block while attempting to write to the timer
command queue.

4.6.2.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The command to start the timer was sent
successfully.

errINVALID_TIMER_HANDLE

The timer object referenced by xTimer is
corrupt.

All error codes returned by xQueueSend()

xQueueSend() is used to add the request to
the timer command queue.
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4.6.2.4 Notes
A timer can be started while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while the
scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
This function cannot be called from ISR.
If the function is called prior to the scheduler being started then the block time parameter will be
ignored.
4.6.2.5 Example

LE

void vTestFunction( void )
{
portBaseType xStatus;

/* Start a one-shot timer. */
xStatus = xTimerStart( xOneShotTimer, portMAX_DELAY );
}

Listing 49 Example of using the xTimerStart() API function
4.6.3 xTimerStop()

4.6.3.1 Summary

A
M

Stop a running software timer.

P

portBaseType xTimerStop( timerHandleType xTimer, portTickType xBlockTime );

4.6.3.2 Parameters
xTimer

xBlockTime

The handle of the timer that is to be stopped.
The time (in ticks) that the function should
block while attempting to write to the timer
command queue.

S

4.6.3.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The command to stop the timer was sent
successfully.

errINVALID_TIMER_HANDLE

The timer object referenced by xTimer is
corrupt.

All error codes returned by xQueueSend()

xQueueSend() is used to add the request to
the timer command queue.

4.6.3.4 Notes
A timer can be stopped while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while the
scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
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This function cannot be called from ISR.
If the function is called prior to the scheduler being started then the block time parameter will be
ignored.
4.6.3.5 Example
void vTestFunction( void )
{
portBaseType xStatus;
/* Stop a timer. */
xStatus = xTimerStop( xOneShotTimer, portMAX_DELAY );
}

LE

Listing 50 Example of using the xTimerStop() API function
4.6.4 xTimerChangePeriod()

portBaseType xTimerChangePeriod( timerHandleType xTimer, portTickType xNewPeriodInTicks, portTickType xBlockTime
);

4.6.4.1 Summary

xTimer

A
M

4.6.4.2 Parameters

P

Modifies the timeout time or period of an existing software timer.

The handle of the timer that is to be modified.

xNewPeriodInTicks

The new period for the timer. This must be
non-zero.

xBlockTime

The time (in ticks) that the function should
block while attempting to write to the timer
command queue.

S

4.6.4.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The command to modify the timer was sent
successfully.

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

The new period for the timer must be nonzero.

errINVALID_TIMER_HANDLE

The timer object referenced by xTimer is
corrupt.

All error codes returned by xQueueSend()

xQueueSend() is used to add the request to
the timer command queue.

4.6.4.4 Notes
A timer period can be modified while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while
the scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
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This function cannot be called from ISR.
This period of 0 cannot be requested, to disable the timer use either xTimerStop() or
xTimerDelete().
If the function is called prior to the scheduler being started then the block time parameter will be
ignored.
4.6.4.5 Example
void vTestFunction( void )
{
portBaseType xStatus;

LE

/* Change the timer to timeout in 50 ticks. */
xStatus = xTimerChangePeriod( xOneShotTimer, 50U, portMAX_DELAY );
}

Listing 51 Example of using the xTimerChangePeriod() API function
4.6.5 xTimerDelete()

4.6.5.1 Summary
Delete an existing software timer.

xTimer

A
M

4.6.5.2 Parameters

P

portBaseType xTimerDelete( timerHandleType xTimer, portTickType xBlockTime );

xBlockTime

The handle of the timer that is to be deleted.
The time (in ticks) that the function should
block while attempting to write to the timer
command queue.

4.6.5.3 Return Values

The command to delete the timer was sent
successfully.

errINVALID_TIMER_HANDLE

The timer object referenced by xTimer is
corrupt.

All error codes returned by xQueueSend()

xQueueSend() is used to add the request to
the timer command queue.

S

pdPASS

4.6.5.4 Notes
A timer can be deleted while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while the
scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
This function cannot be called from ISR.
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If the function is called prior to the scheduler being started then the block time parameter will be
ignored.
4.6.5.5 Example
void vTestFunction( void )
{
portBaseType xStatus;
/* Delete a timer. */
xStatus = xTimerDelete( xOneShotTimer, portMAX_DELAY );
}

Listing 52 Example of using the xTimerDelete() API function

LE

4.6.6 xTimerStartFromISR()

4.6.6.1 Summary
Start a timer from an ISR.
4.6.6.2 Parameters
xTimer

P

portBaseType xTimerStartFromISR( timerHandleType xTimer );

The handle of the timer that is to be started.

A
M

4.6.6.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The command to start the timer was sent
successfully.

errINVALID_TIMER_HANDLE

The timer object referenced by xTimer is
corrupt.

All error codes returned by
xQueueSendFromISR()

xQueueSendFromISR is used to add the
request to the timer command queue.

S

4.6.6.4 Notes

Calling xTimerStartFromISR() within an interrupt service routine can potentially cause a task to leave
the Blocked state - necessitating a context switch if the unblocked task has a priority higher than that
of the interrupted task. The context switch will ensure that the interrupt returns directly to the highest
priority Ready state task. However, unlike the xTimerStart() API function, xTimerStartFromISR() will
not itself cause a context switch to occur.
A context switch is performed transparently (within the API function itself) when xTimerStart() causes
a task of higher priority than the calling task to exit the Blocked state. While this behaviour is desirable
during the execution of a task it might be undesirable during the execution on an interrupt if the
interrupt service routine had not yet completed its processing. Therefore xTimerStartFromISR(),
rather than performing the context switch itself, instead sets a flag in the kernel, and a call to
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() will cause a context switch if required. This is demonstrated in the
Listing 'Example of using the xTimerStartFromISR() API function'.
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xTimerStartFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.
xTimerStartFromISR() must not be called prior to the scheduler being started. Therefore an
interrupt that calls xTimerStartFromISR() must not be allowed to execute prior to the scheduler being
started.
4.6.6.5 Example

LE

void vISRFunction( void )
{
/* Reset the one shot timer. */
if( pdPASS == xTimerStartFromISR( xISROneShotTimer) )
{
/* The command to start the timer has been added to the command queue. */
}
/* If a higher priority task was woken then request a context switch. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
}

Listing 53 Example of using the xTimerStartFromISR() API function
4.6.7 xTimerStopFromISR()

4.6.7.1 Summary

A
M

Stop a timer from an ISR.

P

portBaseType xTimerStopFromISR( timerHandleType xTimer );

4.6.7.2 Parameters
xTimer

The handle of the timer that is to be stopped.

4.6.7.3 Return Values

The command to stop the timer was sent
successfully.

errINVALID_TIMER_HANDLE

The timer object referenced by xTimer is
corrupt.

All error codes returned by
xQueueSendFromISR()

xQueueSendFromISR is used to add the
request to the timer command queue.

S

pdPASS

4.6.7.4 Notes
Calling xTimerStopFromISR() within an interrupt service routine can potentially cause a task to leave
the Blocked state - necessitating a context switch if the unblocked task has a priority higher than that
of the interrupted task. The context switch will ensure that the interrupt returns directly to the highest
priority Ready state task. However, unlike the xTimerStop() API function, xTimerStopFromISR() will
not itself cause a context switch to occur.
A context switch is performed transparently (within the API function itself) when xTimerStop() causes
a task of higher priority than the calling task to exit the Blocked state. While this behaviour is desirable
during the execution of a task it might be undesirable during the execution on an interrupt if the
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interrupt service routine had not yet completed its processing. Therefore xTimerStopFromISR(),
rather than performing the context switch itself, instead sets a flag in the kernel, and a call to
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() will cause a context switch if required. This is demonstrated in the
Listing 'Example of using the xTimerStopFromISR() API function'.
xTimerStopFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.
xTimerStopFromISR() must not be called prior to the scheduler being started. Therefore an
interrupt that calls xTimerStopFromISR() must not be allowed to execute prior to the scheduler being
started.

void vISRFunction( void )
{
/* Stop the timer. */
xTimerStopFromISR( xISROneShotTimer );

LE

4.6.7.5 Example

/* If a higher priority task was woken then request a context switch. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
}

Listing 54 Example of using the xTimerStopFromISR() API function

P

4.6.8 xTimerChangePeriodFromISR()

A
M

portBaseType xTimerChangePeriodFromISR( timerHandleType xTimer,
portTickType xNewPeriodInTicks
);

4.6.8.1 Summary

Modified the timeout or period of an existing timer from within an ISR.
4.6.8.2 Parameters
xTimer

S

xNewPeriodInTicks

The handle of the timer that is to be modified.
The new period for the timer. This must be
non-zero.

4.6.8.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The command to modify the timer was sent
successfully.

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

The new period for the timer must be nonzero.

errINVALID_TIMER_HANDLE

The timer object referenced by xTimer is
corrupt.

All error codes returned by
xQueueSendFromISR()

xQueueSendFromISR is used to add the
request to the timer command queue.
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4.6.8.4 Notes
Calling xTimerChangePeriodFromISR() within an interrupt service routine can potentially cause a
task to leave the Blocked state - necessitating a context switch if the unblocked task has a priority
higher than that of the interrupted task. The context switch will ensure that the interrupt returns
directly to the highest priority Ready state task. However, unlike the xTimerChangePeriod() API
function, xTimerChangePeriodFromISR() will not itself cause a context switch to occur.

LE

A context switch is performed transparently (within the API function itself) when xTimerStop() causes
a task of higher priority than the calling task to exit the Blocked state. While this behaviour is desirable
during the execution of a task it might be undesirable during the execution on an interrupt if the
interrupt service routine had not yet completed its processing. Therefore xTimerStopFromISR(),
rather than performing the context switch itself, instead sets a flag in the kernel, and a call to
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() will cause a context switch if required. This is demonstrated in the
Listing 'Example of using the xTimerChangePeriodFromISR() API function'.
xTimerChangePeriodFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.

P

xTimerChangePeriodFromISR() must not be called prior to the scheduler being started. Therefore
an interrupt that calls xTimerChangePeriodFromISR() must not be allowed to execute prior to the
scheduler being started.
A period of 0 cannot be requested, to disable the timer use xTimerStopFromISR().

A
M

4.6.8.5 Example

void vISRFunction( void )
{
/* Change the period of the timer to 1000. */
xTimerChangePeriodFromISR( xISROneShotTimer, 1000U );

/* If a higher priority task was woken then request a context switch. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
}

Listing 55 Example of using the xTimerChangePeriodFromISR() API function

S

4.6.9 xTimerIsTimerActive()

portBaseType xTimerIsTimerActive( timerHandleType xTimer );

4.6.9.1 Summary

Determines whether a timer is running.
4.6.9.2 Parameters
xTimer

The handle of the timer that is to be checked.

4.6.9.3 Return Values
pdPASS
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pdFALSE

The timer object is valid but not present in the
active timer lists

errINVALID_TIMER_HANDLE

A timer object referenced by xTimer is corrupt.

4.6.9.4 Notes
This function may be called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while the
scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.

LE

This function cannot be called from ISR.
4.6.9.5 Example

P

void vTestFunction( void )
{
if( pdPASS == xTimerIsTimerActive( xOneShotTimer )
{
/* The timer is valid and running */
}
else
{
/* The timer is either stopped or invalid */
}
}

Listing 56 Example of using the xTimerIsTimerActive() API function

A
M

4.6.10 xTimerGetTimerID()

portBaseType xTimerGetTimerID( timerHandleType xTimer, portBaseType *pxTimerID );

4.6.10.1 Summary

Get the ID associated with a software timer. The timer ID is an optional value that is specified by the
host application when the timer is created. This is intended to allow timers to be differentiated when
a single callback function is used to service multiple timers.

S

4.6.10.2 Parameters
xTimer

The handle of the timer for which the ID is to
be determined.

pxTimerID

A pointer to a variable of type portBaseType.
The requested ID will be written to this
variable.

4.6.10.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The timer ID has been retrieved successfully.

errINVALID_TIMER_HANDLE

The timer object referenced by xTimer is
corrupt.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

A NULL value for xTimer has been supplied.
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4.6.10.4 Notes
A timer ID can be obtained while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while the
scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
This function cannot be called from ISR.
4.6.10.5 Example
void vTestFunction( void )
{
portBaseType xTimerID;

}

LE

/* Get the Timer ID. */
if( pdPASS == xTimerGetTimerID( xOneShotTimer, &xTimerID ) )
{
/* xTimerID now holds the ID that was registered when xOneShotTimer
* was created. */
}

Listing 57 Example of using the xTimerGetTimerID() API function
4.6.11 pvTimerTLSObjectGet()

4.6.11.1 Summary

P

void *pvTimerTLSObjectGet( timerHandleType xTimer );

A
M

Returns a pointer to the local storage object of the specified timer.
4.6.11.2 Parameters

The handle of the timer whose local storage object is being requested.
4.6.11.3 Return Values

S

The address of the local storage object that was supplied in the timerInitParametersType structure
used to create the timer.
4.6.11.4 Notes

pvTimerTLSObjectGet() must only be called from a timer callback function with the xTimer
parameter set to the handle passed to the timer callback function.
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4.6.11.5 Example
void vAFunction( timerHandleType xExampleTimer )
{
void *pvTimerLocalStorageObject;
/* Retrieve the local storage object associated with the example timer. */
pvTimerLocalStorageObject= pvTimerTLSObjectGet( xExampleTimer );
if( NULL != pvTimerLocalStorageObject )
{
/* Perform some operation. */
}
else
{
/* There is no local storage object associated with the example timer. */
}
}

S

A
M

P

LE

Listing 58 Example of using the pvTimerTLSObjectGet() API function
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4.7 E VENT GROUP F UNCTIONS
4.7.1 xEventGroupCreate()
portBaseType xEventGroupCreate( eventGroupType *pxEventGroup, eventGroupHandleType *pxEventGroupHandle );

4.7.1.1 Summary
Creates an event group.
4.7.1.2 Parameters
A pointer to a buffer that will be used to hold
the event group.

LE

pxEventGroup
pxEventGroupHandle

The handle of the created event group is
returned in pxEventGroupHandle.

4.7.1.3 Return Values

The event group has been created
successfully.

P

pdPASS

A
M

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

errEVENT_GROUP_ALREADY_IN_USE

Either pxEventGroup or pxEventGroupHandle
was NULL.
pxEventGroup contains a valid event group
structure. Event groups must be explicitly
deleted before being recreated.

4.7.1.4 Notes

S

An event group can be created while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while
the scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
Re-initialising an event group which already has one or more tasks blocked on will not unblock
them, therefore these tasks may never be rescheduled. For this reason xEventGroupCreate()
explicitly checks that the provided event group buffer does not already contain a valid event group
object.
This function cannot be called from ISR.
Event group buffers must not be located in a task's stack.
It is recommended that event group buffers are not located in user-accessible memory.
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4.7.1.5 Example
eventGroupType xEventGroupBuffer = { 0 };
eventGroupHandleType xEventGroup = NULL;
void vTestFunction( void )
{
portBaseType xStatus;
/* Create an event group. */
if( xEventGroupCreate( &xEventGroupBuffer, /* The event group structure buffer */
&xEventGroup
/* The event group handle. */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event group could not be created. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}

4.7.2 xEventGroupGetBits()

LE

Listing 59 Example of using the xEventGroupCreate() API function

portBaseType xEventGroupGetBits( eventGroupHandleType xEventGroupHandle, eventBitsType *pxEventBitsSet );

4.7.2.1 Summary

4.7.2.2 Parameters

A
M

xEventGroupHandle

P

Reads the status of the event group bits.

pxEventBitsSet

The handle of the event group being read.
Address of the variable into which the status of
the bits in the event group will be written.

4.7.2.3 Return Values

The event bits have been retrieved
successfully.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

Either xEventGroupHandle or pxEventBitsSet
was NULL.

errINVALID_EVENT_GROUP_HANDLE

The xEventGroupHandle parameter did not
reference a valid event group.

S

pdPASS

4.7.2.4 Notes
An event group can be created while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while
the scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
This function cannot be called from ISR.
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4.7.2.5 Example
void vTestFunction( void )
{
eventBitsType xEventBits;
/* Create an event group. */
if( xEventGroupGetBits( xEventGroup,
/* The event group handle. */
&xEventBits
/* The output event bits */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event group could not be read. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}

4.7.3 xEventGroupGetBitsFromISR()

LE

Listing 60 Example of using the xEventGroupGetBits() API function

portBaseType xEventGroupGetBitsFromISR( eventGroupHandleType xEventGroupHandle, eventBitsType *pxEventBitsSet );

4.7.3.1 Summary

4.7.3.2 Parameters
xEventGroupHandle

The handle of the event group being read.

A
M

pxEventBitsSet

P

Reads the status of the event group bits from an Interrupt Service Routine.

Address of the variable into which the status of
the bits in the event group will be written.

4.7.3.3 Return Values

The event bits have been retrieved
successfully.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

Either xEventGroupHandle or pxEventBitsSet
was NULL.

S

pdPASS

errINVALID_EVENT_GROUP_HANDLE

The xEventGroupHandle parameter did not
reference a valid event group.

4.7.3.4 Notes

An event group can be created while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while
the scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
xEventGroupGetBitsFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.
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4.7.3.5 Example
void vTestISR( void )
{
eventBitsType xEventBits;
/* Create an event group. */
if( xEventGroupGetBitsFromISR( xEventGroup, /* The event group handle. */
&xEventBits /* The output event bits */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event group could not be read. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}

4.7.4 xEventGroupSetBits()

LE

Listing 61 Example of using the xEventGroupGetBitsFromISR() API function

portBaseType xEventGroupSetBits( eventGroupHandleType xEventGroupHandle, const eventBitsType xBitsToSet );

4.7.4.1 Summary

4.7.4.2 Parameters
xEventGroupHandle

The handle of the event group being modified.

A
M

xBitsToSet

P

Set one or more bits to '1' in an event group.

Bit mask containing the bits that shall be set to
'1'.

4.7.4.3 Return Values

The event bits have been modified
successfully.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

xEventGroupHandle was NULL.

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

Some invalid bits were set in xBitsToSet.

S

pdPASS

NOTE: the most significant byte of the
eventBitsType object is used for control
purposes, therefore it cannot be modified.

errINVALID_EVENT_GROUP_HANDLE

The xEventGroupHandle parameter did not
reference a valid event group.

4.7.4.4 Notes
xEventGroupSetBits() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be
called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
This function cannot be called from ISR.
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The definition of eventBitsType is platform-dependent. On all platforms, it is defined as
portTickType. The most significant byte (bits 24-31 of a 32-bit system) is used for control purposes
and therefore those bits cannot be manipulated using this API function. See the table 'Definitions
specific to the Product Variant' for your product variant for the definition of portTickType.
When one or more bits are set, all the blocked tasks whose wait condition becomes satisfied will
be moved to the 'Ready' list. This operation is performed with the scheduler suspended, and it may
take a long time when a large amount tasks are blocked on the same event group. Please check the
Notes in the Section 'xTaskResumeScheduler()' for the potential impact on the application.

void vTestFunction( void )
{
eventBitsType xEventBitsToSet = 0x00876421;

LE

4.7.4.5 Example

/* Create an event group. */
if( xEventGroupSetBits( xEventGroup,
/* The event group handle. */
xEventBitsToSet /* The event bit to be sets */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event group could not be modified. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}

P

}

Listing 62 Example of using the xEventGroupSetBits() API function
4.7.5 xEventGroupSetBitsFromISR()

A
M

portBaseType xEventGroupSetBitsFromISR( eventGroupHandleType xEventGroupHandle,
const eventBitsType xBitsToSet );

4.7.5.1 Summary

Set one or more bits to '1' in an event group.
4.7.5.2 Parameters

S

xEventGroupHandle
xBitsToSet

The handle of the event group being modified.
Bit mask containing the bits that shall be set to
'1'.

4.7.5.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The event bits have been modified
successfully.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

xEventGroupHandle was NULL.

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

Some invalid bits were set in xBitsToSet.
NOTE: the most significant byte of the
eventBitsType object is used for control
purposes, therefore it cannot be modified.
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errINVALID_EVENT_GROUP_HANDLE

The xEventGroupHandle parameter did not
reference a valid event group.

All error codes returned by
xQueueSendFromISR()

xQueueSendFromISR() is used to add the
request to the timer command queue.

4.7.5.4 Notes
An event group can be modified while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while
the scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.

LE

xEventGroupSetBitsFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.
The definition of eventBitsType is platform-dependent. On all platforms, it is defined as
portTickType. The most significant byte (bits 24-31 of a 32-bit system) is used for control purposes
and therefore those bits cannot be manipulated using this API function. See the table 'Definitions
specific to the Product Variant' for your product variant for the definition of portTickType.

P

The operation cannot be executed from ISR context, therefore a command is posted to the timer
command queue, to be executed by the timer task.

A
M

The operation can be delayed if the operation of the timer task is delayed due to system loading
or the scheduler being suspended.
The operation can be delayed if the priority of the timer task is configured to be lower than most
application tasks.
4.7.5.5 Example

void vTestISR( void )
{
eventBitsType xEventBitsToSet = 0x00876421;

S

/* Create an event group. */
if( xEventGroupSetBitsFromISR( xEventGroup,
/* The event group handle. */
xEventBitsToSet, /* The event bit to be sets. */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event group could not be modified. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
/* If a higher priority task was woken then request a context switch. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();

}

Listing 63 Example of using the xEventGroupSetBitsFromISR() API function
4.7.6 xEventGroupClearBits()
portBaseType xEventGroupClearBits( eventGroupHandleType xEventGroupHandle,
const eventBitsType xBitsToClear );

4.7.6.1 Summary
Clear one or more bits in an event group.
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4.7.6.2 Parameters
xEventGroupHandle

The handle of the event group being modified.

xBitsToClear

Bit mask containing the bits that shall be
cleared.

4.7.6.3 Return Values
The event bits have been modified
successfully.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

xEventGroupHandle was NULL.

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

LE

pdPASS

Some invalid bits were set in xBitsToClear.
NOTE: the most significant byte of the
eventBitsType object is used for control
purposes, therefore it cannot be modified.

A
M

4.7.6.4 Notes

The xEventGroupHandle parameter did not
reference a valid event group.

P

errINVALID_EVENT_GROUP_HANDLE

An event group can be modified while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while
the scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
This function cannot be called from ISR.

S

The definition of eventBitsType is platform-dependent. On all platforms, it is defined as
portTickType. The most significant byte (bits 24-31 of a 32-bit system) is used for control purposes
and therefore those bits cannot be manipulated using this API function. See the table 'Definitions
specific to the Product Variant' for your product variant for the definition of portTickType.
4.7.6.5 Example

void vTestFunction( void )
{
eventBitsType xEventBitsToClear = 0x00876421;
/* Create an event group. */
if( xEventGroupClearBits( xEventGroup,
/* The event group handle. */
xEventBitsToClear /* The event bit to be sets */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event group could not be modified. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}

Listing 64 Example of using the xEventGroupClearBits() API function
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4.7.7 xEventGroupClearBitsFromISR()
portBaseType xEventGroupClearBitsFromISR( eventGroupHandleType xEventGroupHandle,
const eventBitsType xBitsToClear );

4.7.7.1 Summary
Clear one or more bits in an event group from an Interrupt Service Routine.
4.7.7.2 Parameters
The handle of the event group being modified.

xBitsToClear

Bit mask containing the bits that shall be
cleared.

LE

xEventGroupHandle

4.7.7.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The event bits have been modified
successfully.

Some invalid bits were set in xBitsToClear.

A
M

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

xEventGroupHandle was NULL.

P

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

NOTE: the most significant byte of the
eventBitsType object is used for control
purposes, therefore it cannot be modified.

errINVALID_EVENT_GROUP_HANDLE

The xEventGroupHandle parameter did not
reference a valid event group.

All error codes returned by
xQueueSendFromISR()

xQueueSendFromISR() is used to add the
request to the timer command queue.

S

4.7.7.4 Notes

An event group can be modified while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while
the scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
xEventGroupClearBitsFromISR() should only be called from within an interrupt service routine.
The definition of eventBitsType is platform-dependent. On all platforms, it is defined as
portTickType. The most significant byte (bits 24-31 of a 32-bit system) is used for control purposes
and therefore those bits cannot be manipulated using this API function. See the table 'Definitions
specific to the Product Variant' for your product variant for the definition of portTickType.
The operation cannot be executed from ISR context, therefore a command is posted to the timer
command queue, to be executed by the timer task.
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The operation can be delayed if the operation of the timer task is delayed due to system loading
or the scheduler being suspended.
The operation can be delayed if the priority of the timer task is configured to be lower than most
application tasks.
4.7.7.5 Example
void vTestFunction( void )
{
eventBitsType xEventBitsToClear = 0x00876421;

LE

/* Create an event group. */
if( xEventGroupClearBitsFromISR( xEventGroup,
/* The event group handle. */
xEventBitsToClear /* The event bit to be sets */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event group could not be modified. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
/* If a higher priority task was woken then request a context switch. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
}

4.7.8 xEventGroupWaitBits()

P

Listing 65 Example of using the xEventGroupClearBitsFromISR() API function

A
M

portBaseType xEventGroupWaitBits( eventGroupHandleType xEventGroupHandle,
const eventBitsType xBitsToWaitFor,
const portBaseType xClearOnExit,
const portBaseType xWaitForAllBits,
eventBitsType *pxEventBitsSet,
portTickType xTicksToWait );

4.7.8.1 Summary

Waits until a given pattern of event bits has been set.
4.7.8.2 Parameters

S

xEventGroupHandle

The handle of the event group containing the
bits that the calling task is waiting for.

xBitsToWaitFor

The pattern of bits the calling task is waiting
for.

xClearOnExit

Boolean flag telling this function if the bits
waited for shall be automatically cleared once
the wait condition has been satisfied.

xWaitForAllBits

Boolean flag:
True: wait for ALL the bits set in
xBitsToWaitFor;
False: wait for ANY of the bits set in
xBitsToWaitFor.
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pxEventBitsSet

Optional address of the variable into which the
status of the bits in the event group will be
written when the function returns.

xTicksToWait

The number of ticks for which the calling task
should be held in the Blocked state to wait for
the pattern condition to become set, should it
not already be set. A value of zero will prevent
the calling task from entering the Blocked
state.

LE

4.7.8.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The event bits have been modified
successfully.
The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xEventGroupWaitBits() was called. As
xEventGroupWaitBits() can potentially cause
the calling task to enter the Blocked state it
cannot be called when the scheduler is
suspended.

P

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

xEventGroupHandle was NULL.

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

Either no event bits were set, or some invalid
bits were set in xBitsToWaitFor.

A
M

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

S

errINVALID_EVENT_GROUP_HANDLE

NOTE: the most significant byte of the
eventBitsType object is used for control
purposes, therefore it cannot be modified.
The xEventGroupHandle parameter did not
reference a valid event group.

errEVENT_GROUP_BITS_NOT_SET

The wait condition was not satisfied. The
calling task may have been temporarily
blocked to wait for the condition to become
set.

errEVENT_GROUP_DELETED

The calling task was unblocked as a result of
the event group being deleted by another task.

4.7.8.4 Notes
xEventGroupWaitBits() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be
called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
This function cannot be called from ISR.
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The pxEventBitsSet parameter is written to when the task is moved from the Delayed task list to
the Ready task list. It is therefore a snapshot of the status of the event group and changes made by
another task before this task is scheduled will not update the value of pxEventBitsSet.
4.7.8.5 Example
void vTestFunction( void )
{
eventBitsType xEventBitsToWaitFor = 0x00800001;
eventBitsType xEventBitsStatus;

LE

/* Create an event group. */
if( xEventGroupWaitBits( xEventGroup,
/* The event group handle */
xEventBitsToWaitFor,
/* The event bit to be waited for */
pdTRUE,
/* Clear bits on exit */
pdFALSE,
/* Wait for bit 0 OR bit 23 */
&xEventBitsStatus,
/* Retrieve the status of the event bits on exit */
portMAX_DELAY
/* Maximum wait */
) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event group could not be modified. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}

4.7.9 xEventGroupDelete()

P

Listing 66 Example of using the xEventGroupWaitBits() API function

portBaseType xEventGroupDelete( eventGroupHandleType xEventGroupHandle );

A
M

4.7.9.1 Summary
Deletes an event group.
4.7.9.2 Parameters
xEventGroupHandle

The handle of the event group being deleted.

4.7.9.3 Return Values

S

pdPASS

The event group has been deleted
successfully.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

xEventGroupHandle was NULL.

errINVALID_EVENT_GROUP_HANDLE

The xEventGroupHandle parameter did not
reference a valid event group.

4.7.9.4 Notes
xEventGroupDelete() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called
while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
This function cannot be called from ISR.
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4.7.9.5 Example
void vTestFunction( void )
{
portBaseType xStatus;
/* Create an event group. */
if( xEventGroupDelete( xEventGroup ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event group could not be deleted. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}

S

A
M

P

LE

Listing 67 Example of using the xEventGroupDelete() API function
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4.8 M UTEX FUNCTIONS
4.8.1 xMutexCreate()
portBaseType xMutexCreate( portInt8Type *pcMutexBuffer, xMutexHandleType *pxMutex );

4.8.1.1 Summary
Creates a mutex.
4.8.1.2 Parameters
A pointer to a buffer that will be used to hold
the mutex.

LE

pcMutexBuffer
pxMutex

The handle of the created mutex is returned in
pxMutex.

pdPASS

The mutex has been created successfully.

P

4.8.1.3 Return Values

Either pcMutexBuffer or pxMutex was NULL.

errQUEUE_ALREADY_IN_USE

pcMutexBuffer contains a valid queue
structure. Mutexes (and queues) must be
explicitly deleted before being recreated.

A
M

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

errINVALID_ALIGNMENT

The alignment of the pcMutexBuffer value was
not correct for the target hardware.

4.8.1.4 Notes

S

A mutex can be created while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, or from a task while the
scheduler is in the Running or Suspended state.
pcMutexBuffer
must
be
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT aligned.

long

and

This function cannot be called from an ISR.
Mutex buffers must not be located in a task's stack.
It is recommended that mutex buffers are not located in user-accessible memory.
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4.8.1.5 Example
portInt8Type acTestMutexBuffer[ safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned (
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };
xMutexHandleType xTestMutex = NULL;
void vTestFunction( void )
{
portBaseType xStatus;
/* Create a mutex. */
if( xMutexCreate( acTestMutexBuffer, &xTestMutex ) != pdPASS )
{
xStatus = pdFAIL;
}
}

LE

Listing 68 Example of using the xMutexCreate() API function
4.8.2 xMutexTake()

portBaseType xMutexTake( xMutexHandleType xMutex, portTickType xBlockTime );

4.8.2.1 Summary

4.8.2.2 Parameters

The mutex handle.

A
M

xMutex

P

Claim a mutex.

xBlockTime

The number of ticks for which the calling task
should be held in the Blocked state to wait for
the mutex to become available if already
taken. A value of zero will prevent the calling
task from entering the Blocked state.

4.8.2.3 Return Values

S

pdPASS

The mutex was successfully taken.

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xMutexTake() was called a situation that
can potentially cause the calling task to enter
the Blocked state where it cannot be called
when the scheduler is suspended.

errINVALID_MUTEX_HANDLE

The xMutex parameter was either NULL or did
not reference a valid mutex.

errMUTEX_ALREADY_TAKEN

This means that the mutex has already been
taken.

4.8.2.4 Notes
Can be used to claim a mutex.
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xMutexTake() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called while
the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
xMutexTake() must not be used from an ISR. Mutexes have a concept of ownership and can only
be taken by tasks.
xMutexTake() can potentially be a lengthy operation. It is therefore recommended that
xMutexTake() is not called from within a critical region.
To minimise the effects of priority inheritance it is recommended that mutexes are held for only
the required time.

LE

xMutexTake() can block if the mutex we are attempting to take is held by another task. If the task
holding the mutex is of a lower priority than the task attempting to take it then the holding task will
inherit the priority of the 'taking' task.
Should xMutexTake() timeout while attempting to take a mutex held by another task, any inherited
priority of the task holding the mutex shall be re-evaluated.

P

If xMutexTake() were called from within a critical section then the critical section would not prevent
the calling task from blocking. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore the calling
task blocking could cause a switch to a task that has interrupts enabled.

A
M

4.8.2.5 Example
void vAnotherTask( void *pvParameters )
{
xMutexHandleType xMutex;

/* The mutex handle is passed into this task as the task parameter. */
xMutex = ( xMutexHandleType ) pvParameters;

S

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for the maximum period for the mutex to be given to us. */
if( pdPASS == xMutexTake( xMutex, portMAX_DELAY ) )
{
/* We have the mutex, do what we need to do. */
}
else
{
/* Could not obtain the mutex. If we are using portMAX_DELAY,
* then this could be a very long time. */
}
}

}

Listing 69 Example of using the xMutexTake() API macro
4.8.3 xMutexGive()
portBaseType xMutexGive( xMutexHandleType xMutex );

4.8.3.1 Summary
Release a mutex.
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4.8.3.2 Parameters
xMutex

The mutex handle.

4.8.3.3 Return Values
The mutex was successfully given to the
calling task.

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The scheduler was in the Suspended state
when xMutexGive() was called, a situation that
can potentially cause the calling task to enter
the Blocked state where it cannot be called
when the scheduler is suspended.

LE

pdPASS

errINVALID_MUTEX_HANDLE

The xMutex parameter was either NULL or did
not reference a valid mutex.
We are attempting to give a mutex whose
recursive depth is already 0 which is indicative
of an invalid mutex buffer.

P

errMUTEX_CORRUPTED

The mutex cannot be given because the
calling task is not the holder.

A
M

errMUTEX_NOT_OWNED_BY_CALLER
4.8.3.4 Notes

xMutexGive() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be called while
the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
xMutexGive() must only be called from a task which currently owns the mutex (i.e. has previously
obtained it via a call to xMutexTake()).

S

xMutexGive() must not be used from an ISR. Mutexes have a concept of ownership and can only
be taken by tasks.
xMutexGive() can potentially be a lengthy operation. It is therefore recommended that
xMutexGive() is not called from within a critical region.
If xMutexGive() were called from within a critical section then the critical section would not prevent
the calling task from yielding. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore the calling
task could cause a switch to a task that has interrupts enabled.
A task holding a mutex may be running with an inherited priority (due to higher priority tasks
attempting to obtain the mutex). When a mutex is returned via a call to xMutexGive(), its inherited
priority is re-evaluated as a result of this call. If other mutexes are still held then it is possible that a
new inherited priority will be adopted but in most cases releasing a mutex will cause a task to revert
to its base priority.
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4.8.3.5 Example
void vATask( void *pvParameters )
{
xMutexHandleType xMutex;
/* The mutex handle is passed into this task as the task parameter. */
xMutex = ( xMutexHandleType ) pvParameters;

LE

for( ;; )
{
/* Attempt to give the mutex. */
if( pdPASS != xMutexGive( xMutex ) )
{
/* We could not give the mutex. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The mutex has been successfully given. */
}
}
}

Listing 70 Example of using the xMutexGive() API macro
4.8.4 xMutexGetState()

4.8.4.1 Summary

P

portBaseType xMutexGetState( const xMutexHandleType xMutex, portUnsignedBaseType *puxMutexState );

A
M

Queries whether a mutex is available or not.
4.8.4.2 Parameters
xMutex

puxMutexState

The handle of the mutex being queried.
Address of the variable into which the state will
be written. This will be either mutexTAKEN or
mutexAVAILABLE.

S

4.8.4.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The status of the mutex was successfully
written to the variable at address
puxMutexState.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

Either xMutex or puxMutexState was NULL.

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

xMutex did not reference a valid mutex.
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4.8.4.4 Example
void vAFunction( xMutexHandleType xMutex )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxMutexState;
/* Is the mutex available? */
if( pdPASS != xMutexGetState( xMutex, &puxMutexState ) )
{
/* Could not query the mutex. The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* uxMutexState is now set to the state of the mutex. */
}
}

S

A
M

P

LE

Listing 71 Example of using the xMutexGetState() API function
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4.9 E VENT M ULTIPLEX FUNCTIONS
4.9.1 xEvtMplxCreate()
portBaseType xEvtMplxCreate( portInt8Type *pcEvtMplxMemoryBuffer,
portUnsignedBaseType uxBufferLengthInBytes,
portUnsignedBaseType uxMaximumRegisteredObjectEvents,
portTaskHandleType xOwnerTaskHandle,
evtMplxHandleType *pxEvtMplxHandle );

4.9.1.1 Summary

LE

Creates an event multiplex object.
4.9.1.2 Parameters
pcEvtMplxMemoryBuffer

A pointer to the buffer in which the event
multiplex object will be created. This must be
aligned to the size of a word (4 bytes).
The length of the supplied buffer. This must be
equal to:

A
M

P

uxBufferLengthInBytes

sizeof( evtMplxType ) +
uxMaximumRegisteredObjectEvents * sizeof(
evtMplxObjectEventControlType )
The maximum number of object events that
can be registered with this event multiplex.

xOwnerTaskHandle

The handle of the task which is to be
registered as the owner of this event multiplex
object.

S

uxMaximumRegisteredObjectEvents

pxEvtMplxHandle

If the scheduler has been started, this is
permitted to be NULL to indicate that the
calling task is the owner.
Used to pass back a handle by which the
created event multiplex object can be
referenced, for example when using the API
function xEvtMplxWait().

4.9.1.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The function executed successfully.

errEVT_MPLX_OBJECT_ALREADY_IN_USE

There is already a valid event multiplex object
within the supplied buffer.
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Either the buffer pointer was NULL,
pxEvtMplxHandle was NULL or the scheduler
has not been started and the owner task
handle is NULL.

errINVALID_ALIGNMENT

The buffer is incorrectly aligned. It must be
aligned to one word (4 bytes).

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

The value of
uxMaximumRegisteredObjectEvents was zero.

errINVALID_BUFFER_SIZE

The event multiplex buffer was not equal to:

LE

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

sizeof( evtMplxType ) +
uxMaximumRegisteredObjectEvents * sizeof(
evtMplxObjectEventControlType )

4.9.1.4 Notes

Either the task handle was not valid or the
scheduler has started and the handle was not
for the currenlty executing task.

P

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

A
M

Event Multiplex objects can be created prior to the scheduler being started and from within a task
after the scheduler has been started.
Event Multiplex buffers must not be located in a task's stack.
It is recommended that event multiplex buffers are not located in user-accessible memory.
Once the scheduler has been started, the currently executing task must be designated as the
owner of the event multiplex object being created.

S

xEvtMplxCreate() cannot be called from within an ISR.
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4.9.1.5 Example
const portUnsignedBaseType uxBufferLength = ( sizeof( evtMplxType ) + ( 5 * sizeof( evtMplxObjectEventControlType
) ) );
portCharType pcEvtMplxBuffer[ uxBufferLength ] __attribute__( ( aligned ( safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };
portUnsignedBaseType uxDummyFunction( void )
{
evtMplxHandleType xEvtMplxHandle;
portUnsignedBaseType uxEvtMplxMaxEventCount = 5;

}

LE

if( xEvtMplxCreate( pcEvtMplxBuffer,
uxBufferLength,
uxEvtMplxMaxEventCount,
xTaskGetCurrentTaskHandle(),
&xEvtMplxHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event multiplex could not be created. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The event multiplex object was created successfully */
}

Listing 72 Example of using the xEvtMplxCreate() API function

P

4.9.2 xEvtMplxAddObjectEvents()

portBaseType xEvtMplxAddObjectEvents( evtMplxHandleType xEvtMplxHandle,
void *pvTargetObjectHandle,
portUnsignedBaseType uxEvents );

A
M

4.9.2.1 Summary

Add an object-event pair to the event multiplex, which will be waited for upon calling xEvtMplxWait().
4.9.2.2 Parameters

The handle of the event multiplex object to add
the object event to.

pvTargetObjectHandle

The handle of the object to which the event
relates. This could be a queue handle, a
semaphore handle, a mutex handle, the owner
task handle or an event group handle.

S

xEvtMplxHandle

uxEvents

A value representing the kind of event being
registered. This could be
evtmplxQUEUE_MESSAGE_WAITING,
evtmplxQUEUE_SPACE_AVAILABLE,
evtmplxSEMAPHORE_AVAILABLE,
evtmplxMUTEX_AVAILABLE,
evtmplxTASK_NOTIFICATION_RECEIVED or
evtmplxEVENT_GROUP_BITS_SET.
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4.9.2.3 Return Values
The function executed successfully.

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_OPERATION

The specified target object is already
registered with this event multiplex object. Use
xEvtMplxModifyObjectEvents() to change the
events of interest that are registered with this
target object.

errEVT_MPLX_OBJECT_EVENTS_LIMIT_RE
ACHED

The event multiplex object cannot accept any
more object-events.

errINVALID_QUEUE_HANDLE

LE

pdPASS

The target object is a queue, semaphore or
mutex; and its handle is invalid.

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

The target object is a task, but it is not the
current task.
The event value is
evtmplxEVENT_GROUP_BITS_SET but the
target object handle is not a valid event group.

P

errINVALID_EVENT_GROUP_HANDLE

A
M

errSCHEDULER_IS_NOT_RUNNING

This function was called before
xTaskStartScheduler().
Either the event multiplex handle or the target
object handle was NULL.

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_EVENTS

The event value supplied was either zero, an
invalid flag or an invalid combination of the
permitted flags.

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_HANDLE

Either the event multiplex handle does not
reference a valid event multiplex object or the
event multiplex object is not owned by the
current task.

S

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

4.9.2.4 Notes

xEvtMplxAddObjectEvents() cannot be called from within an ISR.
xEvtMplxAddObjectEvents() will fail if the limit of registered events has already been reached.
This limit is set using the xEvtMplxCreate() function.
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4.9.2.5 Example
void vFunction( evtMplxHandleType xEvtMplxHandle, xQueueHandle xQueue )
{
if( xEvtMplxAddObjectEvents( xEvtMplxHandle,
( void * ) xQueue,
evtmplxQUEUE_SPACE_AVAILABLE ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event could not be added. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The event where xQueue becomes no longer full was added successfully */
}
}

4.9.3 xEvtMplxModifyObjectEvents()

LE

Listing 73 Example of using the xEvtMplxAddObjectEvents() API function

portBaseType xEvtMplxModifyObjectEvents( evtMplxHandleType xEvtMplxHandle,
const void *pvTargetObjectHandle,
portUnsignedBaseType uxEvents );

4.9.3.1 Summary

4.9.3.2 Parameters

A
M

xEvtMplxHandle

P

Modifies the event on which this event multiplex object can wait for on this target object.

The event multiplex object to modify.
The target object for which the event will be
modified.

uxEvents

The new event for the event multiplex to be
able to wait for. This could be

S

pvTargetObjectHandle

evtmplxQUEUE_MESSAGE_WAITING,
evtmplxQUEUE_SPACE_AVAILABLE,
evtmplxSEMAPHORE_AVAILABLE,
evtmplxMUTEX_AVAILABLE,
evtmplxTASK_NOTIFICATION_RECEIVED or
evtmplxEVENT_GROUP_BITS_SET.

4.9.3.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The function executed successfully.

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_OPERATION

The target object handle is not already
registered with this event multiplex object. Use
xEvtMplxAddObjectEvents() to add the target
object to the event multiplex object.

errSCHEDULER_IS_NOT_RUNNING

The function was called before the scheduler
was started.
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errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

Either the event multiplex handle or the target
object handle was NULL.

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_EVENTS

The event value supplied was zero.

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_HANDLE

Either the event multiplex handle does not
reference a valid event multiplex object or the
event multiplex object is not owned by the
current task.

LE

4.9.3.4 Notes
xEvtMplxModifyObjectEvents() cannot be called from within an ISR.
4.9.3.5 Example

A
M

P

void vFunction( evtMplxHandleType xEvtMplxHandle, xQueueHandle xQueue )
{
if( xEvtMplxModifyObjectEvents( xEvtMplxHandle,
( void * ) xQueue,
evtmplxQUEUE_MESSAGE_WAITING ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event could not be modified. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The event multiplex now also waits on a message being posted to after being empty. */
}
}

Listing 74 Example of using the xEvtMplxModifyObjectEvents() API function

4.9.4 xEvtMplxRemoveObjectEvents()

portBaseType xEvtMplxRemoveObjectEvents( evtMplxHandleType xEvtMplxHandle,
const void *pvTargetObjectHandle );

4.9.4.1 Summary

S

Deletes the association with the target object from the event multiplex object, so any events
previously registered with the target object on this event multiplex object are no longer listened to
when using xEvtMplxWait().
4.9.4.2 Parameters
xEvtMplxHandle

The handle of the event multiplex from which
the association with the target object shall be
removed.

pvTargetObjectHandle

The target object which is to be removed from
the event multiplex object.

4.9.4.3 Return Values
pdPASS
SAFERTOS® v9 User Manual
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Either the event multiplex handle does not
reference a valid event multiplex object or the
event multiplex object is not owned by the
current task.

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_OPERATION

The target object is not registered with the
event multiplex object and so cannot be
removed.

errSCHEDULER_IS_NOT_RUNNING

The function was called before the scheduler
was started.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED
4.9.4.4 Notes

LE

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_HANDLE

Either the event multiplex handle or the target
object handle was NULL.

4.9.4.5 Example

P

xEvtMplxRemoveObjectEvents() cannot be called from within an ISR.

A
M

void vFunction( evtMplxHandleType xEvtMplxHandle, xQueueHandle xQueue )
{
if( xEvtMplxRemoveObjectEvents( xEvtMplxHandle,
( void * ) xQueue ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The event could not be modified. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The event multiplex now no longer waits for events on xQueue. */
}
}

Listing 75 Example of using the xEvtMplxRemoveObjectEvents() API function

4.9.5 xEvtMplxWait()

S

portBaseType xEvtMplxWait( evtMplxHandleType xEvtMplxHandle,
evtMplxObjectEventsType axObjectEvents[],
portUnsignedBaseType uxObjectEventsArraySize,
portUnsignedBaseType *puxNumberOfObjectEvents,
portTickType xTicksToWait );

4.9.5.1 Summary
If any of the object-events registered with the event multiplex object referenced from the supplied
event multiplex object handle have occurred, they are copied to the supplied object-events array. If
none of the registered object-events have occurred, xEvtMplxWait() will block for a maximum of
xTicksToWait.
4.9.5.2 Parameters
xEvtMplxHandle

SAFERTOS® v9 User Manual
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An array to which any registered object-events
which have occurred are written.

uxObjectEventsArraySize

The number of elements in the
axObjectEvents array.

puxNumberOfObjectEvents

The number of object events written to the
axObjectEvents array during the execution of
this function will be passed out using this
pointer.

xTicksToWait

The maximum number of ticks to wait for an
event to occur before returning.

LE

axObjectEvents[]

4.9.5.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The function was executed successfully.
The function was called before the scheduler
was started.

P

errSCHEDULER_IS_NOT_RUNNING

The function was called while the scheduler
was in the suspended state.

A
M

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

Either xEvtMplxHandle, axObjectEvents or
puxNumberOfObjectEvents were NULL.

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

uxObjectEventsArraySize has the value zero.

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_HANDLE

The event multiplex handle was invalid or is
not owned by the currently executing task.

errINVALID_EVT_MPLX_OPERATION

There are no object-events registered with the
event multiplex object.

S

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

errEVT_MPLX_NO_EVENTS_OCCURRED

No events occurred before the specified
timeout was reached.

errEVENT_GROUP_DELETED

One of the event groups which has been
registered with this event multiplex object has
been deleted.

4.9.5.4 Notes
xEvtMplxWait() cannot be called from within an ISR.
The supplied array, axObjectEvents, must be large enough to hold all possible events which could
wake this task.
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uxObjectEventsArraySize should be less than or equal to the number of elements in
axObjectEvents.
Blocking on an event with an event multiplex object as well as a higher priority task could cause
the event multiplex object holder to stay blocked, as the event may be serviced by the higher priority
task (or an ISR) before the task blocking on the event multiplex is moved to the running state.
This function may cause the running task to block and result in a context switch even if called
from within a critical section. When the calling task is moved back into the running state, interrupts
will be disabled.

LE

4.9.5.5 Example
void vFunction( evtMplxHandleType xEvtMplxHandle, portUnsignedBaseType uxNumberOfRegisteredEvents )
{
portBaseType axOccurredEvents[ uxNumberOfRegisteredEvents ];
portUnsignedBaseType uxNumberOfEvents;
portBaseType xTimeout = 100;

}

A
M

P

if( xEvtMplxWait( xEvtMplxHandle,
axOccurredEvents,
uxNumberOfRegisteredEvents,
&uxNumberOfEvents,
xTimeout ) != pdPASS )
{
/* Either there was no event before the given timeout, or there was an error.
* The return value should be inspected. */
}
else
{
/* At least one event has occurred */
}

S

Listing 76 Example of using the xEvtMplxRemoveObjectEvents() API function
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4.10

S TREAM BUFFER FUNCTIONS

4.10.1 xStreamBufferCreate()
portBaseType xStreamBufferCreate( StreamBufferHandle_t *pxStreamBufferHandle,
portUnsignedBaseType uxBufferSizeBytes,
portUnsignedBaseType uxTriggerLevelBytes,
portUnsignedBaseType uxIsMessageBuffer,
portUInt8Type *const pucStreamBufferStorageArea,
StreamBuffer_t *const pxStreamBuffer );

4.10.1.1 Summary

LE

Create a stream buffer.
4.10.1.2 Parameters
pxStreamBufferHandle

A pointer to the handle of the stream buffer
structure.

The number of bytes that must be in the
stream buffer before a task that is waiting for
data is unblocked.

A
M

uxTriggerLevelBytes

The length of the buffer pointed to by
pucBuffer.

P

uxBufferSizeBytes

uxIsMessageBuffer

A boolean indicating the operating mode of the
stream buffer.

pucStreamBufferStorageArea

The RAM area that stores the data passed
through the buffer.

pxStreamBuffer

Holds the stream buffer structure.

S

4.10.1.3 Return Values
pdPASS

Function finished without error.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pxStreamBufferHandle,
pucStreamBufferStorageArea or
xStaticStreamBuffer was equal to NULL.

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

uxTriggerLevelBytes was equal to zero.

errINVALID_BUFFER_SIZE

uxBufferSizeBytes was equal to zero.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pucStreamBufferStorageArea or
xStaticStreamBuffer was equal to NULL.
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uxTriggerLevelBytes was greater than
uxBufferSizeBytes, or xIsMessageBuffer was
equal to neither pdFALSE or pdTRUE.

errSUPPLIED_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL

xIsMessageBuffer was equal to pdTRUE and
the number of bytes specified to store the
message length was greater than
uxBufferSizeBytes.

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

The current task does not have the correct
MPU permissions to write to
pxStreamBufferHandle.

LE

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

errSB_IN_USE

xStaticSTreamBuffer was not equal to NULL
and either the uxLengthMirror or
pucBufferMirror was not equal to zero.

4.10.1.4 Notes

P

All arrays declared by the host application for stream buffers must be aligned on
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT boundaries and of the correct size. SAFERTOS cannot verify that
a correctly sized buffer has been allocated.

A
M

Streambuffers use task notifications internally. Sending a task notification using the task
notification API may not leave the notification pending of the target task is currently blocked using a
Stream Buffer function.
Streambuffers must not be located in a task's stack.
It is recommended that streambuffers are not located in user-accessible memory.
4.10.1.5 Example

S

#define STORAGE_SIZE_BYTES 10

StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle = NULL;
static portUInt8Type ucStorageBuffer[ STORAGE_SIZE_BYTES ];
StaticStramBuffer_t xStreamBufferStruct;
const portUnsignedBaseType uxStreamBufferSizeBytes = STORAGE_SIZE_BYTES;
const portUnsignedBaseType uxStreamBufferTriggerBytes = 1;
void vTestFunction( void )
{
/* Create The stream buffer */
xStreamBufferCreate( &xStreamBufferHandle,
uxStreamBufferSizeBytes,
uxStreamBufferTriggerBytes,
pdFALSE,
ucStorageBuffer,
&xStreamBufferStruct );
}

Listing 77 Example of using the xStreamBufferCreate() API Function
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4.10.2 xStreamBufferSend()
portBaseType xStreamBufferSend( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBuffer,
portUInt8Type *pucTxData,
portUnsignedBaseType uxDataLengthBytes,
portTickType xTicksToWait,
portUnsignedBaseType *puxBytesWritten ) ;

4.10.2.1 Summary
Write to the stream buffer and notify the receiving task from outside an ISR.
4.10.2.2 Parameters
The handle of the stream buffer to write to.

LE

xStreamBuffer
pucTxData

The data to be written to the stream buffer.

uxDataLengthBytes

The length of the data to be written to the
stream buffer.

puxBytesWritten

The number of bytes that were succesfully
written is passed back using this pointer.

A
M

4.10.2.3 Return Values

The number of ticks to block the task for.

P

xTicksToWait

The function returned with no error.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pucTxData, puxBytesWritten or xStreamBuffer
was NULL.

errSUPPLIED_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL

uxDataLengthBytes was greater than the
stream buffers uxLength.

Errors from xTaskNotifyWait()

Errors from this function are passed back to
the host application.

errSB_NOTIFICATION_TIMEOUT

The call to xTaskNotifyWait timed out.

Errors from
xStreamBufferSpacesAvailableKrnl()

Errors from this function are passed back to
the host.

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

Returned if the uxLengthMirror and
pucBufferMirror parameters do not match the
inverse of their non mirrored variables.

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

Returned if a time to wait is set and the
scheduler is suspended.

S

pdPASS
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There is a blocked task waiting for data to be
sent to the streambuffer that should have been
awoken by this operation, but the streambuffer
was locked.

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

The current task did not have the correct write
permission for the memory pointed to by
puxBytesWritten.

errSB_LOCK_UNAVAILABLE

The streambuffer lock could not be acquired
and so the operation was not performed.

errSB_CORRUPTED

4.10.2.4 Notes

LE

errWAITING_TASK_NOT_NOTIFIED

The streambuffer has been left in an
inconsistent internal state. If this is returned,
the streambuffer should not be used until
xStreamBufferReset() is called.

P

xStreamBufferSend() must not be used before the scheduler is started if the xTicksToWait
parameter is non zero.

A
M

Calling xStreamBufferSend() while the scheduler is in the initialising state will result in interrupts
being disabled and not re-enabled until the first task starts to execute.
If xStreamBufferSend() were called from within a critical section then the critical section would
not prevent the calling task from blocking. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore
the calling task blocking could cause a switch to a task that has interrupts enabled.
The stream buffer is intended for use in a peer to peer configuration only. Use in a multi sender
or multi receiver configuration when block times are specified could result in tasks becoming
permanently blocked as the notification registration may be overwritten.

S

When used in a heterogeneous multi-core environment, care should be taken to consider the
endianess of the cores. The buffer will adopt the endianess of the creator core.
Streambuffers use task notifications internally. Sending a task notification using the task
notification API may not leave the notification pending of the target task is currently blocked using a
Stream Buffer function.
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4.10.2.5 Example
void vTestFunction( void )
{
StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle = NULL;
const portUInt8Type aucStreamBufferMessage[ 4 ] = { 1, 2, 3, 4 };
portUnsignedBaseType uxBytesWritten = 0;
xStreamBufferSend( xStreamBufferHandle,
&aucStreamBufferMessage,
sizeof( aucStreamBufferMessage ),
0,
&uxBytesWritten );
}

4.10.3 xStreamBufferSendFromISR()

LE

Listing 78 Example of using the xStreamBufferSend() API Function

portBaseType xStreamBufferSendFromISR( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBuffer,
portUInt8Type *pucTxData,
portUnsignedBaseType uxDataLengthBytes,
portUnsignedBaseType *puxBytesWritten );

4.10.3.1 Summary

4.10.3.2 Parameters

The handle of the stream buffer to write to.

A
M

xStreamBuffer

P

Write to the stream buffer from within an ISR.

pucTxData

The data to be written to the stream buffer.

uxDataLengthBytes

The length of the data to be written to the
stream buffer.

puxBytesWritten

The number of bytes that were succesfully
written is passed back using this pointer.

S

4.10.3.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The function returned with no error.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pucTxData, puxBytesWritten or xStreamBuffer
was NULL.

errSUPPLIED_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL

uxDataLengthBytes was greater than the
stream buffers uxLength.

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

Returned if the uxLengthMirror and
pucBufferMirror parameters do not match the
inverse of their non mirrored variables.

Errors from xStreamBufferSpacesAvailable()

Errors from this function are passed back to
the host.
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The current ISR context doesn't have the
correct MPU permissions to write to
puxBytesWritten or read from pucTxData.

pdFAIL

There was no space in the streambuffer to
send the data to.

errWAITING_TASK_NOT_NOTIFIED

There was a task waiting on the same core to
receive the data that was successfully sent
using this function and the task was not
successfully woken.

errSB_LOCK_UNAVAILABLE
4.10.3.4 Notes

This is returned when the length of the new
message was written to the streambuffer but
the message itself was not successfully
written. This will result in the corresponding
Receive operation to be unsuccessful.
The streambuffer lock could not be acquired.

P

errSB_CORRUPT_MESSAGE

LE

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

A
M

xStreamBufferSendFromISR() is only usable from within an interrupt service routine.
When used in a heterogeneous multi-core environment, care should be taken to consider the
endianess of the cores. The buffer will adopt the endianess of the creator core.
Streambuffers use task notifications internally. Sending a task notification using the task
notification API may not leave the notification pending of the target task is currently blocked using a
Stream Buffer function.
4.10.3.5 Example

S

void vISRTestFunction( void )
{
StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle = NULL;
const portUInt8Type aucStreamBufferMessage[ 4 ] = { 1, 2, 3, 4 };
portUnsignedBaseType uxBytesWritten = 0;
xStreamBufferSendFromISR( xStreamBufferHandle,
&aucStreamBufferMessage,
sizeof( aucStreamBufferMessage),
&uxBytesWritten );

}

Listing 79 Example of using the xStreamBufferSendFromISR() API Function
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4.10.4 xStreamBufferReceive()
portBaseType xStreamBufferReceive( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBuffer,
portUInt8Type *pucRxData,
portUnsignedBaseType uxBufferLengthBytes,
portUnsignedBaseType *puxTotalBytesRead,
portTickType xTicksToWait );

4.10.4.1 Summary
Read the stream buffer from outside an ISR.
4.10.4.2 Parameters
The handle of the stream buffer to write to.

LE

xStreamBuffer
pucRxData

A pointer to an area of memory containing the
newly read contents of the stream buffer.

uxBufferLengthBytes

The number of ticks to block the task for.

A
M

xTicksToWait

A pointer used to pass back the number of
bytes that were read.

P

puxTotalBytesRead

The length of the buffer pointed to by
pvRxData.

4.10.4.3 Return Values

The function returned with no error.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pucRxData, puxTotalBytesRead or
xStreamBuffer was NULL.

errSUPPLIED_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL

uxDataLengthBytes was greater than the
stream buffers uxLength or the number of
bytes available to read is greater than the
number required to store the message length
whilst the number of bytes available is less
then the uxBufferLengthBytes.

S

pdPASS

Errors from xTaskNotifyWait()

Errors from this function are passed back to
the host application.

errWAITING_TASK_NOT_NOTIFIED

There was a task waiting on the same core to
send data and this function successfully
received data and the other task was not
successfully woken.

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

Returned if the uxLengthMirror and
pucBufferMirror parameters do not match the
inverse of their non mirrored variables.
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Returned if a time to wait is set and the
scheduler is suspended.

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

The current task context did not have the
correct MPU permissions to write to
puxTotalBytesRead or pucRxData.

errSB_LOCK_UNAVAILABLE

The streambuffer lock could not be acquired.

errSB_CORRUPTED

The streambuffer operation was not
successfully completed and so the
streambuffer has been left in an inconsistent
corrupted state.

errSB_CORRUPT_MESSAGE
4.10.4.4 Notes

LE

errSCHEDULER_IS_SUSPENDED

The message being read was corrupted before
performing the receive operation.

P

xStreamBufferReceive() must not be used before the scheduler is started if the xTicksToWait
parameter is non zero.

A
M

Calling xStreamBufferReceive() while the scheduler is in the initialising state will result in
interrupts being disabled and not re-enabled until the first task starts to execute.
If xStreamBufferReceive() were called from within a critical section then the critical section would
not prevent the calling task from blocking. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore
the calling task blocking could cause a switch to a task that has interrupts enabled.
The stream buffer is intended for use in a peer to peer configuration only. Use in a multi sender
or multi receiver configuration when block times are specified could result in tasks becoming
permanently blocked as the notification registration may be overwritten.

S

Streambuffers use task notifications internally. Sending a task notification using the task
notification API may not leave the notification pending of the target task is currently blocked using a
Stream Buffer function.
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4.10.4.5 Example
#define STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH 4
const portUInt8Type aucStreamBufferMessage[ 4 ] = { 1, 2, 3, 4 };
void vTestFunction( void )
{
portUInt8Type ucIndex = 0;
portUnsignedBaseType uxReceivedBytes = 0;
portUInt8Type ucRxData[ STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH ];
/* Receive data from the stream buffer */
xStreamBufferReceive( xStreamBufferHandle, &ucRxData, STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH, 0, &uxReceivedBytes );

LE

/* Check the received message against the message sent */
for( ucIndex = 0; ucIndex < STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH; ucIndex++ )
{
if( aucStreamBufferMessage[ ucIndex ] != ucRxData[ ucIndex ] )
{
while( 1 ) {} /* Loop forever*/
}
}
}

Listing 80 Example of using the uxStreamBufferReceive() API Function
4.10.5 xStreamBufferReceiveFromISR()

A
M

4.10.5.1 Summary

P

portBaseType xStreamBufferReceiveFromISR( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBuffer,
portUInt8Type *pucRxData,
portUnsignedBaseType uxBufferLengthBytes,
portUnsignedBaseType *uxTotalBytesRead );

Receive data from a stream buffer when inside of an ISR.
4.10.5.2 Parameters

The handle of the stream buffer to write to.

pucRxData

A pointer to an area of memory containing the
newly read contents of the stream buffer.

S

xStreamBuffer

uxBufferLengthBytes

The length of the buffer pointed to by
pvRxData.

uxTotalBytesRead

Used to pass the total number of bytes read
during this function call to the host application.

4.10.5.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The function returned with no error.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

pucRxData, puxTotalBytesRead or
xStreamBuffer was NULL.

errSUPPLIED_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL

uxDataLengthBytes was greater than the
stream buffers uxLength.
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Errors from this function are passed back to
the host application.

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

Returned if the uxLengthMirror and
pucBufferMirror parameters do not match the
inverse of their non mirrored variables.

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

The current ISR context does not have the
correct MPU permissions to write to
puxTotalBytesRead or pucRxData.

errSB_CORRUPT_MESSAGE

The message being read from the
streambuffer was corrupted.

errSB_LOCK_UNAVAILABLE
4.10.5.4 Notes

There was a task waiting on the same core to
send data and this function successfully
received data but the other task was not
successfully woken.
The streambuffer lock could not be acquired.

P

errWAITING_TASK_NOT_NOTIFIED

LE

Errors from xTaskNotifyWait()

A
M

xStreamBufferReceiveFromISR() is only usable from within an interrupt service routine.
When used in a heterogeneous multi-core environment, care should be taken to consider the
endianess of the cores. The buffer will adopt the endianess of the creator core.

S

Streambuffers use task notifications internally. Sending a task notification using the task
notification API may not leave the notification pending of the target task is currently blocked using a
Stream Buffer function.
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4.10.5.5 Example
#define STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH 4
const portUInt8Type aucStreamBufferMessage[ 4 ] = { 1, 2, 3, 4 };
portUnsignedBaseType uxReceivedBytes = 0;
portUInt8Type ucRxData[ STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH ];

LE

void vISRTestFunction( void )
{
StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle = NULL;
/* Receive data from the stream buffer */
xStreamBufferReceiveFromISR( xStreamBufferHandle,
&ucRxData,
STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH,
0,
&uxReceivedBytes );
}
void vProcessingFunction( void )
{
portUInt8Type ucIndex = 0;

/* Check the received message against the message sent */
for( ucIndex = 0; ucIndex < STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH; ucIndex++ )
{
if( aucStreamBufferMessage[ ucIndex ] != ucRxData[ ucIndex ] )
{
while( 1 ) {} /* Loop forever*/
}
}

P

}

Listing 81 Example of using the xStreamBufferReceiveFromISR() API Function

A
M

4.10.6 xStreamBufferIsEmpty()

portBaseType xStreamBufferIsEmpty( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBuffer );

4.10.6.1 Summary

Returns a boolean indicating whether the stream buffer is empty.
4.10.6.2 Parameters

S

xStreamBuffer

The handle to the stream buffer that should be
operated on.

4.10.6.3 Return Values
pdTRUE

The stream buffer is empty

pdFALSE

The stream buffer is not empty.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

xStreamBuffer or puxIsEmpty are NULL.

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

Returned if the uxLengthMirror and
pucBufferMirror parameters do not match the
inverse of their non mirrored variables.

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

The current task does not have the correct
MPU permissions to write to puxIsEmpty.
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4.10.6.4 Notes
There are no usage notes associated with this function.
4.10.6.5 Example

LE

void vTestFunction( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle )
{
if( pdFAIL == xStreamBufferIsEmpty( xStreamBufferHandle ) )
{
/* Stream buffer is not empty */
}
else
{
/* Stream buffer is empty */
}
}

Listing 82 Example of using the xStreamBufferIsEmpty() API Function
4.10.7 xStreamBufferIsFull()

portBaseType xStreamBufferIsFull( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBuffer ) ;

P

4.10.7.1 Summary

Returns a boolean value indicating whether or not the stream buffer is full.

A
M

4.10.7.2 Parameters
xStreamBuffer

The handle to the stream buffer that should be
operated on.

4.10.7.3 Return Values

The stream buffer is full

pdFALSE

The stream buffer is not full.

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

Returned if the uxLengthMirror and
pucBufferMirror parameters do not match the
inverse of their non mirrored variables.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

Returned if xStreamBuffer or puxIsFull is
NULL.

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

The current task does not have the correct
MPU permissions to write to puxIsFull.

S

pdTRUE

4.10.7.4 Notes
Calling xStreamBufferIsFull() while the scheduler is in the initialising state will result in interrupts
being disabled and not re-enabled until the first task starts to execute.
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4.10.7.5 Example
void vTestFunction( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle )
{
if( pdFALSE == xStreamBufferIsFull( xStreamBufferHandle ) )
{
/* Stream buffer is not full */
}
else
{
/* Stream buffer is full */
}
}

Listing 83 Example of using the xStreamBufferIsFull() API Function

LE

4.10.8 xStreamBufferReset()
portBaseType xStreamBufferReset( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBuffer ) ;

4.10.8.1 Summary

Clears the stream buffer of data and reset the read and write indices.

xStreamBuffer

The handle to the stream buffer that should be
operated on.

A
M

4.10.8.3 Return Values

P

4.10.8.2 Parameters

pdPASS

The stream buffer was successfully reset.

pdFAIL

A task was waiting to either send or receive
from this stream buffer.
xStreamBuffer was NULL.

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

Returned if the uxLengthMirror and
pucBufferMirror parameters do not match the
inverse of their non mirrored variables.

S

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

errSB_LOCK_UNAVAILABLE

The streambuffer lock could not be acquired.

4.10.8.4 Notes
It is strongly recommended that xStreamBufferReset() in not used in a multi-core scenario as the
usage within other cores cannot be guaranteed during the reset.
Calling xStreamBufferReset() while the scheduler is in the initialising state will result in interrupts
being disabled and not re-enabled until the first task starts to execute.
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4.10.8.5 Example
#define STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH 4
const portUInt8Type acStreamBufferMessage[ 4 ] = { 1, 2, 3, 4 };
void vTestFunction( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle )
{
portBaseType xResetResult;
portUInt8Type ucMessageIndex = 0;
portUnsignedBaseType uxNumReceivedBytes = 0;
portUInt8Type ucRxData[ STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH ];
/* Receive data from the stream buffer */
xStreamBufferReceive( xStreamBufferHandle, &ucRxData, STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH, 0, &uxNumReceivedBytes );

LE

/* Check the received message against the message sent */
for( ucMessageIndex = 0; ucMessageIndex < STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH; ucMessageIndex++ )
{
if( acStreamBufferMessage[ ucMessageIndex ] != ucRxData[ ucMessageIndex ] )
{
xResetResult = xStreamBufferReset( xStreamBufferHandle );
while( 1 ) { } /* Loop forever*/
}
}
}

Listing 84 Example of using the xStreamBufferReset() API Function

P

4.10.9 xStreamBufferSpacesAvailable()

portBaseType xStreamBufferSpacesAvailable( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBuffer,
portUnsignedBaseType *puxSpace );

A
M

4.10.9.1 Summary

Query the stream buffer to determine the number of free buffer slots available.
4.10.9.2 Parameters

The handle to the stream buffer that should be
operated on.

puxSpace

A pointer used to return the total amount of
space available on the buffer.

S

xStreamBuffer

4.10.9.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The stream buffer is empty

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

The parameter puxSpace or xStreamBuffer
was NULL.

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

Returned if the uxLengthMirror and
pucBufferMirror parameters do not match the
inverse of their non mirrored variables.

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

The current task does not have the correct
MPU permissions to write to
puxBytesAvailable.
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4.10.9.4 Notes
There are no usage notes associated with this function.
Calling xStreamBufferSpacesAvailable() while the scheduler is in the initialising state will result
in interrupts being disabled and not re-enabled until the first task starts to execute.
4.10.9.5 Example
#define STORAGE_SIZE_BYTES 10

LE

void vTestFunction( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxSpace = 0U;
xStreamBufferSpacesAvailable( xStreamBufferHandle, &uxSpace );
if( ( STORAGE_SIZE_BYTES / 2 ) >= uxSpace )
{
/* Stream buffer is less than or exactly half full */
}
else
{
/* Stream buffer is more than half full */
}
}

P

Listing 85 Example of using the xStreamBufferSpacesAvailable() API Function
4.10.10

xStreamBufferBytesAvailable()

A
M

portBaseType xStreamBufferBytesAvailableKrnl( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBuffer,
portUnsignedBaseType *puxBytesAvailable );

4.10.10.1 Summary

Query the stream buffer to determine the number of bytes it currently has stored.
4.10.10.2 Parameters

S

xStreamBuffer

puxBytesAvailable

The handle to the stream buffer that should be
operated on.
A pointer used to return how many bytes are
available on the buffer to read.

4.10.10.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The stream buffer is empty

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

The parameter puxBytesAvailable or
xStreamBuffer was NULL.

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

Returned if the uxLengthMirror and
pucBufferMirror parameters do not match the
inverse of their non mirrored variables.
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errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

The current task does not have the correct
MPU permissions to write to
puxBytesAvailable.

4.10.10.4 Notes
There are no usage notes associated with this function.

4.10.10.5 Example
#define STORAGE_SIZE_BYTES 10
StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle = NULL;

LE

Calling xStreamBufferBytesAvailable() while the scheduler is in the initialising state will result in
interrupts being disabled and not re-enabled until the first task starts to execute.

void vTestFunction( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxSpace = 0U;

xStreamBufferBytesAvailable( xStreamBufferHandle, &uxSpace );

}

A
M

P

if( ( STORAGE_SIZE_BYTES / 2 ) >= uxSpace )
{
/* Stream buffer is less than or exactly half full */
}
else
{
/* Stream buffer is more than half full */
}

Listing 86 Example of using the xStreamBufferBytesAvailable() API Function

4.10.11

xStreamBufferSetTriggerLevel()

portBaseType xStreamBufferSetTriggerLevel( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBuffer,
portUnsignedBaseType uxTriggerLevel );

S

4.10.11.1 Summary

Sets the number of bytes that must be in the stream buffer before a task that is waiting for data is
unblocked.
4.10.11.2 Parameters
xStreamBuffer

The handle to the stream buffer that should be
operated on.

uxTriggerLevel

The new trigger level that the stream buffer will
be set to.

4.10.11.3 Return Values
pdPASS
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errINVALID_PARAMETERS

Returned if uxTriggerLevel is equal to zero or
greater than uxLength of the stream buffer.

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

Returned if the uxLengthMirror and
pucBufferMirror parameters do not match the
inverse of their non mirrored variables.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

Returned if xStreamBuffer is NULL.

4.10.11.4 Notes

LE

There are no usage notes associated with this function.
4.10.11.5 Example
#define STORAGE_SIZE_BYTES 10

StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle = NULL;
static portUInt8Type ucStorageBuffer[ STORAGE_SIZE_BYTES ];
StreamBuffer_t xStreamBufferStruct;

P

const size_t uxStreamBufferSizeBytes = STORAGE_SIZE_BYTES;
const size_t uxStreamBufferTriggerBytes = 1;

A
M

void vTestFunction( void )
{
/* Create The stream buffer */
xStreamBufferCreate( &xStreamBufferHandle,
uxStreamBufferSizeBytes,
uxStreamBufferTriggerBytes,
pdFALSE,
ucStorageBuffer,
&xStreamBufferStruct );

/* Set the new trigger value to 5 */
xStreamBufferSetTriggerLevel( StreamBufferHandle, 5 );
}

Listing 87 Example of using the xStreamBufferSetTriggerLevel() API Function

4.10.12

xStreamBufferNextMessageLengthBytes()

S

portBaseType xStreamBufferNextMessageLengthBytesKrnl( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBuffer,
configMESSAGE_BUFFER_LENGTH_TYPE *puxNextMessageLengthBytes
)

4.10.12.1 Summary

Retrieve the length of the next message in the buffer in bytes.
4.10.12.2 Parameters
xStreamBuffer

The handle to the stream buffer that should be
operated on.

puxNextMessageLengthBytes

A pointer used to pass back the next
messages length in bytes.
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4.10.12.3 Return Values
The stream buffer was successfully reset.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

xStreamBuffer or
puxNextMessageLengthBytes was NULL.

errSB_INVALID_HANDLE

Returned if the uxLengthMirror and
pucBufferMirror parameters do not match the
inverse of their non mirrored variables.

errSB_LOCK_UNAVAILABLE

The streambuffer lock could not be acquired.

errINVALID_DATA_RANGE

4.10.12.4 Notes

LE

pdPASS

The current task does not have the correct
MPU permissions to write to
pxNextMessageLengthBytes.

4.10.12.5 Example

A
M

#define STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH 4

P

Calling xStreamBufferNextMessageLengthBytes() while the scheduler is in the initialising state
will result in interrupts being disabled and not re-enabled until the first task starts to execute.

void vTestFunction( StreamBufferHandle_t xStreamBufferHandle )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxBytesInNextMessage = 0;
/* Receive data from the stream buffer */
xStreamBufferNextMessageLengthBytes( xStreamBufferHandle, &uxBytesInNextMessage

);

/* Check the received message against the message sent */
if( STREAM_BUFFER_MESSAGE_LENGTH != uxBytesInNextMessage )
{
/* Message is of unexpected size */
}

Listing 88 Example of using the xStreamBufferNextMessageLengthBytes() API Function

S

}
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VARIANT

S

A
M

P

LE

CHAPTER 5 PRODUCT
SPECIFIC MANUALS
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5.1 AURIX ARCHITECTURE
5.1.1 Port Specific Definitions
The Table 'Definitions specific to the Product Variant' details the values assigned to each port specific
definition.
Table 5-1 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

portCharType

char

portInt16Type
portInt32Type
portInt64Type
portUInt8Type

signed short
signed long

signed long long
unsigned char

A
M

portUInt16Type

signed char

P

portInt8Type

LE

Definition

unsigned short
unsigned long

portUInt64Type

unsigned long long

portFloat32Type

float

portFloat64Type

double

S

portUInt32Type

portStackType

unsigned long

portBaseType

signed long

portUnsignedBaseType

unsigned long

portTickType

unsigned long

portTaskHandleType

void *

safertosapiMAX_DELAY

0xFFFFFFFF

safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT

4

safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT

8
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Table 5-1 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES

140

portDataAddressType

unsigned long

portCodeAddressType

unsigned long

portTASK_DELETE_HOOK

void (*)(portTaskHandleType)

LE

Definition

portIDLE_HOOK

void (*)(void)

portTICK_HOOK

void (*)(void)

portSETUP_TICK_HOOK

void (*)(portUnsignedBaseType)

P

portSVC_HOOK

void (*)(portUInt32Type, portUInt32Type)

portIsrType

void (*)(portBaseType)

A
M

safertosapiMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_BYTES

8

The Aurix Product Variant makes use of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure defined in
apiComplexTypes.h. It is required that a variable of type xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS is initialised
with appropriate values before being passed to the xTaskInitializeScheduler() function. As an
example, the Table 'Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values' shows the values
used by the demo application.

S

Table 5-2 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values

Field

Assigned Value

ulCPUClockHz

<Application-specific>
configCPU_CLOCK_HZ represents the clock frequency of
the CPU private timers.

ulTickRateHz

SAFERTOS® v9 User Manual
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Table 5-2 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

pxSvcHookFunction

vDemoApplicationSvcHook
A callback function used to add host application-related
services - see section 'Sys Call Trap' for more details.
Note that this port is unusual in using function pointers for
hook functions and so the hook functions section of this
manual describes an alternative approach used by other
product variants.

puxSystemStackLocation

LE

Field

(portUnsignedBaseType *) __ISTACK_BEGIN
__ISTACK_BEGIN is a linker defined symbol that gives
the location of the vector table.

A
M

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

1024
The size of the system stack - this is used to detect stack
overflows.

P

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

0
An additional margin could have been specified that
would have caused the task to ensure there are at least
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes between the stack
pointer and the stack boundary once the task context has
been saved.
acIdleTaskStack (an array of portInt8Type types to be
used for the stack of the idle task).

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

256
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the idle
task - since the kernel defines an MPU region
corresponding to the task stack, its size must be a
multiple of 8.

S

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer
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Table 5-2 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

xIdleTaskMPUParameters

mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
{
{
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDRESS,
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE,
portmpuDATA_RW_ENABLE_SETTINGS,
0UL
},
{ NULL, 0, 0, 0 },
{ NULL, 0, 0, 0 },
{ NULL, 0, 0, 0 },
{ NULL, 0, 0, 0 },
{ NULL, 0, 0, 0 }
}

A
M

P

LE

Field

The idle task's privilege level will be lowered before
executing vDemoApplicationIdleHook(). One additional
MPU region contains the variables accessed by
vDemoApplicationIdleHook().
NULL
In the demo application, there is no user defined local
storage object to be associated with the idle task.

uxTimerTaskPriority

2
The priority of the default timer task.

uxTimerTaskStackSize

512
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the
default timer task. Since the kernel defines an MPU
region corresponding to the task stack, it must be both 8
byte aligned and a multiple of 8 bytes in size.

S

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

acTimerTaskStack - an array of portInt8Type to be used
for the stack of the default timer task.

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

10
The length of the default timer queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

(10 * sizeof(timerQueueMessageType)) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES)
The size of the array to be used for the default timer
queue.
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Table 5-2 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Field

Assigned Value

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

acTimerCommandQueueBuffer
An safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT aligned array of
portInt8Type to be used for the default timer queue.

5.1.2 MPU Definitions

LE

To support use of the MPU, the definitions listed in the Table 'MPU Definitions' are provided by the
SAFERTOS API.
Table 5-3 MPU Definitions
Definition

Description

A
M

mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK

One of the valid values for the uxPrivilegeLevel member
of the mpuTaskParamType structure used when creating
a task.

P

mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK

One of the valid values for the uxPrivilegeLevel member
of the mpuTaskParamType structure used when creating
a task.
Used to allow the CPU to perform read operations within
an MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuDATA_WRITE_ENABLE_BIT

Used to allow the CPU to perform write operations within
an MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

portmpuDATA_READ_ENABLE_BIT

portmpuDATA_RW_ENABLE_SETTINGS

Provided to facilitate setting the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure. This
macro contains read and write permissions as defined
above.

5.1.3 Memory Management
5.1.3.1 Memory Allocation
SAFERTOS does not itself dynamically allocate or free any memory. The host application provides
the memory required by SAFERTOS to manage tasks, queues, semaphores, mutexes, timers, event
groups and event multiplex objects as part of the RTOS object create functions. The host application
must not use memory allocated to SAFERTOS for any other reason until such a time that the task
to which the memory was allocated is deleted. It is not possible to delete queues or semaphores.
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SAFERTOS uses only the top 8 bytes of the task stack for managing task behaviour - the rest of the
task stack is only used by the task itself. The application designer must ensure that each task has
adequate stack space. To permit the mapping of an MPU region to a task stack, the dimensions of
the task stack must comply with the restrictions of an MPU region - the size of the task stack must
be a power of 2 and the base address must be aligned according to the size. The demo application
provides numerous examples of declaring a task stack - the Listing 'Declaring a Stack' is taken from
FullDemo.c.
#define fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE

( 512u )

...

LE

/* Declare Task Stacks. */
static portInt8Type acCheckTaskStack[ fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ]
__attribute__ ( ( aligned ( fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ) ) ) = { 0 };

Listing 89 Declaring a Stack

Whilst each task has exclusive access to its own stack, code that runs prior to the scheduler starting
uses the user/system mode stack. Once the scheduler has started, this stack is no longer used.
The application designer must also ensure that the user/system stack is adequately dimensioned.

P

It is desirable to keep stack usage to a minimum, for example declaring arrays or other compound
data types statically rather than as dynamic local variables.

A
M

SAFERTOS will only detect a task stack overflow if its own action of storing the task context onto
the task stack would result in overflow. Stack overflows in user code will generate a memory
management fault exception if the user application assigns an MPU region to the task stack.
5.1.3.2 Linker Symbols

The SAFERTOS Aurix product variant requires that the following symbols are defined in the linker
script:
lnkStartKernelFunc;

•

lnkEndKernelFunc;

•

lnkStartKernelData;

•

lnkEndKernelData.

S

•

5.1.3.3 Memory Blocks

SAFERTOS provides definitions that permit the kernel code and data to be located within specified
sections by the linker script. In the demo application, the linker script is contained in the file iROM.ld.
Examples from this linker file are shown in the Listing 'Defining the SAFERTOS memory blocks on
the TC397 variant'.
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/*
* Startup code for TriCore
*/
.startup_code :
{
PROVIDE(__startup_code_start = .);
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(Protection: iROM .startup_code.begin) ENABLED START*/
/*Protection-Area for your own LDF-Code*/
/* Define a symbol to mark the start of the kernel function region. */
lnkStartKernelFunc = .;
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/
*(.startup_code) /*Startup code for TriCore*/
*(.startup_code*)

PROVIDE(__startup_code_end = .);
. = ALIGN(8);

LE

/*PROTECTED REGION ID(Protection: iROM .startup_code) ENABLED START*/
/*Protection-Area for your own LDF-Code*/
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/

/*
* Code section
*/
.text :
{
PROVIDE(__text_start = .);

P

} > PMU_PFLASH0 /* PMU_PFLASH0: Program Flash Memory (PFLASH0) */

/*PROTECTED REGION ID(Protection: iROM .text.begin) ENABLED START*/
/*Protection-Area for your own LDF-Code*/

A
M

*( kernel_functions )

/* User code must be after the kernel function region and be aligned
* on an 8 byte boundary. */
. = ALIGN(8);
/* Define a symbol to mark the end of the kernel function region. */
lnkEndKernelFunc = .;
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/

*(.text) /*Code section*/
*(.text*)
*(.gnu.linkonce.t.*)

S

/*PROTECTED REGION ID(Protection: iROM .text) ENABLED START*/
/*Protection-Area for your own LDF-Code*/
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/
PROVIDE(__text_end = .);
. = ALIGN(8);

} > PMU_PFLASH0 /* PMU_PFLASH0: Program Flash Memory (PFLASH0) */
/*
* Data section
*/
{
/*
* Initialised data
*/
.data :
{
PROVIDE(__data_start = .);
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(Protection: iROM .data.begin) ENABLED START*/
/*Protection-Area for your own LDF-Code*/
/* Define a symbol to mark the start of the kernel data region. */
. = ALIGN( 8 );
lnkStartKernelData = .;
*( kernel_data )
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/* Define a symbol to mark the end of the kernel data region. */
. = ALIGN( 8 );
lnkEndKernelData = .;
[...]
}
}

Listing 90 Defining the SAFERTOS memory blocks on the TC397 variant

LE

The KERNEL_FUNCTIONS is placed in memory immediately after the startup code section. In order
to permit a single MPU region to be created that covers both the interrupt vector table and the
KERNEL_FUNCTIONS, the size of the KERNEL_FUNCTIONS is adjusted accordingly. Since the
size of MPU regions must be a power of 2, the size of the KERNEL_FUNCTIONS as defined in
iROM.ld is the minimum possible size that still allows room for all the required kernel functions.
It is also important to note that MPU regions must have a start address that is aligned according to
the size of the region. Since a single MPU region is used to cover both the interrupt vector table and
the KERNEL_FUNCTIONS, it is necessary that the KERNEL_FUNCTIONS follows immediately after
the interrupt vector table, therefore the start address of the KERNEL_FUNCTIONS is given 8 byte
alignment.

A
M

P

The demo also groups the kernel data within a section corresponding to the KERNEL_DATA block;
therefore facilitating protection of the kernel data using an MPU region. The size of the
KERNEL_DATA block as defined in iROM.ld is the minimum power of 2 that is large enough to
contain all the required kernel data. Note that the start address of the KERNEL_DATA block is also
aligned to the size of the KERNEL_DATA block.
The amount of RAM required by the task.c module increases as the number of priorities increases.
Should configMAX_PRIORITIES be set to a value greater than 57, then the free space in the
KERNEL_DATA block would be consumed and the size of the block would have to be doubled (to
maintain a size that is a power of 2).
It is crucial that ISRs always have access to any memory mapped resources that they use.
5.1.3.4 Default Memory Map

S

SAFERTOS enables the default memory map for privileged access. This means that any privileged
code, including ISRs and other exception handlers, by default has access to all valid memory
addresses in the AURIX memory map. Further access permissions, for privileged and unprivileged
modes, can be added through the use of an application task's MPU regions.
The Table 'AURIX Memory Map' shows the default memory map of the AURIX microcontrollers and
the MPU regions that are defined by the SAFERTOS. These regions are fixed once the scheduler is
started.
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Table 5-4 AURIX Memory Map
Address Range

General Use

MPU Description

0x70000000 - 0x7003BFFF
(core 0)

Data Scratch-Pad RAM

MPU Data Region 1 (DSPR):
Start: 0x70000000 (core 0) / 0x60000000
(core 1) / 0x50000000 (core 2) /
0x40000000 (core 3) / 0x30000000 (core
4) / 0x10000000 (core 5)
Size: configMEM_TC0_DSPR_SIZE (core
0) / configMEM_TC1_DSPR_SIZE (core 1)
/ configMEM_TC2_DSPR_SIZE (core 2) /
configMEM_TC3_DSPR_SIZE (core 3) /
configMEM_TC4_DSPR_SIZE (core 4) /
configMEM_TC5_DSPR_SIZE (core 5)
Attributes: System read & write access;
User read-only access.

0x40000000 - 0x40017FFF
(core 3)
0x30000000 - 0x30017FFF
(core 4)
0x10000000 - 0x10017FFF
(core 5)

Program Scratch-Pad RAM

A
M

0x70100000 - 0x70107FFF
(core 0)

P

0x50000000 - 0x50017FFF
(core 2)

LE

0x60000000 - 0x6003BFFF
(core 1)

0x60100000 - 0x60107FFF
(core 1)

S

0x50100000 - 0x50107FFF
(core 2)
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MPU Data Region 2 (PSPR):
Start: 0x70100000 (core 0) / 0x60100000
(core 1) / 0x50100000 (core 2) /
0x40100000 (core 3) / 0x30100000 (core
4) / 0x10100000 (core 5)
Size: configMEM_TC0_PSPR_SIZE (core
0) / configMEM_TC1_PSPR_SIZE (core 1)
/ configMEM_TC2_PSPR_SIZE (core 2) /
configMEM_TC2_PSPR_SIZE (core 3) /
configMEM_TC2_PSPR_SIZE (core 4) /
configMEM_TC2_PSPR_SIZE (core 5)
Attributes: System read & write access;
User read-only access.
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Table 5-4 AURIX Memory Map
Address Range

General Use

MPU Description

0x80000000 - 0x807FFFFFF

Flash Memory

MPU Code Region 0 (Kernel functions):
Start: 0x80000000
Size: configMEM_PFLASH_SIZE
Attributes: System execute access; User
no execute access.

LE

MPU Code Region 1 (Unprivileged Flash):
Start: lnkStartKernelFunc
Size: configMEM_PFLASH_SIZE
Attributes: System & User execute access.

Local Memory Unit (LMU)

A
M

0x90000000 - 0x90007FFF

P

MPU Data Region 0 (Kernel functions):
Start: 0x80000000
Size: configMEM_PFLASH_SIZE
Attributes: System and User read access.

Virtual Program Scratch-Pad RAM
(mapped to the respective core's
PSPR)

MPU Data Region 5 (Virtual Program
RAM):
Start: 0xC0000000
Size: configMEM_TC0_PSPR_SIZE (core
0) / configMEM_TC1_PSPR_SIZE (core 1)
/ configMEM_TC2_PSPR_SIZE (core 2)
Attributes: System read & write access;
User read-only access.

0xD0000000 - 0xD001DFFF

Virtual Data Scratch-Pad RAM
(mapped to the respective core's
DSPR)

MPU Data Region 4 (Virtual Data RAM):
Start: 0xD0000000
Size: configMEM_TC0_DSPR_SIZE (core
0) / configMEM_TC1_DSPR_SIZE (core 1)
/ configMEM_TC2_DSPR_SIZE (core 2)
Attributes: System read & write access;
User read-only access.

0xF0000000 - 0xFFFFFFFF

General Peripherals

MPU Data Region 6 (Peripherals):
Start: 0xF0000000
Size: 0x10000000
Attributes: System read & write access;
User read-only access.

S

0xC0000000 - 0xC0007FFF

MPU Data Region 3 (LMU):
Start: 0x90000000
Size: configMEM_LMURAM_SIZE
Attributes: System read & write access;
User read-only access.
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Since all privileged mode code has, by default, access to all memory resources, including those
utilised by the SAFERTOS kernel, all privileged mode code must be written to the standards
mandated by the highest assigned SIL of the host application.
It is recommended that host application tasks execute in unprivileged mode to minimise the risk
of privileged code inadvertently corrupting the SAFERTOS kernel's data.
5.1.3.5 Task MPU Regions

LE

Each task is associated with 6 configurable MPU data regions. The typical use of these regions is to
give an unprivileged task access to memory mapped resources outside of its own task stack. By
default, an unprivileged task only has access to its own task stack and the general peripherals,
therefore, in order for the task to be able to access file scope variables, statically defined variables
or external RAM for example, additional MPU regions can be configured.

P

One technique for giving a task access to statically defined variables (whether function or file scope)
is to locate all such variables in a defined block in RAM and then create an MPU region covering
that block. In order to do this, a block must first be defined within the linker script. The Listing 'Defining
a block for the Block Q Task' is taken from the iROM.ld file included with the demo application and
illustrates how to define such a memory block. Note that the block is aligned to an 8-byte boundary,
and the size is a multiple of 8 bytes.
{

}

A
M

[...]
/* Data section for Blocking Queue demo variables. */
. = ALIGN( 8 );
lnkBlockQDataStart = .;
*( block_q_data );
. = ALIGN( 8 );
lnkBlockQDataEnd = .;
[...]

Listing 91 Defining a block for the Block Q Task

S

Next, all static data needs to be located in this memory block. The compiler permits a number of
ways of doing this, but perhaps the simplest is to use the mechanism used by the demo application
as shown in the Listing 'Placing a variable in a known location'. Every variable whose declaration is
prefixed with the macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is then placed within the
BLOCK_Q_TASK block by the linker. The host application designer must ensure that the defined
data block is of sufficient size to store all the required variables. Within the demo application, the
macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is defined within a header file (PortSpecifics.h) for
reasons of portability since the exact syntax required varies greatly between compilers.
/* Define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION so that all Blocking Queue static data is
* in the same section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION __attribute__( ( section( "block_queue_data" ) ) )
/* This line is taken from BlockQ.c - it causes the linker to place the structure
* xQueueParameters1 in block_queue_data */
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION static xBlockingQueueParameters xQueueParameters1 = { NULL, 0, NULL };

Listing 92 Placing a variable in a known location
The final step is to allocate an MPU region for the task that corresponds exactly to the defined
memory region. The simplest way to do this is by populating the xTaskParameters structure
accordingly when the task is created. If the task later needs access to a different set of MPU regions,
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the API function xMPUSetTaskRegions(), can be used to change the MPU regions associated with
the task.
An MPU region is defined by four parameters - a base address, length (or size) in bytes, a set of
attributes and the sub-region settings. The base address and size can be set using symbols defined
by the linker as shown in Listing 'MPU region for Block Q task data'. The complete list of valid
attributes is discussed in the section, "MPU Definitions".
#ifdef BLOCK_Q_C
/* MPU parameters. */
/* Define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION
* so that all Blocking Queue static data is in the same section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION
__attribute__( ( section( "block_q_data" ) ) )

LE

/* Two linker-defined symbols that give the start and end addresses of the
* Blocking Queue test data section. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkBlockQDataStart;
extern portUInt32Type lnkBlockQDataEnd;

/* The address and size of the Blocking Queue data section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_ADDRESS
( ( void * ) &lnkBlockQDataStart )
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE
( ( portUInt32Type ) &lnkBlockQDataEnd - ( portUInt32Type )
&lnkBlockQDataStart )

xBlockingQueueConsumerTask1PortParameters
xBlockingQueueProducerTask1PortParameters
xBlockingQueueConsumerTask2PortParameters
xBlockingQueueProducerTask2PortParameters
xBlockingQueueProducerTask3PortParameters
xBlockingQueueConsumerTask3PortParameters

S

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

A
M

P

/* This definition corresponds to the xMPUParameters structure that is passed
* to xTaskCreate() as part of the xTaskParameters structure when the Blocking
* Queue tasks are created. It defines the privilege level and region
* definitions for the Blocking Queue tasks. All the Blocking Queue tasks run
* in Unprivileged (User) mode with 1 additional region that corresponds to the
* linker section that holds the Blocking Queue static data. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
\
{
\
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
\
{
\
{
\
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_ADDRESS,
\
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE,
\
portmpuDATA_RW_ENABLE_SETTINGS, \
0UL
\
},
\
{ NULL, 0UL, 0UL, 0UL },
\
{ NULL, 0UL, 0UL, 0UL },
\
{ NULL, 0UL, 0UL, 0UL },
\
{ NULL, 0UL, 0UL, 0UL },
\
{ NULL, 0UL, 0UL, 0UL }
\
}
\
}

portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS

#endif /* BLOCK_Q_C */

Listing 93 MPU region for Block Q task data
One issue that can arise is the problem of static or global variables defined within 3rd party library
files. Typically it is not desirable to make modifications to 3rd party software, so another method is
required to locate all such variables in known data blocks. This can be addressed by modifying the
linker script to locate all read/write data within a particular driver file into a defined memory block and
adding that block to the MPU regions definitions for tasks that require access.
It is essential that the host application developer carefully review the regions allocated to each
application task, in particular ensuring the following points for each region:
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•

The region size must be a multiple of 8 bytes;

•

The region size must be at least 8 bytes;

•

The region size must be large enough to cover the intended memory range;

•

The base address of the region must be aligned to an 8-byte boundary;

•

The region access rights attributes shall be carefully reviewed.

Under no circumstances should a task be given access to another task's stack.

LE

All exception handlers, and the SAFERTOS kernel itself, require access to the main system stack
- under no circumstances should a task's MPU regions deny privileged code access to the main
system stack.
One of the advantages of assigning MPU regions to a task is that it enables the host application
developer to detect invalid memory access, for example writing off the end of an array, at an early
stage. In this example, the detection is only possible if the address immediately after the end of the
array is outside of any other region. For this reason, it is strongly recommended that the MPU regions
assigned to a task should not cover sequential memory locations.

P

5.1.3.6 Memory Management Fault Handlers

A
M

If the application code accesses a memory location that is prohibited by the MPU, then the processor
generates either a Prefetch Abort or a Data Abort exception. SAFERTOS does not provide exception
fault handlers - this is the responsibility of the host application.
It is strongly recommended that the host application provides exception fault handlers that identify
the address of the instruction that caused the invalid memory access - an example is given in the
demo application (see the file cint_SafeRTOSDemo.c).
5.1.4 Interrupt Service Routines
5.1.4.1 Vector Tables

S

5.1.4.1.1 Interrupt Vector Table

SAFERTOS utilises a Single-Entry Interrupt Vector Table. The AURIX User Manual [Reference 2]
describes the spanning mechanism based on the BIV register.
The single-entry ISR, included in the SAFERTOS code section, dispatches the interrupt processing
to the correct service routine, using a dispatch table. The dispatch table is included in the
SAFERTOS data section, and can be updated using the SAFERTOS API xPortIsrRegister().
vSafeRTOSInterruptHandler() must be installed as the single-entry ISR handler.
5.1.4.1.2 Trap Vector Table
The demo provides a default Trap Vector Table. All the vectors that are not used by SAFERTOS
(i.e. Trap #6) can be redefined by the host application. The AURIX User Manual [Reference 2]
describes the Trap System.
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5.1.4.1.3 Sys Call Trap
For historical reasons, SAFERTOS refers to the Sys Call on the Aurix platform as the SVC.
SAFERTOS handles SVCs with numbers 0-6, and higher numbers are deferred to a host application
defined SVC hook.
Listing 94 The host application can define this hook by setting the pxSvcHookFunction member of
the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS struct passed into xTaskInitializeScheduler(). The type of this
hook must be portSVC_HOOK, defined as specified in the listing 'portSVC_HOOK definition'
typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

Listing 95 portSVC_HOOK definition

LE

The SVC hook is executed in TRAP mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API function with
the
exception
of
xTaskGetTickCount(),
xTaskGetTickCountFromISR()
and
xTaskGetCurrentTaskHandle().
5.1.4.2 Deferring Interrupt Processing to a Task

A
M

void vISRFunction( void )
{
portInt8Type cData;

P

In the interest of stack usage predictability and to facilitate system behavioural analysis it is preferred
that interrupt handlers do nothing but collect event data and clear the interrupt source - and therefore
exit very promptly by deferring the processing of the event data to the task level. Task level
processing can be performed with interrupts enabled. This scenario is demonstrated by the Listing
'Deferring interrupt processing to the task level'.

/* Read the data input from the peripheral that triggered the interrupt. */
cData = ReceivedValue;
/* Send the data to the peripheral handler task. */
xQueueSendFromISR( xPrintQueue, &cData );

/* If the peripheral handler task has a priority higher than the interrupted
* task request a switch to the handler task. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();

S

/* Clear interrupt here. If safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() was called then the interrupt
* will return directly to the handler task where cData will be processed contiguous
* in time with the ISR exiting. */

}

void vPeripheralHandlerTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portInt8Type cMessage;
for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for a message to arrive. */
xQueueReceive( xPrintQueue, &cMessage, portMAX_DELAY );
/* Write the message to stdout. */
printf( "%c", cMessage );
}
}

Listing 96 Deferring interrupt processing to the task level
This scheme has the added advantage of flexible event processing prioritization. Task priorities are
used instead of the prioritization being dependent on the priority assigned to each interrupt source
by the target processor. The prioritisation of peripheral handler tasks would normally be chosen to
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be higher than ordinary tasks within the same application - thereby allowing the interrupt handler to
return directly into the peripheral handler task for immediate processing.
Interrupt service routines that call API functions must not be permitted to execute prior to the
scheduler being started. The easiest method of ensuring this is for interrupts to remain disabled until
after the scheduler is started. Interrupts will automatically be enabled when the first task starts
executing.
This product variant supports interrupt nesting; interrupts have a priority, and interrupts can be
masked up to a certain priority.

LE

Calling API functions while the scheduler is in the Initializing state will result in interrupts becoming
disabled.
API functions that do not end in "FromISR" or macros that do not end in "FROM_ISR" must not
be used within an interrupt service routine.
5.1.5 Configuration Constants

P

The host application is required to supply a header file called SafeRTOSConfig.h in which the
constants described within the Table 'Application Configuration C Definitions' must be defined.

Type

Description

configMAX_PRIORITIES

portUnsignedBaseType

The maximum number of unique
priorities. The maximum priority
that can be assigned to a task is
(configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).

configCPU_CLOCK_HZ

portUInt32Type

The frequency at which the timer
peripheral used to generate the
tick interrupt is running. NOTE:
This constant is not used directly
by the kernel itself, but is
provided for use by the host
application.

configTICK_RATE_HZ

portUInt32Type

This defines the desired number
of tick interrupts per second.
NOTE: This constant is not used
directly by the kernel itself, but is
provided for use by the host
application.

configTICK_RATE_MS

portTickType

This macro calculates the
number of ticks per millisecond.
NOTE: This integer calculation is
only correct for values of
configTICK_RATE_HZ less than
or equal to 1000 that are also
divisors of 1000.

S

Definition

A
M

Table 5-5 Application Configuration C Definitions
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Table 5-5 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

Description

configMESSAGE_BUFFER_LENGTH_TY
PE

MessageBufferType

A typedef used to describe the
type of the "length" field within a
message.

configMEM_PFLASH_SIZE

portUInt32Type

The size of the PFLASH
memory available on the
hardware platform, used to hold
the kernel and application code.

configMEM_TC0_DSPR_SIZE

portUInt32Type

The size of the Data ScratchPad RAM (DSPR) available for
core #0, used to hold the kernel
and application data.

configMEM_TC1_DSPR_SIZE

portUInt32Type

The size of the DSPR available
for core #1, used to hold the
kernel and application data. If
core #1 is not present, this
macro can simply be defined as
0.

P

The size of the DSPR available
for core #2, used to hold the
kernel and application data. If
core #2 is not present, this
macro can simply be defined as
0.

configMEM_TC0_PSPR_SIZE

portUInt32Type

The size of the Program
Scratch-Pad RAM (PSPR)
available for core #0, used to
hold the kernel and application
data.

configMEM_TC1_PSPR_SIZE

portUInt32Type

The size of the PSPR available
for core #1, used to hold the
kernel and application data.

configMEM_TC2_PSPR_SIZE

portUInt32Type

The size of the PSPR available
for core #2, used to hold the
kernel and application data.

configMEM_LMURAM_SIZE

portUInt32Type

The size of the Local Memory
Unit (LMU) RAM available on
the hardware platform.

A
M

portUInt32Type

S

configMEM_TC2_DSPR_SIZE

LE

Definition

Further configuration is performed at run time by calling the API function xTaskInitializeScheduler().
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xTaskInitializeScheduler() must be the first SAFERTOS API function to be called, and must only
be called once.
5.1.6 Port specific Additions to the API Reference
5.1.6.1 xTaskInitializeScheduler()
5.1.6.1.1 Parameters
xTaskInitializeScheduler() takes a single parameter, a pointer to an xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS
structure. The members of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure are as follows:
The speed of the system clock that has been
configured by the host application. This value
is used to generate the kernel tick.

LE

ulCPUClockHz

ulTickRateHz

The desired frequency of the kernel tick.

A
M

puxSystemStackLocation

A pointer to the host application defined SVC
hook which is called when an SVC exception
is raised with a number that is not handled by
the kernel. This is permitted to be NULL if no
SVC hook function is required.

P

pxSvcHookFunction

The initial system stack pointer.
The size, in bytes, of the system stack
memory.

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

When moving a task out of the Running state
the task context is saved onto the task stack. If
following the save there would remain fewer
than uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes free
bytes on the task stack the application error
hook will be called. Therefore the higher the
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes value the
more sensitive the stack overflow checking
becomes - zero is a valid value and will result
in the least sensitive stack overflow checking.

S

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

Note that when a potential stack overflow is
detected the error hook is called without
having actually saved the task context.
pcIdleTaskStackBuffer
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The size in bytes of the buffer pointed to by the
pcIdleTaskStackBuffer parameter. This is
effectively the size in bytes of the idle task
stack.

xIdleTaskMPUParameters

Note that the idle task is always a privileged
task, however the idle task hook function can
be configured to run in either privileged or
unprivileged mode by specifying
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK or
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK in the idle task
MPU parameters.

LE

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

A pointer to the user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task. It is
permitted to be NULL.

A
M

uxTimerTaskStackSize

The priority at which the timer task should
operate is configurable to the needs of the
host application.

P

uxTimerTaskPriority

The stack size of the timer task. This is
dependent on the stack usage in timer
callback functions.
Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the timer task.

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

The number of entries in the timer command
queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

The size of the buffer that is provided by the
application for the timer command queue.

S

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer
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5.1.6.1.2 Example
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local constant definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Scheduler initialisation definitions. */
#define configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN
( 0U )
#define configSYSTEM_STACK_LOCATION
#define configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE

( ( portUnsignedBaseType * ) &__ISTACK_BEGIN )
( ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &__ISTACK_SIZE )

/* User configuration for the idle task. */
#define configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE

( 256U )

LE

/* User configuration for the timer task. */
#define configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( 512U )
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE
( ( fulldemoTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LENGTH * sizeof( timerQueueMessageType )
) + safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES )
/* The address and size of the Idle Hook data section. */
#define configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDRESS
( ( void * ) &lnkIdleHookDataStart )
#define configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE
( ( portUInt32Type ) &lnkIdleHookDataEnd - ( portUInt32Type )
&lnkIdleHookDataStart )
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local variable definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
static portInt8Type acIdleTaskStack[ configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( 8 ) ) ) = { 0 };

P

/* Declare the stack for the timer task. It cannot be done in the timer module
* as the syntax for alignment is port specific. Also the callback functions
* are executed in the timer task and their complexity/stack requirements are
* application specific. */
static portInt8Type acTimerTaskStack[ configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( 8 ) ) ) = { 0 };

A
M

/* The buffer for the timer command queue. */
static portInt8Type acTimerCommandQueueBuffer[ configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( 8 ) )
) = { 0 };
int main( void )
{
/* The structure passed to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to configure the kernel
* with the application defined constants and call back functions. */
xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS xPortInit =
{
configCPU_CLOCK_HZ,
/* ulCPUClockHz */
configTICK_RATE_HZ,
/* ulTickRateHz */

S

/* Hook functions. */
NULL,
&vDemoApplicationTaskDeleteHook,
&vDemoApplicationErrorHook,
&vDemoApplicationIdleHook,
&vDemoApplicationTickHook,
&vDemoApplicationSvcHook,
/* System Stack Parameters */
NULL,
0,
configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN,
/* Idle Task Parameters */
acIdleTaskStack,
configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE,

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

pxSetupTickInterruptHookFunction */
pxTaskDeleteHookFunction */
pxErrorHookFunction */
pxIdleHookFunction */
pxTickHookFunction */
pxSvcHookFunction */

/* puxSystemStackLocation */
/* uxSystemStackSizeBytes */
/* uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes */
/* pcIdleTaskStackBuffer */
/* uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes */

/* xIdleTaskMPUParameters */
{
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* The idle task is a privileged task. */
{
{
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDRESS,
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE,
portmpuDATA_RW_ENABLE_SETTINGS,
0U
},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
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{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
},
NULL,

/* pvIdleTaskTLSObject */

/* Timer feature initialisation. */
configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY,
/*
configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
/*
acTimerTaskStack,
/*
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN,
/*
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE, /*
acTimerCommandQueueBuffer,
/*

uxTimerTaskPriority */
uxTimerTaskStackSize */
pcTimerTaskStackBuffer */
uxTimerCommandQueueLength */
uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize */
pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer */

};

LE

/* Setup the hardware. */
prvSetupHardware();
/* Set system stack location in the xPortInit structure during
* run time, as the compiler complains about type conversion otherwise. */
xPortInit.pulSystemStackLocation = configSYSTEM_STACK_LOCATION;
xPortInit.ulSystemStackSizeBytes = configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE;

}

a pointer to the xPortInit
functions. */
&xPortInit ) )

be called from this point on. */

P

/* Initialize the scheduler, passing in
structure, before calling any other API
if( pdPASS == xTaskInitializeScheduler(
{
/* Other SafeRTOS API functions can
...
}

Listing 97 Example use of the xTaskInitializeScheduler() API function

A
M

5.1.6.2 xTaskCreate()
5.1.6.2.1 Parameters

xTaskCreate() takes 2 parameters - pxTaskParameters which is a pointer to an xTaskParameters
structure, and pxCreatedTask which is used to pass back a handle by which the created task can
be referenced, for example when changing the priority of the task or subsequently deleting the task.
The members of the xTaskParameters structure are as follows:

S

pdTASK_CODE pvTaskCode

Pointer to the function that implements the
task.

const portCharType * pcTaskName

A descriptive name for the task. This is mainly
used to facilitate debugging.

xTCB * pxTCB

Pointer to the TCB provided by the host
application for this task.

portInt8Type * pcStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
as the task stack.

portUnsignedBaseType uxStackDepthBytes

The size in bytes of the memory pointed to by
the pcStackBuffer pointer.

void * pvParameters

Task functions take a void * parameter - the
value of which is set by pvParameters when
the task is created.
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portUnsignedBaseType uxPriority

The priority of the task. Can take any value
between 0 and (configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).
The lower the numeric value of the assigned
priority the lower the relative priority of the
task.

void * pvObject

A pointer to user defined data to be associated
with this task. Can be set to NULL if not
needed by the user application.

portUnsignedBaseType uxPrivilegeLevel

A flag that indicates whether the task will run in
privileged or unprivileged mode.
A pointer to a structure that is intended to
contain the MPU related task parameters.
Note that this structure is application defined.

P

mpuParameters * pxMPUParameters

LE

Note that this pointer is never dereferenced by
SAFERTOS.

The members of the mpuTaskParamType structure are as follows:

A
M

portUnsignedBaseType uxPrivilegeLevel

mpuRegionConfigType axRegions
[portmpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_NUM]

The privilege level of the task - must be either
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK or
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK.
An mpuRegionConfigType structure for each
of the configurable MPU regions available to
the task. For the AURIX,
portmpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_NUM
equals 6.

S

The members of the mpuRegionConfigType structure are as follows:
void * pvBaseAddress

The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be aligned to an 8-byte boundary.

portUInt32Type ulLengthInBytes

The length of the region (in bytes). Must be a
multiple of 8 bytes.

portUInt32Type ulAccessPermissions

Contains the attribute settings of this region - a
bitmask with
portmpuDATA_READ_ENABLE_BIT and
portmpuDATA_WRITE_ENABLE_BIT, which
grant Read and Write attributes respectively.

portUInt32Type ulSubRegionControl

Contains the sub-region settings of this region
- not used on this port.
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5.1.6.2.2 Notes
A situation can arise where the host application tries to create a new task using a TCB of an old task
that has been deleted, but whose CSA reclaim has not yet been performed by the Idle task. In this
case, rather than overwriting the TCB or returning a failure, the xTaskCreate() routine will verify if
the TCB is waiting to be deleted, remove it from the deletion list and reclaim the CSA immediately.

S

A
M

P

LE

Deleting a task will cause the task delete hook function to be called (see the Section 'Task Delete
Hook'). This lets the host application know that the memory that was used by the task is now free for
reuse.
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5.1.6.2.3 Example
/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( 512 )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( STACK_SIZE ) ) ) = { 0 };

LE

/* Define a structure used to demonstrate a parameter being passed into a task
function. */
typedef struct A_STRUCT
{
portCharType cStructMember1;
portCharType cStructMember2;
} xStruct;
/* Define a variable of the type of the structure just defined. A reference to
* this variable is passed in as the task parameter. */
xStruct xParameter = { 1, 2 };

P

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
xStruct *pxParameters;
/* Cast the parameter to the expected type. */
pxParameters = ( xStruct * ) pvParameters;

A
M

/* The parameter can now be accessed. */
if( 1 != pxParameters->cStructMember1 )
{
/* Etc. */
}

/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

S

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAnotherFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* The task parameter will be initialised later. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* No user defined data required. */
portPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* The task will run in privileged mode. */
&xTaskMPUParameters
/* The MPU task parameters. */
};
/* Add a pointer to the structure of parameters. */
xNewTaskParameters.pvParameters = &xParameter;
/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not successfully created.
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* The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/*
*
*
*

The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
executed before this task reaches this point. */

}

LE

/* The handle can now be used in other API functions, for example to change
* the priority of the task. */
if( xTaskPrioritySet( xHandle, 1 ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The priority was not changed. */
}
else
{
/* The priority was changed. */
}
}

Listing 98 Example usage of the xTaskCreate() API function
5.1.6.3 xTaskDelete()

P

The notes given in this section should be considered in addition to the notes presented in the non
product variant specific section for this function.
The Task's context is stored in a chain of Context Save Areas (CSA). The AURIX User Manual
[Reference 2] describes the mechanism associated with context-saving and CSAs.

A
M

When a task is deleted, its CSA buffers are no longer needed, therefore they can be given back to
the Free CSA pool. However, when a task deletes itself, its CSAs cannot be reclaimed immediately,
because they will be is use until the scheduler has selected the next task to run. Therefore, the
process of reclaiming a deleted task's CSAs is deferred to the Idle task.
The CSA chain used by the deleted task will not be reclaimed immediately. Such CSAs will be
reclaimed by the Idle task or by the xTaskCreate() function (if the same TCB buffer is passed to it);
the task delete hook will be executed at that point.

S

The Idle task will also reclaim the CSA buffers of any deleted task. Deleting a task will cause the
task delete hook function to be called (see the Section 'Task Delete Hook'). This lets the host
application know that the memory that was used by the task is now free for reuse.
The CSAs of a deleted task will not be reclaimed until the Idle task has run. Applications that do
not let the Idle task run periodically may eventually run out of free CSAs, which will trigger a Context
Management trap.
5.1.7 Port Specific API Functions
5.1.7.1 xPortIsrRegister()
portBaseType xPortIsrRegister( portUnsignedBaseType uxPriority, portIsrType xIsrFunction );

5.1.7.1.1 Summary
Add/remove an ISR to the external interrupt vector table.
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5.1.7.1.2 Parameters
uxPriority

The unique interrupt priority number to update
with the new ISR.

xIsrFunction

A pointer to a variable of type portIsrType. The
vector specified will be updated with this ISR.
If this parameter is NULL, the existing ISR will
be removed.

5.1.7.1.3 Return Values
The ISR has been updated successfully.

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

LE

pdPASS

There are a number of reasons why this error
code could be returned:
1. the priority number exceeds the size of the
dispatch table;

A
M

P

2. the priority refers to an interrupt used by
SAFERTOS (which cannot be modified by the
host application);
3. another ISR is already registered with the
same priority.

5.1.7.1.4 Notes

This function cannot be called from an ISR.

S

It is not possible to directly overwrite a previously registered ISR with a new one. When the host
application needs to replace an ISR, it must un-register the previous one first (by passing NULL as
xIsrFunction parameter).
5.1.7.1.5 Example

#define SERIAL_RX_PRIORITY

( 16 )

static void prvSerialRxIsr( void )
{
/* Put ISR code here. */
}
void vAFunction( void )
{
if( pdPASS != xPortIsrRegister( SERIAL_RX_PRIORITY, prvSerialRxIsr ) )
{
/* Could not add the ISR. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}

Listing 99 Example of using the xPortIsrRegister() API function
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5.1.7.2 xPortMPUConfigureGlobalCodeRegion()
portBaseType xPortMPUConfigureGlobalCodeRegion( portUInt32Type ulRegionIdentifier,
portUInt32Type ulRegionBeginAddress,
portUInt32Type ulRegionSize,
const portUInt32Type aulRegionPermissions[] );

5.1.7.2.1 Summary
Allows the host application to define a global MPU code region which is active for all tasks.
5.1.7.2.2 Parameters
The MPU code region that will be configured.
Only regions 3 to 7 are available to be
configured as global regions.

LE

ulRegionIdentifier

ulRegionBeginAddress

The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be a multiple of the size of the region.

S

A
M

aulRegionPermissions

The length of the region (in bytes). Must be a
multiple of 8 bytes.

P

ulRegionSize

Array containing the code access permissions
of this region. Each element of the array
corresponds to an MPU protection set.
Protection Set #0 applies to Supervisor mode,
and protection set #1 applies to User mode.
For each protection set, the
portmpuCODE_EXEC_ENABLE_BIT enables
execute access.
Consult the TriCore Architecture
documentation for more information about
MPU protection sets.

5.1.7.2.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The region was successfully updated.

errSCHEDULER_ALREADY_RUNNING

The scheduler has been started. Configuration
of global regions is only permitted while the
scheduler is initialising.

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

The address range is partly outside the
memory map of this platform.

5.1.7.2.4 Notes
xPortMPUConfigureGlobalCodeRegion() must only be called while the scheduler is in the
Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
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5.1.7.2.5 Example
This example illustrates the definition of a global MPU code region to allow execution from an
external memory range.
/* MPU General Peripherals Hardware address range */
#define configEXTERNAL_MEMORY_START_ADDRESS
( 0x40000000U )
#define configEXTERNAL_MEMORY_SIZE
( 0x1000U )
#define configEXTERNAL_MEMORY_REGION_ID
( 7U )
void vAFunction( void )
{
portUInt32Type aulRegionPermissions[ devicempuMPU_REGISTER_SETS_NUM ] = { 0UL };
portBaseType xResult;

LE

/* Grant execute permission in Supervisor mode. */
aulRegionPermissions[ portmpuSUPERVISOR_REGISTER_SET ] = portmpuCODE_EXEC_ENABLE_SETTINGS;
/* Grant execute permission in User mode. */
aulRegionPermissions[ portmpuUSER_REGISTER_SET ] = portmpuCODE_EXEC_ENABLE_SETTINGS;

P

/* Configure a global code region. */
xResult = xPortMPUConfigureGlobalCodeRegion( configEXTERNAL_MEMORY_REGION_ID,
configEXTERNAL_MEMORY_START_ADDRESS,
configEXTERNAL_MEMORY_SIZE,
aulRegionPermissions);
if( pdPASS != xResult )
{
/* Could not configure the region. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}

Listing 100 Example of using the xPortMPUConfigureGlobalCodeRegion() API function

A
M

5.1.7.3 xPortMPUConfigureGlobalDataRegion()

portBaseType xPortMPUConfigureGlobalDataRegion( portUInt32Type ulRegionIdentifier,
portUInt32Type ulRegionBeginAddress,
portUInt32Type ulRegionSize,
const portUInt32Type aulRegionPermissions[] );

5.1.7.3.1 Summary

Allows the host application to define a global MPU data region which is active for all tasks.

S

5.1.7.3.2 Parameters
ulRegionIdentifier

The MPU data region that will be configured.
Only regions 14 and 15 are available to be
configured as global regions.

ulRegionBeginAddress

The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be a multiple of the size of the region.

ulRegionSize

The length of the region (in bytes). Must be a
multiple of 8 bytes.
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aulRegionPermissions

Array containing the data access permissions
of this region. Each element of the array
corresponds to an MPU protection set.
Protection Set #0 applies to Supervisor mode,
and protection set #1 applies to User mode.

LE

For each protection set, the
portmpuDATA_READ_ENABLE_BIT enables
read access, and
portmpuDATA_WRITE_ENABLE_BIT enables
write access. The macro
portmpuDATA_RW_ENABLE_SETTINGS is a
mask containing both bits.
Consult the TriCore Architecture
documentation for more information about
MPU protection sets.

pdPASS

P

5.1.7.3.3 Return Values

The region was successfully updated.

A
M

errSCHEDULER_ALREADY_RUNNING

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

The scheduler has been started. Configuration
of global regions is only permitted while the
scheduler is initialising.
The address range is partly outside the
memory map of this platform.

5.1.7.3.4 Notes

S

xPortMPUConfigureGlobalDataRegion() must only be called while the scheduler is in the
Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
5.1.7.3.5 Example

This example illustrates the definition of a global MPU data region to allow access to a processor's
peripherals.
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/* MPU General Peripherals Hardware address range. */
#define configPERIPHERAL_START_ADDRESS ( 0xF0001000U )
#define configPERIPHERAL_END_ADDRESS
( 0xF0002000U )
#define configPERIPHERAL_REGION_ID
( 15U )
void vAFunction( void )
{
portUInt32Type aulRegionPermissions[ devicempuMPU_REGISTER_SETS_NUM ] = { 0UL };
portBaseType xResult;
/* Grant Read/Write permissions in Supervisor mode. */
aulRegionPermissions[ portmpuSUPERVISOR_REGISTER_SET ] = portmpuDATA_RW_ENABLE_SETTINGS;
/* Grant Read/Write permissions in User mode. */
aulRegionPermissions[ portmpuUSER_REGISTER_SET ] = portmpuDATA_RW_ENABLE_SETTINGS;

LE

/* Configure a global data region mapped onto the peripherals */
xResult = xPortMPUConfigureGlobalDataRegion( configPERIPHERAL_REGION_ID,
configPERIPHERAL_START_ADDRESS,
( configPERIPHERAL_END_ADDRESS - configPERIPHERAL_START_ADDRESS
),

aulRegionPermissions);
if( pdPASS != xResult )
{
/* Could not configure the region. The return value could have been
* checked to find out why. */
}
}

5.1.8 MPU API Functions

P

Listing 101 Example of using the xPortMPUConfigureGlobalDataRegion() API function

5.1.8.1 xMPUSetTaskRegions()

A
M

portBaseType
xMPUSetTaskRegions(
portTaskHandleType
mpuTaskParamType * const pxSetTaskMpuParams );

xSetTaskToModify,

const

5.1.8.1.1 Summary

Reassigns the MPU region definitions associated with the task. The section 'Task MPU Regions'
contains further detailed information relating to the definition of MPU regions.
5.1.8.1.2 Parameters

S

xMPUSetTaskRegions() takes 2 parameters - xSetTaskToModifywhich is the handle of the task
whose MPU regions are being modified and pxSetTaskMpuParams which is a pointer to an
mpuTaskParamType structure containing the new region definitions. The members of the
mpuTaskParamType structure are as follows:
portUnsignedBaseType uxPrivilegeLevel

The privilege level of the task xMPUSetTaskRegions does not access this
member of the structure, so its value is not
important.

mpuRegionConfigType axRegions
[portmpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_NUM]

An mpuRegionConfigType structure for each
of the configurable MPU regions available to
the task. For the AURIX,
portmpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_NUM
equals 6.
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The members of the mpuRegionConfigType structure are as follows:
The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be aligned to an 8-byte boundary.

portUInt32Type ulLengthInBytes

The length of the region (in bytes). Must be a
multiple of 8 bytes.

portUInt32Type ulAccessPermissions

Contains the attribute settings of this region - a
bitmask with
portmpuDATA_READ_ENABLE_BIT and
portmpuDATA_WRITE_ENABLE_BIT, which
grant Read and Write attributes respectively.

portUInt32Type ulSubRegionControl
5.1.8.1.3 Return Values

Contains the sub-region settings of this region
- not used on this port.

The task's regions were successfully updated.
If it was the current task's regions that were
being modified, then a context switch will have
been performed.

P

pdPASS

LE

void * pvBaseAddress

The value of pxSetTaskMpuParams was found
to be NULL.

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

xSetTaskToModify was found not to be a valid
task handle (and not NULL).

errINVALID_MPU_REGION_CONFIGURATIO
N

One of a number of problems was identified
with this task's MPU region definitions:

S

A
M

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

1. The size of one of the regions is not a
multiple of 8 bytes;
2. The base address of a region was not
aligned to an 8-bytes boundary;
3. One of the regions overlaps the kernel
functions or the kernel data sections.

5.1.8.1.4 Notes
xMPUSetTaskRegions() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be
called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
If xMPUSetTaskRegions() is used to modify the MPU regions of the currently executing task, then
xMPUSetTaskRegions() performs a context switch to apply the new region settings. If the call to
xMPUSetTaskRegions() is made whilst the scheduler is suspended, then the new MPU region
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configuration will not be effective until the scheduler is resumed and the task is once again selected
to run.
If xMPUSetTaskRegions() is used to modify the MPU regions of the currently executing task, then
xMPUSetTaskRegions() performs a context switch to apply the new region settings. If the current
task is in a critical section, the context switch will still occur and a task running without interrupts
disabled may be switched in, allowing interrupts to occur.
5.1.8.1.5 Example

S

A
M

P

LE

This example creates a task with an initial set of MPU regions. The created task subsequently calls
xMPUSetTaskRegions() to modify the region settings.
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/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY ( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* basically be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes.
* The stack size must be at least 256 bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( 512 )
/* Reserved task data section size */
#define TASK_DATA_SIZE ( 128 )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ]__attribute__( ( aligned( 8 ) ) ) = { 0 };

LE

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
...port specific task declaration...
};

...
}

A
M

P

/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( pdPASS != xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) )
{
/* The task was not successfully created. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
* task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
* has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
* executed before this task reaches this point. */
}

S

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
/* Access parameters defined by the linker. */
extern __far void _lc_gb_TASK_DATA;

mpuTaskParamType xNewMPURegionDefinition =
{
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* xMPUSetTaskRegions() does not change the privilege level of the task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* Reallocate MPU region 1 to give access to the variables within the TASK_DATA section */
{
&_lc_gb_TASK_DATA,
TASK_DATA_SIZE,
portmpuUSER_RW_PERMISSIONS,
0U
},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
};
/* No parameters are being used for this task. */
( void ) pvParameters;
/* For some reason, the task needs to modify its own MPU region settings. */
if( pdPASS != xMPUSetTaskRegions( NULL, &xNewMPURegionDefinition )
{
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/* The MPU Region definitions could not be applied. The return value
* could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* As the task modified its own MPU regions, a context switch will have
* occurred by the time this point is reached. */
}
/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

Listing 102 Example of using the xMPUSetTaskRegions() API function

void vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode( void );

5.1.8.2.1 Summary

LE

5.1.8.2 vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode()

5.1.8.2.2 Parameters
None.

None.

A
M

5.1.8.2.3 Return Values

P

Sets the privilege level of the task to 'Unprivileged'.

5.1.8.2.4 Notes

The SAFERTOS API does not provide a means of setting the task's privilege level to 'Privileged',
therefore calling vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() results in an action that cannot be
reversed.

S

vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() must only be called from an executing task and
therefore must not be called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler
being started).
5.1.8.2.5 Example

This example creates a privileged task. The created task subsequently
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() to set its privilege level to 'Unprivileged'.
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calls

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function is called
* while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could be called from
* another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended state. */
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
...port specific task declaration...
};

LE

/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( pdPASS != xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) )
{
/* The task was not successfully created. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a task, the
* scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created has a priority higher than
* the calling task then vTaskCode will have executed before this task reaches this point. */
}
}

P

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
/* No parameters are being used for this task. */
( void )pvParameters;

/* Perform some initial processing that requires Privileged mode. */

A
M

/* Privileged mode is no longer required, so switch to Unprivileged mode
* prior to entering the main task body. */
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode();
/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

S

Listing 103 Example of using the vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() API function
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5.2 ARM V8-A ARCHITECTURE
5.2.1 Port Specific Definitions
The Table 'Definitions specific to the Product Variant' details the values assigned to each port specific
definition.
Table 5-6 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

portCharType

char

portInt16Type
portInt32Type
portInt64Type
portUInt8Type

signed short
signed long

signed long long
unsigned char

A
M

portUInt16Type

signed char

P

portInt8Type

LE

Definition

unsigned short
unsigned long

portUInt64Type

unsigned long long

portFloat32Type

float

portFloat64Type

double

S

portUInt32Type

portStackType

unsigned long

portBaseType

signed long

portUnsignedBaseType

unsigned long

portTickType

unsigned long

portTaskHandleType

void *

safertosapiMAX_DELAY

0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT

8

safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT

16
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Table 5-6 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES

280

portDataAddressType

unsigned long

portCodeAddressType

unsigned long

portTASK_DELETE_HOOK

void (*)(portTaskHandleType)

portIDLE_HOOK

LE

Definition

void (*)(void)

portTICK_HOOK

void (*)(void)

portIRQ_HANDLER_HOOK
portSETUP_TICK_HOOK

void (*)(portUInt32Type)
void (*)(void)

A
M

portSVC_HOOK

void (*)(void)

P

portSYNCHRONOUS_EXCEPTION_HOOK

void (*)(portUnsignedBaseType)

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_NO_FPU

288

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_WITH_FPU

800

S

The ARMv8 Product Variant makes use of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure defined in
apiComplexTypes.h. It is required that a variable of type xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS is initialised
with appropriate values before being passed to the xTaskInitializeScheduler() function. As an
example, the Table 'Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values' shows the values
used by the demo application.
Table 5-7 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values

Field

Assigned Value

pxSetupTickInterruptHookFunction

vDemoApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook
A callback function used by the kernel to initialise the tick
interrupt - see Section 'Setup Tick Interrupt Hook' for
more details. Note that this port is unusual in using
function pointers for hook functions and so the hook
functions section of this manual describes an alternative
approach used by other product variants.
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Table 5-7 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

pxTaskDeleteHookFunction

vDemoApplicationTaskDeleteHook
A callback function used to inform the host application
that a task has been deleted and, therefore, RAM used
for the task stack can be reused - see Section 'Task
Delete Hook' for more details. Note that this port is
unusual in using function pointers for hook functions and
so the hook functions section of this manual describes an
alternative approach used by other product variants.

A
M

pxTickHookFunction

vDemoApplicationIdleHook
A callback function that is repeatedly called by the idle
task - see Section 'Idle Hook' for more details. Note that
this port is unusual in using function pointers for hook
functions and so the hook functions section of this manual
describes an alternative approach used by other product
variants.

P

pxIdleHookFunction

LE

Field

vDemoApplicationTickHook
A callback function that is called every time the tick
interrupt is triggered - see Section 'Tick Hook' for more
details). Note that this port is unusual in using function
pointers for hook functions and so the hook functions
section of this manual describes an alternative approach
used by other product variants.
vDemoApplicationSvcHook
A callback function used to add host application-related
services - see section 'SVC Hook' for more details.

pxSynchronousExceptionHookFunction

vSynchronousExceptionHandler
A callback function to handle syncronous exceptions in
case of an error.

S

pxSvcHookFunction

pxIRQHandlerHookFunction

vDemoApplicationIRQHandler
A callback function used to handle processor specific
aspects of IRQ handling.

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

0
An additional margin could have been specified that
would have caused the task to ensure there are at least
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes between the stack
pointer and the stack boundary once the task context has
been saved.

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

acIdleTaskStack (an array of portInt8Type types to be
used for the stack of the idle task).
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Table 5-7 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

576
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the idle
task - since the kernel defines an MMU region
corresponding to the task stack, its size must be a
multiple of 16.

xIdleTaskUsingFPU

pdFALSE
The Idle Task does not use the FPU.

xIdleTaskMMUParameters

LE

Field

{

mmuArmv8EXCEPTION_LEVEL_0,
( portUnsignedBaseType )
auxKernelTaskL0Table

P

}

A
M

The idle task's privilege level will be lowered before
executing vDemoApplicationIdleHook(). One additional
MMU region contains the variables accessed by
vDemoApplicationIdleHook().
NULL
In the demo application, there is no user defined local
storage object to be associated with the idle task.

uxTimerTaskPriority

2
The priority of the default timer task.

uxTimerTaskStackSize

800
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the
default timer task. Since the kernel defines an MMU
region corresponding to the task stack, it must be both 16
byte aligned and a multiple of 16 bytes in size.

S

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

acTimerTaskStack - an array of portInt8Type to be used
for the stack of the default timer task.

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

10
The length of the default timer queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

(10 * sizeof(timerQueueMessageType)) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES)
The size of the array to be used for the default timer
queue.
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Table 5-7 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

acTimerCommandQueueBuffer
An 8-byte aligned array of portInt8Type to be used for the
default timer queue.

uxTimerTaskTranslationTableBaseAddress

auxKernelTaskL0Table
The base address of the translation table for the Timer
Task.

LE

Field

5.2.2 MMU Definitions

To support use of the MMU, the definitions listed in the Table 'MMU Definitions' are provided by the
SAFERTOS API.

Definition

P

Table 5-8 MMU Definitions
Description

A
M

mmuArmv8EXCEPTION_LEVEL_0

One of the valid values for the uxExceptionLevel member
of the mmuArmv8TaskParam structure used when
creating a task.
One of the valid values for the uxExceptionLevel member
of the mmuArmv8TaskParam structure used when
creating a task.

mmuArmv8NUMBER_OF_TRANSLATION_TABLE_ENT
RIES

The number of entries in a Translation Table.

mmuArmv8TRANSLATION_TABLE_ALIGNMENT

The minimum alignment required by a Translation Table.

mmuArmv8L1_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY

The address range per entry of a L1 Table entry.

mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY

The address range per entry of a L2 Table entry.

mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY

The address range per entry of a L3 Table entry.

mmuArmv8INVALID_ENTRY

The entry in the Translation Table is invalid.

mmuArmv8VALID_BLOCK_ENTRY

The entry in the Translation Table the address of a
variable sized block of memory.

mmuArmv8VALID_TABLE_ENTRY

The entry in the Translation Table is the address of the
next level table.

S

mmuArmv8EXCEPTION_LEVEL_1
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Table 5-8 MMU Definitions
Description

mmuArmv8VALID_PAGE_ENTRY

The entry in the Translation Table is the address of a
page of memory.

mmuArmv8MAIR_MEMORY_ATTR_INDEX_0

Index into the Memory Attribute Indirection Register
MAIR_ELn.

mmuArmv8MAIR_MEMORY_ATTR_INDEX_1

Index into the Memory Attribute Indirection Register
MAIR_ELn.

mmuArmv8MAIR_MEMORY_ATTR_INDEX_2

mmuArmv8MAIR_MEMORY_ATTR_INDEX_3

Index into the Memory Attribute Indirection Register
MAIR_ELn.
Index into the Memory Attribute Indirection Register
MAIR_ELn.
Index into the Memory Attribute Indirection Register
MAIR_ELn.

P

mmuArmv8MAIR_MEMORY_ATTR_INDEX_4

LE

Definition

Index into the Memory Attribute Indirection Register
MAIR_ELn.

A
M

mmuArmv8MAIR_MEMORY_ATTR_INDEX_5

Index into the Memory Attribute Indirection Register
MAIR_ELn.

mmuArmv8MAIR_MEMORY_ATTR_INDEX_7

Index into the Memory Attribute Indirection Register
MAIR_ELn.

mmuArmv8NON_SECURE_BIT

The security bit. Only applicable at EL3 and Secure EL1.

mmuArmv8PRIV_RW_EL0_NA

Access permission - Privileged Read/Write, EL0 No
Access.

S

mmuArmv8MAIR_MEMORY_ATTR_INDEX_6

mmuArmv8PRIV_RW_EL0_RW

Access permission - Privileged Read/Write, EL0
Read/Write.

mmuArmv8PRIV_RO_EL0_NA

Access permission - Privileged Read Only, EL0 No
Access.

mmuArmv8PRIV_RO_EL0_RO

Access permission - Privileged Read Only, EL0 Read
Only.

mmuArmv8NON_SHAREABLE

Non Shareable memory attribute

mmuArmv8OUTER_SHAREABLE

Outer Shareable memory attribute

mmuArmv8INNER_SHAREABLE

Inner Shareable memory attribute
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Table 5-8 MMU Definitions
Description

mmuArmv8ACCESS_FLAG_BIT

Access Flag bit

mmuArmv8NOT_GLOBAL_BIT

Not Global bit.

mmuArmv8PRIVILEGED_EXECUTE_NEVER_BIT

Privileged Execute Never bit.

mmuArmv8UNPRIVILEGED_EXECUTE_NEVER_BIT

Unprivileged Execute Never bit.

5.2.3 Memory Management
5.2.3.1 Memory Allocation

LE

Definition

P

SAFERTOS does not itself dynamically allocate or free any memory. The host application provides
the memory required by SAFERTOS to manage tasks, queues, semaphores, mutexes, timers, event
groups and event multiplex objects as part of the RTOS object create functions. The host application
must not use memory allocated to SAFERTOS for any other reason until such a time that the task
to which the memory was allocated is deleted. It is not possible to delete queues or semaphores.

A
M

SAFERTOS uses only the top 16 bytes of the task stack for managing task behaviour - the rest of
the task stack is only used by the task itself. The application designer must ensure that each task
has adequate stack space. The size of the task stack must be a multiple of 16 and the base address
must be aligned according to 16 bytes. The demo application provides numerous examples of
declaring a task stack - the Listing 'Declaring a Stack' is taken from FullDemo.c.
#define fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE
#define fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SECTION
...

( 2048u )
__attribute__ ( ( section ( "check_task_stack" ) ) )

S

/* Declare Task Stacks */
fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SECTION static portInt8Type acCheckTaskStack[ fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ]
__attribute__ ( ( aligned ( safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

Listing 104 Declaring a Stack

Whilst each task has exclusive access to its own stack, code that runs prior to the scheduler starting
uses the user/system mode stack. Once the scheduler has started, this stack is no longer used.
The application designer must also ensure that the user/system stack is adequately dimensioned.
It is desirable to keep stack usage to a minimum, for example declaring arrays or other compound
data types statically rather than as dynamic local variables.
SAFERTOS will only detect a task stack overflow if its own action of storing the task context onto
the task stack would result in overflow. Stack overflows in user code will generate a memory
management fault exception if the user application assigns an MMU region to the task stack.
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5.2.3.2 Linker Symbols
The SAFERTOS ARMv8 product variant requires that the following symbols are defined in the linker
script:
•

lnkApplicationCodeSectionBase;

•

lnkApplicationCodeSectionLimit.

5.2.3.3 Memory Blocks

S

A
M

P

LE

SAFERTOS provides definitions that permit the kernel code and data to be located within specified
sections by the linker script. In the demo application, the linker script is contained in the file lscript.ld.
Examples from this linker file are shown in the Listing 'Defining the SAFERTOS memory blocks'.
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.vectors_and_boot :
{
lnkKernelCodeSectionBase = . ;
KEEP (*(.vectors))
*(.boot)
. = ALIGN( 0x800 );
*(.demo_vectors)
. = ALIGN( 0x800 );
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0
.kernel_func :
{
*(kernel_functions)
. = ALIGN(64);
lnkKernelCodeSectionLimit = . ;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0

LE

.kernel_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align kernel data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkKernelDataSectionBase = .;
*( kernel_data )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkKernelDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0

P

.privileged_only_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
/* Align kernel data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkPrivilegedDataSectionBase = .;
*( privileged_only_data )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkPrivilegedDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0

A
M

.kernel_task_stacks :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align kernel data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkKernelTaskStackSectionBase = .;
*( kernel_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkKernelTaskStackSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0
.check_task_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align kernel data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkCheckTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( check_task_stack )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkCheckTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0

S

.poll_q_task_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkPollQTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( poll_q_task_data )
*( poll_q_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkPollQTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0
.block_q_task_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkBlockQTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( block_q_task_data )
*( block_q_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkBlockQTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0
.block_time_task_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkBlockTimTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( block_time_task_data )
*( block_time_task_stacks )
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. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkBlockTimTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0
.binary_sem_task_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkBinSemTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( binary_sem_task_data )
*( binary_sem_task_stack )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkBinSemTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0

LE

.count_sem_task_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkCountSemTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( count_sem_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkCountSemTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0

P

.maths_test_task_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkMathsTestTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( maths_test_task_data )
*( maths_test_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkMathsTestTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0

A
M

.timer_demo_task_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkTimerDemoTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( timer_demo_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkTimerDemoTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0
.task_notify_demo_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkNotifiedTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( task_notify_demo_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkNotifiedTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0

S

.create_delete_demo_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkCreateDeleteTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( create_delete_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkCreateDeleteTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0
.dynamic_test_task_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkDynamicTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( dynamic_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkDynamicTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0
.mutex_demo_task_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkMutexDemoTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( mutex_demo_task_data )
*( mutex_demo_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkMutexDemoTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0
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.evt_mplx_demo_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkEvtMplxTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( evt_mplx_demo_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkEvtMplxTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0
.stream_buffer_test_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkStreamBufferTestDataBase = .;
*( stream_buffer_demo_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkStreamBufferTestDataLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0

P

.shared_data :
{
*( tick_hook_data )
*( idle_hook_data )
*( error_display_data )
*( common_data )
*( svc_hook_data )
*( com_test_task_data )
*( count_sem_task_data )
*( timer_demo_task_data )
*( task_notify_demo_data )
*( evt_mplx_demo_data )
*( create_delete_task_data )
*( dynamic_test_task_data )
*( stream_buffer_test_data )
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0

LE

. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align kernel data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkSharedDataSectionBase = .;

A
M

Listing 105 Defining the SAFERTOS memory blocks
The KERNEL_FUNCTIONS is placed in memory immediately after the startup code section. In order
to permit a single MMU Translation Table entry to be created that covers both the interrupt vector
table and the KERNEL_FUNCTIONS, the size of the KERNEL_FUNCTIONS is adjusted
accordingly. Since the granularity of the MMU is 4KB, the size of the KERNEL_FUNCTIONS as
defined in the linker script must be a multiple of 4KB.

S

It is also important to note that MMU Translation Table entry must have a start address that is aligned
to a 4KB boundry.
The demo also groups the kernel data within a section corresponding to the KERNEL_DATA block;
therefore facilitating protection of the kernel data using an MMU Translation Table entry. The size of
the KERNEL_DATA block as defined in the linker script must be a multiple of 4KB. Note that the
start address of the KERNEL_DATA block is also aligned to a 4KB boundry.
The amount of RAM required by the task.c module increases as the number of priorities increases.
5.2.3.4 Task MMU Translation Tables
Each task is associated with a set of Translation Tables which define all the memory accessible to
the task. The typical use of these tables is to give an unprivileged task access to memory mapped
resources.
One technique for giving a task access to statically defined variables (whether function or file scope)
is to locate all such variables in a defined block in RAM and then create an MMU Translation Table
entry covering that block. In order to do this, a block must first be defined within the linker script. The
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Listing 'Defining a block for the Block Q Task' is taken from the linker script file included with the
demo application and illustrates how to define such a memory block. Note that the block is aligned
to an 4KB boundary, and the size is a multiple of 4KB.
.block_q_task_data :
{
. = ALIGN(0x1000); /* Align data on a 4KB boundary as this is the smallest MMU granule. */
lnkBlockQTaskDataSectionBase = .;
*( block_q_task_data )
*( block_q_task_stacks )
. = ALIGN(0x1000);
lnkBlockQTaskDataSectionLimit = .;
} > psu_ddr_0_MEM_0

Listing 106 Defining a block for the Block Q Task

P

LE

Next, all static data needs to be located in this memory block. The compiler permits a number of
ways of doing this, but perhaps the simplest is to use the mechanism used by the demo application
as shown in the Listing 'Placing a variable in a known location'. Every variable whose declaration is
prefixed with the macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is then placed within the
BLOCK_Q_TASK block by the linker. The host application designer must ensure that the defined
data block is of sufficient size to store all the required variables. Within the demo application, the
macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is defined within a header file (PortSpecifics.h) for
reasons of portability since the exact syntax required varies greatly between compilers.
/* Define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION so that all Blocking Queue static data is
* in the same section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION __attribute__( ( section( "block_queue_data" ) ) )

A
M

/* This line is taken from BlockQ.c - it causes the linker to place the structure
* xQueueParameters1 in block_queue_data */
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION static xBlockingQueueParameters xQueueParameters1 = { NULL, 0, NULL };

Listing 107 Placing a variable in a known location

The final step is to allocate a MMU Translation Table entry for the task that corresponds to the
defined memory region to the tasks Translation Table and assign the Translation Table to the task.
/* Define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION
* so that all Blocking Queue static data is in the same section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION
__attribute__( ( section( "block_q_task_data" ) ) )

S

/* Two linker-defined symbols that give the start and end addresses of the
* Blocking Queue test data section. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkBlockQTaskDataSectionBase;
extern portUInt32Type lnkBlockQTaskDataSectionLimit;
/*
*
*
*
*
*

This definition corresponds to the xUsingFPU and xMMUParameters structure
members that are passed to xTaskCreate() as part of the xTaskParameters
structure when the Blocking Queue tasks are created. It defines the exception
level for the Blocking Queue tasks as well as informing the scheduler that
the FPU will not be used by these tasks. All the Blocking Queue tasks run at
Exception Level 0. */

#define portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
pdFALSE,
{
mmuArmv8EXCEPTION_LEVEL_0,
( portUnsignedBaseType ) auxPortSpecDemoTaskL0Table
}
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

xBlockingQueueConsumerTask1PortParameters
xBlockingQueueProducerTask1PortParameters
xBlockingQueueConsumerTask2PortParameters
xBlockingQueueProducerTask2PortParameters
xBlockingQueueProducerTask3PortParameters
xBlockingQueueConsumerTask3PortParameters

\
\
\
\
\

portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS

Listing 108 MMU parameters for Block Q task data
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One issue that can arise is the problem of static or global variables defined within 3rd party library
files. Typically it is not desirable to make modifications to 3rd party software, so another method is
required to locate all such variables in known data blocks. This can be addressed by modifying the
linker script to locate all read/write data within a particular driver file into a defined memory block and
adding that block to the MMU Translation Table definitions for tasks that require access.
It is essential that the host application developer carefully review the regions allocated to each
application task, in particular ensuring the following points for each region:
The Translation Table entry must be a multiple of 4Kbytes;

•

The Translation Table entry must be at least 4Kbytes;

•

The region size must be large enough to cover the intended memory range;

•

The base address of the region must be aligned to an 4Kbyte boundary;

•

The region access rights attributes shall be carefully reviewed.

LE

•

All exception handlers, and the SAFERTOS kernel itself, require access to the EL1 stack - under
no circumstances should a task's MMU regions deny privileged code access to the EL1 stack.

A
M

P

One of the advantages of assigning MPU regions to a task is that it enables the host application
developer to detect invalid memory access, for example writing off the end of an array, at an early
stage. In this example, the detection is only possible if the address immediately after the end of the
array is outside of any other region. For this reason, it is strongly recommended that the MPU regions
assigned to a task should not cover sequential memory locations.
5.2.3.5 Memory Management Fault Handlers
If the application code accesses a memory location that is prohibited by the MMU, then the processor
generates a synchronous exception. SAFERTOS does not provide exception fault handlers - this is
the responsibility of the host application. An exception fault handler must be provided by the
application
by
setting
the
pxSynchronousExceptionHookFunction
member
of
xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS.

S

It is strongly recommended that the host application provides exception fault handlers that identify
the address of the instruction that caused the invalid memory access - an example is given in the
demo application (see the file SynchronousException.c).
5.2.4 Interrupt Service Routines
5.2.4.1 Interrupt Vector Table
SAFERTOS utilises a Single-Entry Interrupt Vector Table.
The single-entry ISR, included in the SAFERTOS code section, dispatches the interrupt processing
to the correct service routine, using a dispatch table. The dispatch table is included in the
SAFERTOS data section.
vSafeRTOSIRQHandler() must be installed as the single-entry IRQ handler for EL0 and EL1.
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5.2.4.2 SVC Exception
SVC exceptions with numbers 0-5 are handled by SAFERTOS, and numbers 6 or greater are instead
handled by the host application defined SVC hook.
Listing 109 The host application can define this hook by setting the pxSvcHookFunction member of
the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS struct passed into xTaskInitializeScheduler(). The type of this
hook must be portSVC_HOOK, defined as specified in the listing 'portSVC_HOOK definition'
typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

Listing 110 portSVC_HOOK definition

LE

The SVC hook is executed in SVC mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API functions.
5.2.4.3 Deferring Interrupt Processing to a Task

P

In the interest of stack usage predictability and to facilitate system behavioural analysis it is preferred
that interrupt handlers do nothing but collect event data and clear the interrupt source - and therefore
exit very promptly by deferring the processing of the event data to the task level. Task level
processing can be performed with interrupts enabled. This scenario is demonstrated by the Listing
'Deferring interrupt processing to the task level'.
An application defined interrupt handler that wishes to request a context switch need only call
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR().

A
M

void vISRFunction( void )
{
portInt8Type cData;

/* Read the data input from the peripheral that triggered the interrupt. */
cData = ReceivedValue;
/* Send the data to the peripheral handler task. */
xQueueSendFromISR( xPrintQueue, &cData );

/* If the peripheral handler task has a priority higher than the interrupted
* task request a switch to the handler task. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();

S

/* Clear interrupt here. If safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() was called then the interrupt
* will return directly to the handler task where cData will be processed contiguous
* in time with the ISR exiting. */

}

void vPeripheralHandlerTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portInt8Type cMessage;
for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for a message to arrive. */
xQueueReceive( xPrintQueue, &cMessage, portMAX_DELAY );
/* Write the message to stdout. */
printf( "%c", cMessage );
}
}

Listing 111 Deferring interrupt processing to the task level
This scheme has the added advantage of flexible event processing prioritization. Task priorities are
used instead of the prioritization being dependent on the priority assigned to each interrupt source
by the target processor. The prioritisation of peripheral handler tasks would normally be chosen to
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be higher than ordinary tasks within the same application - thereby allowing the interrupt handler to
return directly into the peripheral handler task for immediate processing.
Interrupt service routines that call API functions must not be permitted to execute prior to the
scheduler being started. The easiest method of ensuring this is for interrupts to remain disabled until
after the scheduler is started. Interrupts will automatically be enabled when the first task starts
executing.
This product variant does support interrupt nesting.

LE

Calling API functions while the scheduler is in the Initializing state will result in interrupts becoming
disabled.
API functions that do not end in "FromISR" or macros that do not end in "FROM_ISR" must not
be used within an interrupt service routine.
5.2.5 Configuration Constants

P

The host application is required to supply a header file called SafeRTOSConfig.h in which the
constants described within the Table 'Application Configuration C Definitions' must be defined.
Table 5-9 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

A
M

Definition

Description

portUnsignedBaseType

The maximum number of unique
priorities. The maximum priority
that can be assigned to a task is
(configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).

configTICK_RATE_HZ

portTickType

This defines the desired number
of tick interrupts per second.
NOTE: This constant is not used
directly by the kernel itself, but is
provided for use by the host
application.

configTICK_RATE_MS

portTickType

This macro calculates the
number of ticks per millisecond.
NOTE: This integer calculation is
only correct for values of
configTICK_RATE_HZ less than
or equal to 1000 that are also
divisors of 1000.

configMESSAGE_BUFFER_LENGTH_TY
PE

MessageBufferType

A typedef used to describe the
type of the "length" field within a
message.

configKERNEL_FUNC_DEF

portUnsignedBaseType

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
functions.

S

configMAX_PRIORITIES
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Table 5-9 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

Description

configKERNEL_UNPRIV_FUNC_DEF

portUnsignedBaseType

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
unprivileged functions.

configKERNEL_INIT_FUNC_DEF

portUnsignedBaseType

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
initialisation functions.

configKERNEL_CREATE_FUNC_DEF

portUnsignedBaseType

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
creation functions.

configKERNEL_DELETE_FUNC_DEF

portUnsignedBaseType

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel delete
functions.

configKERNEL_DATA_DEF

portUnsignedBaseType

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel data.

portUnsignedBaseType

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel mirror
data.

P

A
M

configKERNEL_DATA_MIRROR_DEF

LE

Definition

portUnsignedBaseType

Priviliged Read Only,
Unprivileged No Access DDR
page attributes.

configUNPRIVILEGED_READ_ONLY_DD
R_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES

portUnsignedBaseType

Priviliged Read Only,
Unprivileged Read Only DDR
page attributes.

configPRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_DDR
_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES

portUnsignedBaseType

Priviliged Read / Write,
Unprivileged No Access DDR
page attributes.

configUNPRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_D
DR_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES

portUnsignedBaseType

Priviliged Read / Write,
Unprivileged Read / Write DDR
page attributes.

configUNPRIVILEGED_PERIPHERAL_RE
GISTER_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES

portUnsignedBaseType

Priviliged Read / Write,
Unprivileged Read / Write
peripheral page attributes.

configPRIVILEGED_PERIPHERAL_REGI
STER_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES

portUnsignedBaseType

Priviliged Read / Write,
Unprivileged No Access
peripheral page attributes.

S

configPRIVILEGED_READ_ONLY_DDR_
PAGE_ATTRIBUTES
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Table 5-9 Application Configuration C Definitions
Definition

Type

Description

configINTERRUPT_CONTROLLER_DIST
RIBUTOR_BASE_ADDRESS

portUnsignedBaseType

The base address of the GIC
Distributer.

configINTERRUPT_CONTROLLER_DIST
RIBUTOR_END_ADDRESS

portUnsignedBaseType

The end address of the GIC
Distributer.
The base address of the GIC
CPU Interface.

configINTERRUPT_CONTROLLER_CPU_ portUnsignedBaseType
INTERFACE_END_ADDRESS

The end address of the GIC
CPU Interface.

configOPERATE_IN_SECURE_STATE

Flag to determine whether
SAFERTOS will run in Secure or
Non-secure state.

LE

configINTERRUPT_CONTROLLER_CPU_ portUnsignedBaseType
INTERFACE_BASE_ADDRESS

P

portUnsignedBaseType

portUnsignedBaseType

This constant defines the priority
of the SAFERTOS kernel tick
interrupt.

configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUnsignedBaseType

This constant defines the
maximum interrupt priority level
that is permitted to use
SAFERTOS API calls.

A
M

configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

Further configuration is performed at run time by calling the API function xTaskInitializeScheduler().

S

xTaskInitializeScheduler() must be the first SAFERTOS API function to be called, and must only
be called once.
5.2.6 Port specific Additions to the API Reference
5.2.6.1 xTaskInitializeScheduler()
5.2.6.1.1 Parameters

xTaskInitializeScheduler() takes a single parameter, a pointer to an xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS
structure. The members of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure are as follows:
pxTaskDeleteHookFunction

SAFERTOS® v9 User Manual
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A pointer to the host application defined idle
hook which is called on every loop of the idle
task. This is permitted to be NULL if no idle
hook function is required.

pxTickHookFunction

A pointer to the host application defined tick
hook which is called on every execution of the
Tick handler. This is permitted to be NULL if
no tick hook function is required.

pxSynchronousExceptionHookFunction

A pointer to the host application defined
Synchronous Exception Handler.

pxIRQHandlerHookFunction

A pointer to the host application defined IRQ
handler function.
A pointer to the host application defined setup
tick interrupt hook which is called when a the
scheduled is started.

A
M

P

pxSetupTickInterruptHookFunction

pxSvcHookFunction

LE

pxIdleHookFunction

S

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

A pointer to the host application defined SVC
hook which is called when an SVC exception
is raised with a number that is not handled by
the kernel. This is permitted to be NULL if no
SVC hook function is required.
When moving a task out of the Running state
the task context is saved onto the task stack. If
following the save there would remain fewer
than uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes free
bytes on the task stack the application error
hook will be called. Therefore the higher the
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes value the
more sensitive the stack overflow checking
becomes - zero is a valid value and will result
in the least sensitive stack overflow checking.
Note that when a potential stack overflow is
detected the error hook is called without
having actually saved the task context.

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the idle task.

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

The size in bytes of the buffer pointed to by the
pcIdleTaskStackBuffer parameter. This is
effectively the size in bytes of the idle task
stack.
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A flag that indicates whether or not the idle
task will use the FPU.

xIdleTaskMMUParameters

Note that the idle task is always a privileged
task, however the idle task hook function can
be configured to run in either privileged or
unprivileged mode by specifying
mmuArmv8EXCEPTION_LEVEL_1 or
mmuArmv8EXCEPTION_LEVEL_0 in the idle
task MMU parameters.

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

A pointer to the user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task. It is
permitted to be NULL.

LE

xIdleTaskUsingFPU

uxTimerTaskPriority

A
M

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

The stack size of the timer task. This is
dependent on the stack usage in timer
callback functions.

P

uxTimerTaskStackSize

The priority at which the timer task should
operate is configurable to the needs of the
host application.

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the timer task.
The number of entries in the timer command
queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

The size of the buffer that is provided by the
application for the timer command queue.

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

The buffer that will be used to hold the queue
for the timer commands.

uxTimerTaskTranslationTableBaseAddress

The set of Translation Tables used by the
Timer task.

S

uxTimerCommandQueueLength
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5.2.6.1.2 Example
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local constant definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* The stacks for the idle and timer tasks are located in a dedicated section
* so that they are protected from access by the other demo application tasks
* but can still be made available to the EL0 hook and callback functions. */
#define configKERNEL_TASK_STACK_SECTION
__attribute__ ( ( section ( "kernel_task_stacks" ) ) )
/* Scheduler Initialisation Definitions */
/* The number of additional bytes to be reserved on each task stack. */
#define configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN
( 0U )
/* The user configuration for the idle task. */
#define configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_NO_FPU )

/* The size of the Idle task data section. */
#define configIDLE_TASK_DATA_SIZE

*/
( 1024U )
( 2U )
( 10U )
( ( configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LENGTH * sizeof( timerQueueMessageType )

LE

/* The user configuration for the timer module.
#define configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE
#define configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LENGTH
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE
) + safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES )

( 0x20U )

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local variable definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

P

/* The stack for the idle task - must be large enough to accommodate all
* operations performed within the idle hook function. */
configKERNEL_TASK_STACK_SECTION static portInt8Type acIdleTaskStack[ configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( (
aligned( safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

A
M

/* Declare the stack for the timer task, it cannot be done in the timer
* module as the syntax for alignment is port specific. Also the call back
* functions are executed in the timer task and their complexity/stack
* requirements are application specific. */
configKERNEL_TASK_STACK_SECTION static portInt8Type acTimerTaskStack[ configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__(
( aligned( safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };
/* Queue Buffer for the timer command queue. */
configPRIVILEGED_ACCESS_ONLY_DATA_SECTION static portInt8Type acTimerCommandQueueBuffer[
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

S

/* The L0 table for the kernel tasks (idle and timer tasks). Each entry in this
* table covers 512GB of the address space. */
configPRIVILEGED_ACCESS_ONLY_DATA_SECTION static portUnsignedBaseType auxKernelTaskL0Table[
mmuArmv8NUMBER_OF_TRANSLATION_TABLE_ENTRIES ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned( mmuArmv8TRANSLATION_TABLE_ALIGNMENT ) ) )
= { mmuArmv8INVALID_ENTRY };
/* One L1 table is required for the kernel tasks (idle and timer tasks),
* covering the first 512GB of the address space (addresses 0 - 0x7FFFFFFFFF).
* Each entry in this table covers 1GB. */
configPRIVILEGED_ACCESS_ONLY_DATA_SECTION static portUnsignedBaseType auxKernelTaskL1Table[
mmuArmv8NUMBER_OF_TRANSLATION_TABLE_ENTRIES ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( mmuArmv8TRANSLATION_TABLE_ALIGNMENT ) )
) = { mmuArmv8INVALID_ENTRY };
/* Two L2 tables are required for the kernel tasks (idle and timer tasks).
* The first is for the DRAM, which is located within the first 1GB of the address space.
* The second is for the peripherals, which is located within the last 1GB of the address space.
* Each entry in these tables covers 2MB. */
configPRIVILEGED_ACCESS_ONLY_DATA_SECTION static portUnsignedBaseType auxKernelTaskDramL2Table[
mmuArmv8NUMBER_OF_TRANSLATION_TABLE_ENTRIES ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( mmuArmv8TRANSLATION_TABLE_ALIGNMENT ) )
) = { mmuArmv8INVALID_ENTRY };
configPRIVILEGED_ACCESS_ONLY_DATA_SECTION static portUnsignedBaseType auxKernelTaskPeriphL2Table[
mmuArmv8NUMBER_OF_TRANSLATION_TABLE_ENTRIES ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( mmuArmv8TRANSLATION_TABLE_ALIGNMENT ) )
) = { mmuArmv8INVALID_ENTRY };
/* The kernel tasks (idle and timer tasks) require an L3 table for the code and
* data address space.
* Each entry in this L3 table covers 4KB. */
configPRIVILEGED_ACCESS_ONLY_DATA_SECTION static portUnsignedBaseType auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[
mmuArmv8NUMBER_OF_TRANSLATION_TABLE_ENTRIES ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( mmuArmv8TRANSLATION_TABLE_ALIGNMENT ) )
) = { mmuArmv8INVALID_ENTRY };
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/* The kernel tasks (idle and timer tasks) require two L3 table covering the
* GIC and Timer peripheral registers.
* Each entry in this L3 table covers 4KB. */
configPRIVILEGED_ACCESS_ONLY_DATA_SECTION static portUnsignedBaseType auxKernelTaskL3TableF90[
mmuArmv8NUMBER_OF_TRANSLATION_TABLE_ENTRIES ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( mmuArmv8TRANSLATION_TABLE_ALIGNMENT ) )
) = { mmuArmv8INVALID_ENTRY };
configPRIVILEGED_ACCESS_ONLY_DATA_SECTION static portUnsignedBaseType auxKernelTaskL3TableFF0[
mmuArmv8NUMBER_OF_TRANSLATION_TABLE_ENTRIES ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( mmuArmv8TRANSLATION_TABLE_ALIGNMENT ) )
) = { mmuArmv8INVALID_ENTRY };
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Linker defined symbols
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
portUnsignedBaseType
portUnsignedBaseType
portUnsignedBaseType
portUnsignedBaseType
portUnsignedBaseType
portUnsignedBaseType
portUnsignedBaseType
portUnsignedBaseType
portUnsignedBaseType
portUnsignedBaseType
portUnsignedBaseType
portUnsignedBaseType

lnkKernelCodeSectionBase;
lnkKernelCodeSectionLimit;
lnkApplicationCodeSectionBase;
lnkApplicationCodeSectionLimit;
lnkKernelDataSectionBase;
lnkKernelDataSectionLimit;
lnkPrivilegedDataSectionBase;
lnkPrivilegedDataSectionLimit;
lnkSharedDataSectionBase;
lnkSharedDataSectionLimit;
lnkKernelTaskStackSectionBase;
lnkKernelTaskStackSectionLimit;

LE

extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Public function definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

P

portBaseType xInitializeScheduler( void )
{
portBaseType xInitSchedResult;

A
M

/* The structure passed to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to configure the kernel
* with the application defined constants and callback functions. */
const xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS xPortInit =
{
/* Hook Functions */
&vDemoApplicationTaskDeleteHook,
/* pxTaskDeleteHookFunction */
&vDemoApplicationIdleHook,
/* pxIdleHookFunction */
&vDemoApplicationTickHook,
/* pxTickHookFunction */
&vSynchronousExceptionHandler,
/* pxSynchronousExceptionHookFunction */
&vDemoApplicationIRQHandler,
/* pxIRQHandlerHookFunction */
&vDemoApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook,
/* pxSetupTickInterruptHookFunction */
&vDemoApplicationSvcHook,
/* pxSvcHookFunction */
/* System Stack Parameters */
configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN,

/* uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes */

S

/* Idle Task Parameters */
acIdleTaskStack,
configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
pdFALSE,

/* pcIdleTaskStackBuffer */
/* uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes */
/* xIdleTaskUsingFPU - The idle task will not use the

FPU. */

{

/* xIdleTaskMMUParameters */
/* The idle task hook function will run at exception

mmuArmv8EXCEPTION_LEVEL_0,

level 0. */

( portUnsignedBaseType ) auxKernelTaskL0Table
},
NULL,
/* Timer Feature Initialisation Parameters */
configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY,
/*
configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
/*
acTimerTaskStack,
/*
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LENGTH,
/*
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE,
/*
acTimerCommandQueueBuffer,
/*

/* The translation table for the idle task. */
/* pvIdleTaskTLSObject */

uxTimerTaskPriority */
uxTimerTaskStackSize */
pcTimerTaskStackBuffer */
uxTimerCommandQueueLength */
uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize */
pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer */

/* Translation Table base address for the timer task. */
( portUnsignedBaseType ) auxKernelTaskL0Table
};
/* Populate the MMU tables needed for the kernel tasks. */
prvPopulateKernelTaskMMUTables();
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/* Initialise SafeRTOS by passing in a pointer to the xPortInit structure
* and return the resulting error code. */
xInitSchedResult = xTaskInitializeScheduler( &xPortInit );
return xInitSchedResult;
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

Listing 112 Example use of the xTaskInitializeScheduler() API function
5.2.6.2 prvPopulateKernelTaskMMUTables()

S

A
M

P

LE

prvPopulateKernelTaskMMUTables provides an example of how the MMU Translation Tables could
be configured for use by xTaskInitializeScheduler.
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5.2.6.2.1 Example
static void prvPopulateKernelTaskMMUTables( void )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxAddress;
portUnsignedBaseType uxIndex;
portUnsignedBaseType uxStartIndex;
portUnsignedBaseType uxEndIndex;
/* The only entry required in the L0 table is the first one which covers
* addresses 0x000000000000 to 0x008000000000 (the first 512GB of the
* address space. */
auxKernelTaskL0Table[ 0 ] = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) auxKernelTaskL1Table;
auxKernelTaskL0Table[ 0 ] |= mmuArmv8VALID_TABLE_ENTRY;

LE

/* Populate the kernel task L1 table so that
* auxPortSpecDemoTaskDramL2Table is used to configure the first 1GB of the
* address space (containing the DRAM) and auxPortSpecDemoTaskPeriphL2Table
* is used to configure the 3rd GB of the address space (containing the
* peripherals). */
uxIndex = ( configDRAM_L2_TABLE_START_ADDRESS / mmuArmv8L1_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY );
auxKernelTaskL1Table[ uxIndex ] = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) auxKernelTaskDramL2Table;
auxKernelTaskL1Table[ uxIndex ] |= mmuArmv8VALID_TABLE_ENTRY;
uxIndex = ( configPERIPH_L2_TABLE_START_ADDRESS / mmuArmv8L1_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY );
auxKernelTaskL1Table[ uxIndex ] = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) auxKernelTaskPeriphL2Table;
auxKernelTaskL1Table[ uxIndex ] |= mmuArmv8VALID_TABLE_ENTRY;

P

/* auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table is used to configure the 2MB of the
* address space covering the code and data used by this demonstration
* application. */
uxAddress = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkKernelCodeSectionBase;
uxIndex = uxAddress % mmuArmv8L1_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxIndex /= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
auxKernelTaskDramL2Table[ uxIndex ] = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table;
auxKernelTaskDramL2Table[ uxIndex ] |= mmuArmv8VALID_TABLE_ENTRY;

A
M

/* Populate auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table - a level 3 translation table
* covering the 2MB of the address space that includes the code and data for
* this demonstration application. */
/* All tasks requires privileged (EL1) access to kernel code and kernel data
* sections. */
/* Determine the base address for each entry in
* auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table - this is the start address of the 2MB
* range mapped by auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table. */
uxAddress /= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxAddress *= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;

S

/* Configure privileged (EL1) only access to the exception vector table and
* SafeRTOS kernel functions. */
uxStartIndex = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkKernelCodeSectionBase;
uxStartIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxStartIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex = ( ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkKernelCodeSectionLimit ) - 1U;
uxEndIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
for( uxIndex = uxStartIndex; uxIndex <= uxEndIndex; uxIndex++ )
{
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] = uxAddress + ( uxIndex * mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY );
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] |= configPRIVILEGED_READ_ONLY_DDR_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES;
}
/* Configure privileged (EL1) only access to SafeRTOS kernel data. */
uxStartIndex = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkKernelDataSectionBase;
uxStartIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxStartIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex = ( ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkKernelDataSectionLimit ) - 1U;
uxEndIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
for( uxIndex = uxStartIndex; uxIndex <= uxEndIndex; uxIndex++ )
{
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] = uxAddress + ( uxIndex * mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY );
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] |= configPRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_DDR_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES;
}
/* Grant unprivileged & privileged (EL0 & EL1) read only access to the
* demonstration application code. */
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uxStartIndex = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkApplicationCodeSectionBase;
uxStartIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxStartIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex = ( ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkApplicationCodeSectionLimit ) - 1U;
uxEndIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
for( uxIndex = uxStartIndex; uxIndex <= uxEndIndex; uxIndex++ )
{
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] = uxAddress + ( uxIndex * mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY );
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] |= configUNPRIVILEGED_READ_ONLY_DDR_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES;
}

LE

/* Configure privileged (EL1) only access to the "Privileged Access Only"
* data. */
uxStartIndex = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkPrivilegedDataSectionBase;
uxStartIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxStartIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex = ( ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkPrivilegedDataSectionLimit ) - 1U;
uxEndIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
for( uxIndex = uxStartIndex; uxIndex <= uxEndIndex; uxIndex++ )
{
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] = uxAddress + ( uxIndex * mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY );
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] |= configPRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_DDR_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES;
}

A
M

P

/* Configure privileged (EL1) and unprivileged (EL0) access to the kernel
* task stacks. EL0 access is needed since the idle hook function and timer
* callback functions typically operate at EL0. */
uxStartIndex = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkKernelTaskStackSectionBase;
uxStartIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxStartIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex = ( ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkKernelTaskStackSectionLimit ) - 1U;
uxEndIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
for( uxIndex = uxStartIndex; uxIndex <= uxEndIndex; uxIndex++ )
{
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] = uxAddress + ( uxIndex * mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY );
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] |= configUNPRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_DDR_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES;
}

S

/* Configure privileged (EL1) and unprivileged (EL0) access to the data that
* is shared between multiple tasks and/or ISRs. */
uxStartIndex = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkSharedDataSectionBase;
uxStartIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxStartIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex = ( ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkSharedDataSectionLimit ) - 1U;
uxEndIndex %= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
for( uxIndex = uxStartIndex; uxIndex <= uxEndIndex; uxIndex++ )
{
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] = uxAddress + ( uxIndex * mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY );
auxKernelTaskCodeAndDataL3Table[ uxIndex ] |= configUNPRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_DDR_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES;
}
/* SafeRTOS needs access to the GIC registers from privileged mode (EL1). */
/* Populate auxKernelTaskPeriphL2Table so that auxKernelTaskPeripheralsL3Table
* is used to configure the 2MB of the address space covering the peripheral
* registers used by this demonstration application. */
uxAddress = configL3_TABLE_F90_START_ADDRESS;
uxAddress /= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxAddress *= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxIndex = configL3_TABLE_F90_START_ADDRESS % mmuArmv8L1_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxIndex /= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
auxKernelTaskPeriphL2Table[ uxIndex ] = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) auxKernelTaskL3TableF90;
auxKernelTaskPeriphL2Table[ uxIndex ] |= mmuArmv8VALID_TABLE_ENTRY;
/* Grant RW access to the GIC registers when in EL1. */
uxStartIndex = configGIC_L3_TABLE_START_ADDRESS % mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxStartIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex = configGIC_L3_TABLE_END_ADDRESS % mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
/* Determine the base address for each entry in the L3 table - this is the
* start address of the 2MB range mapped by this L3 table. */
for( uxIndex = uxStartIndex; uxIndex <= uxEndIndex; uxIndex++ )
{
auxKernelTaskL3TableF90[ uxIndex ] = uxAddress + ( uxIndex * mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY );
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/* Mark the addresses spanning the GIC registers as RW for EL1. */
auxKernelTaskL3TableF90[ uxIndex ] |= configPRIVILEGED_PERIPHERAL_REGISTER_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES;
}
/* If the COM Test demo is active, then the UART ISR function will need
* access to the Timer registers. */
uxAddress = configL3_TABLE_FF0_START_ADDRESS;
uxAddress /= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxAddress *= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxIndex = configL3_TABLE_FF0_START_ADDRESS % mmuArmv8L1_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxIndex /= mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
auxKernelTaskPeriphL2Table[ uxIndex ] = ( portUnsignedBaseType ) auxKernelTaskL3TableFF0;
auxKernelTaskPeriphL2Table[ uxIndex ] |= mmuArmv8VALID_TABLE_ENTRY;

LE

/* Grant RW access to the Timer registers when in EL1. */
uxStartIndex = configTIMER_L3_TABLE_START_ADDRESS % mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxStartIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex = configTIMER_L3_TABLE_END_ADDRESS % mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
for( uxIndex = uxStartIndex; uxIndex <= uxEndIndex; uxIndex++ )
{
auxKernelTaskL3TableFF0[ uxIndex ] = uxAddress + ( uxIndex * mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY );
/* Mark the addresses spanning the Timer registers as RW for EL1. */
auxKernelTaskL3TableFF0[ uxIndex ] |= configPRIVILEGED_PERIPHERAL_REGISTER_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES;
}

P

/* If the COM Test demo is active, then the UART ISR function will need
* access to the UART 1 registers. */
uxStartIndex = configUART_1_L3_TABLE_START_ADDRESS % mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxStartIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex = configUART_1_L3_TABLE_END_ADDRESS % mmuArmv8L2_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
uxEndIndex /= mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY;
for( uxIndex = uxStartIndex; uxIndex <= uxEndIndex; uxIndex++ )
{
auxKernelTaskL3TableFF0[ uxIndex ] = uxAddress + ( uxIndex * mmuArmv8L3_ADDRESS_RANGE_PER_ENTRY );

}
}

A
M

/* Mark the addresses spanning the UART 1 registers as RW for EL1. */
auxKernelTaskL3TableFF0[ uxIndex ] |= configPRIVILEGED_PERIPHERAL_REGISTER_PAGE_ATTRIBUTES;

Listing 113 Example of how to configure the Kernel Tasks MMU Translation Tables
5.2.6.3 xTaskCreate()
5.2.6.3.1 Parameters

S

xTaskCreate() takes 2 parameters - pxTaskParameters which is a pointer to an xTaskParameters
structure, and pxCreatedTask which is used to pass back a handle by which the created task can
be referenced, for example when changing the priority of the task or subsequently deleting the task.
The members of the xTaskParameters structure are as follows:
pdTASK_CODE pvTaskCode

Pointer to the function that implements the
task.

const portCharType * pcTaskName

A descriptive name for the task. This is mainly
used to facilitate debugging.

xTCB * pxTCB

Pointer to the TCB provided by the host
application for this task.

portInt8Type * pcStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
as the task stack.
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The size in bytes of the memory pointed to by
the pcStackBuffer pointer.

void * pvParameters

Task functions take a void * parameter - the
value of which is set by pvParameters when
the task is created.

portUnsignedBaseType uxPriority

The priority of the task. Can take any value
between 0 and (configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).
The lower the numeric value of the assigned
priority the lower the relative priority of the
task.

LE

portUnsignedBaseType uxStackDepthBytes

void * pvObject

A pointer to user defined data to be associated
with this task. Can be set to NULL if not
needed by the user application.

portBaseType xUsingFPU

P

Note that this pointer is never dereferenced by
SAFERTOS.
A flag that indicates whether the task will use
the FPU.

A
M

mmuArmv8TaskParamType xMMUParameters

A structure that is intended to contain the
MMU related task parameters. Note that this
structure is application defined.

The members of the mmuArmv8TaskParamType structure are as follows:
The privilege level of the task - must be either
mmuArmv8EXCEPTION_LEVEL_0 or
mmuArmv8EXCEPTION_LEVEL_1.

portUnsignedBaseType
uuxTranslationTableBaseAddress

The base address of the Level 0 Translation
Table to be used with the task.

S

portUnsignedBaseType uxExceptionLevel
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5.2.6.3.2 Example
/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_NO_FPU )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0
};

LE

/* Define a structure used to demonstrate a parameter being passed into a task
function. */
typedef struct A_STRUCT
{
portCharType cStructMember1;
portCharType cStructMember2;
} xStruct;

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
xStruct *pxParameters;

P

/* Define a variable of the type of the structure just defined. A reference to
* this variable is passed in as the task parameter. */
xStruct xParameter = { 1, 2 };

/* Cast the parameter to the expected type. */
pxParameters = ( xStruct * ) pvParameters;

A
M

/* The parameter can now be accessed. */
if( 1 != pxParameters->cStructMember1 )
{
/* Etc. */
}

/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

S

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAnotherFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* The task parameter will be initialised later. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* No user defined data required. */
pdFALSE,
/* The task does NOT use the FPU. */
{
mmuArmv8EXCEPTION_LEVEL_1, /* The task will run in privileged mode. */
auxDemoTaskL0Table
/* The MMU L0 Translation Table. */
}
};
/* Add a pointer to the structure of parameters. */
xNewTaskParameters.pvParameters = &xParameter;
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/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not successfully created.
* The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
* task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
* has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
* executed before this task reaches this point. */
}

}

LE

/* The handle can now be used in other API functions, for example to change
* the priority of the task. */
if( xTaskPrioritySet( xHandle, 1 ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The priority was not changed. */
}
else
{
/* The priority was changed. */
}

Listing 114 Example usage of the xTaskCreate() API function
5.2.7 Port Specific API Functions

5.2.8 MMU API Functions

P

There are no port specific API functions.

S

A
M

There are no MMU API functions. The MMU is configured by using the MMU Translation Tables.
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5.3 CORTEX -M N O MPU (ARM V 7-M) ARCHITECTURE
5.3.1 Port Specific Definitions
The Table 'Definitions specific to the Product Variant' details the values assigned to each port specific
definition.
Table 5-10 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

portCharType

char

portInt16Type
portInt32Type
portInt64Type
portUInt8Type

signed short
signed long

signed long long
unsigned char

A
M

portUInt16Type

signed char

P

portInt8Type

LE

Definition

unsigned short
unsigned long

portUInt64Type

unsigned long long

portFloat32Type

float

portFloat64Type

double

S

portUInt32Type

portStackType

unsigned long

portBaseType

signed long

portUnsignedBaseType

unsigned long

portTickType

unsigned long

portTaskHandleType

void *

safertosapiMAX_DELAY

0xFFFFFFFF

safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT

4

safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT

8
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Table 5-10 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES

140

portDataAddressType

unsigned long

portCodeAddressType

unsigned long

portSVC_HOOK

void (*)(portUnsignedBaseType)

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_NO_FPU

LE

Definition

76

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_WITH_FPU

212

P

The Cortex-M Product Variant makes use of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure defined in
apiComplexTypes.h. It is required that a variable of type xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS is initialised
with appropriate values before being passed to the xTaskInitializeScheduler() function. As an
example, the Table 'Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values' shows the values
used by the demo application.

Field

A
M

Table 5-11 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values

ulCPUClockHz

Assigned Value
<Application-specific>
The frequency of the clock driving the module that
generates the tick interrupt.
1000
The frequency at which the tick interrupt occurs.

pxSvcHookFunction

vDemoApplicationSvcHook
A callback function used to add host application-related
services - see section 'SVC Hook' for more details.

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

The size of the system stack - this is used to detect stack
overflows.

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

0
An additional margin could have been specified that
would have caused the task to ensure there are at least
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes between the stack
pointer and the stack boundary once the task context has
been saved.

S

ulTickRateHz
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Table 5-11 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

acIdleTaskStack (an array of portInt8Type types to be
used for the stack of the idle task).

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

256
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the idle
task.

xIdleTaskUsingFPU

pdFALSE
The Idle Task does not use the FPU.

uxTimerTaskPriority

2
The priority of the default timer task.

A
M

uxTimerTaskStackSize

NULL
In the demo application, there is no user defined local
storage object to be associated with the idle task.

P

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

LE

Field

512
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the
default timer task.
acTimerTaskStack - an array of portInt8Type to be used
for the stack of the default timer task.

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

10
The length of the default timer queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

(10 * sizeof(timerQueueMessageType)) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES)
The size of the array to be used for the default timer
queue.

S

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

acTimerCommandQueueBuffer
An 4-byte aligned array of portInt8Type to be used for the
default timer queue.

xEnableCache

pdTRUE - Enable the processor data and instruction
cache (only applicable for processors with cache ). The
cache must only be enabled by SAFERTOS by setting
this parameter. The user must not enable or disable the
cache in any other way.
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5.3.2 Memory Management
5.3.2.1 Memory Allocation
SAFERTOS does not itself dynamically allocate or free any memory. The host application provides
the memory required by SAFERTOS to manage tasks, queues, semaphores, mutexes, timers, event
groups and event multiplex objects as part of the RTOS object create functions. The host application
must not use memory allocated to SAFERTOS for any other reason until such a time that the task
to which the memory was allocated is deleted. It is not possible to delete queues or semaphores.

#define portspecCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE

LE

SAFERTOS uses only the top 16 bytes of the task stack for managing task behaviour - the rest of
the task stack is only used by the task itself. The application designer must ensure that each task
has adequate stack space. The size of the task stack must be a multiple of 8 and the base address
must be aligned according to 8 bytes. The demo application provides numerous examples of
declaring a task stack - the Listing 'Declaring a Stack' is taken from PortSpecifics.c.
( 512u )

/* Declare Task Stacks */
portInt8Type acCheckTaskStack[ portspecCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

P

Listing 115 Declaring a Stack

Whilst each task has exclusive access to its own stack, code that runs prior to the scheduler starting,
as well as all code executed from within an exception handler, uses the main system stack.

A
M

The application designer must also ensure that the user/system stack is adequately dimensioned.
It is desirable to keep stack usage to a minimum, for example declaring arrays or other compound
data types statically rather than as dynamic local variables.
SAFERTOS will only detect a task stack overflow if its own action of storing the task context onto
the task stack would result in overflow.

S

5.3.2.2 Linker Symbols

Table 5-12 The SAFERTOS Cortex-M product variant requires that the
following symbols are defined in the linker script:

Compiler

Symbols

ARM Compiler v6

Image$$VECTORS$$Base
Image$$CODE$$Limit

Other

lnkApplicationCodeSectionBase
lnkApplicationCodeSectionLimit
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5.3.2.3 Memory Blocks
SAFERTOS provides definitions that permit the kernel code and data to be located within specified
sections by the linker script. An example of a linker script is contained within the demonstration
application.
5.3.3 Interrupt Service Routines
5.3.3.1 Interrupt Vector Table
vSafeRTOSSVCHandler() must be installed as the SVCall handler.

LE

vSafeRTOSPendSVHandler() must be installed as the PendSV handler.

The system tick interrupt handler must be installed in the vector table at the correct entry. If no
setup tick interrupt hook is provided by the host application, vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR()
must be installed as the SysTick handler.
5.3.3.2 Interrupt Priorities and Nesting

P

This SAFERTOS Product Variant permits interrupts to nest, i.e. an interrupt service routine may be
interrupted by another interrupt service routine.

A
M

The Cortex-M architecture permits interrupt priorities in the range 0 - 255, where 0 is the highest
priority and 255 is the lowest. However, where microprocessors don't implement the full range of
interrupt priorities, the interrupt priority is stored in the most significant bits of the priority registers.
For example, microprocessors with 4 interrupt priority bits implement the priorities 0 (highest) - 15
(lowest) using the top 4 bits.

S

The macro configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY sets the interrupt priority used by the kernel
controlled PendSV and SysTick interrupts and is defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h.
configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY should be set to the lowest priority; the demo project sets
it to 255 - on a microprocessor which implements the top 4 interrupt priority bits, this is equivalent to
a priority of 15.
The macro configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY (also defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h) sets the
highest interrupt priority from which interrupt safe SAFERTOS API functions can be called. To ensure
a full interrupt nesting model, configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY should be set to a higher
priority than configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.
Interrupts that do not call API functions can execute at priorities higher than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY and therefore never have their execution delayed by
kernel activity (within the limits of the hardware itself).
The macro configSYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY (also defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h) sets the
priority
of
the
SVCall
interrupt.
It
must
be
at
least
one
higher
than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.
Important: The Cortex-M core uses numerically low priority numbers to represent HIGH priority
interrupts, which can seem counter-intuitive and is easy to forget. If you wish to assign an interrupt
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a low priority do NOT assign it a priority of 0 (or other low numeric value) as this can result in the
interrupt actually having the highest priority; and potentially make your system crash if this priority is
above configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.
By default, all interrupts have priority 0 (the highest priority), therefore, the priority of all interrupts
enabled by the host application must be set to the desired level.
Refer to the section 'API Reference' for details of which API functions can be safely called from within
interrupt service routines.
5.3.3.3 SVC Exception

LE

SVC exceptions with numbers 0-5 are handled by SAFERTOS, and numbers 6 or greater are instead
handled by the host application defined SVC hook.
Listing 116 The host application can define this hook by setting the pxSvcHookFunction member of
the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS struct passed into xTaskInitializeScheduler(). The type of this
hook must be portSVC_HOOK, defined as specified in the listing 'portSVC_HOOK definition'
typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

P

Listing 117 portSVC_HOOK definition

The SVC hook is executed in SVC mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API functions.

A
M

5.3.3.4 Deferring Interrupt Processing to a Task

In the interest of stack usage predictability and to facilitate system behavioural analysis it is preferred
that interrupt handlers do nothing but collect event data and clear the interrupt source - and therefore
exit very promptly by deferring the processing of the event data to the task level. Task level
processing can be performed with interrupts enabled. This scenario is demonstrated by the Listing
'Deferring interrupt processing to the task level'.

S

An application defined interrupt handler that wishes to request a context switch need only call
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR().
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void vISRFunction( void )
{
portInt8Type cData;
/* Read the data input from the peripheral that triggered the interrupt. */
cData = ReceivedValue;
/* Send the data to the peripheral handler task. */
xQueueSendFromISR( xPrintQueue, &cData );
/* If the peripheral handler task has a priority higher than the interrupted
* task request a switch to the handler task. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
/* Clear interrupt here. If safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() was called then the interrupt
* will return directly to the handler task where cData will be processed contiguous
* in time with the ISR exiting. */
void vPeripheralHandlerTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portInt8Type cMessage;

LE

}

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for a message to arrive. */
xQueueReceive( xPrintQueue, &cMessage, portMAX_DELAY );
/* Write the message to stdout. */
printf( "%c", cMessage );
}

P

}

Listing 118 Deferring interrupt processing to the task level

A
M

This scheme has the added advantage of flexible event processing prioritization. Task priorities are
used instead of the prioritization being dependent on the priority assigned to each interrupt source
by the target processor. The prioritisation of peripheral handler tasks would normally be chosen to
be higher than ordinary tasks within the same application - thereby allowing the interrupt handler to
return directly into the peripheral handler task for immediate processing.
Interrupt service routines that call API functions must not be permitted to execute prior to the
scheduler being started. The easiest method of ensuring this is for interrupts to remain disabled until
after the scheduler is started. Interrupts will automatically be enabled when the first task starts
executing.

S

This product variant does support interrupt nesting.

Calling API functions while the scheduler is in the Initializing state will result in interrupts becoming
disabled.
API functions that do not end in "FromISR" or macros that do not end in "FROM_ISR" must not
be used within an interrupt service routine.
5.3.4 Configuration Constants
The host application is required to supply a header file called SafeRTOSConfig.h in which the
constants described within the Table 'Application Configuration C Definitions' must be defined.
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Table 5-13 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

Description

configMAX_PRIORITIES

portUnsignedBaseType

The maximum number of unique
priorities. The maximum priority
that can be assigned to a task is
(configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).

configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the priority of the
SysTick and PendSV interrupt
handlers. The recommended
value is 255.

configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the maximum
interrupt priority level that is
permitted to use SAFERTOS
API calls.

configSYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the priority of the
SVC call handler - it must be at
least one higher than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_P
RIORITY.

P

LE

Definition

MessageBufferType

A typedef used to describe the
type of the "length" field within a
message.

configKERNEL_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
functions.

configKERNEL_UNPRIV_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
unprivileged functions.

configKERNEL_INIT_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
initialisation functions.

configKERNEL_CREATE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
creation functions.

configKERNEL_DELETE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel delete
functions.

configKERNEL_DATA_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel data.

S

A
M

configMESSAGE_BUFFER_LENGTH_TY
PE
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Table 5-13 Application Configuration C Definitions
Definition

Type

Description

configKERNEL_DATA_MIRROR_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel mirror
data.

Further configuration is performed at run time by calling the API function xTaskInitializeScheduler().

LE

xTaskInitializeScheduler() must be the first SAFERTOS API function to be called, and must only
be called once.
5.3.5 Port specific Additions to the API Reference

5.3.5.1.1 Parameters

P

5.3.5.1 xTaskInitializeScheduler()

xTaskInitializeScheduler() takes a single parameter, a pointer to an xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS
structure. The members of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure are as follows:

A
M

ulCPUClockHz

The speed of the system clock that has been
configured by the host application. This value
is used to generate the kernel tick.
The desired frequency of the kernel tick.

pxSvcHookFunction

A pointer to the host application defined SVC
hook which is called when an SVC exception
is raised with a number that is not handled by
the kernel. This is permitted to be NULL if no
SVC hook function is required.

S

ulTickRateHz

uxSystemStackSizeBytes
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uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

When moving a task out of the Running state
the task context is saved onto the task stack. If
following the save there would remain fewer
than uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes free
bytes on the task stack the application error
hook will be called. Therefore the higher the
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes value the
more sensitive the stack overflow checking
becomes - zero is a valid value and will result
in the least sensitive stack overflow checking.

LE

Note that when a potential stack overflow is
detected the error hook is called without
having actually saved the task context.

The size in bytes of the buffer pointed to by the
pcIdleTaskStackBuffer parameter. This is
effectively the size in bytes of the idle task
stack.

A
M

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the idle task.

P

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

A flag that indicates whether or not the idle
task will use the FPU.

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

A pointer to the user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task. It is
permitted to be NULL.

uxTimerTaskPriority

The priority at which the timer task should
operate is configurable to the needs of the
host application.

S

xIdleTaskUsingFPU

uxTimerTaskStackSize

The stack size of the timer task. This is
dependent on the stack usage in timer
callback functions.

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the timer task.

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

The number of entries in the timer command
queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

The size of the buffer that is provided by the
application for the timer command queue.
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The buffer that will be used to hold the queue
for the timer commands.

xEnableCache

Indicates whether the cache should be
enabled. If set to pdFALSE then the cache will
not be enabled. The cache will only be
enabled if it is available on the processor.

S

A
M

P

LE

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer
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5.3.5.1.2 Example
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local constant definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Scheduler Initialisation Definitions */
/* They indicate the location of both vector table and system stack
* The system stack location is the first entry in the vector table
* on Cortex-M devices) as well as size of the system stack in bytes. */
#define configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE
#define configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN

( 0x400 )
( 0U )

/* The user configuration for the idle task. */
#define configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_NO_FPU )

LE

/* The user configuration for the timer module. */
#define configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( 512U )
#define configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY
( 2U )
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN
( 10U )
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE
( ( configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN * sizeof( timerQueueMessageType ) ) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES )
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local variable definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

static portInt8Type acIdleTaskStack[ configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

P

/* Declare the stack for the timer task, it cannot be done in the timer
* module as the syntax for alignment is port specific. Also the callback
* functions are executed in the timer task and their complexity/stack
* requirements are application specific. */
static portInt8Type acTimerTaskStack[ configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

A
M

/* The buffer for the timer command queue. */
static portInt8Type acTimerCommandQueueBuffer[ configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Public function definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

S

portBaseType xInitializeScheduler( void )
{
portBaseType xInitSchedResult;
/* The structure passed to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to configure the kernel
* with the application defined constants and call back functions. */
const xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS xPortInit =
{
configCPU_CLOCK_HZ,
/* ulCPUClockHz */
configTICK_RATE_HZ,
/* ulTickRateHz */
/* Hook functions */

&vDemoApplicationSvcHook,

/* pxSvcHookFunction */

/* System Stack Parameters */
configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE,
configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN,

/* uxSystemStackSizeBytes */
/* uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes */

/* Idle Task Parameters */
acIdleTaskStack,
configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
pdFALSE,
NULL,

/*
/*
/*
/*

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer */
uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes */
The idle hook will not use the FPU. */
No Thread Local Storage for the Idle Task. */

/* Timer feature initialisation. */
configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY,
configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
acTimerTaskStack,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE,
acTimerCommandQueueBuffer,
pdTRUE

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

uxTimerTaskPriority */
uxTimerTaskStackSize */
pcTimerTaskStackBuffer */
uxTimerCommandQueueLength */
uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize */
pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer */
xEnableCache */

};
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/* Initialise the kernel by passing in a pointer to the
* xPortInit structure and return the resulting error code. */
xInitSchedResult = xTaskInitializeScheduler( &xPortInit );
return xInitSchedResult;
}

Listing 119 Example use of the xTaskInitializeScheduler() API function
5.3.5.2 xTaskCreate()
5.3.5.2.1 Parameters

pdTASK_CODE pvTaskCode

Pointer to the function that implements the
task.

Pointer to the TCB provided by the host
application for this task.

A
M

portInt8Type * pcStackBuffer

A descriptive name for the task. This is mainly
used to facilitate debugging.

P

const portCharType * pcTaskName
xTCB * pxTCB

LE

xTaskCreate() takes 2 parameters - pxTaskParameters which is a pointer to an xTaskParameters
structure, and pxCreatedTask which is used to pass back a handle by which the created task can
be referenced, for example when changing the priority of the task or subsequently deleting the task.
The members of the xTaskParameters structure are as follows:

Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
as the task stack.
The size in bytes of the memory pointed to by
the pcStackBuffer pointer.

void * pvParameters

Task functions take a void * parameter - the
value of which is set by pvParameters when
the task is created.

S

portUnsignedBaseType uxStackDepthBytes

portUnsignedBaseType uxPriority

The priority of the task. Can take any value
between 0 and (configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).
The lower the numeric value of the assigned
priority the lower the relative priority of the
task.

void * pvObject

A pointer to user defined data to be associated
with this task. Can be set to NULL if not
needed by the user application.
Note that this pointer is never dereferenced by
SAFERTOS.

portBaseType xUsingFPU
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5.3.5.2.2 Example
/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_NO_FPU )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0
};

LE

/* Define a structure used to demonstrate a parameter being passed into a task
function. */
typedef struct A_STRUCT
{
portCharType cStructMember1;
portCharType cStructMember2;
} xStruct;

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
xStruct *pxParameters;

P

/* Define a variable of the type of the structure just defined. A reference to
* this variable is passed in as the task parameter. */
xStruct xParameter = { 1, 2 };

/* Cast the parameter to the expected type. */
pxParameters = ( xStruct * ) pvParameters;

A
M

/* The parameter can now be accessed. */
if( 1 != pxParameters->cStructMember1 )
{
/* Etc. */
}

/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

S

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAnotherFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* The task parameter will be initialised later. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* No user defined data required. */
pdFALSE
/* The task does NOT use the FPU. */
};
/* Add a pointer to the structure of parameters. */
xNewTaskParameters.pvParameters = &xParameter;
/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not successfully created.
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* The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/*
*
*
*

The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
executed before this task reaches this point. */

}

}

LE

/* The handle can now be used in other API functions, for example to change
* the priority of the task. */
if( xTaskPrioritySet( xHandle, 1 ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The priority was not changed. */
}
else
{
/* The priority was changed. */
}

Listing 120 Example usage of the xTaskCreate() API function
5.3.6 Port Specific API Functions

S

A
M

P

There are no port specific API functions.
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5.4 X TENSA LX7 A RCHITECTURE
5.4.1 Port Specific Definitions
The Table 'Definitions specific to the Product Variant' details the values assigned to each port specific
definition.
Table 5-14 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

portCharType

char

portInt16Type
portInt32Type
portInt64Type
portUInt8Type

signed short
signed long

signed long long
unsigned char

A
M

portUInt16Type

signed char

P

portInt8Type

LE

Definition

unsigned short
unsigned long

portUInt64Type

unsigned long long

portFloat32Type

float

portFloat64Type

double

S

portUInt32Type

portStackType

unsigned long

portBaseType

signed long

portUnsignedBaseType

unsigned long

portTickType

unsigned long

portTaskHandleType

void *

safertosapiMAX_DELAY

0xFFFFFFFF

safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT

4

safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT

8
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Table 5-14 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Definition

Assigned Value

safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES

140

portDataAddressType

unsigned long

portCodeAddressType

unsigned long

LE

The Xtensa LX7 Product Variant makes use of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure defined
in apiComplexTypes.h. It is required that a variable of type xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS is initialised
with appropriate values before being passed to the xTaskInitializeScheduler() function. As an
example, the Table 'Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values' shows the values
used by the demo application.

Field

P

Table 5-15 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

<Application-specific>

A
M

ulCPUClockHz

The frequency of the clock driving the module that generates
the tick interrupt.
1000
The frequency at which the tick interrupt occurs.

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

1024
The size of the system stack - this is used to detect stack
overflows.

S

ulTickRateHz

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

0
An additional margin could have been specified that would
have caused the task to ensure there are at least
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes between the stack
pointer and the stack boundary once the task context has been
saved.

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

acIdleTaskStack (an array of portInt8Type types to be used for
the stack of the idle task).

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the idle task.

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

NULL
In the demo application, there is no user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task.
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Table 5-15 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

uxTimerTaskPriority

2
The priority of the default timer task.

uxTimerTaskStackSize

configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the default
timer task.

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

10
The length of the default timer queue.

(10 * sizeof(timerQueueMessageType)) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES)
The size of the array to be used for the default timer queue.
acTimerCommandQueueBuffer
An 4-byte aligned array of portInt8Type to be used for the
default timer queue.

A
M

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

acTimerTaskStack - an array of portInt8Type to be used for the
stack of the default timer task.

P

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

LE

Field

5.4.2 Memory Management
5.4.2.1 Memory Allocation

S

SAFERTOS does not itself dynamically allocate or free any memory. The host application provides
the memory required by SAFERTOS to manage tasks, queues, semaphores, mutexes, timers, event
groups and event multiplex objects as part of the RTOS object create functions. The host application
must not use memory allocated to SAFERTOS for any other reason until such a time that the task
to which the memory was allocated is deleted. It is not possible to delete queues or semaphores.
SAFERTOS uses only the top 16 bytes of the task stack for managing task behaviour - the rest of
the task stack is only used by the task itself. The application designer must ensure that each task
has adequate stack space. The size of the task stack must be a multiple of 8 and the base address
must be aligned according to 8 bytes. The demo application provides numerous examples of
declaring a task stack - the Listing 'Declaring a Stack' is taken from PortSpecifics.c.
#define portspecCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE

( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE * 2 )

/* Declare Task Stacks */
portInt8Type acCheckTaskStack[ portspecCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

Listing 121 Declaring a Stack
Whilst each task has exclusive access to its own stack, code that runs prior to the scheduler starting,
as well as all code executed from within an exception handler, uses the main system stack.
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The application designer must also ensure that the user/system stack is adequately dimensioned.
It is desirable to keep stack usage to a minimum, for example declaring arrays or other compound
data types statically rather than as dynamic local variables.
SAFERTOS will only detect a task stack overflow if its own action of storing the task context onto
the task stack would result in overflow.
5.4.2.2 Linker Symbols

LE

The SAFERTOS Xtensa LX7 product variant requires that the symbols in the Table 'Linker Symbols'
are defined in the linker script.
Table 5-16 Linker Symbols
Compiler

Symbols

5.4.2.3 Memory Blocks

_memmap_mem_sram_start
_memmap_mem_sram_end

P

Xtensa xt-clang

A
M

SAFERTOS provides definitions that permit the kernel code and data to be located within specified
sections by the linker script. An example of a linker script is contained within the demonstration
application.
5.4.3 Interrupt Service Routines
5.4.3.1 Interrupt Vector Table

The system tick interrupt handler must be installed in the vector table at the correct entry. This is
handled by the port if the default setup tick interrupt functions is used.

S

5.4.3.2 Interrupt Priorities and Nesting

This SAFERTOS Product Variant permits interrupts to nest, i.e. an interrupt service routine may be
interrupted by another interrupt service routine.
The Xtensa LX7 supports the Xtensa Exception Architecture 2 (XEA2). This can consist of three
types of interrupt. Low priority interrupts (Level-1), medium priority interrupts (Level 2 to Level
EXCMLEVEL) and high priority interrupts (Level > EXCMLEVEL). Within each type of interrupt there
can also be nesting, which can be handled by the application.
In this port EXCMLEVEL is defined by the hardware configuration as 3.
In this port there are 2 hardware timers defined which have fixed medium priority interrupts. Timer 0
has priority 2 and Timer 1 has priority 3. Timer 0 is used as the SAFERTOS tick timer.
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The macro configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY (also defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h) sets the
highest interrupt priority from which interrupt safe SAFERTOS API functions can be called.
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY is set to EXCMLEVEL (3), which causes all low and
medium priority interrupts to be masked.
Interrupts that do not call API functions can execute at priorities higher than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY and therefore never have their execution delayed by
kernel activity (within the limits of the hardware itself).
Refer to the section 'API Reference' for details of which API functions can be safely called from within
interrupt service routines.

LE

5.4.3.3 Using Coprocessors in Interrupts

P

In order to use a Coprocessor such as the FPU or the BBE32 DSP, the Coprocessor needs to be
enabled and its context saved in the interrupt before any attempted use. Once finished the context
needs to be restored and the Coprocessor enable needs to be restored before exiting the interrupt.
Two
functions
have
been
provided
to
enable
this,
safertosapiSAVE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR()
and
safertosapiRESTORE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR().
Refer
to
the
sections
'safertosapiSAVE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR'
and
'safertosapiSAVE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR'.

A
M

5.4.3.4 Deferring Interrupt Processing to a Task

In the interest of stack usage predictability and to facilitate system behavioural analysis it is preferred
that interrupt handlers do nothing but collect event data and clear the interrupt source - and therefore
exit very promptly by deferring the processing of the event data to the task level. Task level
processing can be performed with interrupts enabled. This scenario is demonstrated by the Listing
'Deferring interrupt processing to the task level'.

S

An application defined interrupt handler that wishes to request a context switch need only call
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR().
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void vISRFunction( void )
{
portInt8Type cData;
/* Read the data input from the peripheral that triggered the interrupt. */
cData = ReceivedValue;
/* Send the data to the peripheral handler task. */
xQueueSendFromISR( xPrintQueue, &cData );
/* If the peripheral handler task has a priority higher than the interrupted
* task request a switch to the handler task. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
/* Clear interrupt here. If safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() was called then the interrupt
* will return directly to the handler task where cData will be processed contiguous
* in time with the ISR exiting. */
void vPeripheralHandlerTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portInt8Type cMessage;

LE

}

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for a message to arrive. */
xQueueReceive( xPrintQueue, &cMessage, portMAX_DELAY );
/* Write the message to stdout. */
printf( "%c", cMessage );
}

P

}

Listing 122 Deferring interrupt processing to the task level

A
M

This scheme has the added advantage of flexible event processing prioritization. Task priorities are
used instead of the prioritization being dependent on the priority assigned to each interrupt source
by the target processor. The prioritisation of peripheral handler tasks would normally be chosen to
be higher than ordinary tasks within the same application - thereby allowing the interrupt handler to
return directly into the peripheral handler task for immediate processing.
Interrupt service routines that call API functions must not be permitted to execute prior to the
scheduler being started. The easiest method of ensuring this is for interrupts to remain disabled until
after the scheduler is started. Interrupts will automatically be enabled when the first task starts
executing.

S

This product variant does support interrupt nesting.

Calling API functions while the scheduler is in the Initializing state will result in interrupts becoming
disabled.
API functions that do not end in "FromISR" or macros that do not end in "FROM_ISR" must not
be used within an interrupt service routine.
5.4.4 Configuration Constants
The host application is required to supply a header file called SafeRTOSConfig.h in which the
constants described within the Table 'Application Configuration C Definitions' must be defined.
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Table 5-17 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

Description

configMAX_PRIORITIES

portUnsignedBaseType

The maximum number of unique
priorities. The maximum priority
that can be assigned to a task is
(configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).

configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the maximum
interrupt priority level that is
permitted to use SAFERTOS
API calls.

configMESSAGE_BUFFER_LENGTH_TY
PE

MessageBufferType

A typedef used to describe the
type of the "length" field within a
message.

configKERNEL_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
functions.

P
N/A

A
M

configKERNEL_UNPRIV_FUNC_DEF

LE

Definition

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
unprivileged functions.

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
initialisation functions.

configKERNEL_CREATE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
creation functions.

configKERNEL_DELETE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel delete
functions.

configKERNEL_DATA_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel data.

configKERNEL_DATA_MIRROR_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel mirror
data.

S

configKERNEL_INIT_FUNC_DEF

Further configuration is performed at run time by calling the API function xTaskInitializeScheduler().
xTaskInitializeScheduler() must be the first SAFERTOS API function to be called, and must only
be called once.
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5.4.5 Port specific Additions to the API Reference
5.4.5.1 xTaskInitializeScheduler()
5.4.5.1.1 Parameters
xTaskInitializeScheduler() takes a single parameter, a pointer to an xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS
structure. The members of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure are as follows:
The speed of the system clock that has been
configured by the host application. This value
is used to generate the kernel tick.

ulTickRateHz

LE

ulCPUClockHz

The desired frequency of the kernel tick.

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

The size, in bytes, of the system stack
memory.
When moving a task out of the Running state
the task context is saved onto the task stack. If
following the save there would remain fewer
than uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes free
bytes on the task stack the application error
hook will be called. Therefore the higher the
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes value the
more sensitive the stack overflow checking
becomes - zero is a valid value and will result
in the least sensitive stack overflow checking.

A
M

P

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

S

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

Note that when a potential stack overflow is
detected the error hook is called without
having actually saved the task context.
Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the idle task.

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

The size in bytes of the buffer pointed to by the
pcIdleTaskStackBuffer parameter. This is
effectively the size in bytes of the idle task
stack.

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

A pointer to the user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task. It is
permitted to be NULL.

uxTimerTaskPriority

The priority at which the timer task should
operate is configurable to the needs of the
host application.
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The stack size of the timer task. This is
dependent on the stack usage in timer
callback functions.

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the timer task.

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

The number of entries in the timer command
queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

The size of the buffer that is provided by the
application for the timer command queue.
The buffer that will be used to hold the queue
for the timer commands.

S

A
M

P

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

LE

uxTimerTaskStackSize
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5.4.5.1.2 Example
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local constant definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Scheduler Initialisation Definitions */
/* They indicate the location of both vector table and system stack
* The system stack location is the first entry in the vector table
* on Cortex-M devices) as well as size of the system stack in bytes. */
#define configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE
#define configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN

( 0x400 )
( 0U )

/* The user configuration for the idle task. */
#define configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE * 2 )

LE

/* The user configuration for the timer module. */
#define configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE * 2 )
#define configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY
( 2U )
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN
( 10U )
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE
( ( configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN * sizeof( timerQueueMessageType ) ) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES )
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local variable definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

static portInt8Type acIdleTaskStack[ configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

P

/* Declare the stack for the timer task, it cannot be done in the timer
* module as the syntax for alignment is port specific. Also the callback
* functions are executed in the timer task and their complexity/stack
* requirements are application specific. */
static portInt8Type acTimerTaskStack[ configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

A
M

/* The buffer for the timer command queue. */
static portInt8Type acTimerCommandQueueBuffer[ configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Public function definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

S

portBaseType xInitializeScheduler( void )
{
portBaseType xInitSchedResult;
/* The structure passed to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to configure the kernel
* with the application defined constants and call back functions. */
const xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS xPortInit =
{
configCPU_CLOCK_HZ,
/* ulCPUClockHz */
configTICK_RATE_HZ,
/* ulTickRateHz */
/* System Stack Parameters */
configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE,
configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN,

/* uxSystemStackSizeBytes */
/* uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes */

/* Idle Task Parameters */
acIdleTaskStack,
configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
NULL,

/* pcIdleTaskStackBuffer */
/* uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes */
/* No Thread Local Storage for the Idle Task. */

/* Timer feature initialisation. */
configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY,
configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
acTimerTaskStack,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE,
acTimerCommandQueueBuffer,

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

uxTimerTaskPriority */
uxTimerTaskStackSize */
pcTimerTaskStackBuffer */
uxTimerCommandQueueLength */
uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize */
pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer */

};
/* Initialise the kernel by passing in a pointer to the
* xPortInit structure and return the resulting error code. */
xInitSchedResult = xTaskInitializeScheduler( &xPortInit );
return xInitSchedResult;
}
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Listing 123 Example use of the xTaskInitializeScheduler() API function
5.4.5.2 xTaskCreate()
5.4.5.2.1 Parameters
xTaskCreate() takes 2 parameters - pxTaskParameters which is a pointer to an xTaskParameters
structure, and pxCreatedTask which is used to pass back a handle by which the created task can
be referenced, for example when changing the priority of the task or subsequently deleting the task.
The members of the xTaskParameters structure are as follows:
Pointer to the function that implements the
task.

const portCharType * pcTaskName

portInt8Type * pcStackBuffer

A descriptive name for the task. This is mainly
used to facilitate debugging.
Pointer to the TCB provided by the host
application for this task.
Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
as the task stack.

P

xTCB * pxTCB

LE

pdTASK_CODE pvTaskCode

A
M

portUnsignedBaseType uxStackDepthBytes

The size in bytes of the memory pointed to by
the pcStackBuffer pointer.
Task functions take a void * parameter - the
value of which is set by pvParameters when
the task is created.

portUnsignedBaseType uxPriority

The priority of the task. Can take any value
between 0 and (configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).
The lower the numeric value of the assigned
priority the lower the relative priority of the
task.

S

void * pvParameters

void * pvObject

A pointer to user defined data to be associated
with this task. Can be set to NULL if not
needed by the user application.
Note that this pointer is never dereferenced by
SAFERTOS.
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5.4.5.2.2 Example
/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_NO_FPU )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0
};

LE

/* Define a structure used to demonstrate a parameter being passed into a task
function. */
typedef struct A_STRUCT
{
portCharType cStructMember1;
portCharType cStructMember2;
} xStruct;

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
xStruct *pxParameters;

P

/* Define a variable of the type of the structure just defined. A reference to
* this variable is passed in as the task parameter. */
xStruct xParameter = { 1, 2 };

/* Cast the parameter to the expected type. */
pxParameters = ( xStruct * ) pvParameters;

A
M

/* The parameter can now be accessed. */
if( 1 != pxParameters->cStructMember1 )
{
/* Etc. */
}

/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

S

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAnotherFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* The task parameter will be initialised later. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL
/* No user defined data required. */
};
/* Add a pointer to the structure of parameters. */
xNewTaskParameters.pvParameters = &xParameter;
/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not successfully created.
* The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
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}
else
{
/*
*
*
*

The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
executed before this task reaches this point. */

}
/* The handle can now be used in other API functions, for example to change
* the priority of the task. */
if( xTaskPrioritySet( xHandle, 1 ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The priority was not changed. */
}
else
{
/* The priority was changed. */
}

LE

}

Listing 124 Example usage of the xTaskCreate() API function
5.4.6 Port Specific API Functions

5.4.6.1 safertosapiSAVE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR()

5.4.6.1.1 Summary

P

portUnsignedBaseType safertosapiSAVE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR( void *pxStore, portUnsignedBaseType uxCoProcId );

A
M

Enables the specified Coprocessor and saves its context. The function returns the initial value of
CPENABLE.
5.4.6.1.2 Parameters
pxStore

uxCoProcId

The location which to store the Coprocessor
context.
The ID of the Coprocessor.

5.4.6.1.3 Notes

S

This function must only be called from an ISR.

It is the responsibility of the application to allocate adequate storage for the Coprocessor context.
Refer to the 'Example of using safertosapiSAVE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR() and
safertosapiRESTORE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR() API macros'.
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5.4.6.1.4 Example
/* Allocate storage for the FPU Coprocessor context. The size and alignment come from the processor configuration
*/
static portUInt8Type ucCPStoreFPU[ XCHAL_CP0_SA_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( XCHAL_CP0_SA_ALIGN ) ) ) = { 0 };
/* Allocate storage for the BBE32 DSP Coprocessor context. The size and alignment come from the processor
configuration */
static portUInt8Type ucCPStoreBBE32[ XCHAL_CP1_SA_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( XCHAL_CP1_SA_ALIGN ) ) ) = { 0
};
static void prvAnIsr( void )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxCPEnable;

/* Use FPU here */

LE

/* Enable the FPU coprocessor and save its context */
uxCPEnable = safertosapiSAVE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR( ucCPStoreFPU, XCHAL_CP_ID_FPU );

/* Restore the FPU coprocessor context and CPENABLE to original state */
safertosapiRESTORE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR ( ucCPStoreFPU, XCHAL_CP_ID_FPU, uxCPEnable );

/* Enable the BBE32 DSP coprocessor and save its context */
uxCPEnable = safertosapiSAVE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR( ucCPStoreBBE32, XCHAL_CP_ID_CONNX_BBE32 );
/* Use BBE32 DSP here */

safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
}

P

/* Restore the coprocessor context and CPENABLE to original state */
safertosapiRESTORE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR ( ucCPStoreBBE32, XCHAL_CP_ID_CONNX_BBE32, uxCPEnable );

A
M

Listing 125 Example of using safertosapiSAVE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR() and
safertosapiRESTORE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR() API macros
5.4.6.2 safertosapiRESTORE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR()
void safertosapiRESTORE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR( void *pxStore, portUnsignedBaseType uxCoProcId,
portUnsignedBaseType xOriginalCPENABLE );

5.4.6.2.1 Summary

S

Restores the context of the Coprocessor and CPENABLE.
5.4.6.2.2 Parameters
pxStore

The location which to store the Coprocessor
context.

uxCoProcId

The ID of the Coprocessor.

xOriginalCPENABLE

The original value of CPENABLE.

5.4.6.2.3 Notes
This function must only be called from an ISR.
It is the responsibility of the application to allocate adequate storage for the Coprocessor context.
Refer to the 'Example of using safertosapiSAVE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR() and
safertosapiRESTORE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR() API macros'.
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5.4.6.2.4 Example
and

S

A
M

P

LE

Refer to 'Example of using safertosapiSAVE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR()
safertosapiRESTORE_COPROC_CONTEXT_FROM_ISR() API macros'.
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5.5 STM32L4 XX T ICKLESS ARCHITECTURE
5.5.1 Port Specific Definitions
The Table 'Definitions specific to the Product Variant' details the values assigned to each port specific
definition.
Table 5-18 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

portCharType

char

portInt16Type
portInt32Type
portInt64Type
portUInt8Type

signed short
signed long

signed long long
unsigned char

A
M

portUInt16Type

signed char

P

portInt8Type

LE

Definition

unsigned short
unsigned long

portUInt64Type

unsigned long long

portFloat32Type

float

portFloat64Type

double

S

portUInt32Type

portStackType

unsigned long

portBaseType

signed long

portUnsignedBaseType

unsigned long

portTickType

unsigned long

portTaskHandleType

void *

safertosapiMAX_DELAY

0xFFFFFFFF

safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT

4

safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT

8
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Table 5-18 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES

140

portDataAddressType

unsigned long

portCodeAddressType

unsigned long

portSVC_HOOK

void (*)(portUnsignedBaseType)

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_NO_FPU

LE

Definition

76

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_WITH_FPU

212

P

The STM32L4xx Tickless Product Variant makes use of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure
defined in apiComplexTypes.h. It is required that a variable of type xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS is
initialised with appropriate values before being passed to the xTaskInitializeScheduler() function. As
an example, the Table 'Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values' shows the values
used by the demo application.

Field

A
M

Table 5-19 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

configPERIPH_CLOCK_HZ

32768
The frequency of the clock driving the module that generates
the tick interrupt.
1000
The frequency at which the tick interrupt occurs.

pxSVCHookFunction

vDemoApplicationSVCHook
A callback function used to add host application-related
services - see section 'SVC Hook' for more details.

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

The size of the system stack - this is used to detect stack
overflows.

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

0
An additional margin could have been specified that would
have caused the task to ensure there are at least
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes between the stack
pointer and the stack boundary once the task context has been
saved.

S

ulTickRateHz
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Table 5-19 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

acIdleTaskStack (an array of portInt8Type types to be used for
the stack of the idle task).

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

256
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the idle task.

xIdleTaskUsingFPU

pdFALSE
The Idle Task does not use the FPU.

mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
{
{
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDR,
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE,
(
mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_W
RITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |

A
M

P

xIdleTaskMPUParameters

LE

Field

S

mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY
),
mpuREGION_ALL_SUB_REGIONS_ENABLED
},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
The idle task's privilege level will be lowered before executing
vApplicationIdleHook(). One additional MPU region contains
the variables accessed by vApplicationIdleHook().

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

NULL
In the demo application, there is no user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task.

uxTimerTaskPriority

2
The priority of the default timer task.

uxTimerTaskStackSize

512
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the default
timer task.

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

acTimerTaskStack - an array of portInt8Type to be used for the
stack of the default timer task.
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Table 5-19 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

10
The length of the default timer queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

(10 * sizeof(timerQueueMessageType)) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES)
The size of the array to be used for the default timer queue.

xMaxIdleTime

5
The maximum time (in ticks) the idle task will run for; when the
expected idle time is higher than this value, the system will
enter low power mode instead.
safertosapiSTOP_ENTRY_WFI
The instruction used to enter tick-less mode; the demo
application uses the WFI instruction.

A
M

xStopModeEntry

acTimerCommandQueueBuffer
An 4-byte aligned array of portInt8Type to be used for the
default timer queue.

P

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

LE

Field

5.5.2 MPU Definitions

To support use of the MPU, the definitions listed in the Table 'MPU Definitions' are provided by the
SAFERTOS API.
Table 5-20 MPU Definitions

S

Definition

Description

mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK

One of the valid values for the uxPrivilegeLevel
member of the mpuTaskParamType structure used
when creating a task.

mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK

One of the valid values for the uxPrivilegeLevel
member of the mpuTaskParamType structure used
when creating a task.

mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER

Used to mark an MPU region as not being available for
code execution. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
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Table 5-20 MPU Definitions
Description

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_NO_ACCESS_USER_NO_AC
CESS

Used to mark an MPU region as having no access
permissions for both Privileged and Unprivileged (User)
modes. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_NO_A
CCESS

Used to mark an MPU region as having read and write
access permissions for Privileged mode, but no access
for Unprivileged (User) mode. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

LE

Definition

P

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_ Used to mark an MPU region as having read and write
ONLY
access permissions for Privileged mode, but read only
access for Unprivileged (User) mode. One of the valid
bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

A
M

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_
WRITE

Used to mark an MPU region as having read and write
access permissions for both Privileged and
Unprivileged (User) mode. One of the valid bit settings
of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
Used to mark an MPU region as having read only
access permission for Privileged mode, but no access
for Unprivileged (User) mode. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_ONLY_USER_READ_
ONLY

Used to mark an MPU region as having read only
access permission for both Privileged and Unprivileged
(User) mode. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_ONLY_USER_NO_AC
CESS

mpuREGION_STRONGLY_ORDERED

Used to mark an MPU region as being Stronglyordered. All accesses to Strongly-ordered memory
occur in program order. All Strongly-ordered regions
are assumed to be shared. One of the valid bit settings
of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_SHARED_DEVICE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Shared
device' setting. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
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Table 5-20 MPU Definitions
Description

mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_THROUGH_
NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer and
inner write-through; no write allocate' setting. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_BACK_NO_
WRITE_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer and
inner write-back; no write allocate' setting. One of the
valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member
of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

LE

Definition

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer and
inner non-cacheable' setting. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_BACK_WRIT
E_AND_READ_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer and
inner write-back; write and read allocate' setting. One
of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_NONSHARED_DEVICE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Nonshared device' setting. One of the valid bit settings of
the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

A
M

P

mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_NONCACHEABLE

mpuREGION_OUTER_NONCACHEABLE_INNER_WRITE_ Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer nonBACK_WRITE_AND_READ_ALLOCATE
cacheable; inner write-back, write and read allocate'
setting. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

mpuREGION_OUTER_NONCACHEABLE_INNER_WRITE_ Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer nonTHROUGH_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE
cacheable; inner write-through, no write allocate'
setting. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
mpuREGION_OUTER_NONCACHEABLE_INNER_WRITE_ Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer nonBACK_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE
cacheable; inner write-back, no write allocate' setting.
One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.
mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_WRITE_AND_READ
_ALLOCATE_INNER_NONCACHEABLE

SAFERTOS® v9 User Manual
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Table 5-20 MPU Definitions
Description

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_WRITE_AND_READ
_ALLOCATE_INNER_WRITE_THROUGH_NO_WRITE_AL
LOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer
write-back, write and read allocate; inner write-through,
no write allocate' setting. One of the valid bit settings of
the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_WRITE_AND_READ
_ALLOCATE_INNER_WRITE_BACK_NO_WRITE_ALLOC
ATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer
write-back, write and read allocate; inner write-back, no
write allocate' setting. One of the valid bit settings of
the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_THROUGH_NO_WRITE_A
LLOCATE_INNER_NONCACHEABLE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer
write-through, no write allocate; inner non-cacheable'
setting. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

P

LE

Definition

A
M

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_THROUGH_NO_WRITE_A
LLOCATE_INNER_WRITE_BACK_WRITE_AND_READ_A
LLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer
write-through, no write allocate; inner write-back, write
and read allocate' setting. One of the valid bit settings
of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer
write-through, no write allocate; inner write-back, no
write allocate' setting. One of the valid bit settings of
the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_NO_WRITE_ALLOC
ATE_INNER_NONCACHEABLE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer
write-back, no write allocate; inner non-cacheable'
setting. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_THROUGH_NO_WRITE_A
LLOCATE_INNER_WRITE_BACK_NO_WRITE_ALLOCAT
E

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_NO_WRITE_ALLOC
ATE_INNER_WRITE_BACK_WRITE_AND_READ_ALLOC
ATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer
write-back, no write allocate; inner write-back, write and
read allocate' setting. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_NO_WRITE_ALLOC
ATE_INNER_WRITE_THROUGH_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer
write-back, no write allocate; inner write-through, no
write allocate' setting. One of the valid bit settings of
the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
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Table 5-20 MPU Definitions
Description

mpuREGION_SHAREABLE

Used to mark an MPU region as being Shareable.
Typically only used for memory that is shared between
several processors. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_INTERNAL_FLASH_DEFAULT_CACHE_PO
LICY

Used to mark a Flash MPU region as having the same
cache policy as the background region as defined in
the Cortex-M default memory map. This is an alias for
mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_THROU
GH_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE.

LE

Definition

Used to mark a internal RAM MPU region as having
the same cache policy as the background region as
defined in the Cortex-M default memory map. This is
an alias for
mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_BACK_
WRITE_AND_READ_ALLOCATE.

P

mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLI
CY

A
M

mpuREGION_PERIPHERAL_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY

Used to mark a Peripheral MPU region as having the
same cache policy the background region as defined in
the Cortex-M default memory map. This is an alias for
mpuREGION_NONSHARED_DEVICE.
Disables the first 1/8th sub-region of this MPU region.
Useful when overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid
bit settings of the ulSubRegionControl member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_2ND_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the second 1/8th sub-region of this MPU
region. Useful when overlapping MPU regions. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulSubRegionControl
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

mpuREGION_1ST_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

mpuREGION_3RD_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the third 1/8th sub-region of this MPU region.
Useful when overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid
bit settings of the ulSubRegionControl member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_4TH_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the fourth 1/8th sub-region of this MPU
region. Useful when overlapping MPU regions. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulSubRegionControl
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_5TH_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the fifth 1/8th sub-region of this MPU region.
Useful when overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid
bit settings of the ulSubRegionControl member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
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Table 5-20 MPU Definitions
Description

mpuREGION_6TH_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the sixth 1/8th sub-region of this MPU region.
Useful when overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid
bit settings of the ulSubRegionControl member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_7TH_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the seventh 1/8th sub-region of this MPU
region. Useful when overlapping MPU regions. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulSubRegionControl
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

5.5.3 Memory Management
5.5.3.1 Memory Allocation

Disables the eighth 1/8th sub-region of this MPU
region. Useful when overlapping MPU regions. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulSubRegionControl
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

P

mpuREGION_8TH_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

LE

Definition

A
M

SAFERTOS does not itself dynamically allocate or free any memory. The host application provides
the memory required by SAFERTOS to manage tasks, queues, semaphores, mutexes, timers, event
groups and event multiplex objects as part of the RTOS object create functions. The host application
must not use memory allocated to SAFERTOS for any other reason until such a time that the task
to which the memory was allocated is deleted. It is not possible to delete queues or semaphores.

S

SAFERTOS uses only the top 8 bytes of the task stack for managing task behaviour - the rest of the
task stack is only used by the task itself. The application designer must ensure that each task has
adequate stack space. SAFERTOS automatically creates an MPU region that maps exactly onto the
task stack, therefore the dimensions of the task stack must comply with the restrictions of an MPU
region - the size of the task stack must be a power of 2 and the base address must be aligned
according to the size. The demo application provides numerous examples of declaring a task stack
- the Listing 'Declaring a Stack' is taken from FullDemo.c.
#define portspecCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE

( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_WITH_FPU )

/* Declare task stacks :
* These ARE protected by MPU regions so the alignment must follow the
* MPU alignment rules, and basically be aligned to the same power of two
* value as their length in bytes. */
static portInt8Type acCheckTaskStack[ fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__(( aligned(
fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ) )) = { 0 };

Listing 126 Declaring a Stack
Whilst each task has exclusive access to its own stack, code that runs prior to the scheduler starting,
as well as all code executed from within an exception handler, uses the main system stack.
The application designer must also ensure that the user/system stack is adequately dimensioned.
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It is desirable to keep stack usage to a minimum, for example declaring arrays or other compound
data types statically rather than as dynamic local variables.
SAFERTOS will only detect a task stack overflow if its own action of storing the task context onto
the task stack would result in overflow. Stack overflows in user code will generate a memory
management fault exception.
5.5.3.2 Linker Symbols

lnkFlashStartAddr;

•

lnkFlashEndAddr;

•

lnkKernelFuncStartAddr;

•

lnkKernelFuncEndAddr;

•

lnkKernelDataStartAddr;

•

lnkKernelDataEndAddr.

5.5.3.3 Memory Blocks

P

•

LE

The SAFERTOS STM32L4xx Tickless product variant requires that the following symbols are
defined in the linker script:

S

A
M

SAFERTOS requires that 3 'blocks' be defined within the linker script - one for kernel functions
(kernel_functions), one for kernel data (kernel_data) and one for user read only memory. In the demo
application, the linker script defines these memory blocks, these are shown in the Listing 'Defining
the SAFERTOS memory blocks on the STM32L4xx Tickless variant'.
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MEMORY
{
FLASH (rx)
RAM1 (xrw)
RAM_SHARED (xrw)
}

: ORIGIN = 0x08000000, LENGTH = 512K
: ORIGIN = 0x20000000, LENGTH = 0x30000
: ORIGIN = 0x20030000, LENGTH = 10K

lnkSystemStackStartAddr = _estack;
lnkSystemStackSize = _Min_Stack_Size;
lnkKernelRegionSize = 0x8000;
/* size of kernel code */
lnkKernelDataSize
= 0x800;
/* size of kernel data */

/* The startup code goes first into FLASH */
.isr_vector :
{
lnkFlashStartAddr = .;
lnkKernelFuncStartAddr = .;
. = ALIGN(4);
KEEP(*(.isr_vector)) /* Startup code */
. = ALIGN(4);
} >FLASH

LE

/* Define output sections */
SECTIONS
{
. = ALIGN( 0x20 );

P

/* The program code and other data goes into FLASH */
.text :
{
/* Create a block for kernel_functions */
*( kernel_functions )

A
M

/* User code must be after the kernel region and the kernel region has to be a power of 2 in size */
. = ALIGN( lnkKernelRegionSize );
lnkKernelFuncEndAddr = .;
*( kernel_unpriv_functions )
...
} >FLASH
...

lnkFlashEndAddr = .;
...

S

/* used by the startup to initialize data */
_sidata = LOADADDR(.data);

/* Initialized data sections goes into RAM, load LMA copy after code */
.data :
{
_sdata = .;
/* create a global symbol at data start */
. = ALIGN( lnkKernelDataSize );
lnkKernelDataStartAddr = .;
*( kernel_data )
. = ALIGN( lnkKernelDataSize );
lnkKernelDataEndAddr = .;
...
} >RAM1 AT> FLASH

Listing 127 Defining the SAFERTOS memory blocks on the STM32L4xx Tickless variant
The kernel_functions block is placed in FLASH immediately after the interrupt vector table. In order
to permit a single MPU region to be created that covers both the interrupt vector table and the
kernel_functions, the size of the kernel_functions block is adjusted accordingly. Since the size of
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MPU regions must be a power of 2, the size of the kernel_functions as defined in linker script is the
minimum possible size that still allows room for all the required kernel functions.
It is also important to note that MPU regions must have a start address that is aligned according to
the size of the region. Since a single MPU region is used to cover both the interrupt vector table and
the kernel_functions, it is necessary that the kernel_functions follows immediately after the interrupt
vector table.

LE

The kernel also defines an MPU region that corresponds to the kernel_data block; therefore, the size
of the kernel_data block as defined in linker script is the minimum power of 2 that is large enough to
contain all the required kernel data. Note that the start address of the kernel_data block is aligned to
the size of the kernel_data block - this is necessary since the defined MPU region corresponds
exactly to the kernel_data block.
The amount of RAM required by the task.c module increases as the number of priorities increases.
Should configMAX_PRIORITIES be set to a value greater than 9, then the free space in the
kernel_data block would be consumed and the size of the block would have to be doubled (to
maintain a size that is a power of 2).

5.5.3.4 Default Memory Map

P

It is crucial that ISRs always have access to any memory mapped resources that they use.

A
M

SAFERTOS enables the default memory map for privileged access (also referred to as the
'background region'). This means that any privileged code, including ISRs and other exception
handlers, by default has access to all valid memory addresses in the memory map. Privileged code
access permissions can be restricted through the use of an application task's MPU regions; however,
great care must be taken to ensure that any exception handler that might interrupt the application
task has access to all the memory locations it requires.

S

The Table 'ARM Cortex-M4 Memory Map' shows the default memory map of the Cortex-M4 family
of microcontrollers and the MPU regions that are defined by SAFERTOS. These regions are fixed
once the scheduler is started.
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Table 5-21 ARM Cortex-M4 Memory Map
Address Range

General Use

MPU Description

0x00000000 - 0x1FFFFFFF

Flash Memory

MPU Region 0:
Base: lnkStartFlashAddress
Size: (lnkEndFlashAddress lnkStartFlashAddress)
Attributes: Privileged & User Read Only

LE

MPU Region 6:
Base: lnkStartKernelFunc
Size: (lnkEndKernelFunc - lnkStartKernelFunc)
Attributes: Privileged Read Only, User no access

SRAM

A
M

0x20000000 - 0x3FFFFFFF

P

lnkStartFlashAddress, lnkEndFlashAddress,
lnkStartKernelFunc and lnkEndKernelFunc are
generated by the linker.

General Peripherals

0x60000000 0xDFFFFFFF

Flexible Static Memory Controller

0xE0000000 0xFFFFFFFF

Cortex-M4 internal peripherals

lnkStartKernelData and lnkEndKernelData are
generated by the linker.
Not covered by a system MPU definition. The
global MPU region or task specific MPU regions
can be allocated to cover part or all of the
peripheral region.

S

0x40000000 - 0x5FFFFFFF

MPU Region 7:
Base: lnkStartKernelData
Size: (lnkEndKernelData - lnkStartKernelData)
Attributes: Privileged Read/Write, User no access.

Since all privileged mode code has, by default, access to all memory resources, including those
utilised by the SAFERTOS kernel, all privileged mode code must be written to the standards
mandated by the highest assigned SIL of the host application.
It is recommended that host application tasks execute in unprivileged mode to minimise the risk
of privileged code inadvertently corrupting the SAFERTOS kernel's data.
5.5.3.5 Task MPU Regions
Each task is associated with 3 configurable MPU regions. The typical use of these regions is to give
an unprivileged task access to memory mapped resources outside of its own task stack. By default,
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an unprivileged task only has access to its own task stack; therefore, in order for the task to be able
to access additional objects (e.g. file scope variables, statically defined variables, peripherals or
external RAM), additional MPU regions need to be configured.
As well as task specific configurable regions, a global region is available which allows the user to
define a memory region that will be available to all tasks.

/* Define a block for the Block Q task data. */
.data :
{
. = ALIGN( 0x80 );
lnkBlockQDataStart = .;
*( __block_q_data__ )
. = ALIGN( 0x80 );
lnkBlockQDataEnd = .;
}

LE

One technique for giving a task access to statically defined variables (whether function or file scope)
is to locate all such variables in a defined block in RAM and then create an MPU region covering
that block. In order to do this, a block must first be defined within the linker script. The Listing 'Defining
a block for the Block Q Task' is taken from the linker script file included with the demo application
and illustrates how to define such a memory block. Note that the alignment of the block is the same
value as the size of the block, which is itself a power of 2.

P

Listing 128 Defining a block for the Block Q Task

A
M

Next, all static data needs to be located in this memory block. The compiler permits a number of
ways of doing this, but perhaps the simplest is to use the mechanism used by the demo application
as shown in the Listing 'Placing a variable in a known location'. Every variable whose declaration is
prefixed with the macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is then placed within the
__block_q_data_block__ by the linker. The host application designer must ensure that the defined
data block is of sufficient size to store all the required variables. Within the demo application, the
macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is defined within a header file (PortSpecifics.h) for
reasons of portability since the exact syntax required varies greatly between compilers.
/* Define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION so that all Blocking Queue static data is
* in the same section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION __attribute__( ( section ( "__block_q_data__" ) ) )

S

/* This line is taken from BlockQ.c - it causes the linker to place the structure
* xQueueParameters1 in __block_q_data__ */
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION static xBlockingQueueParameters xQueueParameters1 = { NULL, 0, NULL };

Listing 129 Placing a variable in a known location

The final step is to allocate an MPU region for the task that corresponds exactly to the defined
memory region. The simplest way to do this is by populating the xTaskParameters structure
accordingly when the task is created. If the task later needs access to a different set of MPU regions,
the API function xMPUSetTaskRegions(), can be used to change the MPU regions associated with
the task.
An MPU region is defined by four parameters - a base address, length (or size) in bytes, a set of
access permission attributes and a set of sub-region disable flags. The base address and size can
be set using symbols defined by the linker as shown in Listing 'MPU region for Block Q task data'.
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/* Two linker-defined symbols that give the start address and the size of the
* Blocking Queue test data section. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkBlockQDataStart;
extern portUInt32Type lnkBlockQDataEnd;
/* The address and size of the Blocking Queue data section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_ADDR
(( void * ) &lnkBlockQDataStart )
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE
(( portUInt32Type ) &lnkBlockQDataEnd - ( portUInt32Type )
&lnkBlockQDataStart )

P

LE

/* This definition corresponds to the xMPUParameters structure that is passed
* to xTaskCreate() as part of the xTaskParameters structure when the Blocking
* Queue tasks are created. It defines the privilege level and region
* definitions for the Blocking Queue tasks. All the Blocking Queue tasks run
* in Unprivileged (User) mode with 1 additional region that corresponds to the
* linker section that holds the Blocking Queue static data. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
\
pdFALSE,
\
{
\
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
\
{
\
{
\
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_ADDR,
\
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE,
\
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
\
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |
\
mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_BACK_WRITE_AND_READ_ALLOCATE ), \
mpuREGION_ALL_SUB_REGIONS_ENABLED
\
},
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
\
}
\
}

Listing 130 MPU region for Block Q task data

A
M

One issue that can arise is the problem of static or global variables defined within 3rd party library
files. Typically it is not desirable to make modifications to 3rd party software, so another method is
required to locate all such variables in known data blocks. This can be addressed by modifying the
linker script to locate all read/write data within a particular driver file into a defined memory block and
adding that block to the MPU regions definitions for tasks that require access.
It is essential that the host application developer carefully review the regions allocated to each
application task, in particular ensuring the following points for each region:
The region size must be a power of 2;

S

The region size must be at least 32 bytes;

The region size must be large enough to cover the intended memory range;
The base address of the region must be aligned according to the size of the region (e.g. a 256 byte
region must start on a 256 byte boundary);
The region access rights attributes shall be carefully reviewed.
Under no circumstances should a task be given access to another task's stack.
All exception handlers, and the SAFERTOS kernel itself, require access to the main system stack
- under no circumstances should a task's MPU regions deny privileged code access to the main
system stack.
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One of the advantages of assigning MPU regions to a task is that it enables the host application
developer to detect invalid memory access, for example writing off the end of an array, at an early
stage. In this example, the detection is only possible if the address immediately after the end of the
array is outside of any other region. For this reason, it is strongly recommended that the MPU regions
assigned to a task should not cover sequential memory locations.
The memory region attributes used to access a memory region must remain consistent. For
example, if a memory region is accessed as cacheable by one task and non cacheable by another
task, the cache will become incoherent, causing erroneous operation. If memory is accessed via the
background region using the default memory map, then any task regions accessing the same
memory must use the same memory attributes as the background region.

LE

It is recommended that all memory regions are configured with the same memory attributes as
the background region unless there is a specific reason not to. The macros
mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY,
mpuREGION_INTERNAL_FLASH_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY
and
mpuREGION_PERIPHERAL_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY are provided to assist with this. See
Listing "MPU region for Block Q task data"

P

5.5.3.6 Memory Management Fault Handler

A
M

If the application code accesses a memory location that is prohibited by the MPU, then the processor
generates a memory management fault. SAFERTOS does not provide a memory management fault
handler - this is the responsibility of the host application.
It is strongly recommended that the host application provides a memory management fault
handler that identifies the address of the instruction that caused the invalid memory access - an
example is given in the demo application (see the file SafeRTOS_main.c) with the important details
shown in Listing 'An example memory management fault handler'.

S

It is also recommended that the memory management fault handler is not permitted to return. If
it does return without modifying the MPU region permissions, the microprocessor will attempt to
execute the same line again causing another fault. If the MPU region permissions are modified by
the fault handler then the application code may be given incorrect permissions leading to undetected
application errors.
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void MemManage_Handler( void )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxStackedPC = 0U;
/* Determine which stack was in
* the stacked PC. */
__asm volatile
(
"
tst
lr, #4
"
ite
eq
"
mrseq
r0, msp
"
mrsne
r0, psp
"
ldr
%0, [r0, #24]
:
"=r" ( uxStackedPC )
);

use when the MPU fault occurred and extract

\n"
\n"
\n" /* The code that generated the exception was using the main stack. */
\n" /* The code that generated the exception was using the process stack. */
\n" /* Extract the value of the stacked PC and store it into ulStacked_pc. */

LE

/* uxStackedPC is passed by reference rather than by value to ensure that the
* parameter is stored on the stack, allowing the above assembler code to
* access it. */
/* Avoid unused variable warning. */
( void ) uxStackedPC;
}

Listing 131 An example memory management fault handler

P

Following the execution of the assembler portion of the Listing 'An example memory management
fault handler', the variable ulStackedPC contains the address of the instruction that caused the fault.
The linker map file and the Eclipse Debugger 'Disassembly' view can be used to examine the code
at the identified location in order to determine the root cause of the memory fault.

A
M

The host application must not assign the Memory Management Fault exception a lower priority
than any other configurable interrupt.
5.5.4 Interrupt Service Routines
5.5.4.1 Interrupt Vector Table

vSafeRTOSSVCHandler() must be installed as the SVCall handler.
vSafeRTOSPendSVHandler() must be installed as the PendSV handler.

S

The system tick interrupt handler must be installed in the vector table at the correct entry. If no
setup tick interrupt hook is provided by the host application, vSafeRTOSTickHandler() must be
installed as the LPTIM1_IRQHandler handler.
5.5.4.2 Interrupt Priorities and Nesting
This SAFERTOS Product Variant permits interrupts to nest, i.e. an interrupt service routine may be
interrupted by another interrupt service routine.
The Cortex-M architecture permits interrupt priorities in the range 0 - 255, where 0 is the highest
priority and 255 is the lowest. However, where microprocessors don't implement the full range of
interrupt priorities, the interrupt priority is stored in the most significant bits of the priority registers.
For example, microprocessors with 4 interrupt priority bits implement the priorities 0 (highest) - 15
(lowest) using the top 4 bits.
The macro configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY sets the interrupt priority used by the kernel
controlled PendSV and SysTick interrupts and is defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h.
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configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY should be set to the lowest priority; the demo project sets
it to 255 - on a microprocessor which implements the top 4 interrupt priority bits, this is equivalent to
a priority of 15.
The macro configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY (also defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h) sets the
highest interrupt priority from which interrupt safe SAFERTOS API functions can be called. To ensure
a full interrupt nesting model, configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY should be set to a higher
priority than configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.

LE

Interrupts that do not call API functions can execute at priorities higher than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY and therefore never have their execution delayed by
kernel activity (within the limits of the hardware itself).
The macro configSYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY (also defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h) sets the
priority
of
the
SVCall
interrupt.
It
must
be
at
least
one
higher
than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.

P

Important: The Cortex-M core uses numerically low priority numbers to represent HIGH priority
interrupts, which can seem counter-intuitive and is easy to forget. If you wish to assign an interrupt
a low priority do NOT assign it a priority of 0 (or other low numeric value) as this can result in the
interrupt actually having the highest priority; and potentially make your system crash if this priority is
above configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.

A
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By default, all interrupts have priority 0 (the highest priority), therefore, the priority of all interrupts
enabled by the host application must be set to the desired level.
Refer to the section 'API Reference' for details of which API functions can be safely called from within
interrupt service routines.
5.5.4.3 SVC Exception

S

SVC exceptions with numbers 0-5 are handled by SAFERTOS, and numbers 6 or greater are instead
handled by the host application defined SVC hook.
Listing 132 The host application can define this hook by setting the pxSvcHookFunction member of
the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS struct passed into xTaskInitializeScheduler(). The type of this
hook must be portSVC_HOOK, defined as specified in the listing 'portSVC_HOOK definition'
typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

Listing 133 portSVC_HOOK definition

The SVC hook is executed in SVC mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API functions.
5.5.4.4 Deferring Interrupt Processing to a Task
In the interest of stack usage predictability and to facilitate system behavioural analysis it is preferred
that interrupt handlers do nothing but collect event data and clear the interrupt source - and therefore
exit very promptly by deferring the processing of the event data to the task level. Task level
processing can be performed with interrupts enabled. This scenario is demonstrated by the Listing
'Deferring interrupt processing to the task level'.
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An application defined interrupt handler that wishes to request a context switch need only call
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR().
void vISRFunction( void )
{
portInt8Type cData;
/* Read the data input from the peripheral that triggered the interrupt. */
cData = ReceivedValue;
/* Send the data to the peripheral handler task. */
xQueueSendFromISR( xPrintQueue, &cData );
/* If the peripheral handler task has a priority higher than the interrupted
* task request a switch to the handler task. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();

}
void vPeripheralHandlerTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portInt8Type cMessage;

LE

/* Clear interrupt here. If safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() was called then the interrupt
* will return directly to the handler task where cData will be processed contiguous
* in time with the ISR exiting. */

P

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for a message to arrive. */
xQueueReceive( xPrintQueue, &cMessage, portMAX_DELAY );
/* Write the message to stdout. */
printf( "%c", cMessage );
}
}

A
M

Listing 134 Deferring interrupt processing to the task level
This scheme has the added advantage of flexible event processing prioritization. Task priorities are
used instead of the prioritization being dependent on the priority assigned to each interrupt source
by the target processor. The prioritisation of peripheral handler tasks would normally be chosen to
be higher than ordinary tasks within the same application - thereby allowing the interrupt handler to
return directly into the peripheral handler task for immediate processing.

S

Interrupt service routines that call API functions must not be permitted to execute prior to the
scheduler being started. The easiest method of ensuring this is for interrupts to remain disabled until
after the scheduler is started. Interrupts will automatically be enabled when the first task starts
executing.
This product variant does support interrupt nesting.

Calling API functions while the scheduler is in the Initializing state will result in interrupts becoming
disabled.
API functions that do not end in "FromISR" or macros that do not end in "FROM_ISR" must not
be used within an interrupt service routine.
5.5.5 Tick-Less Mode
The STM32L4xx Tickless SAFERTOS Product Variant implements Tick-Less mode. When the idle
task runs, it estimates the expected idle time. The expected idle time is the length of time the idle
task is expected to be the only 'Ready' task. This means that any other task in the application will be
in the 'Blocked' or the 'Suspended' state.
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When the expected idle time is found to be longer than the xMaxIdleTime parameter, the system will
enter low-power mode. Refer to the Section 'xTaskInitializeScheduler()' for further information about
the xMaxIdleTime parameter.
Before entering low-power mode, the kernel will configure the tick module to generate the next tick
interrupt when the expected idle time has expired.
The maximum time the system can be kept in low-power mode corresponds to the maximum time
period that can be programmed on the LPTIM module.

LE

The system enters low power mode by executing the Wait-For-Event (WFE) or the Wait-For-Interrupt
(WFI) instruction, depending on the kernel configuration. The event that will wake the system up may
be the programmed tick interrupt, or any other asynchronous event. When the system exits lowpower mode, it will calculate how much time has elapsed, and update the kernel time accordingly.
5.5.6 Configuration Constants

The host application is required to supply a header file called SafeRTOSConfig.h in which the
constants described within the Table 'Application Configuration C Definitions' must be defined.

P

Table 5-22 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

A
M

Definition

Description

portUnsignedBaseType

The maximum number of unique
priorities. The maximum priority
that can be assigned to a task is
(configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).

configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the priority of the
SysTick and PendSV interrupt
handlers. The recommended
value is 255.

configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the maximum
interrupt priority level that is
permitted to use SAFERTOS
API calls.

configSYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the priority of the
SVC call handler - it must be at
least one higher than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_P
RIORITY.

configMESSAGE_BUFFER_LENGTH_TY
PE

MessageBufferType

A typedef used to describe the
type of the "length" field within a
message.

configKERNEL_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
functions.

S

configMAX_PRIORITIES
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Table 5-22 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

Description

configKERNEL_UNPRIV_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
unprivileged functions.

configKERNEL_INIT_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
initialisation functions.

configKERNEL_CREATE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

configKERNEL_DELETE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

configKERNEL_DATA_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
creation functions.

P

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel delete
functions.

N/A

A
M

configKERNEL_DATA_MIRROR_DEF

LE

Definition

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel data.
Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel mirror
data.

Further configuration is performed at run time by calling the API function xTaskInitializeScheduler().
xTaskInitializeScheduler() must be the first SAFERTOS API function to be called, and must only
be called once.
5.5.7 Port specific Additions to the API Reference

S

5.5.7.1 xTaskInitializeScheduler()
5.5.7.1.1 Parameters

xTaskInitializeScheduler() takes a single parameter, a pointer to an xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS
structure. The members of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure are as follows:
ulPeriphClockHz

The speed of the peripheral clock that has
been configured by the host application. This
value is used to generate the kernel tick.

ulTickRateHz

The desired frequency of the kernel tick.
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A pointer to the host application defined SVC
hook which is called when an SVC exception
is raised with a number that is not handled by
the kernel. This is permitted to be NULL if no
SVC hook function is required.

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

The size, in bytes, of the system stack
memory.

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

When moving a task out of the Running state
the task context is saved onto the task stack. If
following the save there would remain fewer
than uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes free
bytes on the task stack the application error
hook will be called. Therefore the higher the
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes value the
more sensitive the stack overflow checking
becomes - zero is a valid value and will result
in the least sensitive stack overflow checking.

P

LE

pxSvcHookFunction

A
M

Note that when a potential stack overflow is
detected the error hook is called without
having actually saved the task context.
Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the idle task.

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

The size in bytes of the buffer pointed to by the
pcIdleTaskStackBuffer parameter. This is
effectively the size in bytes of the idle task
stack.

xIdleTaskUsingFPU

A flag that indicates whether or not the idle
task will use the FPU.

xIdleTaskMPUParameters

The MPU region parameters and privilege
level of the idle task. Note that the idle task is
always a privileged task, however the idle task
hook function can be configured to run in
either privileged or unprivileged mode.

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

A pointer to the user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task. It is
permitted to be NULL.

uxTimerTaskPriority

The priority at which the timer task should
operate is configurable to the needs of the
host application.

S

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer
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The stack size of the timer task. This is
dependent on the stack usage in timer
callback functions.

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the timer task.

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

The number of entries in the timer command
queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

The size of the buffer that is provided by the
application for the timer command queue.

xMaxIdleTime

The maximum time (in ticks) the idle task will
run for; when the expected idle time is higher
than this value, the system will enter low
power mode instead.
Flag selecting how the processor will enter
tick-less mode:
safertosapiSTOP_ENTRY_WFI to use the WFI
instruction, safertosapiSTOP_ENTRY_WFE to
use the WFE instruction; all other values are
considered invalid.

S

A
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xStopModeEntry

The buffer that will be used to hold the queue
for the timer commands.

P

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

LE

uxTimerTaskStackSize
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5.5.7.1.2 Example
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local Constants
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Scheduler Initialisation Definitions */
/* They indicate the location of both vector table and system stack
* The system stack location is the first entry in the vector table
* on Cortex-M4 devices) as well as size of the system stack in bytes. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkSystemStackSize;
#define configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE
#define configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN

( ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkSystemStackSize )
( 0U )

LE

/* The user configuration for the timer module. */
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE
( ( configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN * sizeof( timerQueueMessageType ) ) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES )
/* The address and size of the Idle Hook data section. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkIdleHookDataStart;
extern portUInt32Type lnkIdleHookDataEnd;
#define configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDR
#define configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE
&lnkIdleHookDataStart )

( ( void * ) &lnkIdleHookDataStart )
( ( portUInt32Type ) &lnkIdleHookDataEnd - ( portUInt32Type )

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local Variables
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

P

static portInt8Type acIdleTaskStack[ configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__(( aligned(
configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE ) )) = { 0 };

A
M

/* Declare the stack for the timer task, it cannot be done in the timer
* module as the syntax for alignment is port specific. Also the callback
* functions are executed in the timer task and their complexity/stack
* requirements are application specific. */
static portInt8Type acTimerTaskStack[ configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__(( aligned(
configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE ) )) = { 0 };
/* The buffer for the timer command queue. */
static portInt8Type acTimerCommandQueueBuffer[ configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE ] __attribute__(( aligned(
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) )) = { 0 };
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
portBaseType xInitializeScheduler( void )
{
portBaseType xResult;

S

/* The structure passed to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to configure the kernel
* with the application defined constants and call back functions. */
const xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS xPortInit =
{
configPERIPH_CLOCK_HZ,
/* ulPeriphClockHz */
configTICK_RATE_HZ,
/* ulTickRateHz */
/* Hook functions */
&vDemoApplicationSVCHook,

/* pxSvcHookFunction */

/* System Stack Parameters */
configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE,
configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN,

/* uxSystemStackSizeBytes */
/* uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes */

/* Idle Task Parameters */
acIdleTaskStack,
configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
pdFALSE,

/* pcIdleTaskStackBuffer */
/* uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes */
/* The idle hook will not use the FPU. */

/* MPU Operating parameters */
{
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
{
{
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDR,
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE,
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( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |
mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY ),
mpuREGION_ALL_SUB_REGIONS_ENABLED
},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
},
NULL,

/* No Thread Local Storage for the Idle Task */

/* Timer feature initialisation. */
configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY,
configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
acTimerTaskStack,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE,
acTimerCommandQueueBuffer,

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

/* Tick-less mode configuration. */
configEXPECTED_IDLE_TIME_BEFORE_SLEEP,
safertosapiSTOP_ENTRY_WFI

/* xMaxIdleTime */
/* xStopModeEntry */

LE

};

uxTimerTaskPriority */
uxTimerTaskStackSize */
pcTimerTaskStackBuffer */
uxTimerCommandQueueLength */
uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize */
pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer */

/* Initialise the kernel by passing in a pointer to the
* xPortInit structure and return the resulting error code. */
xResult = xTaskInitializeScheduler( &xPortInit );
return xResult;
}

5.5.7.2 xTaskCreate()

A
M

5.5.7.2.1 Parameters

P

Listing 135 Example use of the xTaskInitializeScheduler() API function

xTaskCreate() takes 2 parameters - pxTaskParameters which is a pointer to an xTaskParameters
structure, and pxCreatedTask which is used to pass back a handle by which the created task can
be referenced, for example when changing the priority of the task or subsequently deleting the task.
The members of the xTaskParameters structure are as follows:
Pointer to the function that implements the
task.

const portCharType * pcTaskName

A descriptive name for the task. This is mainly
used to facilitate debugging.

S

pdTASK_CODE pvTaskCode

xTCB * pxTCB

Pointer to the TCB provided by the host
application for this task.

portInt8Type * pcStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
as the task stack.

portUnsignedBaseType uxStackDepthBytes

The size in bytes of the memory pointed to by
the pcStackBuffer pointer.

void * pvParameters

Task functions take a void * parameter - the
value of which is set by pvParameters when
the task is created.
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portUnsignedBaseType uxPriority

The priority of the task. Can take any value
between 0 and (configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).
The lower the numeric value of the assigned
priority the lower the relative priority of the
task.

void * pvObject

A pointer to user defined data to be associated
with this task. Can be set to NULL if not
needed by the user application.

portBaseType xUsingFPU

LE

Note that this pointer is never dereferenced by
SAFERTOS.
A flag that indicates whether the task will use
the FPU.
A structure containing the MPU related task
parameters.

S

A
M

P

mpuTaskParamType xMPUParameters
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5.5.7.2.2 Example
/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_NO_FPU )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0
};

LE

/* Define a structure used to demonstrate a parameter being passed into a task
function. */
typedef struct A_STRUCT
{
portCharType cStructMember1;
portCharType cStructMember2;
} xStruct;

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
xStruct *pxParameters;

P

/* Define a variable of the type of the structure just defined. A reference to
* this variable is passed in as the task parameter. */
xStruct xParameter = { 1, 2 };

/* Cast the parameter to the expected type. */
pxParameters = ( xStruct * ) pvParameters;

A
M

/* The parameter can now be accessed. */
if( 1 != pxParameters->cStructMember1 )
{
/* Etc. */
}

/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

S

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAnotherFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* The task parameter will be initialised later. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* No user defined data required. */
pdFALSE,
/* The task does NOT use the FPU. */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};
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/* Add a pointer to the structure of parameters. */
xNewTaskParameters.pvParameters = &xParameter;
/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not successfully created.
* The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
* task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
* has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
* executed before this task reaches this point. */
}

LE

/* The handle can now be used in other API functions, for example to change
* the priority of the task. */
if( xTaskPrioritySet( xHandle, 1 ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The priority was not changed. */
}
else
{
/* The priority was changed. */
}
}

P

Listing 136 Example usage of the xTaskCreate() API function
5.5.8 Port Specific API Functions

There are no port specific API functions.

A
M

5.5.9 Port Specific Hook Functions
5.5.9.1 Inhibit-Sleep Hook

The Inhibit-Sleep Hook function is called from the Idle task to allow the application to inhibit entering
tick-less mode. To inhibit tick-less mode, this hook function should return pdTRUE; to allow entering
tick-less mode, the hook function should return pdFALSE.

S

The host application may provide a task delete hook function by providing a function named
xApplicationInhibitSleepHook()
with
the
prototype
specified
in
the
Listing
'xApplicationInhibitSleepHook() Function Prototype'.
portBaseType xApplicationInhibitSleepHook( void );

Listing 137 xApplicationInhibitSleepHook() Function Prototype

5.5.9.2 Pre-Sleep Hook
The Pre-Sleep Hook function is called from the Idle task to perform the application-specific
operations required before entering tick-less mode.
The host application may provide a task delete hook function by providing a function named
vApplicationPreSleepHook() with the prototype specified in the Listing 'vApplicationPreSleepHook()
Function Prototype'.
void vApplicationPreSleepHook( void );

Listing 138 vApplicationPreSleepHook() Function Prototype
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5.5.9.3 Post-Sleep Hook
The Post-Sleep Hook function is called from the Idle task to perform the application-specific
operations required after exiting tick-less mode.
The host application may provide a task delete hook function by providing a function named
vApplicationPostSleepHook()
with
the
prototype
specified
in
the
Listing
'vApplicationPostSleepHook() Function Prototype'.
void vApplicationPostSleepHook( void );

Listing 139 vApplicationPostSleepHook() Function Prototype

LE

5.5.9.4 SVC Hook

The SVC Hook is called when a Supervisor Call (SVC) exception is generated with a number that is
not handled by the SAFERTOS SVC handler. Its purpose is for the host application to add additional
services.

A
M

P

The host application may provide a SVC hook function by setting the pxSVCHookFunction member
of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure passed in the call to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to the
address of a function that complies with the portSVC_HOOK typedef described in the Listing
'portSVC_HOOK Type Definition'. If a SVC Hook function is not provided by the host application,
pxSVCHookFunction must be set to NULL. Refer to the Section 'xTaskInitializeScheduler()' for
further information.
typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

Listing 140 portSVC_HOOK Type Definition

5.5.9.4.1 SVC Hook Parameters
uxSvcNumber

The SVC number.

5.5.9.4.2 Notes

S

SVC numbers from 0 to 5 inclusive are reserved for use by the kernel, and must not be used by
the host application.
The SVC hook is executed in SVC mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API function with
the exception of xTaskGetTickCountFromISR().
5.5.10 MPU API Functions
5.5.10.1 xMPUSetTaskRegions()
portBaseType xMPUSetTaskRegions( portTaskHandleType pxSetTaskToModify, const mpuTaskParamType * const
pxSetTaskMpuParams );

5.5.10.1.1

Summary

Reassigns the MPU region definitions associated with the task. The section 'Task MPU Regions'
contains further detailed information relating to the definition of MPU regions.
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5.5.10.1.2

Parameters

xMPUSetTaskRegions() takes 2 parameters - pxSetTaskToModify which is the handle of the task
whose MPU regions are being modified and pxSetTaskMpuParams which is a pointer to an
mpuTaskParamType structure containing the new region definitions. The members of the
mpuTaskParamType structure are as follows:
The privilege level of the task xMPUSetTaskRegions does not access this
member of the structure, so its value is not
important.

mpuRegionConfigType
axRegions[mpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_N
UM]

An mpuRegionConfigType structure for each
of the configurable MPU regions available to
the task. For the STM32L4xx Tickless product
variant, mpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_NUM
equals 3.

LE

portUnsignedBaseType uxPrivilegeLevel

The members of the mpuRegionConfigType structure are as follows:

A
M

portUInt32Type ulLengthInBytes

The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be a multiple of the size of the region.

P

void * pvBaseAddress

The length of the region (in bytes). Must be a
power of 2 and at least 32 bytes.
Contains the access permissions of this region
- refer to the ARM Cortex-M4 documentation
for a full discussion of the available MPU
region attribute settings.

portUInt32Type ulSubRegionControl

Contains the sub-region settings of this region
- refer to the ARM Cortex-M4 documentation
for a full discussion of the available MPU
region attribute settings.

S

portUInt32Type ulAccessPermissions

5.5.10.1.3

Return Values

pdPASS

The task's regions were successfully updated.
If it was the current task's regions that were
being modified, then a context switch will have
been performed.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

The value of pxSetTaskMpuParams was found
to be NULL.

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

pxSetTaskToModify was found not to be a
valid task handle (and not NULL).
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errINVALID_MPU_REGION_CONFIGURATIO
N

One of a number of problems was identified
with the new set of MPU region definitions:
1. One of the regions is smaller than 32 bytes;
2. The size of one of the regions is not a power
of 2;

5.5.10.1.4

Notes

LE

3. The base address of a region was not
aligned correctly according to its size.

xMPUSetTaskRegions() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be
called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).

P

If xMPUSetTaskRegions() is used to modify the MPU regions of the currently executing task, then
xMPUSetTaskRegions() performs a context switch to apply the new region settings. If the call to
xMPUSetTaskRegions() is made whilst the scheduler is suspended, then the new MPU region
configuration will not be effective until the scheduler is resumed and the task is once again selected
to run.

A
M

If xMPUSetTaskRegions() is used to modify the MPU regions of the currently executing task and
the call is made from within a critical section, then the critical section would not prevent the context
switch occurring. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore the context switch could
cause a task that has interrupts enabled being selected to run.
5.5.10.1.5

Example

S

This example creates a task with an initial set of MPU regions. The created task subsequently calls
xMPUSetTaskRegions() to modify the region settings.
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/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* basically be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes.
* This task will not use the FPU, so the stack size must be at least 256 bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( 512 )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( STACK_SIZE ) ) ) = { 0 };

LE

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;

A
M

P

/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
&vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* No parameters are being passed to this task. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* The TLS object is not used. */
pdFALSE,
/* This task does not use the FPU. */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};

S

/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( pdPASS != xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) )
{
/* The task was not successfully created. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
* task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
* has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
* executed before this task reaches this point. */
}
...

}

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
/* Region address is typically defined by the linker and associated with a
* symbol in the linker script (*.lds) file. The symbol looks to the compiler like a
* variable the address of which is the start of the region. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkTaskDataBlockStartAddr[];
#define TASK_DATA_START_ADDRESS ( ( portUInt32Type ) lnkTaskDataBlockStartAddr )
#define TASK_DATA_BLOCK_SIZE
( 0x80 )
mpuTaskParamType xNewMPURegionDefinition =
{
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* xMPUSetTaskRegions() does not change the privilege level of the task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* Reallocate MPU region #1 to give access to the variables within the defined section. */
{
TASK_DATA_START_ADDRESS,
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TASK_DATA_BLOCK_SIZE,
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |
mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_BACK_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE ),
mpuREGION_ALL_SUB_REGIONS_ENABLED
},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
};
/* No parameters are being used for this task. */
( void )pvParameters;

LE

/* For some reason, the task needs to modify its own MPU region settings. */
if( pdPASS != xMPUSetTaskRegions( NULL, &xNewMPURegionDefinition ) )
{
/* The MPU Region definitions could not be applied. The return value
* could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* As the task modified its own MPU regions, a context switch will have
* occurred by the time this point is reached. */
}
/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

P

Listing 141 Example of using the xMPUSetTaskRegions() API function
5.5.10.2 vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode()

A
M

void vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode( void );

5.5.10.2.1

Summary

Sets the privilege level of the task to 'Unprivileged'.
5.5.10.2.2
None.

Return Values

S

5.5.10.2.3

Parameters

None.

5.5.10.2.4

Notes

The SAFERTOS API does not provide a means of setting the task's privilege level to 'Privileged',
therefore calling vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() results in an action that cannot be
reversed.
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() must only be called from an executing task and
therefore must not be called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler
being started).
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5.5.10.2.5

Example
calls

S

A
M

P

LE

This example creates a privileged task. The created task subsequently
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() to set its privilege level to 'Unprivileged'.
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/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* basically be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes.
* This task will not use the FPU, so the stack size must be at least 256 bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE
( 256U )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( STACK_SIZE ) ) ) = { 0 };

LE

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function is called
* while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could be called from
* another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended state. */
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;

A
M

P

/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
&vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* No parameters are being passed to this task. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* The TLS object is not used. */
pdFALSE,
/* This task does not use the FPU. */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};

S

/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( pdPASS != xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) )
{
/* The task was not successfully created. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a task, the
* scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created has a priority higher than
* the calling task then vTaskCode will have executed before this task reaches this point. */
}
...

}

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
/* No parameters are being used for this task. */
( void )pvParameters;
/* Perform some initial processing that requires Privileged mode. */
/* Privileged mode is no longer required, so switch to Unprivileged mode
* prior to entering the main task body. */
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode();
/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

Listing 142 Example of using the vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() API function
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5.5.10.3 xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion()
portBaseType xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion( portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type

5.5.10.3.1

ulRegionNumber,
ulRegionBeginAddress,
ulRegionAccess,
ulRegionSize,
ulSubRegionDisable );

Summary

Allows the host application to define a global MPU region which is active for all tasks.
5.5.10.3.2

Parameters

P

A
M

ulRegionBeginAddress

The MPU region that will be configured. The
number of global regions available is
dependent on the target hardware and
therefore the portable layer will define the
macros
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FI
RST and
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_LA
ST, only region numbers in this range will be
accepted.

LE

ulRegionNumber

The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be a multiple of the size of the region.
Contains the access permissions of this region
- refer to the ARM Cortex-M4 documentation
for a full discussion of the available MPU
region attribute settings.

ulRegionSize

The length of the region (in bytes). Must be a
power of 2 and at least 32 bytes.

ulSubRegionDisable

Contains the sub-region settings of this region
- refer to the ARM Cortex-M4 documentation
for a full discussion of the available MPU
region attribute settings.

S

ulRegionAccess

5.5.10.3.3

Return Values

pdPASS

The region was successfully updated.

errSCHEDULER_ALREADY_RUNNING

The scheduler has been started. Configuration
of global regions is only permitted while the
scheduler is initialising.
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errINVALID_PARAMETERS

One of a number of problems was identified
with the MPU region definitions:
1. The region number is not within the valid
range defined by
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FI
RST and
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_LA
ST;

LE

2. One of the regions is smaller than 32 bytes;
3. The size of one of the regions is not a power
of 2;

5.5.10.3.4

Notes

P

4. The base address of a region was not
aligned correctly according to its size.

xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion() must only be called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state
(prior to the scheduler being started).
Example

A
M

5.5.10.3.5

This example illustrates the definition of a global MPU region to allow access to a processor's
peripherals.
/* MPU General Peripherals Hardware address range */
#define configPERIPHERALS_START_ADDRESS
( 0x40000000U )
#define configPERIPHERALS_END_ADDRESS
( 0x60000000U )

S

/* Configure a global region mapped onto the peripherals */
xResult = xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion( mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FIRST,
configPERIPHERALS_START_ADDRESS,
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER ),
( configPERIPHERALS_END_ADDRESS - configPERIPHERALS_START_ADDRESS ),
mpuREGION_ALL_SUB_REGIONS_ENABLED );

Listing 143 Example of using the xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion() API function
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5.6 ARM V7-M WITH NXP MPU
5.6.1 Port Specific Definitions
The Table 'Definitions specific to the Product Variant' details the values assigned to each port specific
definition.
Table 5-23 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

portCharType

char

portInt16Type
portInt32Type
portInt64Type
portUInt8Type

signed short
signed long

signed long long
unsigned char

A
M

portUInt16Type

signed char

P

portInt8Type

LE

Definition

unsigned short
unsigned long

portUInt64Type

unsigned long long

portFloat32Type

float

portFloat64Type

double

S

portUInt32Type

portStackType

unsigned long

portBaseType

signed long

portUnsignedBaseType

unsigned long

portTickType

unsigned long

portTaskHandleType

void *

safertosapiMAX_DELAY

0xFFFFFFFF

safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT

4

safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT

8
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Table 5-23 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES

140

portDataAddressType

unsigned long

portCodeAddressType

unsigned long

portSVC_HOOK

void (*)(portUnsignedBaseType)

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_NO_FPU

LE

Definition

76

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_WITH_FPU

212

P

The ARMv7-M with NXP MPU Product Variant makes use of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS
structure defined in apiComplexTypes.h. It is required that a variable of type
xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS is initialised with appropriate values before being passed to the
xTaskInitializeScheduler()
function.
As
an
example,
the
Table
'Example
xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values' shows the values used by the demo application.

Field

A
M

Table 5-24 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value
48000000
The frequency of the clock driving the module that generates
the tick interrupt.

ulTickRateHz

1000
The frequency at which the tick interrupt occurs.

S

configPERIPH_CLOCK_HZ

pxSVCHookFunction

vDemoApplicationSVCHook
A callback function used to add host application-related
services - see section 'SVC Hook' for more details.

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

The size of the system stack - this is used to detect stack
overflows.

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

0
An additional margin could have been specified that would
have caused the task to ensure there are at least
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes between the stack
pointer and the stack boundary once the task context has been
saved.
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Table 5-24 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

acIdleTaskStack (an array of portInt8Type types to be used for
the stack of the idle task).

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

256
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the idle task.

xIdleTaskUsingFPU

pdFALSE
The Idle Task does not use the FPU.

mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
{
{
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDR,
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE,
(
mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_W
RITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |

A
M

P

xIdleTaskMPUParameters

LE

Field

S

mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY
),
},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U }
}
The idle task's privilege level will be lowered before executing
vApplicationIdleHook(). One additional MPU region contains
the variables accessed by vApplicationIdleHook().

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

NULL
In the demo application, there is no user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task.

uxTimerTaskPriority

2
The priority of the default timer task.

uxTimerTaskStackSize

512
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the default
timer task.

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

acTimerTaskStack - an array of portInt8Type to be used for the
stack of the default timer task.
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Table 5-24 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

10
The length of the default timer queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

(10 * sizeof(timerQueueMessageType)) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES)
The size of the array to be used for the default timer queue.

LE

Field

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

acTimerCommandQueueBuffer
An 4-byte aligned array of portInt8Type to be used for the
default timer queue.

5.6.2 MPU Definitions

P

To support use of the MPU, the definitions listed in the Table 'MPU Definitions' are provided by the
SAFERTOS API.

Definition

A
M

Table 5-25 MPU Definitions
Description

One of the valid values for the uxPrivilegeLevel
member of the mpuTaskParamType structure used
when creating a task.

mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK

One of the valid values for the uxPrivilegeLevel
member of the mpuTaskParamType structure used
when creating a task.

portmpuCORE_USER_RW_PERMISSIONS

A permissions setting that includes privileged
read/write and user read/write for Bus Master 0.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M0UM_R_MASK

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode read
permission to Bus Master 0 (processor core) for an
MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M0UM_W_MASK

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode write
permission to Bus Master 0 (processor core) for an
MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK
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Table 5-25 MPU Definitions
Description

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M0UM_X_MASK

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode execute
permission to Bus Master 0 (processor core) for an
MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M0SM_RWX_MASK

Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read, write
and execute permission to Bus Master 0 (processor
core) for an MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of
the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read and
execute permission to Bus Master 0 (processor core)
for an MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

P

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M0SM_RX_MASK

LE

Definition

A
M

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M0SM_RW_MASK

Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read and
write permission to Bus Master 0 (processor core) for
an MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
Used to limit the Bus Master 0 (processor core)
Privileged (Supervisor) mode access permissions to
the Unprivileged (User) mode permissions for an MPU
region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M0PE_MASK

Used to include the Bus Master 0 (processor core)
process identifier and mask in the region hit evaluation.
One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M0SM_USR_MASK

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M1UM_R_MASK

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode read
permission to Bus Master 1 for an MPU region. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M1UM_W_MASK

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode write
permission to Bus Master 1 for an MPU region. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M1UM_X_MASK

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode execute
permission to Bus Master 1 for an MPU region. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.
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Table 5-25 MPU Definitions
Description

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M1SM_RWX_MASK

Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read, write
and execute permission to Bus Master 1 for an MPU
region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M1SM_RX_MASK

Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read and
execute permission to Bus Master 1 for an MPU region.
One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M1SM_RW_MASK

Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read and
write permission to Bus Master 1 for an MPU region.
One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.
Used to limit the Bus Master 1 Privileged (Supervisor)
mode access permissions to the Unprivileged (User)
mode permissions for an MPU region. One of the valid
bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

A
M

P

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M1SM_USR_MASK

LE

Definition

Used to include the Bus Master 1 process identifier and
mask in the region hit evaluation. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M2UM_R_MASK

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode read
permission to Bus Master 2 for an MPU region. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M1PE_MASK

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M2UM_W_MASK

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode write
permission to Bus Master 2 for an MPU region. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M2UM_X_MASK

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode execute
permission to Bus Master 2 for an MPU region. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M2SM_RWX_MASK

Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read, write
and execute permission to Bus Master 2 for an MPU
region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
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Table 5-25 MPU Definitions
Description

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M2SM_RX_MASK

Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read and
execute permission to Bus Master 2 for an MPU region.
One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M2SM_RW_MASK

Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read and
write permission to Bus Master 2 for an MPU region.
One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M2PE_MASK

Used to limit the Bus Master 2 Privileged (Supervisor)
mode access permissions to the Unprivileged (User)
mode permissions for an MPU region. One of the valid
bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
Used to include the Bus Master 2 process identifier and
mask in the region hit evaluation. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

P

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M2SM_USR_MASK

LE

Definition

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode read
permission to Bus Master 3 for an MPU region. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M3UM_W_MASK

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode write
permission to Bus Master 3 for an MPU region. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M3UM_X_MASK

Used to grant Unprivileged (User) mode execute
permission to Bus Master 3 for an MPU region. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

A
M

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M3UM_R_MASK

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M3SM_RWX_MASK

Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read, write
and execute permission to Bus Master 3 for an MPU
region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M3SM_RX_MASK

Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read and
execute permission to Bus Master 3 for an MPU region.
One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.
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Table 5-25 MPU Definitions
Description

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M3SM_RW_MASK

Used to grant Privileged (Supervisor) mode read and
write permission to Bus Master 3 for an MPU region.
One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M3SM_USR_MASK

Used to limit the Bus Master 3 Privileged (Supervisor)
mode access permissions to the Unprivileged (User)
mode permissions for an MPU region. One of the valid
bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M4WE_MASK

Used to grant write permission to Bus Master 4 for an
MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

A
M

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M4RE_MASK

Used to include the Bus Master 3 process identifier and
mask in the region hit evaluation. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

P

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M3PE_MASK

LE

Definition

Used to grant read permission to Bus Master 4 for an
MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
Used to grant write permission to Bus Master 5 for an
MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M5RE_MASK

Used to grant read permission to Bus Master 5 for an
MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M5WE_MASK

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M6WE_MASK

Used to grant write permission to Bus Master 6 for an
MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M6RE_MASK

Used to grant read permission to Bus Master 6 for an
MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
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Table 5-25 MPU Definitions
Description

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M7WE_MASK

Used to grant write permission to Bus Master 7 for an
MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

portmpuACCESS_CTRL_M7RE_MASK

Used to grant read permission to Bus Master 7 for an
MPU region. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

5.6.3 Memory Management
5.6.3.1 Memory Allocation

LE

Definition

A
M

P

SAFERTOS does not itself dynamically allocate or free any memory. The host application provides
the memory required by SAFERTOS to manage tasks, queues, semaphores, mutexes, timers, event
groups and event multiplex objects as part of the RTOS object create functions. The host application
must not use memory allocated to SAFERTOS for any other reason until such a time that the task
to which the memory was allocated is deleted. It is not possible to delete queues or semaphores.
SAFERTOS uses only the top 8 bytes of the task stack for managing task behaviour - the rest of the
task stack is only used by the task itself. The application designer must ensure that each task has
adequate stack space. SAFERTOS automatically creates an MPU region that maps exactly onto the
task stack, therefore the dimensions of the task stack must comply with the restrictions of an MPU
region - the size of the task stack must be a multiple of 32 bytes and the base address must be
aligned to 32 bytes. The demo application provides numerous examples of declaring a task stack the Listing 'Declaring a Stack' is taken from FullDemo.c.

S

#define portspecCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE

( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_WITH_FPU )

/* Declare task stacks :
* These ARE protected by MPU regions so the alignment must follow the
* MPU alignment rules, and basically be aligned to the same power of two
* value as their length in bytes. */
static portInt8Type acCheckTaskStack[ fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__(( aligned( 32 ) )) = { 0 };

Listing 144 Declaring a Stack

Whilst each task has exclusive access to its own stack, code that runs prior to the scheduler starting,
as well as all code executed from within an exception handler, uses the main system stack.
The application designer must also ensure that the user/system stack is adequately dimensioned.
It is desirable to keep stack usage to a minimum, for example declaring arrays or other compound
data types statically rather than as dynamic local variables.
SAFERTOS will only detect a task stack overflow if its own action of storing the task context onto
the task stack would result in overflow. Stack overflows in user code will generate a memory
management fault exception.
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5.6.3.2 Linker Script

•

lnkRAMStart;

•

lnkRAMEnd;

•

lnkStartKernelFunc;

•

lnkEndKernelFunc;

•

lnkStartKernelData;

•

lnkEndKernelData.

LE

The ARMv7-M with NXP MPU product variants require that the following symbols are defined in the
linker script:

The symbols lnkStartKernelFunc and lnkEndKernelFunc must be defined as the 32-byte aligned start
and end of a memory 'block' containing the kernel functions. The kernel functions placement can be
specified using the linker script and the user configuration constants configKERNEL_FUNC_DEF,
configKERNEL_INIT_FUNC_DEF,
configKERNEL_CREATE_FUNC_DEF
and
configKERNEL_DELETE_FUNC_DEF.

A
M

P

Ordinarily all four of these macros should be placed in the same linker section or in subsequent
sections so that the lnkStartKernelFunc and lnkEndKernelFunc define the start and end of all of the
privileged kernel functions, with no other code within the section. If these sections must be separated
then the application must define additional MPU regions covering the separated components to
ensure that they are privileged read/execute and user no access.
The symbols lnkStartKernelData and lnkEndKernelData must be defined as the 32-byte aligned start
and end of a memory 'block' containing the kernel data. The kernel data placement can be specified
using the linker script and the user configuration constants configKERNEL_DATA_DEF and
configKERNEL_DATA_MIRROR_DEF.

S

Ordinarily both of these macros should be placed in the same linker section or in subsequent sections
so that the lnkStartKernelData and lnkEndKernelFunc define the start and end of all of the kernel
data, with no other data within the section. If these sections must be separated then the application
must define additional MPU regions covering the separated components to ensure that they are
privileged read/write and user no access.
The amount of kernel data used and therefore the RAM required by the task.c module increases as
the number of priorities increases.
5.6.3.3 Default Memory Map
SAFERTOS enables Privileged (Supervisor) mode read and write access to all RAM and peripheral
memory addresses as well as enabling read and execute access to all Flash memory (excluding the
kernel function block) for both Privileged (Supervisor) and Unprivileged (User) mode. This means
that any privileged code, including ISRs and other exception handlers, by default has access to all
valid memory addresses in the NXP ARM Cortex-M memory map.
Privileged code access permissions cannot be restricted through the use of an application task's
MPU regions.
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The Table 'NXP ARM Cortex-M Memory Map' shows the default memory map of the NXP ARM
Cortex-M microcontrollers and the MPU regions that are defined by SAFERTOS. These regions are
fixed once the scheduler is started.
Table 5-26 NXP ARM Cortex-M Memory Map
General Use

MPU Description

0x00000000 0xFFFFFFFF

Debugger full access to
entire address space.

MPU Region 0:
Base: 0x00000000
Size: 4GB
Attributes: Bus Master 1 (Debugger) read, write and execute
access to entire address space.

0x00000000 - Flash
Size

Flash Memory

LE

Address Range

MPU Region 1:
Base: lnkStartKernelFunc
Size: lnkEndKernelFunc - lnkStartKernelFunc

P

Attributes: Bus Master 0 (Core processor) Privileged
(Supervisor) mode read and execute access; no Unprivileged
(User) mode access.

A
M

lnkStartKernelFunc and lnkEndKernelFunc are generated by
the linker.
MPU Region 2:
Base: lnkEndKernelFunc
Size: lnkEndFlashAddress - lnkEndKernelFunc

S

Attributes: Bus Master 0 (core processor) Privileged
(Supervisor) & Unprivileged (User) mode read and execute
access.

SRAM L Start Address
- 0x20000000 - SRAM
H End Address

SRAM

lnkEndKernelFunc and lnkEndFlashAddress are generated by
the linker.
MPU Region 3:
Base:lnkRAMStart
Size: lnkRAMEnd - lnkRAMStart
Attributes: Bus Master 0 (Core processor) Privileged
(Supervisor) mode read and write access; no Unprivileged
(User) mode access.
lnkRAMStart and lnkRAMStart are generated by the linker.

Since all privileged mode code has, by default, access to all memory resources, including those
utilised by the SAFERTOS kernel, all privileged mode code must be written to the standards
mandated by the highest assigned SIL of the host application.
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It is recommended that host application tasks execute in unprivileged mode to minimise the risk
of privileged code inadvertently corrupting the SAFERTOS kernel's data.
It is crucial that ISRs always have access to any memory mapped resources that they use.
5.6.3.4 Task MPU Regions

LE

Each task is associated with 3 or 5 (depending on processor variant) configurable MPU regions. The
typical use of these regions is to give an unprivileged task access to memory mapped resources
outside of its own task stack. By default, an unprivileged task only has access to its own task stack;
therefore, in order for the task to be able to access additional objects (e.g. file scope variables,
statically defined variables, peripherals or external RAM), additional MPU regions need to be
configured.
As well as task specific configurable regions, a global region is available which allows the user to
define a memory region that will be available to all tasks.

P

One technique for giving a task access to statically defined variables (whether function or file scope)
is to locate all such variables in a defined block in RAM and then create an MPU region covering
that block. In order to do this, a block must first be defined within the linker script. The Listing 'Defining
a block for the Block Q Task' is taken from the linker script file included with the demo application
and illustrates how to define such a memory block. Note that the block is aligned to a 32 byte
boundary and that the size of the block is a multiple of 32.

A
M

/* Define a block for the Block Q task data. */
.data :
{
. = ALIGN( 0x20 );
lnkBlockQDataStart = .;
*( __block_q_data__ )
. = ALIGN( 0x20 );
lnkBlockQDataEnd = .;
}

Listing 145 Defining a block for the Block Q Task

S

Next, all static data needs to be located in this memory block. The compiler permits a number of
ways of doing this, but perhaps the simplest is to use the mechanism used by the demo application
as shown in the Listing 'Placing a variable in a known location'. Every variable whose declaration is
prefixed with the macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is then placed within the
block_q_demo_init_data by the linker. The host application designer must ensure that the defined
data block is of sufficient size to store all the required variables. Within the demo application, the
macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is defined within a header file (PortSpecifics.h) for
reasons of portability since the exact syntax required varies greatly between compilers.
/* Define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION so that all Blocking Queue static data is
* in the same section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION __attribute__( ( section ( "__block_q_data__" ) ) )
/* This line is taken from BlockQ.c - it causes the linker to place the structure
* xQueueParameters1 in __block_q_data__ */
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION static xBlockingQueueParameters xQueueParameters1 = { NULL, 0, NULL };

Listing 146 Placing a variable in a known location
The final step is to allocate an MPU region for the task that corresponds exactly to the defined
memory region. The simplest way to do this is by populating the xTaskParameters structure
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accordingly when the task is created. If the task later needs access to a different set of MPU regions,
the API function xMPUSetTaskRegions(), can be used to change the MPU regions associated with
the task.
An MPU region is defined by four parameters - a base address, length (or size) in bytes, a set of
access permission attributes and a set of sub-region disable flags (NOTE that the sub-region disable
flags have no meaning in this product variant and are ignored). The base address and size can be
set using symbols defined by the linker as shown in Listing 'MPU region for Block Q task data'. The
complete list of valid attributes is discussed in the section, "MPU Definitions".

LE

/* Two linker-defined symbols that give the start address and the size of the
* Blocking Queue test data section. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkBlockQDataStart;
extern portUInt32Type lnkBlockQDataEnd;
/* The address and size of the Blocking Queue data section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_ADDR
(( void * ) &lnkBlockQDataStart )
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE
(( portUInt32Type ) &lnkBlockQDataEnd - ( portUInt32Type ) &lnkBlockQDataStart
)

A
M

P

/* This definition corresponds to the xMPUParameters structure that is passed
* to xTaskCreate() as part of the xTaskParameters structure when the Blocking
* Queue tasks are created. It defines the privilege level and region
* definitions for the Blocking Queue tasks. All the Blocking Queue tasks run
* in Unprivileged (User) mode with 1 additional region that corresponds to the
* linker section that holds the Blocking Queue static data. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
\
pdFALSE,
\
{
\
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
\
{
\
{
\
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_ADDR,
\
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE,
\
mpuCORE_USER_RW_PERMISSIONS
\
},
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U },
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U }
\
}
\
}

Listing 147 MPU region for Block Q task data

S

One issue that can arise is the problem of static or global variables defined within 3rd party library
files. Typically it is not desirable to make modifications to 3rd party software, so another method is
required to locate all such variables in known data blocks. This can be addressed by modifying the
linker script to locate all read/write data within a particular driver file into a defined memory block and
adding that block to the MPU regions definitions for tasks that require access.
It is essential that the host application developer carefully review the regions allocated to each
application task, in particular ensuring the following points for each region:
The region size must be a multiple of 32 bytes;
The region size must be large enough to cover the intended memory range;
The base address of the region must be aligned to a 32 byte boundary;
The region access rights attributes shall be carefully reviewed.
Under no circumstances should a task be given access to another task's stack.
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All exception handlers, and the SAFERTOS kernel itself, require access to the main system stack
- under no circumstances should a task's MPU regions deny privileged code access to the main
system stack.
One of the advantages of assigning MPU regions to a task is that it enables the host application
developer to detect invalid memory access, for example writing off the end of an array, at an early
stage. In this example, the detection is only possible if the address immediately after the end of the
array is outside of any other region. For this reason, it is strongly recommended that the MPU regions
assigned to a task should not cover sequential memory locations.
5.6.3.5 Bus Fault Handler

LE

If the application code accesses a memory location that is prohibited by the MPU, then the processor
generates a bus fault. SAFERTOS does not provide a bus fault handler - this is the responsibility of
the host application.

P

It is strongly recommended that the host application provides a bus fault handler that identifies
the address that generated the access error and the associated error detail - an example is given in
the demo application (see the file main.c) with the important details shown in Listing 'An example
bus fault handler'.

A
M

It is also recommended that the bus fault handler is not permitted to return. If it does return without
modifying the MPU region permissions, the microprocessor will attempt to execute the same line
again causing another fault. If the MPU region permissions are modified by the fault handler then
the application code may be given incorrect permissions leading to undetected application errors.
/* Structure representing the MPU error registers for a single slave port. */
typedef struct mainMpuErrorRegisters
{
portUInt32Type ulErrorAddress;
portUInt32Type ulErrorDetail;
} mainMpuErrorRegistersType;
#define
#define
#define
#define

mainNUMBER_OF_MPU_SLAVE_PORTS
mainMPU_ERROR_BASE
mainMPU_ERROR_ADDRESS_OFFSET
mainMPU_ERROR_DETAIL_OFFSET

(
(
(
(

(
(
(
(

portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type

)
)
)
)

5 )
0x4000D010 )
8 )
4 )

S

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void vMainMPUFaultHandler( void )
{
portUInt32Type ulIndex;
portUInt32Type ulSlavePortErrorAddress;
mainMpuErrorRegistersType axMpuErrorRegisters[ mainNUMBER_OF_MPU_SLAVE_PORTS ];
/* Read the error registers for each of the MPU slave ports. */
for( ulIndex = 0; ulIndex < mainNUMBER_OF_MPU_SLAVE_PORTS; ulIndex++ )
{
ulSlavePortErrorAddress = mainMPU_ERROR_BASE + ( ulIndex mainMPU_ERROR_ADDRESS_OFFSET );
axMpuErrorRegisters[ ulIndex ].ulErrorAddress = *( ( portUInt32Type * ) ulSlavePortErrorAddress );
axMpuErrorRegisters[ ulIndex ].ulErrorDetail = *( ( portUInt32Type * )( ulSlavePortErrorAddress +
mainMPU_ERROR_DETAIL_OFFSET ) );
}
/* The host application should take whatever action is necessary to
* put the sytem into a safe state. */
/* It is recommended not to return from a fault handler. */
for( ;; );
}

Listing 148 An example example bus fault handler
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Following the execution of the for loop portion of the Listing 'An example bus fault handler', the array
axMpuErrorRegisters contains the content of the Error Address Register and Error Detail Register
for each of the MPU slave ports. The linker map file can be used to examine the code at the identified
location in order to determine the root cause of the bus fault.
The host application must not assign the bus fault exception a lower priority than any other
configurable interrupt.
5.6.4 Interrupt Service Routines
5.6.4.1 Interrupt Vector Table

LE

vSafeRTOSSVCHandler() must be installed as the SVCall handler.

vSafeRTOSPendSVHandler() must be installed as the PendSV handler.

The system tick interrupt handler must be installed in the vector table at the correct entry. If no
setup tick interrupt hook is provided by the host application, vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR()
must be installed as the SysTick handler.

P

5.6.4.2 Interrupt Priorities and Nesting

A
M

This SAFERTOS Product Variant permits interrupts to nest, i.e. an interrupt service routine may be
interrupted by another interrupt service routine.
The Cortex-M architecture permits interrupt priorities in the range 0 - 255, where 0 is the highest
priority and 255 is the lowest. However, where microprocessors don't implement the full range of
interrupt priorities, the interrupt priority is stored in the most significant bits of the priority registers.
For example, microprocessors with 4 interrupt priority bits implement the priorities 0 (highest) - 15
(lowest) using the top 4 bits.

S

The macro configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY sets the interrupt priority used by the kernel
controlled PendSV and SysTick interrupts and is defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h.
configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY should be set to the lowest priority; the demo project sets
it to 255 - on a microprocessor which implements the top 4 interrupt priority bits, this is equivalent to
a priority of 15.
The macro configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY (also defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h) sets the
highest interrupt priority from which interrupt safe SAFERTOS API functions can be called. To ensure
a full interrupt nesting model, configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY should be set to a higher
priority than configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.
Interrupts that do not call API functions can execute at priorities higher than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY and therefore never have their execution delayed by
kernel activity (within the limits of the hardware itself).
The macro configSYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY (also defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h) sets the
priority
of
the
SVCall
interrupt.
It
must
be
at
least
one
higher
than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.
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Important: The Cortex-M core uses numerically low priority numbers to represent HIGH priority
interrupts, which can seem counter-intuitive and is easy to forget. If you wish to assign an interrupt
a low priority do NOT assign it a priority of 0 (or other low numeric value) as this can result in the
interrupt actually having the highest priority; and potentially make your system crash if this priority is
above configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.
By default, all interrupts have priority 0 (the highest priority), therefore, the priority of all interrupts
enabled by the host application must be set to the desired level.

5.6.4.3 SVC Exception

LE

Refer to the section 'API Reference' for details of which API functions can be safely called from within
interrupt service routines.

SVC exceptions with numbers 0-5 are handled by SAFERTOS, and numbers 6 or greater are instead
handled by the host application defined SVC hook.
Listing 149 The host application can define this hook by setting the pxSvcHookFunction member of
the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS struct passed into xTaskInitializeScheduler(). The type of this
hook must be portSVC_HOOK, defined as specified in the listing 'portSVC_HOOK definition'

P

typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

Listing 150 portSVC_HOOK definition

A
M

The SVC hook is executed in SVC mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API functions.
5.6.4.4 Deferring Interrupt Processing to a Task
In the interest of stack usage predictability and to facilitate system behavioural analysis it is preferred
that interrupt handlers do nothing but collect event data and clear the interrupt source - and therefore
exit very promptly by deferring the processing of the event data to the task level. Task level
processing can be performed with interrupts enabled. This scenario is demonstrated by the Listing
'Deferring interrupt processing to the task level'.

S

An application defined interrupt handler that wishes to request a context switch need only call
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR().
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void vISRFunction( void )
{
portInt8Type cData;
/* Read the data input from the peripheral that triggered the interrupt. */
cData = ReceivedValue;
/* Send the data to the peripheral handler task. */
xQueueSendFromISR( xPrintQueue, &cData );
/* If the peripheral handler task has a priority higher than the interrupted
* task request a switch to the handler task. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
/* Clear interrupt here. If safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() was called then the interrupt
* will return directly to the handler task where cData will be processed contiguous
* in time with the ISR exiting. */
void vPeripheralHandlerTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portInt8Type cMessage;

LE

}

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for a message to arrive. */
xQueueReceive( xPrintQueue, &cMessage, portMAX_DELAY );
/* Write the message to stdout. */
printf( "%c", cMessage );
}

P

}

Listing 151 Deferring interrupt processing to the task level

A
M

This scheme has the added advantage of flexible event processing prioritization. Task priorities are
used instead of the prioritization being dependent on the priority assigned to each interrupt source
by the target processor. The prioritisation of peripheral handler tasks would normally be chosen to
be higher than ordinary tasks within the same application - thereby allowing the interrupt handler to
return directly into the peripheral handler task for immediate processing.
Interrupt service routines that call API functions must not be permitted to execute prior to the
scheduler being started. The easiest method of ensuring this is for interrupts to remain disabled until
after the scheduler is started. Interrupts will automatically be enabled when the first task starts
executing.

S

This product variant does support interrupt nesting.

Calling API functions while the scheduler is in the Initializing state will result in interrupts becoming
disabled.
API functions that do not end in "FromISR" or macros that do not end in "FROM_ISR" must not
be used within an interrupt service routine.
5.6.5 Configuration Constants
The host application is required to supply a header file called SafeRTOSConfig.h in which the
constants described within the Table 'Application Configuration C Definitions' must be defined.
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Table 5-27 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

Description

configMAX_PRIORITIES

portUnsignedBaseType

The maximum number of unique
priorities. The maximum priority
that can be assigned to a task is
(configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).

configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the priority of the
SysTick and PendSV interrupt
handlers. The recommended
value is 255.

configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the maximum
interrupt priority level that is
permitted to use SAFERTOS
API calls.

configSYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the priority of the
SVC call handler - it must be at
least one higher than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_P
RIORITY.

P

LE

Definition

MessageBufferType

A typedef used to describe the
type of the "length" field within a
message.

configKERNEL_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
functions.

configKERNEL_UNPRIV_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
unprivileged functions.

configKERNEL_INIT_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
initialisation functions.

configKERNEL_CREATE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
creation functions.

configKERNEL_DELETE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel delete
functions.

configKERNEL_DATA_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel data.

S

A
M

configMESSAGE_BUFFER_LENGTH_TY
PE
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Table 5-27 Application Configuration C Definitions
Definition

Type

Description

configKERNEL_DATA_MIRROR_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel mirror
data.

Further configuration is performed at run time by calling the API function xTaskInitializeScheduler().

LE

xTaskInitializeScheduler() must be the first SAFERTOS API function to be called, and must only
be called once.
5.6.6 Port specific Additions to the API Reference

5.6.6.1.1 Parameters

P

5.6.6.1 xTaskInitializeScheduler()

xTaskInitializeScheduler() takes a single parameter, a pointer to an xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS
structure. The members of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure are as follows:

A
M

ulCPUClockHz

The speed of the peripheral clock that has
been configured by the host application. This
value is used to generate the kernel tick.
The desired frequency of the kernel tick.

pxSvcHookFunction

A pointer to the host application defined SVC
hook which is called when an SVC exception
is raised with a number that is not handled by
the kernel. This is permitted to be NULL if no
SVC hook function is required.

S

ulTickRateHz

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

SAFERTOS® v9 User Manual
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uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

When moving a task out of the Running state
the task context is saved onto the task stack. If
following the save there would remain fewer
than uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes free
bytes on the task stack the application error
hook will be called. Therefore the higher the
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes value the
more sensitive the stack overflow checking
becomes - zero is a valid value and will result
in the least sensitive stack overflow checking.

The size in bytes of the buffer pointed to by the
pcIdleTaskStackBuffer parameter. This is
effectively the size in bytes of the idle task
stack.

A
M

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the idle task.

P

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

LE

Note that when a potential stack overflow is
detected the error hook is called without
having actually saved the task context.

A flag that indicates whether or not the idle
task will use the FPU.

xIdleTaskMPUParameters

The MPU region parameters and privilege
level of the idle task. Note that the idle task is
always a privileged task, however the idle task
hook function can be configured to run in
either privileged or unprivileged mode.

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

A pointer to the user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task. It is
permitted to be NULL.

uxTimerTaskPriority

The priority at which the timer task should
operate is configurable to the needs of the
host application.

uxTimerTaskStackSize

The stack size of the timer task. This is
dependent on the stack usage in timer
callback functions.

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the timer task.

S

xIdleTaskUsingFPU
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The number of entries in the timer command
queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

The size of the buffer that is provided by the
application for the timer command queue.

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

The buffer that will be used to hold the queue
for the timer commands.

S

A
M

P

LE

uxTimerCommandQueueLength
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5.6.6.1.2 Example
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local Constants
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Scheduler Initialisation Definitions */
/* They indicate the location of both vector table and system stack
* The system stack location is the first entry in the vector table
* on Cortex-M4 devices) as well as size of the system stack in bytes. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkSystemStackSize;
#define configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE
#define configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN

( ( portUnsignedBaseType ) &lnkSystemStackSize )
( 0U )

LE

/* The user configuration for the timer module. */
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE
( ( configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN * sizeof( timerQueueMessageType ) ) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES )
/* The address and size of the Idle Hook data section. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkIdleHookDataStart;
extern portUInt32Type lnkIdleHookDataEnd;
#define configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDR
#define configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE
&lnkIdleHookDataStart )

( ( void * ) &lnkIdleHookDataStart )
( ( portUInt32Type ) &lnkIdleHookDataEnd - ( portUInt32Type )

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local Variables
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

P

static portInt8Type acIdleTaskStack[ configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__(( aligned( 32 ) )) = { 0 };

A
M

/* Declare the stack for the timer task, it cannot be done in the timer
* module as the syntax for alignment is port specific. Also the callback
* functions are executed in the timer task and their complexity/stack
* requirements are application specific. */
static portInt8Type acTimerTaskStack[ configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__(( aligned( 32 ) )) = { 0 };
/* The buffer for the timer command queue. */
static portInt8Type acTimerCommandQueueBuffer[ configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE ] __attribute__(( aligned(
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) )) = { 0 };
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
portBaseType xInitializeScheduler( void )
{
portBaseType xResult;

S

/* The structure passed to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to configure the kernel
* with the application defined constants and call back functions. */
const xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS xPortInit =
{
configPERIPH_CLOCK_HZ,
/* ulPeriphClockHz */
configTICK_RATE_HZ,
/* ulTickRateHz */
/* Hook functions */
&vDemoApplicationSVCHook,

/* pxSvcHookFunction */

/* System Stack Parameters */
configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE,
configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN,

/* uxSystemStackSizeBytes */
/* uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes */

/* Idle Task Parameters */
acIdleTaskStack,
configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
pdFALSE,

/* pcIdleTaskStackBuffer */
/* uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes */
/* The idle hook will not use the FPU. */

/* MPU Operating parameters */
{
/* xIdleTaskMPUParameters */
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* The idle hook will be executed in unprivileged mode */
{
{
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDR,
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE,
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |
mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY )
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},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U }
}
},
NULL,

/* No Thread Local Storage for the Idle Task */

/* Timer feature initialisation. */
configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY,
configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
acTimerTaskStack,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE,
acTimerCommandQueueBuffer,

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

uxTimerTaskPriority */
uxTimerTaskStackSize */
pcTimerTaskStackBuffer */
uxTimerCommandQueueLength */
uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize */
pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer */

};

LE

/* Initialise the kernel by passing in a pointer to the
* xPortInit structure and return the resulting error code. */
xResult = xTaskInitializeScheduler( &xPortInit );
return xResult;
}

Listing 152 Example use of the xTaskInitializeScheduler() API function
5.6.6.2 xTaskCreate()
5.6.6.2.1 Parameters

A
M

P

xTaskCreate() takes 2 parameters - pxTaskParameters which is a pointer to an xTaskParameters
structure, and pxCreatedTask which is used to pass back a handle by which the created task can
be referenced, for example when changing the priority of the task or subsequently deleting the task.
The members of the xTaskParameters structure are as follows:
Pointer to the function that implements the
task.

const portCharType * pcTaskName

A descriptive name for the task. This is mainly
used to facilitate debugging.

xTCB * pxTCB

Pointer to the TCB provided by the host
application for this task.

portInt8Type * pcStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
as the task stack.

portUnsignedBaseType uxStackDepthBytes

The size in bytes of the memory pointed to by
the pcStackBuffer pointer.

void * pvParameters

Task functions take a void * parameter - the
value of which is set by pvParameters when
the task is created.

portUnsignedBaseType uxPriority

The priority of the task. Can take any value
between 0 and (configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).
The lower the numeric value of the assigned
priority the lower the relative priority of the
task.

S

pdTASK_CODE pvTaskCode
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void * pvObject

A pointer to user defined data to be associated
with this task. Can be set to NULL if not
needed by the user application.
Note that this pointer is never dereferenced by
SAFERTOS.
A flag that indicates whether the task will use
the FPU.

mpuTaskParamType xMPUParameters

A structure containing the MPU related task
parameters.

S

A
M

P

LE

portBaseType xUsingFPU
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5.6.6.2.2 Example
/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_NO_FPU )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0
};

LE

/* Define a structure used to demonstrate a parameter being passed into a task
function. */
typedef struct A_STRUCT
{
portCharType cStructMember1;
portCharType cStructMember2;
} xStruct;

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
xStruct *pxParameters;

P

/* Define a variable of the type of the structure just defined. A reference to
* this variable is passed in as the task parameter. */
xStruct xParameter = { 1, 2 };

/* Cast the parameter to the expected type. */
pxParameters = ( xStruct * ) pvParameters;

A
M

/* The parameter can now be accessed. */
if( 1 != pxParameters->cStructMember1 )
{
/* Etc. */
}

/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

S

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAnotherFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* The task parameter will be initialised later. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* No user defined data required. */
pdFALSE,
/* The task does NOT use the FPU. */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};
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/* Add a pointer to the structure of parameters. */
xNewTaskParameters.pvParameters = &xParameter;
/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not successfully created.
* The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
* task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
* has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
* executed before this task reaches this point. */
}

LE

/* The handle can now be used in other API functions, for example to change
* the priority of the task. */
if( xTaskPrioritySet( xHandle, 1 ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The priority was not changed. */
}
else
{
/* The priority was changed. */
}
}

P

Listing 153 Example usage of the xTaskCreate() API function
5.6.7 Port Specific API Functions

There are no port specific API functions.

A
M

5.6.8 Port Specific Hook Functions
5.6.8.1 SVC Hook

The SVC Hook is called when a Supervisor Call (SVC) exception is generated with a number that is
not handled by the SAFERTOS SVC handler. Its purpose is for the host application to add additional
services.

S

The host application may provide a SVC hook function by setting the pxSVCHookFunction member
of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure passed in the call to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to the
address of a function that complies with the portSVC_HOOK typedef described in the Listing
'portSVC_HOOK Type Definition'. If a SVC Hook function is not provided by the host application,
pxSVCHookFunction must be set to NULL. Refer to the Section 'xTaskInitializeScheduler()' for
further information.
typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

Listing 154 portSVC_HOOK Type Definition
5.6.8.1.1 SVC Hook Parameters
uxSvcNumber

The SVC number.

5.6.8.1.2 Notes
SVC numbers from 0 to 5 inclusive are reserved for use by the kernel, and must not be used by
the host application.
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The SVC hook is executed in SVC mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API function with
the exception of xTaskGetTickCountFromISR().
5.6.9 MPU API Functions
5.6.9.1 xMPUSetTaskRegions()
portBaseType xMPUSetTaskRegions( portTaskHandleType pxSetTaskToModify, const mpuTaskParamType * const
pxSetTaskMpuParams );

5.6.9.1.1 Summary

LE

Reassigns the MPU region definitions associated with the task. The section 'Task MPU Regions'
contains further detailed information relating to the definition of MPU regions.
5.6.9.1.2 Parameters

P

xMPUSetTaskRegions() takes 2 parameters - pxSetTaskToModify which is the handle of the task
whose MPU regions are being modified and pxSetTaskMpuParams which is a pointer to an
mpuTaskParamType structure containing the new region definitions. The members of the
mpuTaskParamType structure are as follows:

A
M

portUnsignedBaseType uxPrivilegeLevel

mpuRegionConfigType
axRegions[mpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_N
UM]

The privilege level of the task xMPUSetTaskRegions does not access this
member of the structure, so its value is not
important.
An mpuRegionConfigType structure for each
of the configurable MPU regions available to
the task. For the ARMv7-M with NXP MPU
product variant,
mpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_NUM equals
3.

S

The members of the mpuRegionConfigType structure are as follows:
void * pvBaseAddress

The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be a multiple of the size of the region.

portUInt32Type ulLengthInBytes

The length of the region (in bytes). Must be a
power of 2 and at least 32 bytes.

portUInt32Type ulAccessPermissions

Contains the access permissions of this region
- refer to the S32K1xx documentation
[Reference 3] for a full discussion of the
available MPU region attribute settings.
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5.6.9.1.3 Return Values
The task's regions were successfully updated.
If it was the current task's regions that were
being modified, then a context switch will have
been performed.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

The value of pxSetTaskMpuParams was found
to be NULL.

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

pxSetTaskToModify was found not to be a
valid task handle (and not NULL).

LE

pdPASS

errINVALID_MPU_REGION_CONFIGURATIO
N

One of a number of problems was identified
with the new set of MPU region definitions:
1. One of the not aligned to 32 bytes;

P

2. The size of one of the regions is not a
multiple of 32;

A
M

3. The end address overflows;
4. The region overlaps with the kernel code or
kernel data region.

5.6.9.1.4 Notes

xMPUSetTaskRegions() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be
called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).
5.6.9.1.5 Example

S

This example creates a task with an initial set of MPU regions. The created task subsequently calls
xMPUSetTaskRegions() to modify the region settings.
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/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* basically be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes.
* This task will not use the FPU, so the stack size must be at least 256 bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( 512 )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( STACK_SIZE ) ) ) = { 0 };

LE

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;

A
M

P

/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
&vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* No parameters are being passed to this task. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* The TLS object is not used. */
pdFALSE,
/* This task does not use the FPU. */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};

S

/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( pdPASS != xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) )
{
/* The task was not successfully created. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
* task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
* has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
* executed before this task reaches this point. */
}
...

}

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
/* Region address is typically defined by the linker and associated with a
* symbol in the linker script (*.lds) file. The symbol looks to the compiler like a
* variable the address of which is the start of the region. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkTaskDataBlockStartAddr[];
#define TASK_DATA_START_ADDRESS ( ( portUInt32Type ) lnkTaskDataBlockStartAddr )
#define TASK_DATA_BLOCK_SIZE
( 0x80 )
mpuTaskParamType xNewMPURegionDefinition =
{
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* xMPUSetTaskRegions() does not change the privilege level of the task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U },
/* Reallocate MPU region #1 to give access to the variables within the defined section. */
{
TASK_DATA_START_ADDRESS,
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TASK_DATA_BLOCK_SIZE,
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |
mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_BACK_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE )
},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U }
}
};
/* No parameters are being used for this task. */
( void ) pvParameters;

LE

/* For some reason, the task needs to modify its own MPU region settings. */
if( pdPASS != xMPUSetTaskRegions( NULL, &xNewMPURegionDefinition ) )
{
/* The MPU Region definitions could not be applied. The return value
* could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* As the task modified its own MPU regions, a context switch will have
* occurred by the time this point is reached. */
}
/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

P

Listing 155 Example of using the xMPUSetTaskRegions() API function
5.6.9.2 vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode()

A
M

void vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode( void );

5.6.9.2.1 Summary

Sets the privilege level of the task to 'Unprivileged'.
5.6.9.2.2 Parameters
None.

S

5.6.9.2.3 Return Values
None.

5.6.9.2.4 Notes

The SAFERTOS API does not provide a means of setting the task's privilege level to 'Privileged',
therefore calling vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() results in an action that cannot be
reversed.
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() must only be called from an executing task and
therefore must not be called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler
being started).
5.6.9.2.5 Example
This example creates a privileged task. The created task subsequently
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() to set its privilege level to 'Unprivileged'.
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calls

/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* basically be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes.
* This task will not use the FPU, so the stack size must be at least 256 bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE
( 256U )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( STACK_SIZE ) ) ) = { 0 };

LE

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function is called
* while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could be called from
* another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended state. */
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;

A
M

P

/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
&vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* No parameters are being passed to this task. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* The TLS object is not used. */
pdFALSE,
/* This task does not use the FPU. */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};

S

/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( pdPASS != xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) )
{
/* The task was not successfully created. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a task, the
* scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created has a priority higher than
* the calling task then vTaskCode will have executed before this task reaches this point. */
}
...

}

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
/* No parameters are being used for this task. */
( void )pvParameters;
/* Perform some initial processing that requires Privileged mode. */
/* Privileged mode is no longer required, so switch to Unprivileged mode
* prior to entering the main task body. */
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode();
/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

Listing 156 Example of using the vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() API function
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5.6.9.3 xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion()
portBaseType xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion( portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type

ulRegionNumber,
ulRegionBeginAddress,
ulRegionAccess,
ulRegionSize );

5.6.9.3.1 Summary
Allows the host application to define a global MPU region which is active for all tasks.
5.6.9.3.2 Parameters
The MPU region that will be configured. The
number of global regions available is
dependent on the target hardware and
therefore the portable layer will define the
macros
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FI
RST and
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_LA
ST, only region numbers in this range will be
accepted.
The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be aligned to 32 bytes.

A
M

ulRegionBeginAddress

P

LE

ulRegionNumber

ulRegionAccess

Contains the access permissions of this region
- refer to the S32K1xx documentation
[Reference 3] for a full discussion of the
available MPU region attribute settings.

ulRegionSize

The length of the region (in bytes). Must be a
power of 2 and at least 32 bytes.

S

5.6.9.3.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The region was successfully updated.

errSCHEDULER_ALREADY_RUNNING

The scheduler has been started. Configuration
of global regions is only permitted while the
scheduler is initialising.
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errINVALID_PARAMETERS

One of a number of problems was identified
with the MPU region definitions:
1. The region number is not within the valid
range defined by
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FI
RST and
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_LA
ST;

LE

2. One of the regions is smaller than 32 bytes;
3. The size of one of the regions is not a power
of 2;

5.6.9.3.4 Notes

P

4. The base address of a region was not
aligned correctly according to its size.

xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion() must only be called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state
(prior to the scheduler being started).

A
M

5.6.9.3.5 Example

This example illustrates the definition of a global MPU region to allow access to a processor's
peripherals.
/* MPU General Peripherals Hardware address range */
#define configPERIPHERALS_START_ADDRESS
( 0x40000000U )
#define configPERIPHERALS_END_ADDRESS
( 0x60000000U )

S

/* Configure a global region mapped onto the peripherals */
xResult = xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion( mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FIRST,
configPERIPHERALS_START_ADDRESS,
portmpuCORE_USER_RW_PERMISSIONS,
( configPERIPHERALS_END_ADDRESS - configPERIPHERALS_START_ADDRESS ) );

Listing 157 Example of using the xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion() API function
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5.7 CORTEX -M MPU (ARM V 7-M) ARCHITECTURE
5.7.1 Port Specific Definitions
The Table 'Definitions specific to the Product Variant' details the values assigned to each port specific
definition.
Table 5-28 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

portCharType

char

portInt16Type
portInt32Type
portInt64Type
portUInt8Type

signed short
signed long

signed long long
unsigned char

A
M

portUInt16Type

signed char

P

portInt8Type

LE

Definition

unsigned short
unsigned long

portUInt64Type

unsigned long long

portFloat32Type

float

portFloat64Type

double

S

portUInt32Type

portStackType

unsigned long

portBaseType

signed long

portUnsignedBaseType

unsigned long

portTickType

unsigned long

portTaskHandleType

void *

safertosapiMAX_DELAY

0xFFFFFFFF

safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT

4

safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT

8
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Table 5-28 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES

140

portDataAddressType

unsigned long

portCodeAddressType

unsigned long

portSVC_HOOK

void (*)(portUnsignedBaseType)

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES
(only on ports not supporting the FPU)

LE

Definition

72

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_NO_FPU
(only on ports supporting the FPU)

76

212

P

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_WITH_FPU
(only on ports supporting the FPU)

A
M

The Cortex-M Product Variant makes use of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure defined in
apiComplexTypes.h. It is required that a variable of type xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS is initialised
with appropriate values before being passed to the xTaskInitializeScheduler() function. As an
example, the Table 'Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values' shows the values
used by the demo application.
Table 5-29 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values

Field

Assigned Value

S

ulCPUClockHz

<Application-specific>
The frequency of the clock driving the module that generates
the tick interrupt.

ulTickRateHz

1000
The frequency at which the tick interrupt occurs.

pxSvcHookFunction

vApplicationSvcHook
A callback function used to add host application-related
services - see section 'SVC Hook' for more details.

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

The size of the system stack - this is used to detect stack
overflows.
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Table 5-29 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

0
An additional margin could have been specified that would
have caused the task to ensure there are at least
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes between the stack
pointer and the stack boundary once the task context has been
saved.

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

acIdleTaskStack (an array of portInt8Type types to be used for
the stack of the idle task).

xIdleTaskUsingFPU
(only on ports supporting the FPU)
xIdleTaskMPUParameters

256
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the idle task.
pdFALSE
The Idle Task does not use the FPU.

P

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

LE

Field

{

S

A
M

mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
{
{
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDR,
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE,
(
mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_W
RITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

SAFERTOS® v9 User Manual

mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY
),
mpuREGION_ALL_SUB_REGIONS_ENABLED
},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}
The idle task's privilege level will be lowered before executing
vApplicationIdleHook(). One additional MPU region contains
the variables accessed by vApplicationIdleHook().
Note: There are 3 or 7 configurable MPU regions depending
on the hardware MPU implementation (8 or 16 regions).
NULL
In the demo application, there is no user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task.
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Table 5-29 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

uxTimerTaskPriority

2
The priority of the default timer task.

uxTimerTaskStackSize

512
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the default
timer task.

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

10
The length of the default timer queue.

(10 * sizeof(timerQueueMessageType)) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES)
The size of the array to be used for the default timer queue.
acTimerCommandQueueBuffer
An 4-byte aligned array of portInt8Type to be used for the
default timer queue.

A
M

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

acTimerTaskStack - an array of portInt8Type to be used for the
stack of the default timer task.

P

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

LE

Field

xEnableCache
(only on ports supporting a cache)

pdTRUE - Enable the processor data and instruction cache
(only applicable for processors with cache ). The cache must
only be enabled by SAFERTOS by setting this parameter. The
user must not enable or disable the cache in any other way.

5.7.2 MPU Definitions

S

To support use of the MPU, the definitions listed in the Table 'MPU Definitions' are provided by the
SAFERTOS API.
Table 5-30 MPU Definitions

Definition

Description

mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK

One of the valid values for the uxPrivilegeLevel member of the
mpuTaskParamType structure used when creating a task.

mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK

One of the valid values for the uxPrivilegeLevel member of the
mpuTaskParamType structure used when creating a task.

mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER

Used to mark an MPU region as not being available for code
execution. One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.
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Table 5-30 MPU Definitions
Description

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_NO_ACCESS_US
ER_NO_ACCESS

Used to mark an MPU region as having no access permissions for
both Privileged and Unprivileged (User) modes. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_U
SER_NO_ACCESS

Used to mark an MPU region as having read and write access
permissions for Privileged mode, but no access for Unprivileged
(User) mode. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_U
SER_READ_ONLY

Used to mark an MPU region as having read and write access
permissions for Privileged mode, but read only access for
Unprivileged (User) mode. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

P

LE

Definition

Used to mark an MPU region as having read and write access
permissions for both Privileged and Unprivileged (User) mode. One
of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

A
M

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_U
SER_READ_WRITE

Used to mark an MPU region as having read only access
permission for Privileged mode, but no access for Unprivileged
(User) mode. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_ONLY_US
ER_READ_ONLY

Used to mark an MPU region as having read only access
permission for both Privileged and Unprivileged (User) mode. One
of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_ONLY_US
ER_NO_ACCESS

mpuREGION_STRONGLY_ORDERED

Used to mark an MPU region as being Strongly-ordered. All
accesses to Strongly-ordered memory occur in program order. All
Strongly-ordered regions are assumed to be shared. One of the
valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_SHARED_DEVICE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Shared device' setting.
One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of
the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_T Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer and inner writeHROUGH_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE
through; no write allocate' setting. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.
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Table 5-30 MPU Definitions
Description

mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_
BACK_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer and inner writeback; no write allocate' setting. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_NONCAC
HEABLE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer and inner noncacheable' setting. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_
BACK_WRITE_AND_READ_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer and inner writeback; write and read allocate' setting. One of the valid bit settings of
the ulAccessPermissions member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

mpuREGION_NONSHARED_DEVICE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'non-shared device'
setting. One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

P

LE

Definition

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer non-cacheable;
inner write-back, write and read allocate' setting. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_NONCACHEABLE_INN
ER_WRITE_THROUGH_NO_WRITE_ALLOCA
TE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer non-cacheable;
inner write-through, no write allocate' setting. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_NONCACHEABLE_INN
ER_WRITE_BACK_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer non-cacheable;
inner write-back, no write allocate' setting. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S
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mpuREGION_OUTER_NONCACHEABLE_INN
ER_WRITE_BACK_WRITE_AND_READ_ALL
OCATE

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_WRITE
_AND_READ_ALLOCATE_INNER_NONCACH
EABLE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer write-back, write
and read allocate; inner non-cacheable' setting. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_WRITE
_AND_READ_ALLOCATE_INNER_WRITE_TH
ROUGH_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer write-back, write
and read allocate; inner write-through, no write allocate' setting.
One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of
the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_WRITE
_AND_READ_ALLOCATE_INNER_WRITE_BA
CK_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer write-back, write
and read allocate; inner write-back, no write allocate' setting. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.
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Table 5-30 MPU Definitions
Description

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_THROUGH_N
O_WRITE_ALLOCATE_INNER_NONCACHEA
BLE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer write-through, no
write allocate; inner non-cacheable' setting. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_THROUGH_N
O_WRITE_ALLOCATE_INNER_WRITE_BACK
_WRITE_AND_READ_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer write-through, no
write allocate; inner write-back, write and read allocate' setting. One
of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_THROUGH_N
O_WRITE_ALLOCATE_INNER_WRITE_BACK
_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer write-through, no
write allocate; inner write-back, no write allocate' setting. One of the
valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_NO_W
RITE_ALLOCATE_INNER_NONCACHEABLE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer write-back, no
write allocate; inner non-cacheable' setting. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_NO_W
RITE_ALLOCATE_INNER_WRITE_BACK_WR
ITE_AND_READ_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer write-back, no
write allocate; inner write-back, write and read allocate' setting. One
of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_OUTER_WRITE_BACK_NO_W
RITE_ALLOCATE_INNER_WRITE_THROUGH
_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE

Used to mark an MPU region as having the 'Outer write-back, no
write allocate; inner write-through, no write allocate' setting. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_SHAREABLE

Used to mark an MPU region as being Shareable. Typically only
used for memory that is shared between several processors. One of
the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

A
M

P

LE

Definition

mpuREGION_INTERNAL_FLASH_DEFAULT_
CACHE_POLICY

Used to mark a Flash MPU region as having the same cache policy
as the background region as defined in the Cortex-M default
memory map. This is an alias for
mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_THROUGH_NO_WR
ITE_ALLOCATE.

mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CA Used to mark a internal RAM MPU region as having the same
CHE_POLICY
cache policy as the background region as defined in the Cortex-M
default memory map. This is an alias for
mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_BACK_WRITE_AND
_READ_ALLOCATE.
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Table 5-30 MPU Definitions
Description

mpuREGION_PERIPHERAL_DEFAULT_CAC
HE_POLICY

Used to mark a Peripheral MPU region as having the same cache
policy the background region as defined in the Cortex-M default
memory map. This is an alias for
mpuREGION_NONSHARED_DEVICE.

mpuREGION_1ST_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the first 1/8th sub region of this MPU region. Useful when
overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulSubRegionControl member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

mpuREGION_2ND_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the second 1/8th sub region of this MPU region. Useful
when overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulSubRegionControl member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

mpuREGION_3RD_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the third 1/8th sub region of this MPU region. Useful when
overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulSubRegionControl member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

P

LE

Definition

Disables the fourth 1/8th sub region of this MPU region. Useful
when overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulSubRegionControl member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

A
M

mpuREGION_4TH_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the fifth 1/8th sub region of this MPU region. Useful when
overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulSubRegionControl member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

mpuREGION_6TH_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the sixth 1/8th sub region of this MPU region. Useful when
overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulSubRegionControl member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

S

mpuREGION_5TH_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

mpuREGION_7TH_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the seventh 1/8th sub region of this MPU region. Useful
when overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulSubRegionControl member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

mpuREGION_8TH_SUB_REGION_DISABLE

Disables the eighth 1/8th sub region of this MPU region. Useful
when overlapping MPU regions. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulSubRegionControl member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.
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5.7.3 Memory Management
5.7.3.1 Memory Allocation
SAFERTOS does not itself dynamically allocate or free any memory. The host application provides
the memory required by SAFERTOS to manage tasks, queues, semaphores, mutexes, timers, event
groups and event multiplex objects as part of the RTOS object create functions. The host application
must not use memory allocated to SAFERTOS for any other reason until such a time that the task
to which the memory was allocated is deleted. It is not possible to delete queues or semaphores.

#define portspecCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE

LE

SAFERTOS uses only the top 8 bytes of the task stack for managing task behaviour - the rest of the
task stack is only used by the task itself. The application designer must ensure that each task has
adequate stack space. SAFERTOS automatically creates an MPU region that maps exactly onto the
task stack, therefore the dimensions of the task stack must comply with the restrictions of an MPU
region - the size of the task stack must be a power of 2 and the base address must be aligned
according to the size. The demo application provides numerous examples of declaring a task stack
- the Listing 'Declaring a Stack' is taken from FullDemo.c.
( 256U )

P

/* Declare Task Stacks */
static portInt8Type acCheckTaskStack[ fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__(( aligned(
fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ) )) = { 0 };

Listing 158 Declaring a Stack

A
M

Whilst each task has exclusive access to its own stack, code that runs prior to the scheduler starting,
as well as all code executed from within an exception handler, uses the main system stack.
The application designer must also ensure that the user/system stack is adequately dimensioned.
It is desirable to keep stack usage to a minimum, for example declaring arrays or other compound
data types statically rather than as dynamic local variables.

S

SAFERTOS will only detect a task stack overflow if its own action of storing the task context onto
the task stack would result in overflow.
5.7.3.2 Linker Symbols
•

lnkFlashStartAddr;

•

lnkFlashEndAddr;

•

lnkKernelFuncStartAddr;

•

lnkKernelFuncEndAddr;

•

lnkKernelDataStartAddr;

•

lnkKernelDataEndAddr.

5.7.3.3 Memory Blocks
SAFERTOS requires that 3 'blocks' be defined within the linker script - one for kernel functions
(__kernel_functions_block__), one for kernel data (__kernel_data_block__) and one for the user
read only memory (__user_rom_block__). See Listing 'Defining the SAFERTOS memory blocks'.
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/* Define a block for the kernel's functions. */
define block __kernel_functions_block__ with alignment = 0x4000, size = 0x4000
{
readonly section .intvec,
section __kernel_functions__
};
...
/* Define a block for the kernel's data. */
define block __kernel_data_block__ with alignment = 0x800, size = 0x800
{
section __kernel_data__
};
/* Define a block for the users read only memory (code and read only data) */
define block __user_rom_block__ with alignment = 8 { readonly };

LE

...
/* Export symbols required by c code. */
define symbol lnkFlashStartAddr = 0x08000000;
define symbol lnkFlashEndAddr = __ICFEDIT_region_ROM_end__;
export symbol lnkFlashStartAddr;
export symbol lnkFlashEndAddr;

Listing 159 Defining the SAFERTOS memory blocks

A
M

P

The __kernel_functions_block__ is placed in FLASH immediately after the interrupt vector table. In
order to permit a single MPU region to be created that covers both the interrupt vector table and the
__kernel_functions_block__, the size of the __kernel_functions_block__ is adjusted accordingly.
Since the size of MPU regions must be a power of 2, the size of the __kernel_functions_block__ as
defined in the linker script, is the minimum possible size that still allows room for all the required
kernel functions.
It is also important to note that MPU regions must have a start address that is aligned according to
the size of the region. Since a single MPU region is used to cover both the interrupt vector table and
the __kernel_functions_block__, it is necessary that the __kernel_functions_block__ follows
immediately after the interrupt vector table, therefore the start address of the
__kernel_functions_block__ is given 8 byte alignment.

S

The kernel also defines an MPU region that corresponds to the __kernel_data_block__, therefore,
the size of the __kernel_data_block__ as defined in the linker script, is the minimum power of 2 that
is large enough to contain all the required kernel data. Note that the start address of the
__kernel_data_block__ is aligned to the size of the __kernel_data_block__ (0x800) - this is
necessary since the defined MPU region corresponds exactly to the __kernel_data_block__.
The __user_rom_block__ should be placed after the __kernel_functions_block__. The linker can be
allowed to place this anywhere after the __kernel_functions_block__ with 8 byte alignment. No MPU
regions are defined using this block. The start and end address of the __user_rom_block__ are only
used for range checking the user provided hook functions.
The amount of RAM required by the Task module increases as the number of priorities increases.
Should configMAX_PRIORITIES be set to a greater value, then the size of the section may have to
be increased.
5.7.3.4 Default Memory Map
SAFERTOS enables the default memory map for privileged access (also referred to as the
'background region'). This means that any privileged code, including ISRs and other exception
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handlers, by default has access to all valid memory addresses in the memory map. Privileged code
access permissions can be restricted through the use of an application task's MPU regions; however,
great care must be taken to ensure that any exception handler that might interrupt the application
task has access to all the memory locations it requires. Refer to the ARMv7-M Architecture
Reference Manual for further details of the Default Memory Map.
Since all privileged mode code has, by default, access to all memory resources, including those
utilised by the SAFERTOS kernel, all privileged mode code must be written to the standards
mandated by the highest assigned SIL of the host application.

LE

It is recommended that host application tasks execute in unprivileged mode to minimise the risk
of privileged code inadvertently corrupting the SAFERTOS kernel's data.
It is crucial that ISRs always have access to any memory mapped resources that they use.
5.7.3.5 Task MPU Regions

P

Each task is associated with 3 or 7 configurable MPU regions (depending on the microcontroller).
The typical use of these regions is to give an unprivileged task access to memory mapped resources
outside of its own task stack. By default, an unprivileged task only has access to its own task stack;
therefore, in order for the task to be able to access additional objects (e.g. file scope variables,
statically defined variables, peripherals or external RAM), additional MPU regions need to be
configured.

A
M

As well as task specific configurable regions, global regions are available which allows the user to
define a memory region that will be available to all tasks.
One technique for giving a task access to statically defined variables (whether function or file scope)
is to locate all such variables in a defined block in RAM and then create an MPU region covering
that block. In order to do this, a block must first be defined within the linker script. The Listing 'Defining
a block for the Block Q Task' is taken from the linker script included with the demo application and
illustrates how to define such a memory block. Note that the alignment of the block is the same value
as the size of the block, which is itself a power of 2.

S

/* Define a block for the Block Q task data. */
define block __block_q_data_block__ with alignment = 0x80, size = 0x80 { section __block_q_data__ };

Listing 160 Defining a block for the Block Q Task

Next, all static data needs to be located in this memory block. The compiler permits a number of
ways of doing this, but perhaps the simplest is to use the mechanism used by the demo application
as shown in the Listing 'Placing a variable in a known location'. Every variable whose declaration is
prefixed with the macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is then placed within the
__block_q_data_block__ by the linker. The host application designer must ensure that the defined
data block is of sufficient size to store all the required variables. Within the demo application, the
macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is defined within a header file (PortSpecifics.h) for
reasons of portability since the exact syntax required varies greatly between compilers.
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/* Define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION so that all Blocking Queue static data is
* in the same section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION
_Pragma("location=\"__block_q_data__\"")
/* This line is taken from BlockQ.c - it causes the linker to place the structure
* xQueueParameters1 in __block_q_data__ */
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION static xBlockingQueueParameters xQueueParameters1 = { NULL, 0, NULL };

Listing 161 Placing a variable in a known location

LE

The final step is to allocate an MPU region for the task that corresponds exactly to the defined
memory region. The simplest way to do this is by populating the xTaskParameters structure
accordingly when the task is created. If the task later needs access to a different set of MPU regions,
the API function xMPUSetTaskRegions(), can be used to change the MPU regions associated with
the task.
An MPU region is defined by four parameters - a base address, length (or size) in bytes, a set of
access permission attributes and a set of sub-region disable flags. The base address and size can
be set using symbols defined by the linker as shown in Listings 'MPU region for Block Q task data
(ports with 3 configurable task regions)' and 'MPU region for Block Q task data (ports with 7
configurable task regions)'. The complete list of valid attributes is discussed in section 'MPU
Definitions'.

P

/* External references to linker defined symbols that give the start and end
* addresses of the Blocking Queue data section. */
extern portUInt32Type __block_q_data_block__$$Base[];
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE
( 0x80U )

S
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M

/* This definition corresponds to the xMPUParameters structure that is passed
* to xTaskCreate() as part of the xTaskParameters structure when the Blocking
* Queue tasks are created. It defines the privilege level and region
* definitions for the Blocking Queue tasks. All the Blocking Queue tasks run
* in Unprivileged (User) mode with 1 additional region that corresponds to the
* linker section that holds the Blocking Queue static data. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
\
pdFALSE,
\
{
\
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
\
{
\
{
\
__block_q_data_block__$$Base,
\
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE,
\
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
\
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |
\
mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY ),
\
mpuREGION_ALL_SUB_REGIONS_ENABLED
\
},
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
\
}
\
}

Listing 162 MPU region for Block Q task data (ports with 3 configurable task regions)
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/* External references to linker defined symbols that give the start and end
* addresses of the Blocking Queue data section. */
extern portUInt32Type __block_q_data_block__$$Base[];
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE
( 0x80U )

P

LE

/* This definition corresponds to the xMPUParameters structure that is passed
* to xTaskCreate() as part of the xTaskParameters structure when the Blocking
* Queue tasks are created. It defines the privilege level and region
* definitions for the Blocking Queue tasks. All the Blocking Queue tasks run
* in Unprivileged (User) mode with 1 additional region that corresponds to the
* linker section that holds the Blocking Queue static data. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
\
pdFALSE,
\
{
\
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
\
{
\
{
\
__block_q_data_block__$$Base,
\
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE,
\
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
\
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |
\
mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY ),
\
mpuREGION_ALL_SUB_REGIONS_ENABLED
\
},
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
\
}
\
}

Listing 163 MPU region for Block Q task data (ports with 7 configurable task regions)

A
M

One issue that can arise is the problem of static or global variables defined within 3rd party library
files. Typically it is not desirable to make modifications to 3rd party software, so another method is
required to locate all such variables in known data blocks. This can be addressed by modifying the
linker script to locate all read/write data within a particular driver file into a defined memory block and
adding that block to the MPU regions definitions for tasks that require access.
It is essential that the host application developer carefully review the regions allocated to each
application task, in particular ensuring the following points for each region:
The region size must be a power of 2;

•

The region size must be at least 32 bytes;

•

The region size must be large enough to cover the intended memory range;

•

The base address of the region must be aligned according to the size of the region (e.g. a 256
byte region must start on a 256 byte boundary);

•

The region access rights attributes shall be carefully reviewed.

S

•

Under no circumstances should a task be given access to another task's stack.
All exception handlers, and the SAFERTOS kernel itself, require access to the main system stack
- under no circumstances should a task's MPU regions deny privileged code access to the main
system stack.
One of the advantages of assigning MPU regions to a task is that it enables the host application
developer to detect invalid memory access, for example writing off the end of an array, at an early
stage. In this example, the detection is only possible if the address immediately after the end of the
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array is outside of any other region. For this reason, it is strongly recommended that the MPU regions
assigned to a task should not cover sequential memory locations.
The memory region attributes used to access a memory region must remain consistent. For
example, if a memory region is accessed as cacheable by one task and non cacheable by another
task, the cache will become incoherent, causing erroneous operation. If memory is accessed via the
background region using the default memory map, then any task regions accessing the same
memory must use the same memory attributes as the background region.

LE

It is recommended that all memory regions are configured with the same memory attributes as
the background region unless there is a specific reason not to. The macros
mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY,
mpuREGION_INTERNAL_FLASH_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY
and
mpuREGION_PERIPHERAL_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY are provided to assist with this.
5.7.3.6 Memory Management Fault Handler

P

If the application code accesses a memory location that is prohibited by the MPU, then the processor
generates a memory management fault. SAFERTOS does not provide a memory management fault
handler - this is the responsibility of the host application.

A
M

It is strongly recommended that the host application provides a memory management fault
handler that identifies the address of the instruction that caused the invalid memory access - an
example is given in the demo application (see the file main.c) with the important details shown in
Listing 'An example memory management fault handler'.
It is also recommended that the memory management fault handler is not permitted to return. If
it does return without modifying the MPU region permissions, the microprocessor will attempt to
execute the same line again causing another fault. If the MPU region permissions are modified by
the fault handler then the application code may be given incorrect permissions leading to undetected
application errors.

S

void MemManage_Handler( void )
{
portUInt32Type ulStackedPC = 0u;

/* Determine which stack was in use when the MPU fault occurred and extract
* the stacked PC. */
asm volatile
(
"
tst lr, #4
\n"
"
ite eq
\n"
"
mrseq r0, msp
\n"
/* The code that generated the exception was using the main stack. */
"
mrsne r0, psp
\n"
/* The code that generated the exception was using the process stack. */
"
ldr %0, [r0, #24]
\n"
/* Extract the value of the stacked PC and store it into ulStackedPC. */
: "=r"( ulStackedPC )
);
/* ulStacked_pc is passed by reference rather than by value to ensure that the
* parameter is stored on the stack, allowing the above assembler code to
* access it. */
/* Avoid unused variable warning. */
( void ) ulStackedPC;
prvErrorHandler();

}

Listing 164 An example memory management fault handler
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Following the execution of the assembler portion of the Listing 'An example memory management
fault handler', the variable ulStackedPC contains the address of the instruction that caused the fault.
The linker map file and the debugger 'Disassembly' view can be used to examine the code at the
identified location in order to determine the root cause of the memory fault.
The host application must not assign the Memory Management Fault exception a lower priority
than any other configurable interrupt.
5.7.4 Interrupt Service Routines
5.7.4.1 Interrupt Vector Table

LE

vSafeRTOSSVCHandler() must be installed as the SVCall handler.

vSafeRTOSPendSVHandler() must be installed as the PendSV handler.

The system tick interrupt handler must be installed in the vector table at the correct entry. If no
setup tick interrupt hook is provided by the host application, vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR()
must be installed as the SysTick handler

P

5.7.4.2 Interrupt Priorities and Nesting

A
M

This SAFERTOS Product Variant permits interrupts to nest, i.e. an interrupt service routine may be
interrupted by another interrupt service routine.
The Cortex-M architecture permits interrupt priorities in the range 0 - 255, where 0 is the highest
priority and 255 is the lowest. However, where microprocessors don't implement the full range of
interrupt priorities, the interrupt priority is stored in the most significant bits of the priority registers.
For example, microprocessors with 4 interrupt priority bits implement the priorities 0 (highest) - 15
(lowest) using the top 4 bits.

S

The macro configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY sets the interrupt priority used by the kernel
controlled PendSV and SysTick interrupts and is defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h.
configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY should be set to the lowest priority; the demo project sets
it to 255 - on a microprocessor which implements the top 4 interrupt priority bits, this is equivalent to
a priority of 15.
The macro configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY (also defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h) sets the
highest interrupt priority from which interrupt safe SAFERTOS API functions can be called. To ensure
a full interrupt nesting model, configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY should be set to a higher
priority than configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.
Interrupts that do not call API functions can execute at priorities higher than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY and therefore never have their execution delayed by
kernel activity (within the limits of the hardware itself).
The macro configSYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY (also defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h) sets the
priority
of
the
SVCall
interrupt.
It
must
be
at
least
one
higher
than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.
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Important: The Cortex-M core uses numerically low priority numbers to represent HIGH priority
interrupts, which can seem counter-intuitive and is easy to forget. If you wish to assign an interrupt
a low priority do NOT assign it a priority of 0 (or other low numeric value) as this can result in the
interrupt actually having the highest priority; and potentially make your system crash if this priority is
above configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.
By default, all interrupts have priority 0 (the highest priority), therefore, the priority of all interrupts
enabled by the host application must be set to the desired level.

5.7.4.3 SVC Exception

LE

Refer to the section 'API Reference' for details of which API functions can be safely called from within
interrupt service routines.

SVC exceptions with numbers 0-5 are handled by SAFERTOS, and numbers 6 or greater are instead
handled by the host application defined SVC hook.
Listing 165 The host application can define this hook by setting the pxSvcHookFunction member of
the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS struct passed into xTaskInitializeScheduler(). The type of this
hook must be portSVC_HOOK, defined as specified in the listing 'portSVC_HOOK definition'

P

typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

Listing 166 portSVC_HOOK definition

A
M

The SVC hook is executed in SVC mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API functions.
5.7.4.4 Deferring Interrupt Processing to a Task
In the interest of stack usage predictability and to facilitate system behavioural analysis it is preferred
that interrupt handlers do nothing but collect event data and clear the interrupt source - and therefore
exit very promptly by deferring the processing of the event data to the task level. Task level
processing can be performed with interrupts enabled. This scenario is demonstrated by the Listing
'Deferring interrupt processing to the task level'.

S

An application defined interrupt handler that wishes to request a context switch need only call
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR().
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void vISRFunction( void )
{
portInt8Type cData;
/* Read the data input from the peripheral that triggered the interrupt. */
cData = ReceivedValue;
/* Send the data to the peripheral handler task. */
xQueueSendFromISR( xPrintQueue, &cData );
/* If the peripheral handler task has a priority higher than the interrupted
* task request a switch to the handler task. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
/* Clear interrupt here. If safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() was called then the interrupt
* will return directly to the handler task where cData will be processed contiguous
* in time with the ISR exiting. */
void vPeripheralHandlerTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portInt8Type cMessage;

LE

}

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for a message to arrive. */
xQueueReceive( xPrintQueue, &cMessage, portMAX_DELAY );
/* Write the message to stdout. */
printf( "%c", cMessage );
}

P

}

Listing 167 Deferring interrupt processing to the task level

A
M

This scheme has the added advantage of flexible event processing prioritization. Task priorities are
used instead of the prioritization being dependent on the priority assigned to each interrupt source
by the target processor. The prioritisation of peripheral handler tasks would normally be chosen to
be higher than ordinary tasks within the same application - thereby allowing the interrupt handler to
return directly into the peripheral handler task for immediate processing.
Interrupt service routines that call API functions must not be permitted to execute prior to the
scheduler being started. The easiest method of ensuring this is for interrupts to remain disabled until
after the scheduler is started. Interrupts will automatically be enabled when the first task starts
executing.

S

This product variant does support interrupt nesting.

Calling API functions while the scheduler is in the Initializing state will result in interrupts becoming
disabled.
API functions that do not end in "FromISR" or macros that do not end in "FROM_ISR" must not
be used within an interrupt service routine.
5.7.5 Configuration Constants
The host application is required to supply a header file called SafeRTOSConfig.h in which the
constants described within the Table 'Application Configuration C Definitions' must be defined.
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Table 5-31 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

Description

configARM_ERRATA_837070

portBaseType

This macro should be set to 1 if
the silicon revision of the CortexM7 core is r0p1, to activate the
workaround required for CortexM7 erratum 837070.

configMAX_PRIORITIES

portUnsignedBaseType

The maximum number of unique
priorities. The maximum priority
that can be assigned to a task is
(configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).

configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the priority of the
SysTick and PendSV interrupt
handlers. The recommended
value is 255.

configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the maximum
interrupt priority level that is
permitted to use SAFERTOS
API calls.

configSYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the priority of the
SVC call handler - it must be at
least one higher than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_P
RIORITY.

configMESSAGE_BUFFER_LENGTH_TY
PE

MessageBufferType

A typedef used to describe the
type of the "length" field within a
message.

configKERNEL_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
functions.

configKERNEL_UNPRIV_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
unprivileged functions.

configKERNEL_INIT_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
initialisation functions.

configKERNEL_CREATE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
creation functions.

S

A
M

P

LE

Definition
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Table 5-31 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

Description

configKERNEL_DELETE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel delete
functions.

configKERNEL_DATA_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel data.

configKERNEL_DATA_MIRROR_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel mirror
data.

LE

Definition

Further configuration is performed at run time by calling the API function xTaskInitializeScheduler().

P

xTaskInitializeScheduler() must be the first SAFERTOS API function to be called, and must only
be called once.
5.7.6 Port specific Additions to the API Reference

A
M

5.7.6.1 xTaskInitializeScheduler()
5.7.6.1.1 Parameters

xTaskInitializeScheduler() takes a single parameter, a pointer to an xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS
structure. The members of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure are as follows:
The speed of the system clock that has been
configured by the host application. This value
is used to generate the kernel tick.

ulTickRateHz

The desired frequency of the kernel tick.

pxSvcHookFunction

A pointer to the host application defined SVC
hook which is called when an SVC exception
is raised with a number that is not handled by
the kernel. This is permitted to be NULL if no
SVC hook function is required.

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

The size, in bytes, of the system stack
memory.

S

ulCPUClockHz
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uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

When moving a task out of the Running state
the task context is saved onto the task stack. If
following the save there would remain fewer
than uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes free
bytes on the task stack the application error
hook will be called. Therefore the higher the
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes value the
more sensitive the stack overflow checking
becomes - zero is a valid value and will result
in the least sensitive stack overflow checking.

LE

Note that when a potential stack overflow is
detected the error hook is called without
having actually saved the task context.

The size in bytes of the buffer pointed to by the
pcIdleTaskStackBuffer parameter. This is
effectively the size in bytes of the idle task
stack.

A
M

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the idle task.

P

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

xIdleTaskUsingFPU

A flag that indicates whether or not the idle
task will use the FPU.

(only on ports supporting the FPU)

S

mpuTaskParamType

The MPU region parameters and privilege
level of the idle task. Note that the idle task is
always a privileged task, however the idle task
hook function can be configured to run in
either privileged or unprivileged mode.

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

A pointer to the user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task. It is
permitted to be NULL.

uxTimerTaskPriority

The priority at which the timer task should
operate is configurable to the needs of the
host application.

uxTimerTaskStackSize

The stack size of the timer task. This is
dependent on the stack usage in timer
callback functions.

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the timer task.
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The number of entries in the timer command
queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

The size of the buffer that is provided by the
application for the timer command queue.

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

The buffer that will be used to hold the queue
for the timer commands.

xEnableCache

Indicates whether the cache should be
enabled. If set to pdFALSE then the cache will
not be enabled. The cache will only be
enabled if it is available on the processor.

S

A
M

P

(only on ports supporting a cache)

LE

uxTimerCommandQueueLength
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5.7.6.1.2 Example
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local constant definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Scheduler Initialisation Definitions */
/* They indicate the location of both vector table and system stack
* The system stack location is the first entry in the vector table
* on Cortex-M devices) as well as size of the system stack in bytes. */
#define configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE
#define configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN

( 0x400 )
( 0U )

/* The user configuration for the idle task. */
#define configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_NO_FPU )

LE

/* The user configuration for the timer module. */
#define configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( 512U )
#define configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY
( 2U )
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN
( 10U )
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE
( ( configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN * sizeof( timerQueueMessageType ) ) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES )
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local variable definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

static portInt8Type acIdleTaskStack[ configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE ) ) ) = { 0 };

P

/* Declare the stack for the timer task, it cannot be done in the timer
* module as the syntax for alignment is port specific. Also the callback
* functions are executed in the timer task and their complexity/stack
* requirements are application specific. */
static portInt8Type acTimerTaskStack[ configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE ) ) ) = { 0 };

A
M

/* The buffer for the timer command queue. */
static portInt8Type acTimerCommandQueueBuffer[ configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Public function definitions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

S

portBaseType xInitializeScheduler( void )
{
portBaseType xInitSchedResult;
/* The structure passed to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to configure the kernel
* with the application defined constants and call back functions. */
const xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS xPortInit =
{
SystemCoreClock,
/* ulCPUClockHz */
configTICK_RATE_HZ,
/* ulTickRateHz */
/* Hook functions */

&vApplicationSvcHook,

/* System Stack Parameters */
configSYSTEM_STACK_SIZE,
configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN,

/* pxSvcHookFunction */
/* uxSystemStackSizeBytes */
/* uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes */

/* Idle Task Parameters */
acIdleTaskStack,
/* pcIdleTaskStackBuffer */
configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
/* uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes */
pdFALSE,
/* The idle hook will not use the FPU. */
/* MPU Operating parameters */
{
/* xIdleTaskMPUParameters */
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* The idle hook will be executed in unprivileged mode. */
{
{
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDR,
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE,
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |
mpuREGION_INTERNAL_RAM_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY ),
mpuREGION_ALL_SUB_REGIONS_ENABLED
},
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{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
},
NULL,

/* No Thread Local Storage for the Idle Task. */

/* Timer feature initialisation. */
configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY,
configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
acTimerTaskStack,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE,
acTimerCommandQueueBuffer,
pdTRUE

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

uxTimerTaskPriority */
uxTimerTaskStackSize */
pcTimerTaskStackBuffer */
uxTimerCommandQueueLength */
uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize */
pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer */
xEnableCache */

};

LE

/* Initialise the kernel by passing in a pointer to the
* xPortInit structure and return the resulting error code. */
xInitSchedResult = xTaskInitializeScheduler( &xPortInit );
return xInitSchedResult;
}

Listing 168 Example use of the xTaskInitializeScheduler() API function
5.7.6.2 xTaskCreate()

P

5.7.6.2.1 Parameters

A
M

xTaskCreate() takes 2 parameters - pxTaskParameters which is a pointer to an xTaskParameters
structure, and pxCreatedTask which is used to pass back a handle by which the created task can
be referenced, for example when changing the priority of the task or subsequently deleting the task.
The members of the xTaskParameters structure are as follows:
Pointer to the function that implements the
task.

const portCharType * pcTaskName

A descriptive name for the task. This is mainly
used to facilitate debugging.

xTCB * pxTCB

Pointer to the TCB provided by the host
application for this task.

S

pdTASK_CODE pvTaskCode

portInt8Type * pcStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
as the task stack.

portUnsignedBaseType uxStackDepthBytes

The size in bytes of the memory pointed to by
the pcStackBuffer pointer.

void * pvParameters

Task functions take a void * parameter - the
value of which is set by pvParameters when
the task is created.

portUnsignedBaseType uxPriority

The priority of the task. Can take any value
between 0 and (configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).
The lower the numeric value of the assigned
priority the lower the relative priority of the
task.
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void * pvObject

A pointer to user defined data to be associated
with this task. Can be set to NULL if not
needed by the user application.
Note that this pointer is never dereferenced by
SAFERTOS.

portBaseType xUsingFPU

A flag that indicates whether the task will use
the FPU.

(only on ports supporting the FPU)

LE

A structure containing the MPU related task
parameters.

S

A
M

P

mpuTaskParamType xMPUParameters
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5.7.6.2.2 Example
/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_NO_FPU )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( STACK_SIZE ) ) ) = { 0 };

LE

/* Define a structure used to demonstrate a parameter being passed into a task
function. */
typedef struct A_STRUCT
{
portCharType cStructMember1;
portCharType cStructMember2;
} xStruct;
/* Define a variable of the type of the structure just defined. A reference to
* this variable is passed in as the task parameter. */
xStruct xParameter = { 1, 2 };

P

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
xStruct *pxParameters;
/* Cast the parameter to the expected type. */
pxParameters = ( xStruct * ) pvParameters;

A
M

/* The parameter can now be accessed. */
if( 1 != pxParameters->cStructMember1 )
{
/* Etc. */
}

/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

S

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAnotherFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* The task parameter will be initialised later. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* No user defined data required. */
pdFALSE,
/* The task does NOT use the FPU. */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};
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/* Add a pointer to the structure of parameters. */
xNewTaskParameters.pvParameters = &xParameter;
/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not successfully created.
* The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
* task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
* has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
* executed before this task reaches this point. */
}

LE

/* The handle can now be used in other API functions, for example to change
* the priority of the task. */
if( xTaskPrioritySet( xHandle, 1 ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The priority was not changed. */
}
else
{
/* The priority was changed. */
}
}

Listing 169 Example usage of the xTaskCreate() API function

P

5.7.7 Port Specific API Functions

There are no port specific API functions.

A
M

5.7.8 Port Specific Hook Functions
5.7.8.1 SVC Hook

The SVC Hook is called when a Supervisor Call (SVC) exception is generated with a number that is
not handled by the SAFERTOS SVC handler. Its purpose is for the host application to add additional
services.

S

The host application may provide a SVC hook function by setting the pxSVCHookFunction member
of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure passed in the call to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to the
address of a function that complies with the portSVC_HOOK typedef described in the Listing
'portSVC_HOOK Type Definition'. If a SVC Hook function is not provided by the host application,
pxSVCHookFunction must be set to NULL. Refer to the Section 'xTaskInitializeScheduler()' for
further information.
typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

Listing 170 portSVC_HOOK Type Definition
5.7.8.1.1 SVC Hook Parameters
uxSvcNumber

The SVC number.

5.7.8.1.2 Notes
SVC numbers from 0 to 5 inclusive are reserved for use by the kernel, and must not be used by
the host application.
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The SVC hook is executed in SVC mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API function with
the exception of xTaskGetTickCountFromISR().
5.7.9 MPU API Functions
5.7.9.1 xMPUSetTaskRegions()
portBaseType xMPUSetTaskRegions( portTaskHandleType pxSetTaskToModify, const mpuTaskParamType * const
pxSetTaskMpuParams );

5.7.9.1.1 Summary

LE

Reassigns the MPU region definitions associated with the task. The section 'Task MPU Regions'
contains further detailed information relating to the definition of MPU regions.
5.7.9.1.2 Parameters

P

xMPUSetTaskRegions() takes 2 parameters - pxSetTaskToModify which is the handle of the task
whose MPU regions are being modified and pxSetTaskMpuParams which is a pointer to an
mpuTaskParamType structure containing the new region definitions. The members of the
mpuTaskParamType structure are as follows:

A
M

portUnsignedBaseType uxPrivilegeLevel

mpuRegionConfigType
axRegions[mpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_N
UM]

The privilege level of the task xMPUSetTaskRegions does not access this
member of the structure, so its value is not
important.
An mpuRegionConfigType structure for each
of the configurable MPU regions available to
the task. For the STM32L4xx Tickless product
variant, mpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_NUM
equals 3.

The members of the mpuRegionConfigType structure are as follows:
The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be a multiple of the size of the region.

portUInt32Type ulLengthInBytes

The length of the region (in bytes). Must be a
power of 2 and at least 32 bytes.

portUInt32Type ulAccessPermissions

Contains the access permissions of this region
- refer to the ARM Cortex-M4 documentation
for a full discussion of the available MPU
region attribute settings.

portUInt32Type ulSubRegionControl

Contains the sub-region settings of this region
- refer to the ARM Cortex-M4 documentation
for a full discussion of the available MPU
region attribute settings.

S

void * pvBaseAddress
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5.7.9.1.3 Return Values
The task's regions were successfully updated.
If it was the current task's regions that were
being modified, then a context switch will have
been performed.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

The value of pxSetTaskMpuParams was found
to be NULL.

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

pxSetTaskToModify was found not to be a
valid task handle (and not NULL).

LE

pdPASS

errINVALID_MPU_REGION_CONFIGURATIO
N

One of a number of problems was identified
with the new set of MPU region definitions:
1. One of the regions is smaller than 32 bytes;

P

2. The size of one of the regions is not a power
of 2;
3. The base address of a region was not
aligned correctly according to its size.

A
M

5.7.9.1.4 Notes

xMPUSetTaskRegions() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be
called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).

S

If xMPUSetTaskRegions() is used to modify the MPU regions of the currently executing task, then
xMPUSetTaskRegions() performs a context switch to apply the new region settings. If the call to
xMPUSetTaskRegions() is made whilst the scheduler is suspended, then the new MPU region
configuration will not be effective until the scheduler is resumed and the task is once again selected
to run.
If xMPUSetTaskRegions() is used to modify the MPU regions of the currently executing task and
the call is made from within a critical section, then the critical section would not prevent the context
switch occurring. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore the context switch could
cause a task that has interrupts enabled being selected to run.
5.7.9.1.5 Example
This example creates a task with an initial set of MPU regions. The created task subsequently calls
xMPUSetTaskRegions() to modify the region settings.
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/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* basically be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes.
* This task will not use the FPU, so the stack size must be at least 256 bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( 512 )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( STACK_SIZE ) ) ) = { 0 };

LE

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;

A
M

P

/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
&vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* No parameters are being passed to this task. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* The TLS object is not used. */
pdFALSE,
/* This task does not use the FPU. */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};

S

/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( pdPASS != xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) )
{
/* The task was not successfully created. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
* task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
* has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
* executed before this task reaches this point. */
}
...

}

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
/* Region address is typically defined by the linker and associated with a
* symbol in the linker script (*.lds) file. The symbol looks to the compiler like a
* variable the address of which is the start of the region. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkTaskDataBlockStartAddr[];
#define TASK_DATA_START_ADDRESS ( ( portUInt32Type ) lnkTaskDataBlockStartAddr )
#define TASK_DATA_BLOCK_SIZE
( 0x80 )
mpuTaskParamType xNewMPURegionDefinition =
{
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* xMPUSetTaskRegions() does not change the privilege level of the task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* Reallocate MPU region #1 to give access to the variables within the defined section. */
{
TASK_DATA_START_ADDRESS,
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TASK_DATA_BLOCK_SIZE,
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |
mpuREGION_OUTER_AND_INNER_WRITE_BACK_NO_WRITE_ALLOCATE ),
mpuREGION_ALL_SUB_REGIONS_ENABLED
},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
};
/* No parameters are being used for this task. */
( void )pvParameters;

LE

/* For some reason, the task needs to modify its own MPU region settings. */
if( pdPASS != xMPUSetTaskRegions( NULL, &xNewMPURegionDefinition ) )
{
/* The MPU Region definitions could not be applied. The return value
* could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* As the task modified its own MPU regions, a context switch will have
* occurred by the time this point is reached. */
}
/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

P

Listing 171 Example of using the xMPUSetTaskRegions() API function
5.7.9.2 vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode()

A
M

void vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode( void );

5.7.9.2.1 Summary

Sets the privilege level of the task to 'Unprivileged'.
5.7.9.2.2 Parameters
None.

S

5.7.9.2.3 Return Values
None.

5.7.9.2.4 Notes

The SAFERTOS API does not provide a means of setting the task's privilege level to 'Privileged',
therefore calling vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() results in an action that cannot be
reversed.
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() must only be called from an executing task and
therefore must not be called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler
being started).
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5.7.9.2.5 Example
calls

S

A
M

P

LE

This example creates a privileged task. The created task subsequently
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() to set its privilege level to 'Unprivileged'.
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/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* basically be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes.
* This task will not use the FPU, so the stack size must be at least 256 bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE
( 256U )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( STACK_SIZE ) ) ) = { 0 };

LE

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function is called
* while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could be called from
* another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended state. */
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;

A
M

P

/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
&vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* No parameters are being passed to this task. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* The TLS object is not used. */
pdFALSE,
/* This task does not use the FPU. */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};

S

/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( pdPASS != xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) )
{
/* The task was not successfully created. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a task, the
* scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created has a priority higher than
* the calling task then vTaskCode will have executed before this task reaches this point. */
}
...

}

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
/* No parameters are being used for this task. */
( void )pvParameters;
/* Perform some initial processing that requires Privileged mode. */
/* Privileged mode is no longer required, so switch to Unprivileged mode
* prior to entering the main task body. */
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode();
/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

Listing 172 Example of using the vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() API function
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5.7.9.3 xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion()
portBaseType xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion( portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type

ulRegionNumber,
ulRegionBeginAddress,
ulRegionAccess,
ulRegionSize,
ulSubRegionDisable );

5.7.9.3.1 Summary
Allows the host application to define a global MPU region which is active for all tasks.
5.7.9.3.2 Parameters

P

A
M

ulRegionBeginAddress

The MPU region that will be configured. The
number of global regions available is
dependent on the target hardware and
therefore the portable layer will define the
macros
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FI
RST and
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_LA
ST, only region numbers in this range will be
accepted.

LE

ulRegionNumber

The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be a multiple of the size of the region.
Contains the access permissions of this region
- refer to the ARM Cortex-M4 documentation
for a full discussion of the available MPU
region attribute settings.

ulRegionSize

The length of the region (in bytes). Must be a
power of 2 and at least 32 bytes.

ulSubRegionDisable

Contains the sub-region settings of this region
- refer to the ARM Cortex-M4 documentation
for a full discussion of the available MPU
region attribute settings.

S

ulRegionAccess

5.7.9.3.3 Return Values
pdPASS

The region was successfully updated.

errSCHEDULER_ALREADY_RUNNING

The scheduler has been started. Configuration
of global regions is only permitted while the
scheduler is initialising.
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errINVALID_PARAMETERS

One of a number of problems was identified
with the MPU region definitions:
1. The region number is not within the valid
range defined by
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FI
RST and
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_LA
ST;

LE

2. One of the regions is smaller than 32 bytes;
3. The size of one of the regions is not a power
of 2;

5.7.9.3.4 Notes

P

4. The base address of a region was not
aligned correctly according to its size.

xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion() must only be called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state
(prior to the scheduler being started).

A
M

5.7.9.3.5 Example

This example illustrates the definition of a global MPU region to allow access to a processor's
peripherals.
/* MPU General Peripherals Hardware address range */
#define configPERIPHERALS_START_ADDRESS
( 0x40000000U )
#define configPERIPHERALS_END_ADDRESS
( 0x60000000U )

S

/* Configure a global region mapped onto the peripherals */
xResult = xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion( mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FIRST,
configPERIPHERALS_START_ADDRESS,
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER |
mpuREGION_PERIPHERAL_DEFAULT_CACHE_POLICY ),
( configPERIPHERALS_END_ADDRESS - configPERIPHERALS_START_ADDRESS ),
mpuREGION_ALL_SUB_REGIONS_ENABLED );

Listing 173 Example of using the xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion() API function
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5.8 CORTEX -M MPU (ARM V 8-M) ARCHITECTURE
5.8.1 Port Specific Definitions
The Table 'Definitions specific to the Product Variant' details the values assigned to each port specific
definition.
Table 5-32 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

portCharType

char

portInt16Type
portInt32Type
portInt64Type
portUInt8Type

signed short
signed long

signed long long
unsigned char

A
M

portUInt16Type

signed char

P

portInt8Type

LE

Definition

unsigned short
unsigned long

portUInt64Type

unsigned long long

portFloat32Type

float

portFloat64Type

double

S

portUInt32Type

portStackType

unsigned long

portBaseType

signed long

portUnsignedBaseType

unsigned long

portTickType

unsigned long

portTaskHandleType

void *

safertosapiMAX_DELAY

0xFFFFFFFF

safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT

4

safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT

8
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Table 5-32 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES

140

portDataAddressType

unsigned long

portCodeAddressType

unsigned long

portSVC_HOOK

void (*)(portUnsignedBaseType)

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES
(only on ports not supporting the FPU)

LE

Definition

72

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_NO_FPU
(only on ports supporting the FPU)

76

212

P

portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES_WITH_FPU
(only on ports supporting the FPU)

structure

A
M

secureContextType (only on ports supporting TrustZone)

The Cortex-M Product Variant makes use of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure defined in
apiComplexTypes.h. It is required that a variable of type xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS is initialised
with appropriate values before being passed to the xTaskInitializeScheduler() function. As an
example, the Table 'Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values' shows the values
used by the demo application.
Table 5-33 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values

S

Field

ulTickClockHz

Assigned Value
<Application-specific>
The frequency of the clock driving the module that generates
the tick interrupt.

ulTickRateHz

1000
The frequency at which the tick interrupt occurs.

pxSvcHookFunction

vApplicationSvcHook
A callback function used to add host application-related
services - see section 'SVC Hook' for more details.

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

The size of the system stack - this is used to detect stack
overflows.
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Table 5-33 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

0
An additional margin could have been specified that would
have caused the task to ensure there are at least
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes between the stack
pointer and the stack boundary once the task context has been
saved.

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

acIdleTaskStack (an array of portInt8Type types to be used for
the stack of the idle task).

xIdleTaskUsingFPU
(only on ports supporting the FPU)

pdFALSE
The Idle Task does not use the FPU.
{

mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
{
{
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDR,
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE,
(
mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_W
RITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER ),
mpuMAIR_INDEX_0
},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}The idle task's privilege level will be lowered before executing
vApplicationIdleHook(). One additional MPU region contains
the variables accessed by vApplicationIdleHook().

S

A
M

xIdleTaskMPUParameters

256
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the idle task.

P

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

LE

Field

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

NULL
In the demo application, there is no user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task.

uxTimerTaskPriority

2
The priority of the default timer task.

uxTimerTaskStackSize

512
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the default
timer task.
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Table 5-33 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

acTimerTaskStack - an array of portInt8Type to be used for the
stack of the default timer task.

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

20
The length of the default timer queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

(20 * sizeof(timerQueueMessageType)) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES)
The size of the array to be used for the default timer queue.

LE

Field

5.8.2 MPU Definitions

acTimerCommandQueueBuffer
An 4-byte aligned array of portInt8Type to be used for the
default timer queue.

P

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

A
M

To support use of the MPU, the definitions listed in the Table 'MPU Definitions' are provided by the
SAFERTOS API.
Table 5-34 MPU Definitions

Definition

Description
One of the valid values for the uxPrivilegeLevel member of the
mpuTaskParamType structure used when creating a task.

mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK

One of the valid values for the uxPrivilegeLevel member of the
mpuTaskParamType structure used when creating a task.

S

mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK

mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER

Used to mark an MPU region as not being available for code
execution. One of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions
member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_NON_SHAREABLE

Used to mark an MPU region as non shareable. One of the valid bit
settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE

Used to mark an MPU region as having read and write access
permissions for Privileged mode, but no access for Unprivileged
(User) mode. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.
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Table 5-34 MPU Definitions
Description

mpuREGION_READ_WRITE

Used to mark an MPU region as having read and write access
permissions for both Privileged and Unprivileged (User) mode. One
of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_ONLY

Used to mark an MPU region as having read only access
permission for Privileged mode, but no access for Unprivileged
(User) mode. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAccessPermissions member of the mpuRegionConfigType
structure.

mpuREGION_READ_ONLY

Used to mark an MPU region as having read only access
permission for both Privileged and Unprivileged (User) mode. One
of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_U
SER_READ_WRITE

Used to mark an MPU region as having read and write access
permissions for both Privileged and Unprivileged (User) mode. One
of the valid bit settings of the ulAccessPermissions member of the
mpuRegionConfigType structure. An alias for
mpuREGION_READ_WRITE.

A
M

P

LE

Definition

Used to select which Memory Attribute Redirection Register (MAIR)
the MPU region uses. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAttributeIndex member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuMAIR_INDEX_1

Used to select which Memory Attribute Redirection Register (MAIR)
the MPU region uses. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAttributeIndex member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuMAIR_INDEX_2

Used to select which Memory Attribute Redirection Register (MAIR)
the MPU region uses. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAttributeIndex member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

S

mpuMAIR_INDEX_0

mpuMAIR_INDEX_3

Used to select which Memory Attribute Redirection Register (MAIR)
the MPU region uses. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAttributeIndex member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuMAIR_INDEX_4

Used to select which Memory Attribute Redirection Register (MAIR)
the MPU region uses. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAttributeIndex member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuMAIR_INDEX_5

Used to select which Memory Attribute Redirection Register (MAIR)
the MPU region uses. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAttributeIndex member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuMAIR_INDEX_6

Used to select which Memory Attribute Redirection Register (MAIR)
the MPU region uses. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAttributeIndex member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.
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Table 5-34 MPU Definitions
Description

mpuMAIR_INDEX_7

Used to select which Memory Attribute Redirection Register (MAIR)
the MPU region uses. One of the valid bit settings of the
ulAttributeIndex member of the mpuRegionConfigType structure.

mpuDEVICE_MEMORY_nGnRnE

Used to mark an MPU region as Device Memory, non Gathering,
non Reordering, no Early write. One of the valid attribute settings of
the MPU_MAIR registers.

mpuDEVICE_MEMORY_nGnRE

Used to mark an MPU region as Device Memory, non Gathering,
non Reordering, Early write. One of the valid attribute settings of the
MPU_MAIR registers.

mpuDEVICE_MEMORY_nGRE

Used to mark an MPU region as Device Memory, non Gathering,
Reordering, Early write. One of the valid attribute settings of the
MPU_MAIR registers (not valid on a Cortex-M33).

mpuDEVICE_MEMORY_GRE

Used to mark an MPU region as Device Memory, Gathering,
Reordering, Early write. One of the valid attribute settings of the
MPU_MAIR registers (not valid on a Cortex-M33).

P

LE

Definition

Used to mark an MPU region as Normal Memory, Non Cacheable.
One of the valid attribute settings of the MPU_MAIR registers.

mpuNORMAL_MEMORY_BUFFERABLE_CAC
HEABLE

Used to mark an MPU region as Normal Memory, Bufferable,
Cacheable. One of the valid attribute settings of the MPU_MAIR
registers.

mpuMPU_ALIGNMENT

Defines the minimum aligment of an MPU region.

mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FIR
ST

The first MPU region index that can be used for global MPU
regions.

S

A
M

mpuNORMAL_MEMORY_NON_CACHEABLE

mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_LA
ST

The last MPU region index that can be used for global MPU
regions.

5.8.3 Memory Management
5.8.3.1 Memory Allocation
SAFERTOS does not itself dynamically allocate or free any memory. The host application provides
the memory required by SAFERTOS to manage tasks, queues, semaphores, mutexes, timers, event
groups and event multiplex objects as part of the RTOS object create functions. The host application
must not use memory allocated to SAFERTOS for any other reason until such a time that the task
to which the memory was allocated is deleted. It is not possible to delete queues or semaphores.
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SAFERTOS uses only the top 8 bytes of the task stack for managing task behaviour - the rest of the
task stack is only used by the task itself. The application designer must ensure that each task has
adequate stack space. SAFERTOS automatically creates an MPU region that maps exactly onto the
task stack, therefore the dimensions of the task stack must comply with the restrictions of an MPU
region - the size of the task stack must be a multiple of 32 bytes and the base address must be
aligned to a 32 byte boundary. The demo application provides numerous examples of declaring a
task stack - the Listing 'Declaring a Stack' is taken from FullDemo.c.
#define portspecCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE

( 512U )

/* Declare Task Stacks */
static portInt8Type acCheckTaskStack[ fulldemoCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__(( aligned( mpuMPU_ALIGNMENT )
)) = { 0 };

LE

Listing 174 Declaring a Stack
Whilst each task has exclusive access to its own stack, code that runs prior to the scheduler starting,
as well as all code executed from within an exception handler, uses the main system stack.
The application designer must also ensure that the user/system stack is adequately dimensioned.

P

It is desirable to keep stack usage to a minimum, for example declaring arrays or other compound
data types statically rather than as dynamic local variables.
SAFERTOS will only detect a task stack overflow if its own action of storing the task context onto
the task stack would result in overflow.

A
M

5.8.3.2 Linker Symbols
lnkFlashStartAddr;

•

lnkFlashEndAddr;

•

lnkKernelFuncStartAddr;

•

lnkKernelFuncEndAddr;

•

lnkSysCallFuncStartAddr;

•

lnkSysCallFuncEndAddr;

•

lnkKernelDataStartAddr;

•

lnkKernelDataEndAddr.

S

•

5.8.3.3 Memory Blocks
SAFERTOS requires that 4 'blocks' be defined within the linker script - one for kernel functions
(kernel_functions), one for kernel umprivileged functions (kernel_unpriv_functions), one for kernel
data (kernel_data) and one for the system calls (kernel_syscall_functions). See Listing 'Defining the
SAFERTOS memory blocks'. This listing is for the GCC toolchain. See the demo application for
compiler specific examples.
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MEMORY
{
RAM
(xrw)
: ORIGIN = 0x20018000,
and actual length is 192K + 64K RAM2 */
FLASH (rx)
: ORIGIN = 0x8040000,
actual length is 512K */
}

LENGTH = 160K

/* Memory is divided. Actual start is 0x20000000

LENGTH = 256K

/* Memory is divided. Actual start is 0x8000000 and

lnkSystemStackStartAddr = _estack;
lnkSystemStackSize = _Min_Stack_Size;
lnkKernelRegionSize = 0x8000;
/* size of kernel code */
lnkKernelDataSize
= 0x800;
/* size of kernel data */
/* Sections */
SECTIONS
{
. = ALIGN( 0x20 );
lnkFlashStartAddr = .;

LE

/* The startup code into "FLASH" Rom type memory */
.isr_vector :
{
lnkKernelFuncStartAddr = .;
. = ALIGN(4);
KEEP(*(.isr_vector)) /* Startup code */
. = ALIGN(4);
} >FLASH

P

/* The program code and other data into "FLASH" Rom type memory */
.text :
{
/* Create a block for kernel_functions */
*( kernel_functions )

/* User code must be after the kernel region and the kernel region has to be a multiple of 32 in size */
. = ALIGN( lnkKernelRegionSize );
lnkKernelFuncEndAddr = .;

A
M

. = ALIGN( 0x20 );
lnkSysCallFuncStartAddr = .;
*( kernel_syscall_functions )
. = ALIGN( 0x20 );
lnkSysCallFuncEndAddr = .;
. = ALIGN( 0x20 );
*( kernel_unpriv_functions )
...
}
...

S

.data :
{
. = ALIGN(4);
_sdata = .;

/* create a global symbol at data start */

. = ALIGN( 0x20 );
/* Create a block for kernel_data */
lnkKernelDataStartAddr = .;
*( kernel_data )
. = ALIGN( lnkKernelDataSize );
lnkKernelDataEndAddr = .;
...
}

...
}

Listing 175 Defining the SAFERTOS memory blocks
The kernel_functions block is placed in FLASH immediately after the interrupt vector table. In order
to permit a single MPU region to be created that covers both the interrupt vector table and the
kernel_functions block, the size of the kernel_functions block is adjusted accordingly. Since the size
of MPU regions must be a multiple of 32, the size of the kernel_functions block as defined in the
linker script, is the minimum possible size that still allows room for all the required kernel functions.
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It is also important to note that MPU regions must have a start address that is aligned to a 32 byte
boundary. Since a single MPU region is used to cover both the interrupt vector table and the
kernel_functions block, it is necessary that the kernel_functions block follows immediately after the
interrupt vector table.
The kernel also defines an MPU region that corresponds to the kernel_data block, therefore, the size
of the kernel_data block as defined in the linker script, is the minimum multiple of 32 that is large
enough to contain all the required kernel data. Note that the start address of the kernel_data block
is aligned to a 32 byte boundary - this is necessary since the defined MPU region corresponds
exactly to the kernel_data block.

LE

The kernel_syscall_functions block should be placed after the kernel_functions block. The linker can
be allowed to place this anywhere after the kernel_functions block with 32 byte alignment.
The amount of RAM required by the Task module increases as the number of priorities increases.
Should configMAX_PRIORITIES be set to a greater value, then the size of the section may have to
be increased.
5.8.3.4 Default Memory Map

A
M

P

SAFERTOS enables the default memory map for privileged access (also referred to as the
'background region'). This means that any privileged code, including ISRs and other exception
handlers, by default has access to all valid memory addresses in the memory map. Privileged code
access permissions can be restricted through the use of an application task's MPU regions; however,
great care must be taken to ensure that any exception handler that might interrupt the application
task has access to all the memory locations it requires. Refer to the ARMv8-M Architecture
Reference Manual for further details of the Default Memory Map.
Since all privileged mode code has, by default, access to all memory resources, including those
utilised by the SAFERTOS kernel, all privileged mode code must be written to the standards
mandated by the highest assigned SIL of the host application.

S

It is recommended that host application tasks execute in unprivileged mode to minimise the risk
of privileged code inadvertently corrupting the SAFERTOS kernel's data.
It is crucial that ISRs always have access to any memory mapped resources that they use.
5.8.3.5 Task MPU Regions
Each task is associated with 2 configurable MPU regions. The typical use of these regions is to give
an unprivileged task access to memory mapped resources outside of its own task stack. By default,
an unprivileged task only has access to its own task stack; therefore, in order for the task to be able
to access additional objects (e.g. file scope variables, statically defined variables, peripherals or
external RAM), additional MPU regions need to be configured.
As well as task specific configurable regions, global regions are available which allows the user to
define a memory region that will be available to all tasks.
One technique for giving a task access to statically defined variables (whether function or file scope)
is to locate all such variables in a defined block in RAM and then create an MPU region covering
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that block. In order to do this, a block must first be defined within the linker script. The Listing 'Defining
a block for the Block Q Task' is taken from the linker script included with the GCC demo application
and illustrates how to define such a memory block. See the demo application for compiler specific
examples. Note that the alignment of the block must be at least 32 bytes and the size must be a
multiple of 32 bytes.
. = ALIGN( 0x20 );
lnkBlockQDataStart = .;
*( __block_q_data__ )
. = ALIGN( 0x20 );
lnkBlockQDataEnd = .;

Listing 176 Defining a block for the Block Q Task

P

LE

Next, all static data needs to be located in this memory block. The compiler permits a number of
ways of doing this, but perhaps the simplest is to use the mechanism used by the demo application
as shown in the Listing 'Placing a variable in a known location'. Every variable whose declaration is
prefixed with the macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is then placed within the
__block_q_data__ block by the linker. The host application designer must ensure that the defined
data block is of sufficient size to store all the required variables. Within the demo application, the
macro portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION is defined within a header file (PortSpecifics.h) for
reasons of portability since the exact syntax required varies greatly between compilers.
/* Define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION so that all Blocking Queue static data is
* in the same section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION
__attribute__(( section( "__block_q_data__" ) ))

A
M

/* This line is taken from BlockQ.c - it causes the linker to place the structure
* xQueueParameters1 in __block_q_data__ */
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SECTION static xBlockingQueueParameters xQueueParameters1 = { NULL, 0, NULL };

Listing 177 Placing a variable in a known location

The final step is to allocate an MPU region for the task that corresponds exactly to the defined
memory region. The simplest way to do this is by populating the xTaskParameters structure
accordingly when the task is created. If the task later needs access to a different set of MPU regions,
the API function xMPUSetTaskRegions(), can be used to change the MPU regions associated with
the task.

S

An MPU region is defined by four parameters - a base address, length (or size) in bytes, a set of
access permission attributes and a memory attribute index. The base address and size can be set
using symbols defined by the linker as shown in Listings 'MPU region for Block Q task data. The
complete list of valid attributes is discussed in section 'MPU Definitions'.
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/* Two linker-defined symbols that give the start address and the size of the
* Blocking Queue test data section. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkBlockQDataStart;
extern portUInt32Type lnkBlockQDataEnd;
/* The address and size of the Blocking Queue data section. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_ADDR
( ( void * ) &lnkBlockQDataStart )
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE
( ( portUInt32Type ) &lnkBlockQDataEnd - ( portUInt32Type )
&lnkBlockQDataStart )

P

LE

/* This definition corresponds to the xUsingFPU and xMPUParameters structure
* members that are passed to xTaskCreate() as part of the xTaskParameters
* structure when the Blocking Queue tasks are created. It defines the
* privilege level and region definitions for the Blocking Queue tasks as well
* as informing the scheduler that the FPU will not be used by these tasks.
* All the Blocking Queue tasks run in Unprivileged (User) mode with 1
* additional region that corresponds to the linker section that holds the
* Blocking Queue static data. */
#define portspecBLOCK_Q_TASK_PARAMETERS
\
pdFALSE,
\
NULL,
\
NULL,
\
0U,
\
{
\
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
\
{
\
{
\
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_ADDR,
\
portspecBLOCK_Q_DATA_SIZE,
\
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE | \
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER ),
\
mpuMAIR_INDEX_0
\
},
\
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
\
}
\
}

A
M

Listing 178 MPU region for Block Q task data
One issue that can arise is the problem of static or global variables defined within 3rd party library
files. Typically it is not desirable to make modifications to 3rd party software, so another method is
required to locate all such variables in known data blocks. This can be addressed by modifying the
linker script to locate all read/write data within a particular driver file into a defined memory block and
adding that block to the MPU regions definitions for tasks that require access.
It is essential that the host application developer carefully review the regions allocated to each
application task, in particular ensuring the following points for each region:
The region size must be a multiple of 32;

•

The region size must be at least 32 bytes;

•

The region size must be large enough to cover the intended memory range;

•

The base address of the region must be aligned on a 32 byte boundary;

•

The region access rights attributes shall be carefully reviewed.

S

•

Under no circumstances should a task be given access to another task's stack.
All exception handlers, and the SAFERTOS kernel itself, require access to the main system stack
- under no circumstances should a task's MPU regions deny privileged code access to the main
system stack.
One of the advantages of assigning MPU regions to a task is that it enables the host application
developer to detect invalid memory access, for example writing off the end of an array, at an early
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stage. In this example, the detection is only possible if the address immediately after the end of the
array is outside of any other region. For this reason, it is strongly recommended that the MPU regions
assigned to a task should not cover sequential memory locations.
The memory region attributes used to access a memory region must remain consistent. For
example, if a memory region is accessed as cacheable by one task and non cacheable by another
task, the cache will become incoherent, causing erroneous operation. If memory is accessed via the
background region using the default memory map, then any task regions accessing the same
memory must use the same memory attributes as the background region.

LE

It is recommended that all memory regions are configured with the same memory attributes as
the background region unless there is a specific reason not to. This can be achieved by using
mpuMAIR_INDEX_0 for code and data regions and mpuMAIR_INDEX_1 for device regions.
5.8.3.6 Memory Management Fault Handler

If the application code accesses a memory location that is prohibited by the MPU, then the processor
generates a memory management fault. SAFERTOS does not provide a memory management fault
handler - this is the responsibility of the host application.

A
M

P

It is strongly recommended that the host application provides a memory management fault
handler that identifies the address of the instruction that caused the invalid memory access - an
example is given in the demo application (see the file SafeRTOS_main.c) with the important details
shown in Listing 'An example memory management fault handler'.
It is also recommended that the memory management fault handler is not permitted to return. If
it does return without modifying the MPU region permissions, the microprocessor will attempt to
execute the same line again causing another fault. If the MPU region permissions are modified by
the fault handler then the application code may be given incorrect permissions leading to undetected
application errors.
void MemManage_Handler( void )
{
portUnsignedBaseType uxStackedPC = 0U;

S

/* Determine which stack was in
* the stacked PC. */
__asm volatile
(
"
tst
lr, #4
"
ite
eq
"
mrseq
r0, msp
"
mrsne
r0, psp
"
ldr
%0, [r0, #24]
:
"=r" ( uxStackedPC )
);

use when the MPU fault occurred and extract

\n"
\n"
\n" /* The code that generated the exception was using the main stack. */
\n" /* The code that generated the exception was using the process stack. */
\n" /* Extract the value of the stacked PC and store it into ulStacked_pc. */

/* uxStackedPC is passed by reference rather than by value to ensure that the
* parameter is stored on the stack, allowing the above assembler code to
* access it. */
/* Avoid unused variable warning. */
( void ) uxStackedPC;
prvErrorHandler();
}

Listing 179 An example memory management fault handler
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Following the execution of the assembler portion of the Listing 'An example memory management
fault handler', the variable uxStackedPC contains the address of the instruction that caused the fault.
The linker map file and the debugger 'Disassembly' view can be used to examine the code at the
identified location in order to determine the root cause of the memory fault.
The host application must not assign the Memory Management Fault exception a lower priority
than any other configurable interrupt.
5.8.4 TrustZone (only on ports supporting TrustZone)
5.8.4.1 TrustZone Implementation

LE

ARM TrustZone creates two environments that can run simultaneously on a single core. These are
the secure world and the non secure world. ARM TrustZone provides hardware enforced isolation
between the secure and non secure code. Refer to the ARMv8-M documentation for a full description
of ARM TrustZone for Cortex-M.
The SAFERTOS kernel runs in the non secure world.

P

SAFERTOS provides the means to call functions on the secure side, via an area of non secure
callable memory.
SAFERTOS provides the means for the secure world to call functions in the non secure world.

A
M

In order for a task to be able to call functions in the secure world, or for the secure world to call
functions in the non secure world the tasks must be allocated secure stack buffer and a secure
context buffer.
Tasks that call secure function must allocate a secure stack and context before calling
xTaskCreate(). Refer to the Listing 'An example of create a task that can call secure functions'
5.8.4.2 Creating a Task that can Call Secure Functions

S

The following example taken from the demo shows how to create a task which can call functions in
the secure world.
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static portInt8Type acTzDemoTaskStack[ tzdemoSTACK_NS_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned ( mpuMPU_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = {
0 };
static xTCB xTzDemoTaskTCB = { 0 };

portBaseType xResult;

P

LE

xTaskParameters xTzTaskParams =
{
&prvTzDemoTask,
"SecCalling",
&xTzDemoTaskTCB,
acTzDemoTaskStack,
tzdemoSTACK_NS_SIZE,
NULL,
taskIDLE_PRIORITY,
NULL,
pdFALSE,
NULL,
NULL,
0u,
{
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
{
{
portspecTZ_TASK_DATA_ADDR,
portspecTZ_TASK_DATA_SIZE,
mpuREGION_READ_WRITE | mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER,
mpuMAIR_INDEX_0
},
{ 0U, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};

xTzTaskParams.uxSecureStackDepthBytes = uxGetStackAndContext( &xTzTaskParams.pcSecureStackBuffer,
&xTzTaskParams.pxSecureContext );

A
M

/* Create an unprivileged task which calls secure functions. */
xResult = xTaskCreate( &xTzTaskParams, NULL );

Listing 180 An example of create a task that can call secure functions

A function like uxGetStackAndContext must be implemented in the secure world as that is where the
buffers reside.
#define sectskTZ_DEMO_SECURE_STACK_SIZE

( 1024U )

secureContextType xTzDemoSecTaskContext = { 0 };

S

portInt8Type acTzDemoSecTaskStack[ sectskTZ_DEMO_SECURE_STACK_SIZE ] = { 0 };
secureportNON_SECURE_CALLABLE portUnsignedBaseType uxGetStackAndContext( portInt8Type **ppcStackBuffer,
secureContextType **ppxSecContext )
{
*ppcStackBuffer = acTzDemoSecTaskStack;
*ppxSecContext = &xTzDemoSecTaskContext;
return sectskTZ_DEMO_SECURE_STACK_SIZE;

}

Listing 181 An example of allocating secure stack and context buffers in the secure world.
5.8.4.3 Calling Secure Functions
The following example taken from the demo shows how to call functions in the secure world and
setup callbacks from the secure world.
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/* Counter incremented in the callback which is called from the secure side. */
portspecTZ_TASK_DATA_SECTION static portUInt32Type ulNonSecureCounter = 0U;
static void prvCallback( void )
{
/* This function is called from the secure side. Just increment the counter
* here. The check that this counter keeps incrementing is performed in the
* prvTzDemoTask(). */
ulNonSecureCounter++;
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
static void prvTzDemoTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portUInt32Type ulLastSecureCounter = 0U, ulLastNonSecureCounter = 0U;
portUInt32Type ulCurrentSecureCounter = 0U;

LE

/* Not used. */
( void ) pvParameters;
for( ;; )
{
vToggleLEDCallback( 0U );

P

/* Call the secure side function. It does two things:
* - It calls the supplied function (prvCallback) which in turn
*
increments the non-secure counter.
* - It increments the secure counter and returns the incremented value.
* Therefore, at the end of this function call, both the secure and
* non-secure counters must have been incremented.
*/
ulCurrentSecureCounter = ulNSCFunction( prvCallback );

A
M

/* Make sure that both the counters are incremented. */
if( ulCurrentSecureCounter != ( ulLastSecureCounter + 1U ) )
{
for( ;; );
}
if( ulNonSecureCounter != ( ulLastNonSecureCounter + 1U ) )
{
for( ;; );
}
/* Update the last values for both the counters. */
ulLastSecureCounter = ulCurrentSecureCounter;
ulLastNonSecureCounter = ulNonSecureCounter;
/* Wait for a second. */
( void ) xTaskDelay( tzdemoTASK_PERIOD );
}
}

S

Listing 182 An example of calling functions in the secure world and setting up callbacks from the
secure world.

The following example shows the secure world functions called by the prvTzDemoTask().
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/* Counter returned from NSCFunction. */
static portUInt32Type ulSecureCounter = 0U;
/* typedef for non-secure callback. */
typedef void ( *NonSecureCallbackType ) ( void ) __attribute__( ( cmse_nonsecure_call ) );
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
secureportNON_SECURE_CALLABLE portUInt32Type ulNSCFunction( nscFuncCallbackType pxCallback )
{
NonSecureCallbackType pxNonSecureCallback;
/* Return function pointer with cleared LSB. */
pxNonSecureCallback = ( NonSecureCallbackType ) cmse_nsfptr_create( pxCallback );

/* Increment the secure side counter. */
ulSecureCounter++;
/* Return the secure side counter. */
return ulSecureCounter;

LE

/* Invoke the supplied callback. */
pxNonSecureCallback();

}
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

secureportNON_SECURE_CALLABLE void vToggleLEDCallback( portUnsignedBaseType uxLED )
{
vParTestToggleLED( uxLED );
}

P

Listing 183 An example of secure world functions
5.8.5 Interrupt Service Routines

A
M

5.8.5.1 Interrupt Vector Table

vSafeRTOSSVCHandler() must be installed as the SVCall handler.
vSafeRTOSPendSVHandler() must be installed as the PendSV handler.
The system tick interrupt handler must be installed in the vector table at the correct entry. If no
setup tick interrupt hook is provided by the host application, vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR()
must be installed as the SysTick handler

S

5.8.5.2 Interrupt Priorities and Nesting

This SAFERTOS Product Variant permits interrupts to nest, i.e. an interrupt service routine may be
interrupted by another interrupt service routine.
The Cortex-M architecture permits interrupt priorities in the range 0 - 255, where 0 is the highest
priority and 255 is the lowest. However, where microprocessors don't implement the full range of
interrupt priorities, the interrupt priority is stored in the most significant bits of the priority registers.
For example, microprocessors with 3 interrupt priority bits implement the priorities 0 (highest) - 7
(lowest) using the top 3 bits.
The macro configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY sets the interrupt priority used by the kernel
controlled PendSV and SysTick interrupts and is defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h.
configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY should be set to the lowest priority; the demo project sets
it to 255 - on a microprocessor which implements the top 3 interrupt priority bits, this is equivalent to
a priority of 7.
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The macro configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY (also defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h) sets the
highest interrupt priority from which interrupt safe SAFERTOS API functions can be called. To ensure
a full interrupt nesting model, configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY should be set to a higher
priority than configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.
Interrupts that do not call API functions can execute at priorities higher than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY and therefore never have their execution delayed by
kernel activity (within the limits of the hardware itself).

LE

The macro configSVC_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY (also defined in SafeRTOSConfig.h) sets the
priority
of
the
SVCall
interrupt.
It
must
be
at
least
one
higher
than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.
Important: The Cortex-M core uses numerically low priority numbers to represent HIGH priority
interrupts, which can seem counter-intuitive and is easy to forget. If you wish to assign an interrupt
a low priority do NOT assign it a priority of 0 (or other low numeric value) as this can result in the
interrupt actually having the highest priority; and potentially make your system crash if this priority is
above configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY.

P

By default, all interrupts have priority 0 (the highest priority), therefore, the priority of all interrupts
enabled by the host application must be set to the desired level.

A
M

Refer to the section 'API Reference' for details of which API functions can be safely called from within
interrupt service routines.
5.8.5.3 SVC Exception

SVC exceptions with numbers 0-6 are handled by SAFERTOS, and numbers 7 or greater are instead
handled by the host application defined SVC hook.
Listing 184 The host application can define this hook by setting the pvSvcHookFunction member of
the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS struct passed into xTaskInitializeScheduler(). The type of this
hook must be portSVC_HOOK, defined as specified in the listing 'portSVC_HOOK definition'

S

typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

Listing 185 portSVC_HOOK definition

The SVC hook is executed in SVC mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API functions.

5.8.5.4 Deferring Interrupt Processing to a Task
In the interest of stack usage predictability and to facilitate system behavioural analysis it is preferred
that interrupt handlers do nothing but collect event data and clear the interrupt source - and therefore
exit very promptly by deferring the processing of the event data to the task level. Task level
processing can be performed with interrupts enabled. This scenario is demonstrated by the Listing
'Deferring interrupt processing to the task level'.
An application defined interrupt handler that wishes to request a context switch need only call
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR().
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void vISRFunction( void )
{
portInt8Type cData;
/* Read the data input from the peripheral that triggered the interrupt. */
cData = ReceivedValue;
/* Send the data to the peripheral handler task. */
xQueueSendFromISR( xPrintQueue, &cData );
/* If the peripheral handler task has a priority higher than the interrupted
* task request a switch to the handler task. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();
/* Clear interrupt here. If safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() was called then the interrupt
* will return directly to the handler task where cData will be processed contiguous
* in time with the ISR exiting. */
void vPeripheralHandlerTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portInt8Type cMessage;

LE

}

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for a message to arrive. */
xQueueReceive( xPrintQueue, &cMessage, portMAX_DELAY );
/* Write the message to stdout. */
printf( "%c", cMessage );
}

P

}

Listing 186 Deferring interrupt processing to the task level

A
M

This scheme has the added advantage of flexible event processing prioritization. Task priorities are
used instead of the prioritization being dependent on the priority assigned to each interrupt source
by the target processor. The prioritisation of peripheral handler tasks would normally be chosen to
be higher than ordinary tasks within the same application - thereby allowing the interrupt handler to
return directly into the peripheral handler task for immediate processing.
Interrupt service routines that call API functions must not be permitted to execute prior to the
scheduler being started. The easiest method of ensuring this is for interrupts to remain disabled until
after the scheduler is started. Interrupts will automatically be enabled when the first task starts
executing.

S

This product variant does support interrupt nesting.

Calling API functions while the scheduler is in the Initializing state will result in interrupts becoming
disabled.
API functions that do not end in "FromISR" or macros that do not end in "FROM_ISR" must not
be used within an interrupt service routine.
5.8.6 Configuration Constants
The host application is required to supply a header file called SafeRTOSConfig.h in which the
constants described within the Table 'Application Configuration C Definitions' must be defined.
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Table 5-35 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

Description

configMAX_PRIORITIES

portUnsignedBaseType

The maximum number of unique
priorities. The maximum priority
that can be assigned to a task is
(configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).

configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the priority of the
SysTick and PendSV interrupt
handlers. The recommended
value is 255.

configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the maximum
interrupt priority level that is
permitted to use SAFERTOS
API calls.

configSVC_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY

portUInt32Type

This defines the priority of the
SVC call handler - it must be at
least one higher than
configSYSTEM_INTERRUPT_P
RIORITY.

P

LE

Definition

MessageBufferType

A typedef used to describe the
type of the "length" field within a
message.

configKERNEL_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
functions.

configKERNEL_UNPRIV_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
unprivileged functions.

configKERNEL_DATA_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel data.

configMAX_SB_LOCK_ATTEMPTS

portUnsignedBaseType

Used to define the number of
times that SAFERTOS will
attempt to lock a streambuffer
that is locked by another core on
a multicore system.

S

A
M

configMESSAGE_BUFFER_LENGTH_TY
PE

Further configuration is performed at run time by calling the API function xTaskInitializeScheduler().
xTaskInitializeScheduler() must be the first SAFERTOS API function to be called, and must only
be called once.
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5.8.7 Port specific Additions to the API Reference
5.8.7.1 xTaskInitializeScheduler()
5.8.7.1.1 Parameters
xTaskInitializeScheduler() takes a single parameter, a pointer to an xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS
structure. The members of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure are as follows:
The speed of the clock that has been
configured by the host application to drive the
kernel tick timer. This value is used to
generate the kernel tick.

LE

ulTickClockHz

ulTickRateHz

The desired frequency of the kernel tick.

The size, in bytes, of the system stack
memory.

A
M

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

A pointer to the host application defined SVC
hook which is called when an SVC exception
is raised with a number that is not handled by
the kernel. This is permitted to be NULL if no
SVC hook function is required.

P

pvSvcHookFunction

S

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

When moving a task out of the Running state
the task context is saved onto the task stack. If
following the save there would remain fewer
than uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes free
bytes on the task stack the application error
hook will be called. Therefore the higher the
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes value the
more sensitive the stack overflow checking
becomes - zero is a valid value and will result
in the least sensitive stack overflow checking.
Note that when a potential stack overflow is
detected the error hook is called without
having actually saved the task context.

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the idle task.

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

The size in bytes of the buffer pointed to by the
pcIdleTaskStackBuffer parameter. This is
effectively the size in bytes of the idle task
stack.
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xIdleTaskUsingFPU

A flag that indicates whether or not the idle
task will use the FPU.

(only on ports supporting the FPU)
The MPU region parameters and privilege
level of the idle task. Note that the idle task is
always a privileged task, however the idle task
hook function can be configured to run in
either privileged or unprivileged mode.

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

A pointer to the user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task. It is
permitted to be NULL.

LE

xIdleTaskMPUParameters

uxTimerTaskPriority

The priority at which the timer task should
operate is configurable to the needs of the
host application.

A
M

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

The stack size of the timer task. This is
dependent on the stack usage in timer
callback functions.

P

uxTimerTaskStackSize

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the timer task.
The number of entries in the timer command
queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

The size of the buffer that is provided by the
application for the timer command queue.

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

The buffer that will be used to hold the queue
for the timer commands.

S

uxTimerCommandQueueLength
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5.8.7.1.2 Example
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local Constants
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Scheduler Initialisation Definitions */
/* They indicate the location of both vector table and system stack
* The system stack location is the first entry in the vector table
* on Cortex-M devices) as well as size of the system stack in bytes. */
#define configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN
( 0U )
/* The user configuration for the idle task. */
#define configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_NO_FPU )

LE

/* The user configuration for the timer module. */
#define configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( 512U )
#define configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY
( 2U )
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE
( ( fulldemoTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN * sizeof( timerQueueMessageType ) ) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES )
/* The address and size of the Idle Hook data section. */
#define configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDR
( ( void * ) &lnkIdleHookDataStart )
#define configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE
( ( portUInt32Type ) &lnkIdleHookDataEnd - ( portUInt32Type )
&lnkIdleHookDataStart )
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local Prototypes
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

P

/* The call to xTaskInitializeScheduler() is included within a wrapper
* initialisation function. */
portBaseType xInitializeScheduler( void );

A
M

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local Variables
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
static portInt8Type acIdleTaskStack[ configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( mpuMPU_ALIGNMENT ) ) )
= { 0 };
/* Declare the stack for the timer task, it cannot be done in the timer
* module as the syntax for alignment is port specific. Also the callback
* functions are executed in the timer task and their complexity/stack
* requirements are application specific. */
static portInt8Type acTimerTaskStack[ configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( mpuMPU_ALIGNMENT ) )
) = { 0 };

S

/* The buffer for the timer command queue. */
static portInt8Type acTimerCommandQueueBuffer[ configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned(
safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };
/* Two linker-defined symbols that give the start and end address of the
* Idle Hook data section. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkIdleHookDataStart;
extern portUInt32Type lnkIdleHookDataEnd;
/* linker defined symbols that give the start address and size of the stack */
extern portUInt32Type lnkSystemStackStartAddr[];
extern portUInt32Type lnkSystemStackSize[];
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
portBaseType xInitializeScheduler( void )
{
portBaseType xResult;
/* The structure passed to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to configure the kernel
* with the application defined constants and call back functions. */
xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS xPortInit =
{
SystemCoreClock,
/* ulTickClockHz */
configTICK_RATE_HZ,
/* ulTickRateHz */
&vApplicationSvcHook,
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/* System Stack parameters */
( portUnsignedBaseType ) lnkSystemStackSize,
configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN,

/* ulSystemStackSizeBytes */
/* uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes */

/* Idle Task parameters */
acIdleTaskStack,
configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
pdFALSE,

/* pcIdleTaskStackBuffer */
/* uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes */
/* The idle task will not use the FPU. */

};

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

uxTimerTaskPriority */
uxTimerTaskStackSize */
pcTimerTaskStackBuffer */
uxTimerCommandQueueLength */
uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize */
pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer */

P

/* Timer feature initialisation. */
configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY,
configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
acTimerTaskStack,
fulldemoTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_LEN,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE,
acTimerCommandQueueBuffer

LE

/* MPU Operating parameters */
{
/* xIdleTaskMPUParameters */
mpuUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* The idle hook will be executed in unprivileged mode. */
{
{
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_ADDR,
configIDLE_HOOK_DATA_SIZE,
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER ),
mpuMAIR_INDEX_0
},
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
},
NULL,
/* pvIdleTaskTLSObject */

/* Initialise the kernel by passing in a pointer to the xPortInit structure
* and return the resulting error code. */
xResult = xTaskInitializeScheduler( &xPortInit );

A
M

return xResult;
}

Listing 187 Example use of the xTaskInitializeScheduler() API function

5.8.7.2 xTaskCreate()
5.8.7.2.1 Parameters

S

xTaskCreate() takes 2 parameters - pxTaskParameters which is a pointer to an xTaskParameters
structure, and pxCreatedTask which is used to pass back a handle by which the created task can
be referenced, for example when changing the priority of the task or subsequently deleting the task.
The members of the xTaskParameters structure are as follows:
pdTASK_CODE pvTaskCode

Pointer to the function that implements the
task.

const portCharType * pcTaskName

A descriptive name for the task. This is mainly
used to facilitate debugging.

xTCB * pxTCB

Pointer to the TCB provided by the host
application for this task.

portInt8Type * pcStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
as the task stack.

portUnsignedBaseType uxStackDepthBytes

The size in bytes of the memory pointed to by
the pcStackBuffer pointer.
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Task functions take a void * parameter - the
value of which is set by pvParameters when
the task is created.

portUnsignedBaseType uxPriority

The priority of the task. Can take any value
between 0 and (configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).
The lower the numeric value of the assigned
priority the lower the relative priority of the
task.

void * pvObject

A pointer to user defined data to be associated
with this task. Can be set to NULL if not
needed by the user application.

LE

void * pvParameters

Note that this pointer is never dereferenced by
SAFERTOS.

portBaseType xUsingFPU

A flag that indicates whether the task will use
the FPU.

P

(only on ports supporting the FPU)

A
M

secureContextType * pxSecureContext (only
on ports supporting TrustZone)

Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
to store the secure context. Only required for
tasks that call secure code.
Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
as the secure task stack. Only required for
tasks that call secure code.

portUnsignedBaseType
uxSecureStackDepthBytes (only on ports
supporting TrustZone)

The size in bytes of the memory pointed to by
the pcSecureStackBuffer pointer.

mpuTaskParamType xMPUParameters

A structure containing the MPU related task
parameters.

S

portInt8Type * pcSecureStackBuffer (only on
ports supporting TrustZone)
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5.8.7.2.2 Example
/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE_NO_FPU )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( mpuMPU_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

LE

/* Define a structure used to demonstrate a parameter being passed into a task
function. */
typedef struct A_STRUCT
{
portCharType cStructMember1;
portCharType cStructMember2;
} xStruct;

/* Define a variable of the type of the structure just defined. A reference to
* this variable is passed in as the task parameter. */
xStruct xParameter = { 1, 2 };
/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
xStruct *pxParameters;

P

/* Cast the parameter to the expected type. */
pxParameters = ( xStruct * ) pvParameters;

A
M

/* The parameter can now be accessed. */
if( 1 != pxParameters->cStructMember1 )
{
/* Etc. */
}

/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

S

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAnotherFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* The task parameter will be initialised later. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* No user defined data required. */
pdFALSE,
/* The task does NOT use the FPU. */
NULL,
/* The secure context - Task does not call secure code */
NULL,
/* The secure stack buffer - Task does not call secure code */
0U,
/* The secure stack buffer depth */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};
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/* Add a pointer to the structure of parameters. */
xNewTaskParameters.pvParameters = &xParameter;
/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not successfully created.
* The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
* task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
* has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
* executed before this task reaches this point. */
}

LE

/* The handle can now be used in other API functions, for example to change
* the priority of the task. */
if( xTaskPrioritySet( xHandle, 1 ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The priority was not changed. */
}
else
{
/* The priority was changed. */
}
}

P

Listing 188 Example usage of the xTaskCreate() API function
5.8.8 Port Specific API Functions

There are no port specific API functions.

A
M

5.8.9 Port Specific Hook Functions
5.8.9.1 SVC Hook

The SVC Hook is called when a Supervisor Call (SVC) exception is generated with a number that is
not handled by the SAFERTOS SVC handler. Its purpose is for the host application to add additional
services.

S

The host application may provide a SVC hook function by setting the pxSVCHookFunction member
of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure passed in the call to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to the
address of a function that complies with the portSVC_HOOK typedef described in the Listing
'portSVC_HOOK Type Definition'. If a SVC Hook function is not provided by the host application,
pxSVCHookFunction must be set to NULL. Refer to the Section 'xTaskInitializeScheduler()' for
further information.
typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

Listing 189 portSVC_HOOK Type Definition
5.8.9.1.1 SVC Hook Parameters
uxSvcNumber

The SVC number.

5.8.9.1.2 Notes
SVC numbers from 0 to 6 inclusive are reserved for use by the kernel, and must not be used by
the host application.
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The SVC hook is executed in SVC mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API function with
the exception of xTaskGetTickCountFromISR().
5.8.10 MPU API Functions
5.8.10.1 xMPUSetTaskRegions()
portBaseType xMPUSetTaskRegions( portTaskHandleType pxSetTaskToModify, const mpuTaskParamType * const
pxSetTaskMpuParams );

5.8.10.1.1

Summary

5.8.10.1.2

LE

Reassigns the MPU region definitions associated with the task. The section 'Task MPU Regions'
contains further detailed information relating to the definition of MPU regions.
Parameters

P

xMPUSetTaskRegions() takes 2 parameters - pxSetTaskToModify which is the handle of the task
whose MPU regions are being modified and pxSetTaskMpuParams which is a pointer to an
mpuTaskParamType structure containing the new region definitions. The members of the
mpuTaskParamType structure are as follows:

A
M

portUnsignedBaseType uxPrivilegeLevel

mpuRegionConfigType
axRegions[mpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_N
UM]

The privilege level of the task xMPUSetTaskRegions does not access this
member of the structure, so its value is not
important.
An mpuRegionConfigType structure for each
of the configurable MPU regions available to
the task. For the Cortex-M33 product variant,
mpuCONFIGURABLE_REGION_NUM equals
2.

The members of the mpuRegionConfigType structure are as follows:
The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be a multiple of the size of the region.

portUInt32Type ulLengthInBytes

The length of the region (in bytes). Must be a
power of 2 and at least 32 bytes.

portUInt32Type ulAccessPermissions

Contains the access permissions of this region
- refer to the ARMv8-M documentation for a
full discussion of the available MPU access
permission settings.

portUInt32Type ulAttributeIndex

Contains the index if the MAIR settings to be
used - refer to the ARMv8-M documentation
for a full discussion of the available MPU
region attribute settings.

S

void * pvBaseAddress
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5.8.10.1.3

Return Values
The task's regions were successfully updated.
If it was the current task's regions that were
being modified, then a context switch will have
been performed.

errNULL_PARAMETER_SUPPLIED

The value of pxSetTaskMpuParams was found
to be NULL.

errINVALID_TASK_HANDLE

pxSetTaskToModify was found not to be a
valid task handle (and not NULL).

LE

pdPASS

errINVALID_MPU_REGION_CONFIGURATIO
N

One of a number of problems was identified
with the new set of MPU region definitions:
1. One of the regions is smaller than 32 bytes;

P

2. The size of one of the regions is not a
multiple of 32;
3. The base address of a region was not
aligned on a 32 byte boundary.

Notes

A
M

5.8.10.1.4

xMPUSetTaskRegions() must only be called from an executing task and therefore must not be
called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler being started).

S

If xMPUSetTaskRegions() is used to modify the MPU regions of the currently executing task, then
xMPUSetTaskRegions() performs a context switch to apply the new region settings. If the call to
xMPUSetTaskRegions() is made whilst the scheduler is suspended, then the new MPU region
configuration will not be effective until the scheduler is resumed and the task is once again selected
to run.
If xMPUSetTaskRegions() is used to modify the MPU regions of the currently executing task and
the call is made from within a critical section, then the critical section would not prevent the context
switch occurring. Each task maintains its own interrupt status and therefore the context switch could
cause a task that has interrupts enabled being selected to run.
5.8.10.1.5

Example

This example creates a task with an initial set of MPU regions. The created task subsequently calls
xMPUSetTaskRegions() to modify the region settings.
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/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules.
* This task will not use the FPU, so the stack size must be at least 256 bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( 512 )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( mpuMPU_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

LE

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;

S

A
M

P

/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
&vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* No parameters are being passed to this task. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* The TLS object is not used. */
pdFALSE,
/* This task does not use the FPU. */
NULL,
/* The secure context - Task does not call secure code */
NULL,
/* The secure stack buffer - Task does not call secure code */
0U,
/* The secure stack buffer depth */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};
/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( pdPASS != xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) )
{
/* The task was not successfully created. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
* task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
* has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
* executed before this task reaches this point. */
}
...

}

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
/* Region address is typically defined by the linker and associated with a
* symbol in the linker script (*.lds) file. The symbol looks to the compiler like a
* variable the address of which is the start of the region. */
extern portUInt32Type lnkTaskDataBlockStartAddr[];
#define TASK_DATA_START_ADDRESS ( ( portUInt32Type ) lnkTaskDataBlockStartAddr )
#define TASK_DATA_BLOCK_SIZE
( 0x80 )
mpuTaskParamType xNewMPURegionDefinition =
{
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* xMPUSetTaskRegions() does not change the privilege level of the task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* Reallocate MPU region #1 to give access to the variables within the defined section. */
{
TASK_DATA_START_ADDRESS,
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TASK_DATA_BLOCK_SIZE,
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER ),
mpuMAIR_INDEX_0
}
}
};
/* No parameters are being used for this task. */
( void )pvParameters;

LE

/* For some reason, the task needs to modify its own MPU region settings. */
if( pdPASS != xMPUSetTaskRegions( NULL, &xNewMPURegionDefinition ) )
{
/* The MPU Region definitions could not be applied. The return value
* could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* As the task modified its own MPU regions, a context switch will have
* occurred by the time this point is reached. */
}
/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

P

Listing 190 Example of using the xMPUSetTaskRegions() API function
5.8.10.2 vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode()
void vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode( void );

Summary

A
M

5.8.10.2.1

Sets the privilege level of the task to 'Unprivileged'.
5.8.10.2.2
None.

5.8.10.2.3

Return Values

S

None.

Parameters

5.8.10.2.4

Notes

The SAFERTOS API does not provide a means of setting the task's privilege level to 'Privileged',
therefore calling vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() results in an action that cannot be
reversed.
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() must only be called from an executing task and
therefore must not be called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state (prior to the scheduler
being started).
5.8.10.2.5

Example

This example creates a privileged task. The created task subsequently
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() to set its privilege level to 'Unprivileged'.
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calls

/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules.
* This task will not use the FPU, so the stack size must be at least 256 bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE
( 256U )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( mpuMPU_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };
/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function is called
* while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could be called from
* another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended state. */
void vAFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;

A
M

P

LE

/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
&vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* No parameters are being passed to this task. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* The TLS object is not used. */
pdFALSE,
/* This task does not use the FPU. */
NULL,
/* The secure context */
NULL,
/* The secure stack buffer */
0U,
/* The secure stack buffer depth */
{
/* The MPU task parameters. */
mpuPRIVILEGED_TASK,
/* This task is a privileged task. */
{
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U },
/* No additional region definitions are required. */
{ NULL, 0U, 0U, 0U }
}
}
};

S

/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( pdPASS != xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) )
{
/* The task was not successfully created. The return value could have
* been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/* The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a task, the
* scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created has a priority higher than
* the calling task then vTaskCode will have executed before this task reaches this point. */
}
...

}

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
/* No parameters are being used for this task. */
( void )pvParameters;
/* Perform some initial processing that requires Privileged mode. */
/* Privileged mode is no longer required, so switch to Unprivileged mode
* prior to entering the main task body. */
vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode();
/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

Listing 191 Example of using the vMPUTaskExecuteInUnprivilegedMode() API function
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5.8.10.3 xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion()
portBaseType xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion( portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type
portUInt32Type

5.8.10.3.1

ulRegionNumber,
ulRegionBeginAddress,
ulRegionEndAddress,
ulRegionConfig,
ulAttributeIndex);

Summary

Allows the host application to define a global MPU region which is active for all tasks.
5.8.10.3.2

Parameters

P

A
M

ulRegionBeginAddress

The MPU region that will be configured. The
number of global regions available is
dependent on the target hardware and
therefore the portable layer will define the
macros
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FI
RST and
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_LA
ST, only region numbers in this range will be
accepted.

LE

ulRegionNumber

The lowest address of the memory region.
Must be a aligned on a 32 bytes boundary.
The highest address of the memory region.
The region size must be a multiple of 32 bytes.

ulRegionConfig

Contains the access permissions of this region
- refer to the ARMv8-M documentation for a
full discussion of the available MPU access
permission settings.

ulAttributeIndex

Contains the index if the MAIR settings to be
used - refer to the ARMv8-M documentation
for a full discussion of the available MPU
region attribute settings.

S

ulRegionEndAddress

5.8.10.3.3

Return Values

pdPASS

The region was successfully updated.

errSCHEDULER_ALREADY_RUNNING

The scheduler has been started. Configuration
of global regions is only permitted while the
scheduler is initialising.
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errINVALID_PARAMETERS

One of a number of problems was identified
with the MPU region definitions:
1. The region number is not within the valid
range defined by
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FI
RST and
mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_LA
ST;

LE

2. One of the regions is smaller than 32 bytes;
3. The size of one of the regions is not a
multiple of 32;
4. The base address of a region was not
aligned on a 32 byte boundary.

Notes

P

5.8.10.3.4

xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion() must only be called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state
(prior to the scheduler being started).
Example

A
M

5.8.10.3.5

This example illustrates the definition of a global MPU region to allow access to a processor's
peripherals.
/* MPU General Peripherals Hardware address range */
#define configPERIPHERALS_START_ADDRESS
( 0x40000000U )
#define configPERIPHERALS_END_ADDRESS
( 0x60000000U )

S

/* Configure a global region mapped onto the peripherals */
/* Configure a global region mapped onto the peripherals */
xResult = xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion( mpuGLOBAL_CONFIGURABLE_REGION_FIRST,
configPERIPHERALS_START_ADDRESS,
configPERIPHERALS_END_ADDRESS,
( mpuREGION_PRIVILEGED_READ_WRITE_USER_READ_WRITE |
mpuREGION_EXECUTE_NEVER ),
mpuMAIR_INDEX_1 );

Listing 192 Example of using the xMPUConfigureGlobalRegion() API function

5.8.10.4 xMPUConfigureMAIR()
portBaseType xMPUConfigureMAIR( portUInt32Type ulAttributeIndex, portUInt32Type ulAttribute);

5.8.10.4.1

Summary

Allows the host application to define Memory Attribute Indirection Register values.
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5.8.10.4.2

Parameters
Contains the index of the MAIR settings to be
set. The attribute index must be in the range of
2 to 7, as indexes 0 and 1 are used by
SAFERTOS.

ulAttribute

The memory attributes to be set at the given
attribute index - refer to the ARMv8-M
documentation for a full discussion of the
available MPU region attribute settings.
Return Values

pdPASS

The MAIR attribute was set correctly.

errINVALID_PARAMETERS

5.8.10.4.4

Notes

The attribte index was invalid. There are 8
available attribute indexes, 0 to 7, where 0 and
1 are used by SAFERTOS. This error will be
returned if the attribute index is 0, 1 or greater
that 7.

P

5.8.10.4.3

LE

ulAttributeIndex

A
M

xMPUConfigureMAIR() can only set the attribute for indexes 2 to 7. Index 0 and 1 are used by
SAFERTOS.
5.8.10.4.5

Example

/* Configure MAIR index 2 to Normal Memory, Non Cacheable */
xResult = xMPUConfigureMAIR( mpuMAIR_INDEX_2, mpuNORMAL_MEMORY_NON_CACHEABLE );

S

Listing 193 Example of using the xMPUConfigureMAIR() API function
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5.9 TI C66 X DSP A RCHITECTURE
5.9.1 Port Specific Definitions
The Table 'Definitions specific to the Product Variant' details the values assigned to each port specific
definition.
Table 5-36 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

portCharType

char

portInt16Type
portInt32Type
portInt64Type
portUInt8Type

signed short
signed long

signed long long
unsigned char

A
M

portUInt16Type

signed char

P

portInt8Type

LE

Definition

unsigned short
unsigned long

portUInt64Type

unsigned long long

portFloat32Type

float

portFloat64Type

double

S

portUInt32Type

portStackType

unsigned long

portBaseType

signed long

portUnsignedBaseType

unsigned long

portTickType

unsigned long

portTaskHandleType

void *

portDataAddressType

unsigned long

portCodeAddressType

unsigned long

portSpinlockType

unsigned long
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Table 5-36 Definitions specific to the Product Variant
Assigned Value

portSVC_HOOK

void (*)(portUnsignedBaseType)

safertosapiMAX_DELAY

0xFFFFFFFF

safertosapiWORD_ALIGNMENT

4

safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT

8

safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES
portCONTEXT_SIZE_BYTES

LE

Definition

140
312

P

The C66x Product Variant makes use of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure defined in
apiComplexTypes.h. It is required that a variable of type xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS is initialised
with appropriate values before being passed to the xTaskInitializeScheduler() function. As an
example, the Table 'Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values' shows the values
used by the demo application.

Field

A
M

Table 5-37 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values

ulTimerClockHz

Assigned Value
<Application-specific>
The frequency of the clock driving the module that
generates the tick interrupt.
1000
The frequency at which the tick interrupt occurs.

pxSVCHookFunction

ullDemoApplicationSvcHook
A callback function used to add host application-related
services - see section 'SVC Hook' for more details.

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

0
An additional margin could have been specified that
would have caused the task to ensure there are at least
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes between the stack
pointer and the stack boundary once the task context has
been saved.

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

acIdleTaskStack (an array of portInt8Type types to be
used for the stack of the idle task).

S

ulTickRateHz
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Table 5-37 Example xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS initialisation values
Assigned Value

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

1024
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the idle
task.

uxIdleTaskPrivilegeLevel

0
The idle hook will not be executed in privileged mode.

uxTimerTaskPriority

uxTimerTaskStackSize

2
The priority of the default timer task.

1024
The size of the array to be used for the stack of the
default timer task.

A
M

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

NULL
In the demo application, there is no user defined local
storage object to be associated with the idle task.

P

pvIdleTaskTLSObject

LE

Field

acTimerTaskStack - an array of portInt8Type to be used
for the stack of the default timer task.
10
The length of the default timer queue.

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize

(10 * sizeof(timerQueueMessageType)) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES)
The size of the array to be used for the default timer
queue.

S

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

acTimerCommandQueueBuffer
An 4-byte aligned array of portInt8Type to be used for the
default timer queue.

5.9.2 Memory Management
5.9.2.1 Memory Allocation
SAFERTOS does not itself dynamically allocate or free any memory. The host application provides
the memory required by SAFERTOS to manage tasks, queues, semaphores, mutexes, timers, event
groups and event multiplex objects as part of the RTOS object create functions. The host application
must not use memory allocated to SAFERTOS for any other reason until such a time that the task
to which the memory was allocated is deleted. It is not possible to delete queues or semaphores.
SAFERTOS uses only the top 16 bytes of the task stack for managing task behaviour - the rest of
the task stack is only used by the task itself. The application designer must ensure that each task
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has adequate stack space. The size of the task stack must be a multiple of 8 and the base address
must be aligned according to 8 bytes. The demo application provides numerous examples of
declaring a task stack - the Listing 'Declaring a Stack' is taken from PortSpecifics.c.
#define portspecCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE

( 1024u )

/* Declare Task Stacks */
portInt8Type acCheckTaskStack[ portspecCHECK_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned (
safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0 };

Listing 194 Declaring a Stack
Whilst each task has exclusive access to its own stack, code that runs prior to the scheduler starting,
as well as all code executed from within an exception handler, uses the main system stack.

LE

The application designer must also ensure that the user/system stack is adequately dimensioned.
It is desirable to keep stack usage to a minimum, for example declaring arrays or other compound
data types statically rather than as dynamic local variables.

5.9.2.2 Linker Symbols

P

SAFERTOS will only detect a task stack overflow if its own action of storing the task context onto
the task stack would result in overflow.

Compiler

A
M

Table 5-38 The SAFERTOS C66x product variant requires that the
following symbols are defined in the linker script:
Symbols
-stack x /* Main stack size */
-heap x /* Heap area size */

Other

lnkStartFlashAddress
lnkEndFlashAddress

S

TI CGT C6000 Toolchain

5.9.2.3 Memory Blocks

SAFERTOS provides definitions that permit the kernel code and data to be located within specified
sections by the linker script. An example of a linker script is contained within the demonstration
application.
5.9.3 Interrupt Service Routines
5.9.3.1 Interrupt Vector Table
The SAFERTOS interrupt vector table must be set for the system to use by calling the function:
vPortSetInterruptVectors().
The C66x DSP includes an integrated interrupt controller, which multiplexes a large number of event
sources to the interrupt vectors and maps an associated event number to each event source.
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vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook() must be provided by the host containing the appropriate
code to install a system tick timer interrupt at the correct C66x interrupt controller event number,
which is associated with an entry in the vector table.
vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR() must be called from the system tick interrupt handler code.
Each interrupt handler must acknowledge the interrupt to allow the interrupt operation to continue.
5.9.3.2 Interrupt Priorities and Nesting

LE

This SAFERTOS Product Variant permits interrupts to nest, i.e. an interrupt service routine may be
interrupted by another interrupt service routine.
The C66x architecture permits maskable interrupt priorities in the range 4 - 15, where 4 is the highest
priority and 15 is the lowest.
Exceptions produce a Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) with a priority of 1.

P

Each priority level can be considered the interrupt vector number and each interrupt triggers code at
an address in the vector table corresponding to this interrupt vector number.
Interrupts and exceptions are handled by the function; vApplicationInterruptHandlerHook(), which
must be provided by the host.

A
M

vApplicationInterruptHandlerHook() must obtain the current interrupt controller event number and
perform or call the system tick interrupt handler code for the appropriate combination of interrupt
vector number and event.
Refer to the section 'API Reference' for details of which API functions can be safely called from within
interrupt service routines.
5.9.3.3 SVC Exception

number

to

the

function:

S

SVC exceptions are invoked by passing the SVC
vPortTriggerSW_Exception( portBaseType uxSVCNumber ).

SVC exceptions with numbers 0-5 are handled by SAFERTOS, and numbers 6 or greater are instead
handled by the host application defined SVC hook.
Listing 195 The host application can define this hook by setting the pxSvcHookFunction member of
the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS struct passed into xTaskInitializeScheduler(). The type of this
hook must be portSVC_HOOK, defined as specified in the listing 'portSVC_HOOK definition'
typedef void ( *portSVC_HOOK )( portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcNumber );

Listing 196 portSVC_HOOK definition
The SVC hook is executed in SVC mode, and must not call any SAFERTOS API functions.
5.9.3.4 Deferring Interrupt Processing to a Task
In the interest of stack usage predictability and to facilitate system behavioural analysis it is preferred
that interrupt handlers do nothing but collect event data and clear the interrupt source - and therefore
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exit very promptly by deferring the processing of the event data to the task level. Task level
processing can be performed with interrupts enabled. This scenario is demonstrated by the Listing
'Deferring interrupt processing to the task level'.
An application defined interrupt handler that wishes to request a context switch need only call
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR().
void vISRFunction( void )
{
portInt8Type cData;
/* Read the data input from the peripheral that triggered the interrupt. */
cData = ReceivedValue;

LE

/* Send the data to the peripheral handler task. */
xQueueSendFromISR( xPrintQueue, &cData );

/* If the peripheral handler task has a priority higher than the interrupted
* task request a switch to the handler task. */
safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR();

/* Clear interrupt here. If safertosapiYIELD_FROM_ISR() was called then the interrupt
* will return directly to the handler task where cData will be processed contiguous
* in time with the ISR exiting. */
}

P

void vPeripheralHandlerTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portInt8Type cMessage;

A
M

for( ;; )
{
/* Wait for a message to arrive. */
xQueueReceive( xPrintQueue, &cMessage, portMAX_DELAY );
/* Write the message to stdout. */
printf( "%c", cMessage );
}
}

Listing 197 Deferring interrupt processing to the task level

S

This scheme has the added advantage of flexible event processing prioritization. Task priorities are
used instead of the prioritization being dependent on the priority assigned to each interrupt source
by the target processor. The prioritisation of peripheral handler tasks would normally be chosen to
be higher than ordinary tasks within the same application - thereby allowing the interrupt handler to
return directly into the peripheral handler task for immediate processing.
Interrupt service routines that call API functions must not be permitted to execute prior to the
scheduler being started. The easiest method of ensuring this is for interrupts to remain disabled until
after the scheduler is started. Interrupts will automatically be enabled when the first task starts
executing.
This product variant does support interrupt nesting.
Calling API functions while the scheduler is in the Initializing state will result in interrupts becoming
disabled.
API functions that do not end in "FromISR" or macros that do not end in "FROM_ISR" must not
be used within an interrupt service routine.
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5.9.4 Configuration Constants
The host application is required to supply a header file called SafeRTOSConfig.h in which the
constants described within the Table 'Application Configuration C Definitions' must be defined.
Table 5-39 Application Configuration C Definitions
Type

Description

configMAX_PRIORITIES

portUnsignedBaseType

The maximum number of unique
priorities. The maximum priority
that can be assigned to a task is
(configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).

configMESSAGE_BUFFER_LENGTH_TY
PE

MessageBufferType

A typedef used to describe the
type of the "length" field within a
message.

configKERNEL_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
functions.

P
N/A

A
M

configKERNEL_UNPRIV_FUNC_DEF

LE

Definition

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
unprivileged functions.

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
initialisation functions.

configKERNEL_CREATE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel
creation functions.

configKERNEL_DELETE_FUNC_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel delete
functions.

configKERNEL_DATA_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel data.

configKERNEL_DATA_MIRROR_DEF

N/A

Used to define the memory
region used to hold kernel mirror
data.

S

configKERNEL_INIT_FUNC_DEF

Further configuration is performed at run time by calling the API function xTaskInitializeScheduler().
xTaskInitializeScheduler() must be the first SAFERTOS API function to be called, and must only
be called once.
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5.9.5 Port specific Additions to the API Reference
5.9.5.1 xTaskInitializeScheduler()
5.9.5.1.1 Parameters
xTaskInitializeScheduler() takes a single parameter, a pointer to an xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS
structure. The members of the xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS structure are as follows:
The speed of the system clock that has been
configured by the host application. This value
is used to generate the kernel tick.

LE

ulTimerClockHz

ulTickRateHz

The desired frequency of the kernel tick.

uxSystemStackSizeBytes

A pointer to the host application defined SVC
hook which is called when an SVC exception
is raised with a number that is not handled by
the kernel. This is permitted to be NULL if no
SVC hook function is required.

P

pxSVCHookFunction

S

A
M

uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes

The size, in bytes, of the system stack
memory.
When moving a task out of the Running state
the task context is saved onto the task stack. If
following the save there would remain fewer
than uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes free
bytes on the task stack the application error
hook will be called. Therefore the higher the
uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes value the
more sensitive the stack overflow checking
becomes - zero is a valid value and will result
in the least sensitive stack overflow checking.
Note that when a potential stack overflow is
detected the error hook is called without
having actually saved the task context.

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the idle task.

uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes

The size in bytes of the buffer pointed to by the
pcIdleTaskStackBuffer parameter. This is
effectively the size in bytes of the idle task
stack.

uxIdleTaskPrivilegeLevel

A flag that indicates whether or not the idle
task will run at a privileged level.
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A pointer to the user defined local storage
object to be associated with the idle task. It is
permitted to be NULL.

uxTimerTaskPriority

The priority at which the timer task should
operate is configurable to the needs of the
host application.

uxTimerTaskStackSize

The stack size of the timer task. This is
dependent on the stack usage in timer
callback functions.

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of (lowest address) the
buffer that should be used to hold the stack of
the timer task.

uxTimerCommandQueueLength

The number of entries in the timer command
queue.
The size of the buffer that is provided by the
application for the timer command queue.
The buffer that will be used to hold the queue
for the timer commands.

S

A
M

P

uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize
pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer

LE

pvIdleTaskTLSObject
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5.9.5.1.2 Example
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local Constants
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* timer related config */
#define configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY
#define configTIMER_QUEUE_LENGTH

( configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1 )
( 16 )

/* The user configuration for the timer module. */
#define configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE
( ( configTIMER_QUEUE_LENGTH * sizeof( timerQueueMessageType ) ) +
safertosapiQUEUE_OVERHEAD_BYTES )
/* The user configuration for the idle task. */
#define configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE )

/* Scheduler Initialisation Definitions */
#define configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN

( 0U )

LE

/* The size of the Idle task data section. */
/* The user configuration for the system timer task. */
#define configSYS_TIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE
( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE )

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Local Variables
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

P

static portInt8Type acIdleTaskStack[ configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( configSTACK_ALIGNMENT
) ) );

A
M

/* Declare the stack for the timer task, it cannot be done in the timer
* module as the syntax for alignment is port specific. Also the callback
* functions are executed in the timer task and their complexity/stack
* requirements are application specific. */
static portInt8Type acTimerTaskStack[ configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned(
configSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) );
/* The buffer for the timer command queue. */
static portInt8Type acTimerCommandQueueBuffer[ configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE ] __attribute__( ( aligned( 32 )
) ) = { 0 };
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Public functions
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* This is required by the TI MCU+ libraries. */
void putchar_( char character )
{
( void ) character;
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

S

portBaseType xInitializeScheduler( void )
{
portBaseType xInitSchedResult;

/* The structure passed to xTaskInitializeScheduler() to configure the kernel
* with the application defined constants and call back functions. */
xPORT_INIT_PARAMETERS xPortInit =
{
configSYSTICK_CLOCK_HZ,
/* ulTimerClockHz */
configTICK_RATE_HZ,
/* ulTickRateHz */
/* Hook Functions */
( void * ) &ullDemoApplicationSvcHook,

/* pvSvcHookFunction */

/* System Stack parameters */
configSTACK_CHECK_MARGIN,

/* uxAdditionalStackCheckMarginBytes */

/* Idle Task parameters */
acIdleTaskStack,
configIDLE_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
safertosapiUNPRIVILEGED_TASK,
NULL,

/*
/*
/*
/*

pcIdleTaskStackBuffer */
uxIdleTaskStackSizeBytes */
The idle hook will not be executed in privileged mode. */
pvIdleTaskTLSObject */

/* Timer feature initialisation parameters */
configTIMER_TASK_PRIORITY,
/* uxTimerTaskPriority */
configTIMER_TASK_STACK_SIZE,
/* uxTimerTaskStackSize */
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acTimerTaskStack,
configTIMER_QUEUE_LENGTH,
configTIMER_CMD_QUEUE_BUFFER_SIZE,
acTimerCommandQueueBuffer,

/*
/*
/*
/*

pcTimerTaskStackBuffer */
uxTimerCommandQueueLength */
uxTimerCommandQueueBufferSize */
pcTimerCommandQueueBuffer */

};
/* Initialise the kernel by passing in a pointer to the xPortInit structure
* and return the resulting error code. */
xInitSchedResult = xTaskInitializeScheduler( &xPortInit );
return xInitSchedResult;
}

Listing 198 Example use of the xTaskInitializeScheduler() API function
5.9.5.2 xTaskCreate()

LE

5.9.5.2.1 Parameters
xTaskCreate() takes 2 parameters - pxTaskParameters which is a pointer to an xTaskParameters
structure, and pxCreatedTask which is used to pass back a handle by which the created task can
be referenced, for example when changing the priority of the task or subsequently deleting the task.
The members of the xTaskParameters structure are as follows:
Pointer to the function that implements the
task.

P

pdTASK_CODE pvTaskCode

A descriptive name for the task. This is mainly
used to facilitate debugging.

A
M

const portCharType * pcTaskName

Pointer to the TCB provided by the host
application for this task.

portInt8Type * pcStackBuffer

Pointer to the start of the memory to be used
as the task stack.

portUnsignedBaseType uxStackDepthBytes

The size in bytes of the memory pointed to by
the pcStackBuffer pointer.

void * pvParameters

Task functions take a void * parameter - the
value of which is set by pvParameters when
the task is created.

portUnsignedBaseType uxPriority

The priority of the task. Can take any value
between 0 and (configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1).
The lower the numeric value of the assigned
priority the lower the relative priority of the
task.

void * pvObject

A pointer to user defined data to be associated
with this task. Can be set to NULL if not
needed by the user application.

S

xTCB * pxTCB

Note that this pointer is never dereferenced by
SAFERTOS.
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A flag that indicates whether the task will run
at a privileged level.

S

A
M

P

LE

portUnsignedBaseType uxPrivilegeLevel
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5.9.5.2.2 Example
/* Define the priority at which the task is to be created. */
#define TASK_PRIORITY
( 1 )
/* Declare the TCB of the task that is to be created. */
static xTCB xTaskTCB = { 0 };
/* Declare the buffer to be used by the task's stack. This buffer is protected
* by an MPU region so the alignment must follow the MPU alignment rules, and
* be aligned to the same power of two value as their length in bytes. */
#define STACK_SIZE ( configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE )
static portInt8Type acTaskStack[ STACK_SIZE ] __attribute__ ( ( aligned ( safertosapiSTACK_ALIGNMENT ) ) ) = { 0
};

LE

/* Define a structure used to demonstrate a parameter being passed into a task
function. */
typedef struct A_STRUCT
{
portCharType cStructMember1;
portCharType cStructMember2;
} xStruct;

/* The task being created. */
void vTaskCode( void * pvParameters )
{
xStruct *pxParameters;

P

/* Define a variable of the type of the structure just defined. A reference to
* this variable is passed in as the task parameter. */
xStruct xParameter = { 1, 2 };

/* Cast the parameter to the expected type. */
pxParameters = ( xStruct * ) pvParameters;

A
M

/* The parameter can now be accessed. */
if( 1 != pxParameters->cStructMember1 )
{
/* Etc. */
}

/* Enter an infinite loop to perform the task processing. */
for( ;; )
{
/* Task code goes here. */
}
}

S

/* Function that creates a task. It is strongly recommended that this function
* is called while the scheduler is in the Initialization state, although it could
* be called from another task while the scheduler was in the Running or Suspended
* state. */
void vAnotherFunction( void )
{
portTaskHandleType xHandle;
/* The structure passed to xTaskCreate() to create the task. */
xTaskParameters xNewTaskParameters =
{
vTaskCode,
/* The function that implements the task being created. */
"Demo task",
/* The name of the task being created. */
&xTaskTCB,
/* The TCB for the task. */
acTaskStack,
/* The buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
STACK_SIZE,
/* The size of the buffer allocated for use as the task stack. */
NULL,
/* The task parameter will be initialised later. */
TASK_PRIORITY,
/* The priority to be assigned to the task being created. */
NULL,
/* No user defined data required. */
pdFALSE
/* The task will run in an unprivileged mode. */
};
/* Add a pointer to the structure of parameters. */
xNewTaskParameters.pvParameters = &xParameter;
/* Create the task defined by the vTaskCode function, storing the handle. */
if( xTaskCreate( &xNewTaskParameters, &xHandle ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The task was not successfully created.
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* The return value could have been checked to find out why. */
}
else
{
/*
*
*
*

The task was created successfully. If this function is called from a
task, the scheduler is in the Active state, and the task just created
has a priority higher than the calling task then vTaskCode will have
executed before this task reaches this point. */

}

}

LE

/* The handle can now be used in other API functions, for example to change
* the priority of the task. */
if( xTaskPrioritySet( xHandle, 1 ) != pdPASS )
{
/* The priority was not changed. */
}
else
{
/* The priority was changed. */
}

Listing 199 Example usage of the xTaskCreate() API function
5.9.6 Port Specific API Functions

void vPortSetInterruptVectors( void );

5.9.6.1.1 Summary

P

5.9.6.1 vPortSetInterruptVectors()

A
M

This function sets the SAFERTOS specific interrupt vectors and is required to ensure that interrupts
and exceptions are handled by SAFERTOS code.
5.9.6.1.2 Parameters

vPortSetInterruptVectors() takes no parameters.
5.9.6.1.3 Return Values
None.

S

5.9.6.1.4 Notes

This function must be called before starting the scheduler and after any other function that may
redirect interrupts and exceptions to a different set of vectors.
The interrupt vectors must not be redirected elsewhere while SAFERTOS is operating.
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5.9.6.1.5 Example
int main( void )
{
portBaseType xStatus;
/* Setup Board Hardware.
* This may assign the interrupt vectors to a code location. */
prvSetupHardware();
/* Install SafeRTOS interrupt vectors. */
vPortSetInterruptVectors();
/* Initialise the Kernel Scheduler. */
xStatus = xInitializeScheduler();

LE

/* Everything OK? */
if( pdPASS == xStatus )
{
/* Yes, try to start the Scheduler. */
xStatus = xTaskStartScheduler();
}

/* The Scheduler should now be running.
* So this line should never be reached, if it is,
* then the Scheduler initialisation has failed! */
vStartupAbort();
/* Call abort function. */
return -1;
}

P

Listing 200 Example usage of the vPortSetInterruptVectors() API function
5.9.6.2 vPortTriggerSW_Exception()

A
M

void vPortTriggerSW_Exception( portUnsignedBaseType uxSVCNumber );

5.9.6.2.1 Summary

This function is required to initiate SVC calls.
5.9.6.2.2 Parameters
uxSVCNumber

The SVC number.

S

5.9.6.2.3 Return Values
None.

5.9.6.2.4 Notes

The SVC number is passed to the SVC hook function provided by the host.
This function cannot be called from ISR.
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5.9.6.2.5 Example
#define SVC_INCREMENT_VALUE

( 10U ) /* Must be unique and greater than 5. */

static volatile portUnsignedBaseType uxSvcCounter = 0U;

/* Task function. */
static void prvCheckTask( void *pvParameters )
{
portBaseType xPreviousCount = uxSvcCounter;

LE

/* Function installed as SVC hook. */
void vDemoApplicationSvcHook( portUnsignedBaseType uxSVCNum )
{
if( SVC_INCREMENT_VALUE == uxSVCNum ) /* Handle only this value. */
{
uxSvcCounter++; /* Increment counter. */
}
}

for( ; ; ) /* Repeat forever. */
{
vPortTriggerSW_Exception( SVC_INCREMENT_VALUE );

if( xPreviousCount == uxSvcCounter ) /* Counter should have incremented. */
{
vApplicationAbort();
/* Call abort function. */
xPreviousCount = uxSvcCounter;
}
}

P

Listing 201 Example usage of the vPortTriggerSW_Exception() API function
5.9.7 Port Specific Hook Functions

A
M

5.9.7.1 vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook()

void vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook( portUInt32Type ulTimerClockHz,

portUInt32Type ulTickRateHz );

5.9.7.1.1 Summary

vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook() is provided by the host to initialise and start a timer set to
trigger an interrupt, repeating at ulTickRateHz;

S

5.9.7.1.2 Parameters
ulTimerClockHz

The frequency of the clock driving the module
that generates the tick interrupt.

ulTickRateHz

The frequency at which the tick interrupt
occurs.

5.9.7.1.3 Return Values
None.
5.9.7.1.4 Notes
SafeRTOS will not compile if vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook() has not been provided by the
host.
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5.9.7.1.5 Example
#define configTICK_TIMER_ADDR
#define configTICK_TIMER_INT_NUM

( RTIA_BASE )
( RTIA_INT_NUM)

/* Timer A address. */
/* Timer A interrupt controller number. */

/* Tick timer interrupt handler. */
static void prvTimerTickIsr( void *args )
{
( void ) args;
vTaskProcessSystemTickFromISR();
TimerClearInterrupt( configTICK_TIMER_ADDR );
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

LE

/* Tick timer interrupt setup. */
void vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook( portUInt32Type ulTimerClockHz,
portUInt32Type ulTickRateHz )
{
TimerParams xTimerParams;
InterruptParams xtimerIntParams;
xTimerParams.inputClkHz = ulTimerClockHz;
xTimerParams.periodInUsec = ( 1000000UL / ulTickRateHz );
Timersetup( configTICK_TIMER_ADDR, &xTimerParams );

/* Start the tick timer. */
Timerstart( configTICK_TIMER_ADDR );
}

P

/* Setup ISR and enable it. */
xtimerIntParams.intNum = configTICK_TIMER_INT_NUM;
xtimerIntParams.callback = prvTimerTickIsr;
/* Interrupt handler. */
InstallInterrupt( &xtimerIntParams );

Listing 202 Example use of the vApplicationSetupTickInterruptHook() function
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5.9.7.2 vApplicationInterruptHandlerHook()

void vApplicationInterruptHandlerHook( portUInt32Type ulInterruptVectorNum );

5.9.7.2.1 Summary

vApplicationInterruptHandlerHook() is supplied by the host to handle any interrupts or exceptions.
5.9.7.2.2 Parameters

The interrupt number/priority.

S

ulInterruptVectorNum

5.9.7.2.3 Return Values
None.

5.9.7.2.4 Notes
vApplicationInterruptHandlerHook() and any sub-handlers called from this function must not
possess the interrupt modifier.
SafeRTOS will not compile if vApplicationInterruptHandlerHook() has not been provided by the
host.
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5.9.7.2.5 Example
#define MINIMUM_INTERRUPT_NUMBER

( 4 )

/* Dispatch handler for TI MCU+ style interrupts. */
void vApplicationInterruptHandlerHook( portUInt32Type ulInterruptVectorNum )
{
if( ulInterruptVectorNum < MINIMUM_INTERRUPT_NUMBER )
{
vExceptionHandlerDispatcher(); /* NMI. Reserved does not get this far. */
}
else
{
portBaseType xInterruptControllerNumber = xGetIntNum( ulInterruptVectorNum );
vInterruptHandlerDispatcher( xInterruptControllerNumber );
}
}

5.9.7.3 vApplicationTaskSwitchHook()

5.9.7.3.1 Summary

xTCB

*pxTCBOfTaskSwitchedOut,

xTCB

P

void
vApplicationTaskSwitchHook(
*pxTCBOfTaskSwitchedIn );

LE

Listing 203 Example use of the vApplicationInterruptHandlerHook() function

vApplicationTaskSwitchHook() exists to allow the host to examine the states of tasks during a context
switch;

A
M

5.9.7.3.2 Parameters
pxTCBOfTaskSwitchedOut

A pointer to the TCB of the task whos context
has just been saved.

pxTCBOfTaskSwitchedIn

A pointer to the TCB of the task whos context
is about to be restored.

5.9.7.3.3 Return Values

S

None.

5.9.7.3.4 Notes

vApplicationTaskSwitchHook() is optional for the host to provide.
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5.9.7.3.5 Example
void vApplicationTaskSwitchHook( xTCB *pxTCBOfTaskSwitchedOut, xTCB *pxTCBOfTaskSwitchedIn )
{
if( pxTCBOfTaskSwitchedOut == pxTCBOfTaskSwitchedIn )
{
/* The task has not been switched. */
}
else
{
portUInt64Type ullTimeNow = ullGetTimeNow();
vRecordSwitchOutTime( pxTCBOfTaskSwitchedOut, ullTimeNow );
vRecordSwitchInTime( pxTCBOfTaskSwitchedIn, ullTimeNow );
}
}

S

A
M

P

LE

Listing 204 Example use of the vApplicationTaskSwitchHook() function
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CONTACT INFORMATION
User feedback is essential to the continued maintenance and development of SAFERTOS. Please
provide all software and documentation comments and suggestions to the most convenient contact
point listed below.

Tel:
Email:
Website:

S

A
M

P

All Trademarks acknowledged.

WITTENSTEIN high integrity systems Limited
Brown’s Court, Long Ashton Business Park
Yanley Lane, Long Ashton
Bristol. BS41 9LB, UK
+44 1275 395 600
info@highintegritysystems.com
www.highintegritysystems.com

LE

Address:
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